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ABSTRACT 

 

This dissertation advances the study of the cultural integration of Denmark with 

continental Europe in the Middle Ages.  By approaching the question with a view to the 

longue durée, it argues that Danish aristocratic culture had been heavily influenced by 

trends on the Continent since at least the Roman Iron Age, so that when Denmark 

adopted European courtly culture, it did so simultaneously to its development in the rest 

of Europe.  Because elite culture as it manifested itself in the Middle Ages was an 

amalgamation of that of Ancient Rome and the Germanic tribes, its origins in Denmark is 

sought in the interactions between the Danish territory and the Roman Empire.  Elites in 

Denmark sought to emulate Roman culture as a marker of status, with pan-European elite 

networks facilitating the incorporation of Roman material items and social norms in 

Denmark, thus setting the pattern for later periods.  These types of networks continued to 

play an important role in the interactions between Denmark and the successor kingdoms 

to the Roman Empire in the Early Middle Ages, leading to the development of an 

increasingly homogenized elite culture in Denmark and on the Continent.  Danish elites 

drew on the material and ideological cultural models of their southern neighbors, using 

Frankish imports to signify status and power, much as Roman imports had been used 

earlier.  The economic, diplomatic, and military ties that developed in the Early Middle 

Ages remained important conduits for the adoption of European aristocratic culture into 

the High Middle Ages, while the conversion to Christianity by the Danes enabled Danish 

elites to take part in the new educational networks associated with the rise of universities 

across Europe.  All of these long-standing ties meant that the Danish aristocracy actively 
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participated in the development of medieval courtly culture, including cavalry warfare 

and knighthood, courtly food consumption and feasting, and courtly dress and 

ornamentation, resulting in increased social differentiation between those who could take 

part in the new courtly culture and those who could not.  Thus, Denmark was never 

outside of Europe, and when Danish elites adopted medieval chivalric and courtly 

culture, they did so contemporaneously with their counterparts in other parts of Europe.      
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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

 

 This dissertation will advance the study of the cultural integration of Denmark 

with continental Europe.  Elite culture, particularly as it developed in the Early and High 

Middle Ages, offers a particularly useful perspective on this process.  An investigation of 

the adoption of courtly culture in the medieval Danish kingdom forms the bulk of the 

work, as this is usually the period in which Denmark is considered to have become 

“Europeanized.”  This idea is somewhat misleading, however, as it is based on the belief 

that there was a common culture that could be called European prior to the High Middle 

Ages.  Denmark did not necessarily develop in the same way as other kingdoms in 

Europe, but elite contacts and networks ensured a continual Danish economic, political, 

and military presence in the wider European sphere.  Because elite culture as it 

manifested itself in the Middle Ages was an amalgamation of that of Ancient Rome and 

the Germanic tribes, its origins in Denmark should also be sought in the interactions 

between the Danish territory and the Roman Empire.  This dissertation will seek to 

understand just how influential Roman culture was on Denmark and follow the 

interactions between elites in Denmark and abroad from the Roman period to the High 

Middle Ages.  It will endeavor to trace the kinds of elite networks that were put into 

place, and determine what role they had in the development of elite culture in Denmark 

and on the Continent. 
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Previous Scholarship 

Despite an interest in Denmark developing European-style institutions, historians 

have paid very little attention to the actual European cultural influences on Danish 

society and how and why they were incorporated.  While historians have generally 

acknowledged that there was some European influence on Danish history, they have not 

attempted to fully examine that influence.  In his section on the Middle Ages in volume 

two of Dansk Socialhistorie (Danish Social History), Kai Hørby argues that in the last 

half of the twelfth century, the Danish kingdom under the Valdemars was created based 

on a European pattern.1  Nevertheless, his discussion of this process focuses almost 

exclusively on internal factors for change.  He states that an early factor in the expansion 

of royal power was royal control of the leding, essentially a naval levy, and a hird, a 

personal military following.2  Other factors included the ability of the king to collect 

taxes, which was at least partly a result of the development of money payments in lieu of 

leding service,3 although no mention is made of possible outside influences on this 

process, which became common practice in Europe in the twelfth century.4  Hørby does 

note that the Christian ideology of kingship in Denmark was part of a European-wide 

phenomenon that came to Denmark via England,5 but he does not go into detail about 

how that ideology reached Denmark.  

                                                           
1 The Valdemar period lasted from 1157-1241, coinciding with the reigns of Valdemar I and his sons, Cnut 

VI and Valdemar II.  Kai Hørby, “Middelalderen,” in Samfundet i vikingetid og middelalder 800-1500, by 

Niels Lund and Kai Hørby, Dansk social historie 2 (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 1980), 171. 
2 Hørby, “Middelalderen,” 185-195. 
3 Hørby, “Middelalderen,” 196. 
4 In England, for example, it was known as shield-money or scutage, and it became regularized under King 

Henry II.  Joseph R. Strayer and Dana C. Munro, The Middle Ages, 395-1500 (New York: Appleton-

Century-Crofts, Inc., 1959), 289. 
5 Hørby, “Middelalderen,” 208. 
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Likewise, in “Kirker rejses alle vegne,” 1050-1250 (“Churches are everywhere 

being built,” 1050-1250), volume four of the Gyldendal and Politiken’s History of 

Denmark series,6 Ole Fenger covers much the same territory as Kai Hørby, although he 

does intersperse his discussions of the various historical developments in High Medieval 

Denmark with snippets of general European history.  He also goes into some detail on the 

political interactions between Danish rulers and their European counterparts, most 

notably Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony (d. 1195) as well as the German emperors, 

Frederick Barbarossa (d. 1190) and Frederick II (d. 1250).  Fenger does include a short 

section on the Twelfth Century Renaissance in Denmark, which he attributes to Danes 

taking part in the educational developments of Europe.7  In this, at least, he acknowledges 

and explains the ways in which continental impulses affected circumstances in Denmark.  

As part of his short discussion on education, he notes the importance of Latin literacy as 

bringing about major changes in society, such as royal administration, the spread of 

Christianity, and the writing of national histories.8  Otherwise, continental cultural 

influences do not figure in this work, and he examines mainly internal factors in his 

discussion of urbanization, the development of the Church, and the growth of royal 

power.  Moreover, he omits any discussion of courtly culture, an oversight that this 

dissertation will address. 

More recently, Erik Ulsig, in Danmark 900-1300: Kongemagt og Samfund 

(Denmark 900-1300: Crown and Society), traces the genesis of the Danish kingdom from 

                                                           
6 Ole Fenger, “Kirker rejses alle vegne,” 1050-1250, 2nd ed., Gyldendal og Politikens Danmarkshistorie 4, 

ed. Olaf Olsen (Copenhagen: Gyldendals Boghandel, Nordisk Forlag; Copenhagen: Politikens Forlag, 

2002). 
7 Fenger, “Kirker rejses alle vegne,” 216-220. 
8 Fenger, “Kirker rejses alle vegne,” 369-370. 
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Christianization in the tenth century, when Ulsig claims Denmark was brought into the 

European cultural sphere, to circa 1300.9  He states that in the period from 1050 to 1150, 

Denmark imported many facets of European culture,10 but in his discussion of royal 

taxation, agriculture, the spread of new technology such as watermills, and urbanization, 

he fails to mention any European influences on these developments.  Other than briefly 

noting that Latin became the language of bureaucracy and culture, he does he go into any 

detail on what other facets of European culture were adopted.  The rest of the work 

excludes any discussion of continental influences on developments in Denmark.  

Moreover, despite addressing the differences between magnates and the common people 

in terms of landed possessions,11 he fails to consider any other ways in which the 

differences between social groups manifested itself, a topic that would certainly have 

revealed Denmark’s connections to the wider European sphere.    

The works discusses above are all general histories of Denmark, and they 

highlight the trend in Danish medieval historiography to largely bypass any in-depth 

analysis of the adoption of foreign cultural forms.  More specialized studies tend to 

follow the same path.  For example, in their discussion of the aristocracy and castles in 

medieval Denmark, Carsten Porskrog Rasmussen and Lennart S. Madsen only consider 

Danish circumstances in the formation of a noble class in Denmark.12  Thus, for example, 

they mention freedom from taxes in exchange for military service as an important reason 

for the rise of a nobility,13 yet fail to connect that development to similar provisions in 

                                                           
9 Erik Ulsig, Danmark 900-1300: Kongemagt og Samfund (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2011), 9. 
10 Ulsig, Danmark 900-1300, 49. 
11 Ulsig, Danmark 900-1300, 67-74. 
12 Carsten Porskrog Rasmussen and Lennart S. Madsen, “Herremænd og borge,” in Middelalderens 

Danmark: Kultur og samfund fra trosskifte til reformation, ed. Per Ingesman, Ulla Kjær, Per Kristian 

Madsen, and Jens Vellev (Copenhagen: Gads Forlag, 2001), 82-99. 
13 Rasmussen and Madsen, 82-83. 
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other parts of Europe.  Moreover, they completely ignore the influence of courtly culture 

and chivalry on the formation of this class.  Likewise, in their description of urbanization 

in medieval Denmark,14 Grethe Jacobsen and Per Kristian Madsen do not address 

external influences on Danish town formation.  They discuss the role of the Church and 

the monarchy in the urbanization process, but fail to consider outside pressures.  

Moreover, in their discussion on legal urban processes, they ignore the significance 

European, particularly German, town laws and charters had on similar developments in 

Denmark.  Similarly, Jørgen Ganshorn, in his work on medieval building styles,15 how 

changes in house construction in Denmark was affected by European building techniques.  

Such an omission is especially glaring when considering aristocratic residences and castle 

construction, which were almost certainly influenced by pan-European chivalric culture.     

Archaeologists, unlike medieval historians, have been more willing to analyze 

outside influences on the development of Danish culture.  Birger Storgaard, for instance, 

has argued for the adoption of Roman cultural models by the aristocracy of southern 

Scandinavia during the Late Roman Iron Age (c. 200-c. 400).  He notes that along with 

an ever-growing quantity of Roman goods, elites also adopted a new lifestyle based on 

Roman models.  Moreover, he traces the development of writing in Scandinavia to 

increasing knowledge of Latin and argues that familiarity with Roman military practices 

also influenced military developments in southern Scandinavia.16  Ulf Näsman has 

                                                           
14 Grethe Jacobsen and Per Kristian Madsen, “By og borger,” in Middelalderens Danmark: Kultur og 

samfund fra trosskifte til reformation, ed. Per Ingesman, Ulla Kjær, Per Kristian Madsen, and Jens Vellev 

(Copenhagen: Gads Forlag, 2001), 136-151. 
15 Jørgen Ganshorn, “Hus og bolig,” Middelalderens Danmark: Kultur og samfund fra trosskifte til 

reformation, ed. Per Ingesman, Ulla Kjær, Per Kristian Madsen, and Jens Vellev (Copenhagen: Gads 

Forlag, 2001), 240-253.  
16 Birger Storgaard, “Cosmopolitan aristocrats,” in The Spoils of Victory: The North in the shadow of the 

Roman Empire, ed. Lars Jørgensen, Birger Storgaard, and Lone Gebauer Thomsen (Copenhagen: The 

National Museum, 2003), 106-125. 
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repeatedly emphasized the parallel developments in Denmark and the Continent in the 

Early Middle Ages and argues that a European perspective needs to be brought to bear on 

Danish history.17  He notes that, “The effect of strong Frankish impact on Scandinavian 

culture can hardly be overestimated,” an impact that could be felt in all aspects of society, 

including political, military, commercial, and religious elements.18  

Likewise, in his monumental work on prehistoric Denmark, Danmarks Oldtid,19 

Jørgen Jensen continually notes connections between developments in Denmark and the 

rest of Europe.  Like Storgaard, he argues that in the third and fourth century, southern 

Scandinavia was increasingly influenced by Roman culture.  Members of the aristocracy 

imitated high status Romans and surrounded themselves with luxury products, including 

costly drinking sets made of bronze, silver, and glass, such as those used in the Rhine 

region.  Moreover, he also claims that there was Roman cultural influence on Danish 

craft and textile production, weaponry and fighting techniques, as well as weight systems 

and writing.20  Following the fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth century, the Frankish 

kingdoms under the Merovingians became the major power in Western Europe, and 

Jensen details the cultural impulses adopted by the Danes from the Roman successor 

kingdom.  One example he points to is the overwhelming importation of gold with which 

Danish magnates surrounded themselves, just like elites on the Continent.21  He notes that 

the period around 600 AD was the high point of Danish-Merovingian contacts, and, 

                                                           
17 Ulf Näsman, “The Ethnogenesis of the Danes and the Making of a Kingdom of Denmark,” in The 

Making of Kingdoms, ed. Tania Dickinson and David Griffiths, Anglo-Saxon Studies in Archaeology and 

History 10 (Oxford: Oxford University Committee for Archaeology, 1999), 2; see also Ulf Näsman, 

“Raids, Migrations, and Kingdoms,” Acta Archaologica 71 (2000): 1-7. 
18 Näsman, “Ethnogenesis of the Danes,” 4-8. 
19 Jørgen Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid, 4 vols. (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 2006). 
20 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 431. 
21 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 4, 87. 
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based on scattered grave finds, suggests that many Danish aristocratic men received their 

military training on the Continent.22  By the beginning of the Viking Age, c. 800, a new 

power had arisen on the Continent, the Carolingian Empire.  Confrontations between 

Denmark and the Carolingians were in general characterized by more violence than in the 

past, but according to Jensen, Danish society continued to be influenced by continental 

developments.  For example, large farms and royal manors in Denmark were built based 

on Frankish models and the Danes adopted Christianity.  Moreover, the first towns were 

founded and coins were minted for the first time, also based on continental models.23         

Jensen is absolutely correct in emphasizing the many ways in which Danish 

culture was influenced by conditions in the rest of Europe.  In this way, he, and the other 

archaeologists mentioned above, fundamentally differ from the approach of the 

mainstream of medieval historians in Denmark.  As explained above, historians have 

hitherto tended to focus primarily on internal factors for change in medieval Denmark, 

and only cursorily mention that Danish developments followed European models.  Little 

effort has been made on the part of historians to explain how or why members of Danish 

society, particularly the elite, would embrace outside cultural forms.  Moreover, while 

archaeologists have stressed the efforts of Scandinavian elites to follow a Roman or 

continental elite lifestyle, historians have so far largely neglected to follow that 

discussion into the Middle Ages.  This dissertation seeks to bridge that gap by describing 

the main archaeological findings concerning European influences on prehistoric Danish 

elite culture and showing how the same types of processes were in play for the Middle 

Ages and the adoption of courtly and chivalric culture.   

                                                           
22 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 4, 207. 
23 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 4, 263. 
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 An attempt has recently been made by Nils Blomkvist to understand 

developments in Northern Europe as a process of Europeanization, although his 

discussion of Denmark is slight.  Nevertheless, his effort to break the mold of the 

traditional line of historical inquiry is noteworthy, and he does address some of the same 

questions that will be considered in this dissertation.  In The Discovery of the Baltic: The 

Reception of a Catholic World-System in the European North (AD 1075-1225), 

Blomkvist departs from the previous scholarship in his examination of the 

Europeanization of the Baltic Rim.  Using World-system theory, he examines how the 

area around the Baltic Sea was integrated into European society and culture in the twelfth 

century.  As Blomkvist defines it, a World-system consists of: 

(1) a core area—characterized by wealth, a high level of knowledge, 

specialized production, pluralism and powerful yet restricted authorities; 

(2) a semi-periphery—with a good material standard and knowledge, a 

certain degree of specialization, a more hierarchical and disciplined 

society; and (3) a periphery—with general exploitation, a low level of 

knowledge, forced labour, great class differences and mass production of 

raw material and goods.24 
 

Blomkvist argues that with the commercial revolution of the Middle Ages as well as the 

papal reform movement, such a homogenous core was in fact created in the twelfth 

century.  While acknowledging that the use of capitalism as a key concept is not 

advisable, he does apply the idea of hierarchies, with elites able to control flows of goods 

and people between foreign and domestic production and consumption areas.  These 

elites were further in a position to influence monetary positions and financial policy, had 

access to inside information, were in command of mass media, and had access to wealth 

and military power.  For Blomkvist, such a group was in existence in the twelfth century 

                                                           
24 Nils Blomkvist, The Discovery of the Baltic: The Reception of a Catholic World-System in the European 

North (AD 1075-1225) (Leiden: Brill, 2005), 53. 
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and included “the higher clergy, not forgetting the incumbents of the central monasteries, 

together with their closest friends in the lay aristocracy and upper urban echelons, all 

belonging to the European core area between North Italy and the Low Countries.”25   

 European culture thus spread outward from this core area, subordinating the 

people of the peripheries.  Blomkvist is particularly interested in the reactions to this 

subordination by the peoples on the peripheries.  He argues that World-system survival 

strategies in general fall into three camps.  Within the core itself, there was popular 

resistance and niche opposition; in the semi-periphery, there was state formation and 

nation-building, while in the periphery, society became more closed off, leading to 

ethnification.26  In analyzing this process, much of his focus is on the interactions 

between what he terms the “Europeanization agent and the domestic re-agent” and the 

decision processes that followed on both sides.  Blomkvist defines the Europeanization 

agents as “those individuals and groups who brought new continental ideas, practices, 

technology and organization into the Baltic of the long 12th century,” while the re-agents 

were “local people, on the receiving end of the process.”27 

 Despite situating Denmark within the Baltic Rim zone, he does not go into much 

detail on Denmark’s incorporation into this Catholic World-system.  He sees the 

beginning of a struggle for and against Europeanization in Denmark around 1120, and to 

highlight this struggle he juxtaposes verbal portraits of two men, Asser, archbishop of 

Lund (d. 1137) and Cnut Lavard, a Danish prince (d. 1131).  Regarding Asser, Blomkvist 

discusses a passage in the vita of Bishop Otto of Bamberg (d. 1139), describing the 

                                                           
25 Blomkvist, 56. 
26 Blomkvist, 62. 
27 Blomkvist, 98. 
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reception of an envoy sent to Archbishop Asser by Bishop Otto.  The Danes were 

portrayed as unfashionable and rustic, and the German priest thought himself better than 

the archbishop.  Blomkvist considers this a plausible portrait of Denmark in the early 

twelfth century,28 although he does not consider any other evidence to support his claim.  

He also considers that Denmark at this time was “still draped in late Viking-age 

clothing,” and that the description of Asser as not looking the part of a ‘European’ 

archbishop was “a respectful description of an indigenous survival strategy.”29   

On the other hand, Cnut Lavard stood out for his adoption of German dress, and 

as such he was “a prince who represented European modernity in his day, perhaps with 

implications of foreign liaisons and loyalties.”30  In considering Cnut as an agent of 

Europeanization, Blomkvist for the most part bases his analysis on Knytlingasaga, a 

Danish history written in the mid-thirteenth century, although he does also briefly 

consider the history of Denmark composed by Saxo Grammaticus around the turn of the 

thirteenth century.  Considering the large degree of similarity between Saxo and 

Knytlingasaga, it is very likely that the saga was in fact to a large extent based on Saxo’s 

work.31  Essentially, he is relying on one source for his entire discussion of Denmark’s 

incorporation into Europe, which is highly problematic.  Blomkvist sees the Knytlinga 

narrative on Cnut Lavard as confirming Cnut’s role “as an introducer of German 

modernity in Denmark and on the Rim as a whole,”32 because of his friendship with the 

German emperor, contacts with eastern commerce, interests in implementing taxation on 

                                                           
28 Blomkvist, 123. 
29 Blomkvist, 124. 
30 Blomkvist, 125. 
31 Lars Boje Mortensen, “A Thirteenth Century Reader of Saxo’s Gesta Danorum,” in The Creation of 

Medieval Northern Europe: Christianisation, Social Transformations, and Historiography. Essays in 

honour of Sverre Bagge, ed. Leidulf Melve and Sigbjørn Sønnesyn (Oslo: Dreyer, 2012), 354. 
32 Blomkvist, 128. 
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trade, and jealousy on the part of Magnus Nielsen, his cousin and eventual murderer.  His 

imperial contacts were in particular what made him an agent of Europeanization.33     

 Following the death of Cnut Lavard in 1131, Blomkvist offers a brief sketch of 

Denmark’s incorporation into the Catholic World-system, claiming that Denmark was 

swift to adopt European culture.  This process was largely complete by the late twelfth 

century when a centralized monarchy was established.  He sees this centralization as 

beginning with the emergence of a few powerful clans or power groups and continuing 

with a swift rise in influences from imperial Germany along with ecclesiastical contacts 

in France and Rome.  Denmark was able to reject imperial vassalage in the late twelfth 

century, and rose to a position of military-imperial dominance in the southern Baltic in its 

own right.34    

Blomkvist’s reliance on only a few sources to evaluate the Danish case makes his 

conclusions somewhat questionable.  He is undoubtedly correct in his statement that 

international influence “was used by ambitious individuals to further their own goals and 

those of their allies,”35 but he fails to consider the very long history of that influence.  

Instead of a swift process of “Europeanization,” this dissertation argues that in fact it was 

a long process, and one that was contemporaneous with the developments on the 

Continent.  Blomkvist perpetuates the idea that there was a pre-existing culture that could 

be called European of which Denmark was not a part.  Rather, this dissertation will show 

that Denmark was closely linked with pan-European developments over a long period of 

time through a number of important elite networks.  Moreover, despite ostensibly 

                                                           
33 Blomkvist, 128-129. 
34 Blomkvist, 131-132. 
35 Blomkvist, 131. 
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breaking away from a narrative of state formation in tracing the incorporation of the 

Baltic Rim into Europe, that is essentially what Blomkvist describes in his brief account 

of the Danish case.  Furthermore, by only focusing on the events of the twelfth century, 

he ignores the previous attempts by Danish kings to develop a more centralized power 

structure, with varying degrees of success.  This dissertation also differs from 

Blomkvist’s work in that it is much more in-depth approach to the question of Denmark’s 

place in medieval European culture.  Alliances between elites in Denmark and on the 

Continent were assuredly important in connecting Denmark with other European 

kingdoms, but they were not the only means by which culture spread.  Also, other than a 

cursory observation regarding the differences in clothing between Archbishop Asser and 

Cnut, Blomkvist does not address the material artifacts of elite culture, an important 

indicator for how integrated Danish elites were with their European counterparts.    

In his view of the “Europeanization” of Denmark in the twelfth century, 

Blomkvist follows previous arguments made by Robert Bartlett in The Making of 

Europe: Conquest, Colonization and Cultural Change 950-1350.  Bartlett only very 

briefly considers Denmark in his work, using it as an example of the importance of 

university education as an instrument of cultural homogeneity.  He argues that the Danish 

scholar, Anders Sunesen, archbishop of Lund from 1201 to 1222, was “both and agent 

and a beneficiary of the Europeanization process,” since he had to go abroad for 

education but also made learning more accessible in Denmark.36  Education and the rise 

of universities were crucial to the “Europeanization of Europe,”37 as Bartlett terms it, but 
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unfortunately this discussion of Anders Sunesen is the extent of his examination of 

Denmark as a part of Europe.  Nevertheless, his notion that Europe became less 

compartmentalized in the eleventh and twelfth centuries is a useful one,38 since the 

proliferation of elite networks in these centuries is what accelerated the development of a 

more homogenized aristocratic culture.   

 The other strand of scholarship with which this dissertation correlates is that of 

chivalric and courtly culture.  Those who discuss the Europeanization of Denmark omit 

this topic, which reveals much about Denmark’s role in Europe.  Much has been written 

on the subject of chivalry and the courtly ideals of medieval Europe, although few of 

these scholars provide anything more than a cursory overview of the situation in 

Scandinavia.  Nevertheless, these works form the basis for any discussion on chivalry and 

courtly culture in Europe, and so they will be discussed in some detail here.  In Chivalry, 

Maurice Keen traces the origins of chivalry to the rise of knighthood and cavalry warfare 

at the end of the eleventh century and follows its development to the turn of the sixteenth 

century.  The new tactic of cavalry warfare demanded a new measure of training and 

skill, as well as requiring increased funding to pay it.  These factors had social 

consequences, and created a bond of identity among its practitioners.39  A sign of the 

consolidation of this new class of noble knights was the adoption of heraldic devices, the 

hereditary insignia on the shield of a knight or nobleman, which began to follow 

established rules by the end of the twelfth century.40  Keen further argues that while the 

ideals and practices of chivalry could be interpreted to suit a Christian ideal, the origins 

                                                           
38 Bartlett, 271. 
39 Maurice Keen, Chivalry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), 25. 
40 Keen, 125. 
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of chivalry were in fact secular and rooted in the old heroic ideals of Germanic Europe.41  

He also notes the importance of the practices of chivalry, such as the tournament, as both 

a way to train the knight in the use of arms and also to celebrate courtly ideas in an elite 

social gathering.42  Keen does not address the adoption of chivalric culture in 

Scandinavia, being primarily focused on its development in France, Germany, and 

England.  Nevertheless, his description of chivalry as an “ethos in which martial, 

aristocratic and Christian elements were fused together,”43 can be applied to a study of 

Danish elite culture as well.   

 Joachim Bumke, in Courtly Culture: Literature and Society in the High Middle 

Ages, considers the connection between courtly literature and the social culture of the 

medieval court.  His focus is not on the everyday conditions of noble life but rather on the 

festive society at court, its material culture, its etiquette, its ideas of social perfection, and 

its literature.   He examines to what extent the literary scene of the courtly age, which 

presents an exaggerated view of a society free from economic and social pressures, was 

shaped by actual historical events and conditions.   He concludes that it was only at the 

feast at court where noble society manifested all of its wealth and ceremonial etiquette as 

is depicted in the courtly literature.  It was at these events that those who hosted the great 

feasts attempted to outdo all previous feasts through ever extravagant lavishness.44  

Nevertheless, Bumke argues that the courtly poets did strive for accuracy in depicting the 

concrete details of social life as well as the norms of social behavior.45  Also, although he 
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presents this work as an intersection of actual historical events and the literature, most of 

the work is actually focused on the historical courts and people.      

 Bumke stresses the importance of economic developments to the development of 

courtly culture.  Living conditions for most people improved during the High Middle 

Ages, and the development of a money economy created greater economic flexibility all 

over Europe.  Moreover, the discovery of new sources of gold and silver brought great 

wealth to the nobility in control of Freiberg in Saxony, Frisach in Carinthia, the Lavant 

Valley, the southern Black Forest, Silesia, and Bohemia.46  Commercial expansion 

particularly benefitted the towns, but was also an important source of revenue for the 

territorial lords.  The sale of sovereign rights, such as granting control over mints and 

exemption from tolls, became an important source of lordly income, as did the fact that 

lords increasingly accepted money payments in lieu of military service from their 

vassals.47   

In this view, Bumke follows the arguments of Georges Duby, who has repeatedly 

stressed the importance of economic development to the ability of the aristocracy to 

pursue private consumption for their own self-esteem.  Territorial lords exerted 

increasing pressure on productive forces in order realize their desire for consumption of 

luxury products.48  Trips to the Holy Land, either via military actions or pilgrimages, 

meant more people passed through rich eastern cities such as Constantinople and Antioch 

as well as the cosmopolitan centers of Southern Italy.  These contacts led to an increasing 

determination to attain the lavish and urbane lifestyle of southern and eastern nobles.  

                                                           
46 Bumke, 39. 
47 Bumke, 41-46. 
48 Georges Duby, The Early Growth of the European Economy: Warriors and Peasants from the Seventh to 

the Twelfth Century, trans. Howard B. Clarke (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1974), 177. 
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Princely courts increasingly sought to outdo one another in lavish display, and 

fashionable gatherings exemplified models of noble behavior.49  According to Duby, 

these desires manifested themselves in the establishment of a network of feudal relations 

which modified the early medieval practice of the exchange of gifts and counter-gifts.50  

Initially, it was only the highest aristocrats who could afford to pursue a courtly lifestyle, 

but during the course of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, the lower and upper 

aristocracy were integrated, partially as a result of marriage ties and partially because of 

economic expansion.  This integration allowed for an increasingly wide swath of the 

aristocracy to take part in courtly life.51  These theories have not been investigated in 

Danish history.      

In Knights at Court: Courtliness, Chivalry, & Courtesy from Ottonian Germany 

to the Italian Renaissance, Aldo Scaglione has traced the continuous vitality of courtly 

traditions through the Middle Ages and Renaissance.  Scaglione offers useful definitions 

of the terms variously used to describe medieval elite society and ones that will be 

followed in this dissertation.  Accordingly, courtly and courtliness “refer to the social and 

cultural environment of princely courts”52  Knightly and knighthood “refer to the trained, 

horse-mounted warriors who formed a varied yet ideologically homogeneous group either 

within the titles and dubbed nobility or aspiring to become such – all these individuals 

operating mostly in courtly environments.”53  Chivalry refers to the “ethico-ideological 

frame of mind that extended from knights to other classes and that informed patterns of 
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52 Aldo Scaglione, Knights at Court: Courtliness, Chivalry, & Courtesy from Ottonian Germany to the 

Italian Renaissance (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 8. 
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behavior regarded as ‘noble,’”54 and can be described as an ethical code in which “the old 

military virtues became joined with the new courtly ones, specifying liberality in the use 

of worldly goods, affability and articulateness in conversation, and elegance of 

manners.”55  Scaglione agrees with C. Stephen Jaeger’s thesis that “courtesy and 

‘chivalric’ ideals were nurtured in court life,”56 rather than chivalry emerging from a 

change in the French lay nobility as argued by Keen and Duby.  He further recognizes the 

formative function of the civilizing role of the courtier bishop in imperial Germany 

whose importance has rightly been underscored by Jaeger,57 but sees the artistic forms of 

chivalry as firmly rooted in France.58         

Scaglione is particularly concerned with how courtly and chivalric notions 

changed over time and he highlights the duality of function that knights continually had 

to contend with.  In the Middle Ages, a knight was both “servant to a feudal lord and, at 

the same time, member of the ruling class endowed with power and lofty privilege.”59  

Such an ambiguity of identity continued into the Renaissance, so that “knights/courtiers 

[were] constantly operating under the creative stress of a need to justify their social 

function by serving the power structures at the same time that they were seeking their 

own personal ennoblement by rising to a privileged status of free, refined agents.  The 

knight, etymologically a servant, became the most exalted model figure of his society.”60  

Scaglione thus provides an excellent overview of how chivalric notions changed over 
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time, but, like previous scholars, largely ignores developments outside of France, 

Germany, and Italy.     

Despite the high degree of interest in the development of chivalry and courtly 

culture in medieval Europe in general, relatively few comprehensive studies have been 

done for either Scandinavia or Denmark.61  In 1935, Karl-Erik Löfqvist published Om 

riddarväsen och frälse i nordisk medeltid, in which he argues that Scandinavia was on the 

periphery of courtly Europe and that courtly impulses were continually adopted from 

outside Scandinavia, particularly from England, France, and Germany.62  He considers 

Scandinavia to have been isolated and culturally distinct from the rest of Europe, and 

argues for the late adoption of knighthood in Denmark, which he places in the second 

half of the thirteenth century.63  This dissertation will examine Denmark’s courtly culture 

from a different perspective. 

More recently, Herman Bengtsson has looked at the topic from an art historical 

perspective, and come to the conclusion that there was a court society and concept of 

courtliness in Scandinavia that was based on French, British, and German models, 

although it was comparatively less extravagant.64  As noted, this work is an art history, 

and his sources include castles and palaces decorated with stone carvings, wall paintings 

                                                           
61 A number of more localized works have been published in recent years dealing with the development of 
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Brewer, 1994).  For France, Sidney Painter, French Chivalry: Chivalric Ideas and Practices in Mediaeval 

France (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1940) and Georges Duby, The Chivalrous Society.  For 

England, Nigel Saul, Chivalry in Medieval England (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011). 
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and tiles, tomb sculpture, seals, donor pictures, textiles and small precious objects of 

ivory, gold, and silver.  While this dissertation supports Bengtsson’s conclusion about 

court culture in Scandinavia, it nevertheless differs in important ways.  Bengtsson 

considered the whole of Scandinavia in his study, while the focus of this dissertation is 

Denmark.  While this dissertation does incorporate some art historical sources, notably 

medieval Danish church murals, they do not form the bulk of the research, unlike 

Bengtsson’s study.  Moreover, in his brief discussion of the ways through which courtly 

culture was adopted in Scandinavia, he only covers Scandinavian and continental 

connections of the twelfth and thirteenth century.  This dissertation, however, seeks to 

link incorporation of courtly culture into Danish elite society with a pattern of elite 

interactions and networks in Europe that can be traced back to the Roman Iron Age.   

Written Sources 

 Medieval Denmark has unfortunately left comparatively little in the way of native 

written evidence.  Before the eleventh century written sources consist exclusively of 

inscriptions on rune stones and on some coins.  The earliest known charter from Denmark 

dates to 1085, and records a religious grant made by the Danish king, Cnut II.  In the 

twelfth and thirteenth centuries, many different types of texts were produced, including 

saints’ lives, histories, annals, liturgical books, collections of ecclesiastical and secular 

laws, charters, and property surveys.  The lack of written material, particularly for the 

Early Middle Ages, can partly be explained by a later adoption of Latin literacy than was 

the case for other areas of Europe.  Many records and manuscripts from the Middle Ages, 

however, were also destroyed over the centuries as the result of military campaigns and 
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fires.  Consequently, historians of medieval Denmark must make do with the moderate 

amount of native sources remaining.  

   The twelfth century witnessed the first chronicles written in Denmark. The 

oldest such work is Roskilde Chronicle,65 an anonymous history written in two parts.  The 

first part, which makes up the bulk of the chronicle, dates to 1137/38, while the shorter 

continuation of the chronicle was written sometime in the beginning of the 1200’s.66  The 

Danish chronicler Sven Aggesen was writing in the late twelfth century, and he is the 

author of three types of composition that were commonly used to glorify twelfth-century 

monarchies: a law treatise, a political history in outline and a royal pedigree.  None of his 

works were openly dedicated to any patron, and Eric Christiansen, in his introduction to a 

translation of Sven’s works, notes that it is unlikely that he was a propagandist, although 

a political tendency is discernible in his writing.  Thus, his own views on the matters on 

which he was writing do come out in the work,67 and this bias has to be kept in mind 

when evaluating the historical validity of his statements.  Nonetheless, Sven’s works do 

give important insight into the mentality of the educated elite of the period, as well as 

their social values.     

The most famous of the medieval Danish chroniclers was Saxo Grammaticus, a 

contemporary of Sven Aggesen.  He completed his seminal history of the Danes, Gesta 

Danorum,68 at the turn of the thirteenth century.  This sixteen book work traces the 
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history of Denmark from its legendary beginnings until 1185 when Duke Bugislav of 

Pomerania swore fealty to King Knud VI.  The earliest portions of his history are 

mythical , and for the period from 1076 to 1134, he largely paraphrased and rewrote 

using still extant sources, such as the Roskilde Chronicle mentioned above, as well as 

hagiographical literature.69  His sources for the Danish civil war period from 1134 to 

1157 are less clear, although he certainly relied at least partly on oral sources, such as the 

recollections of eyewitnesses like his patron, Archbishop Absalon of Lund (d. 1201).  For 

the later period, from 1158 onwards, Saxo was working in an annalistic mode of writing, 

with a precise and detailed chronology, which seems to suggest that he had access to a 

steady supply of documentary sources.  Likely he relied heavily on the archives of the 

archiepiscopal see of Lund, to which he was attached,70 but he also likely used royal 

archives.71  Saxo was clearly biased in favor of his patron, Archbishop Absalon, and he 

displays a decided anti-German sentiment throughout the work, which has to be taken 

into account.  Nevertheless, his work should be considered fairly reliable for events of the 

later period, and, as with Sven Aggesen, he provides important insight into the social 

norms of the period in which he was writing.   

Danish saints’ lives, which while they are relatively few in number compared to 

the rest of Europe, are another important written source which not only indicates the 

adoption of Latin literacy in Denmark, but also can provide details on social conditions in 
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Denmark.  Nine such lives are contained in Vitae Sanctorum Danorum,72 while a tenth, 

the life of Bishop Gunner of Viborg (d. 1251), has been published separately.73 

For written sources contemporary to the Early Middle Ages, historians must rely 

almost exclusively on foreign accounts.  Frankish accounts of their interactions with their 

Danish neighbors beginning in the eighth century detail mainly political or military 

confrontations and are generally biased, as are the accounts written by the victims of 

Viking attacks.  Nevertheless, these foreign chronicles and annals do provide information 

on Danish military endeavors as well as the actions of Danish political leaders.  Other 

sources follow the endeavors of missionaries attempting to convert the heathens of 

Scandinavia.   Written by Latin clerics, these accounts were highly biased against any 

non-Christians.  Examples include the Vita Anskari,74 written by Rimbert, Anskar’s 

successor as archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen in c. 875, and the Gesta Hammaburgensis 

Ecclesiae Pontificum,75 written by Adam of Bremen in c. 1075.  Adam was one of the 

few early chroniclers to have actually to have travelled to Scandinavia, and in his work he 

details his visit to the court of the Danish king, Svein Estridsen (r. 1047-1076).   

Although he clearly expresses his biases and prejudices against the Danes, he does 

provide a fairly comprehensive description of the Danish kingdom. 
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Foreign texts such as the ones described above remain important sources of 

information on Denmark throughout the Middle Ages.  Chronicles and annals written in 

other parts of Europe, particularly in Germany and England, provide evidence of 

diplomatic and economic contacts, and they help to supplement the comparatively scant 

Danish sources.  Papal letters also provide many important details, not just on the 

religious situation, but also on social and political aspects of medieval Denmark.  Foreign 

charters, particularly the witness lists, are also useful in tracing elite contacts, and can 

help illuminate the presence of Danes at foreign princely and ecclesiastical courts.     

 Many of the written documents concerning judicial matters in medieval Denmark 

have been collected in the Diplomatarium Danicum.76  These documents include foreign 

ones, such as excerpts from chronicles and papal letters.  Other items included in the 

collection are native ones, such as charters, letters relating to church matters, and 

testaments.  The entire collection spans the years from 789 to 1412.  This study, however, 

will only use the first two series in the collection, covering the period from 789 to 1339.   

Law Codes 

 The earliest written law codes in Denmark date to the first half of the thirteenth 

century.77   There are four main law codes: Skånske Lov  (Scanian Law), Jyske Lov  

(Jutlandic Law), Valdemars Sjællandske Lov  (Valdemar’s Zealand Law), and Eriks 

Sjællandske Lov  (Erik’s Zealand Law).  In addition, there is a Latin version of Skånske 

Lov, called Anders Sunesens parafrase (Anders Sunesen’s paraphrase),78 which, rather 
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than being a strict translation of the law, is actually an annotated summary that may be 

based upon an older edition of the extant law code.79  Likely the laws do contain some 

native rules and procedures, but the knowledge of canon, Roman, and other foreign laws 

is certain to have influenced their development.  The essential portions of the medieval 

laws were new laws, and their compilations should be seen in the context of general 

European legal development.80  It is also important to keep in mind that while some laws 

are an actual reflection of society, some are more a reflection of what the lawgiver 

wanted society to be.                              

Archaeology 

 Archaeological excavations have yielded a wealth of new discoveries in recent 

decades in Iron Age and medieval Denmark.  The material remains of culture are an 

important source of information, particularly when written sources are scarce.  Native 

written sources are in fact almost totally non-existent for Iron Age Denmark, with 

archaeological remains providing the bulk of information for this period.  Therefore, a 

discussion of the archaeological findings forms the basis for early chapters of this 

dissertation.  Most towns of medieval origin have been treated to some level of 

excavation, and many rural settlements have been examined as well.  Some villages, such 

as Vorbasse in Jutland, have been excavated completely, and investigations of burial sites 

offers clues about daily life and cultural contacts otherwise absent from written material.  

In addition, marine archaeology has provided important new insights into ship 
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technology, trade, and harbors.  Archaeobotanical studies, such as those discussed in 

Chapter 6, have contributed greatly to the understanding of vegetation and diet, which 

would otherwise be unknown.  The use of archaeological material poses its own 

problems, such as the fact that the meaning of objects is not always clear from the 

archaeological record.  Consequently, archaeologists all too frequently ascribe a religious 

purpose to any material that is not otherwise immediately explicable, which can lead to 

erroneous conclusions.  

Numismatic Evidence 

 Coins and coin hoards, as well as gold medals known as bracteates, are also 

important sources of information for Iron Age and medieval Denmark.  When found in an 

archaeological context, they can help to date the other material under investigation.  

Moreover, coins, such as the sceattas discussed in Chapter 3, can shed light on economic 

and cultural contacts, as well as domestic economic developments.  Investigations into 

the production of coins also yields information on political developments and the 

effectiveness of government, since the minting of coins presupposes a central authority 

able to determine coin composition and mint outputs.   

Literary Evidence                 

 Literary texts, such as courtly epics, poetry, and rhymed chronicles make up a 

large body of written evidence for medieval courtly society.  Methodological difficulties 

in using such sources have to be considered, and the many fantastical elements in these 

stories as well as a tendency towards idealism can make them problematic as historical 

sources.  As Joachim Bumke notes, however, “A tendency towards idealization is not 
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incompatible with realism in details.”81  While they cannot necessarily be used to 

evaluate actual events and material objects, they can provide valuable insight into “the 

reality of ideas, expectations, and desires, the reality of social consciousness and cultural 

norms.”82  Literary sources are only rarely used in this study, and mainly as a way to 

clarify the social norms of courtly culture. 

Church Wall Paintings 

 Denmark has a large number of surviving mural paintings from medieval 

churches, covering the period from c. 1100-1600.  While the murals are found in 

churches and many of them do depict religious scenes and motifs from the Bible, they 

nevertheless are an important source for non-religious history as well.  Some of the 

motifs contained therein are not religious in nature, such as cavalry friezes and scenes 

depicting daily life.  Moreover, many of the scenes were based on conditions in 

contemporary society.  For example, in the murals typically only religious figures were 

depicted wearing antique costumes; for the most part all the other people who feature in 

the murals are shown in contemporary clothing.83  The construction and design of the 

church building reflects the ideology of the owner or owners, whether an individual 

magnate or a group of gentleman farmers.  Because so many of the churches were built 

by magnates, the artwork used to decorate them fitted the self-understanding of a small 

but powerful landowning ruling class.  There is thus a close link between style, motifs, 

and the person commissioning the pictures.84  The murals can be used in as evidence for 
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an understanding of elite self-identity, since the muralists painted the images that the 

church founders wanted displayed and depicted the themes and motifs that were 

meaningful to the founders.   

 The lack of native written sources thus poses methodological problems for 

historians of medieval Denmark.  As is the case for most parts of Europe, the extant 

sources mainly deal with small sectors of society, such as the aristocracy or the higher 

clergy.  Moreover, most of them were written by ecclesiastics, so their biases towards 

religious and political matters have to be considered.  Also, because the Church 

dominated education, secular histories were written by men who, although not 

necessarily clerics, had been trained in the clerical tradition.  Foreign account were 

written by men for whom Denmark was an “other,” which also has to be taken into 

account.  In addition, political conditions between the Danish kingdom and that of the 

foreign commentator could have colored his interpretation of the events and 

circumstances in Denmark.  The lack of written material thus poses a problem for gaining 

a full understanding of Danish history.  The evidence for Denmark, however, can be 

compared to the much more fully documented history of the Continent and England, so 

that the findings for other parts of Europe can help in forming more comprehensive 

conclusions for the Danish material.  Also, an interdisciplinary approach can prove 

fruitful in light of the scanty written record.   

Theoretical Framework  

The colonialism model developed by Chris Gosden in Archaeology and 

Colonialism: Cultural Contact from 5000 BC to the Present, provides a useful framework 

for understanding the long history of cultural exchange between Denmark and the 
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Continent and the adoption of courtly culture.  Gosden argues that colonialism can exist 

without colonies.  He defines colonialism as: 

a particular grip that material objects gets on the bodies and minds of 

people, moving them across space and attaching them to new values.   

These values often have a centre…but this is a symbolic centre, as much 

as a geographical one.  Power emanates from artefacts and practices 

connected to that center, rather than from the metropolis and its economic 

or military superiority.  The new symbolic centre has power by virtue of 

the fact that it is associated with novel, but compelling, sets of materials 

and practices.85 

 

Gosden offers three forms of colonialism within this model: terra nullius, middle ground, 

and colonialism within a shared cultural milieu.  Terra nullius is characterized by 

violence, and it occurs when there is a lack of recognition of the prior ways of life of the 

colonized, leading to mass appropriation of land, destruction of social relations, and death 

through war and disease.86  The middle ground occurs when there is accommodation and 

regularized relations between groups, so that each side has a working understanding of 

others’ social relations.  Middle ground is a “process that brings systems of values 

together to create a working relationship between them.”87  An example of this type of 

colonialism is that experienced by Britain in the two centuries before it became a 

province of the Roman Empire in the first century AD.  The British elite used Roman 

material culture, such as pottery and metalwork, as well as Roman-style coinage, and 

employed new architectural styles.  As a result, the elites in much of the south-east had 

already adopted a Romano-British lifestyle before Romans invade the island.88  The third 

form, colonialism within a shared cultural milieu, occurs when “values attached to 

                                                           
85 Gosden, 3. 
86 Gosden, 26. 
87 Gosden, 31. 
88 Gosden, 31. 
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material culture are created and appropriated by a few, and become attractive to an elite 

over a large area, but still maintaining a symbolic center of reference…which is an 

important part of their power.”89  Elites draw on novel sets of cultural resources to 

differentiate themselves from local populations, with links being made between elites 

rather than social groups as a whole.  Friendship networks between elites are particularly 

important.  Moreover, non-elites are excluded from the network, thus creating new forms 

of inequality.90    

 This model of colonialism offers some useful tools in understanding Danish and 

continental interactions from the Iron Age to the medieval period.  Denmark’s 

relationship with the Roman Empire in the Iron Age in many ways mirrors that of Britain.  

As will be shown, Danish elite did begin to adopt Roman material culture, with elites 

incorporating Roman practices and luxury goods into their own lifestyle, setting up new 

power structures around the desire for material culture.  For the Viking and medieval 

period, colonialism within a shared cultural milieu provides a useful framework. Gosden 

notes that there can be fluidity between the middle ground and colonialism within a 

shared cultural milieu, since the middle ground can create cultural similarities where 

none existed before.91  Certainly, with the fall of the Roman Empire in the fifth century 

and the rise of the barbarian successor kingdoms, such as the Merovingians in Gaul, such 

a shared cultural milieu was created between Denmark and the Continent.  While these 

successor kingdoms were more Romanized than the Danes, they still shared the same 

Germanic heritage with society structured around a successful war leader who generously 

                                                           
89 Gosden, 41. 
90 Gosden, 32-33. 
91 Gosden, 33. 
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rewarded his followers.  Despite religious differences, which were abrogated with the 

conversion of Denmark to Christianity in the mid-tenth century, the core values and 

structure of society were still very similar.     

In particular, Gosden’s emphasis on elite networks across territories is applicable.  

As he notes, elites come to dominate networks through which people and material culture 

flows, and the novel types of material culture introduced through these networks allow 

“an extra arena for negotiation and strategy for those able to participate…which [has] the 

effect, intended or not, of differentiating some people from the mass of the population, 

thus giving new valences to their sets of social relations.”92  One can see this with the 

development of European chivalric and courtly culture, which resulted in a more 

stratified society as elites increasingly distinguished themselves from the bulk of the 

population through their use of new forms of weaponry and combat, food, and dress.  In 

this model, colonialism should be thought of as a circulation system, rather than a world-

system set up around a core-periphery.  Consequently, the situation in medieval Europe 

was a novel network for circulating ideas, values, and materials93 with a symbolic center 

of reference at the princely courts of France and Germany.     

 In considering the many different networks that Danish elites used to adopt 

European courtly culture, this dissertation partly approaches the topic with a view of the 

longue durée.  The elite networks of the High Middle Ages had their origins in the Iron 

Age, and Chapter 2 examines their initial development from circa 200 to 500 AD.  Based 

on previous archaeological research, it questions the extent to which Roman culture 

influenced developments in Denmark.  What role did imported Roman goods play in 

                                                           
92 Gosden, 43-45. 
93 Gosen, 156. 
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Danish elite society, and what meaning did they have?  What were the different types of 

imports, and how were they used?  What pattern, if any, did it set for subsequent 

interactions between Denmark and the Continent?  

Chapter 3 considers the continued ties between elites in Denmark and in the 

successor kingdoms to the Roman Empire from the sixth to the eleventh centuries.  

During the Viking Age, c. 700 – c. 1050, contacts between Latin Europe and southern 

Scandinavia grew in scope and importance, and the chapter seeks to discover what that 

increased interaction meant for Danish society.   What was the nature of these contacts?  

How did elites in Denmark use Merovingian and Carolingian imports, and was it in any 

way comparable to the previous period?  How similar was elite culture across Europe at 

this time, and can Danish elites be said to share in more broadly-based cultural forms?  

Chapter 4 traces the continued expansion of elite contacts into the High Middle 

Ages and questions their significance in the adoption and spread of courtly culture 

throughout Europe.  What role did economic, diplomatic, and military ties have in the 

dissemination of aristocratic material culture, and can Danish aristocrats be said to have 

shared the values and social norms that associated with it?  How important was education 

to the development of courtly culture in Denmark?  To what extent did Denmark 

participate in the spread of courtly culture in medieval Europe?   

 Chapter 5 examines the importance of knighthood and cavalry warfare to the 

Danish courtly culture and questions to what extent that elites in Denmark embraced the 

military aspects of this culture.  How widespread was the knightly ideal in Danish 

society, and how did it manifest itself?  Were the chivalric qualities of honor, prowess, 
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and magnanimity considered as important among Danish aristocrats as they were in other 

parts of Europe?  

 Chapter 6 considers the importance of food and food consumption as evidence of 

cultural shifts and the adoption of courtly culture in medieval Denmark.  It questions 

whether Danish food consumption followed similar trends to continental Europe, and 

what the impact of the increasing popularity of luxury food items was on society in 

Denmark.  What role did food quality as opposed to food quantity play in social 

developments, and can it be used to indicate increasing social stratification?

 Finally, chapter 7 examines the role of dress as an important part of social identity 

in courtly society.  What meaning did the use of certain textiles, colors, and 

ornamentation in clothing have for society, and could it be used as more than just a 

marker of status?  Did Danes follow European courtly fashion trends, and what might 

that have meant for the perception of Danish elites as members of medieval courtly 

society?  

 This dissertation thus seeks to trace the cultural influences from the Continent on 

Denmark and their importance to the manifestation of elite culture, particularly in its 

material forms.  Because medieval European society was greatly affected by the cultural 

inheritance of Rome, questions regarding the significance of Danish-Roman interactions 

will be the starting point for this study.  These questions are the subject of the next 

chapter.    
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Chapter 2 

 

Iron Age Connections (c. 1 – 500 AD) 

 

 

 Scandinavia was by no means isolated from the Roman Empire, and the material 

and cultural interaction between Rome and Denmark helped to shape Danish 

developments from the first centuries AD, setting the pattern for the Viking and medieval 

periods.  The Roman Empire reached its greatest extent under the emperor Trajan (r. 98-

117), with the northern border along the Rhine-Danube river system in Central Europe.  

Beyond this lay the region of Germania Libera (‘Free Germany’), also known as Magna 

Germania (‘Greater Germany’), of which Denmark was a part (Map 1).  The border 

between Roman Europe and Germania was fairly porous, with a steady stream of both 

people and goods travelling between the two regions, as archaeological finds attest.  

Roman goods were imported into Denmark throughout the Roman Iron Age, and the 

control of this trade allowed certain groups in Danish society to consolidate their power 

and establish centers from which they could command the surrounding areas.  Roman 

imports had a symbolic power, and elite groups used these items to set themselves apart 

and identify their membership in a status group.  They also used these imports to form 

alliances within the elite.  Roman weaponry influenced military structures and warfare, 

and Danes likely also served in the Roman military.  In addition, Roman material culture 

served as a model for Danish craft production, and it inspired the first written Germanic 
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script, also used in Denmark, the runic alphabet.  This incredibly dynamic period set the 

stage for Danish adoption of Latin European cultural forms.    

 

 

Map 1. The Roman Empire and Magna Germania1 

 

 The tribes of Germania Libera, of which Denmark was a part, were warrior 

societies.  The individual tribes varied in size and importance, and they were not fixed 

units.  Rather, parts of a tribe could break apart from the main group, or smaller groups 

could be absorbed by larger ones and lose their identity.  New groups could also come 

into being through successful warfare or the establishment of a common military target.2  

The individual constructs of a tribe could be continuously in flux, but an ideology based 

on warfare remained a constant.  As Lotte Hedeager explains, “The chief was first and 

foremost a war-leader (called reiks by the Goths); he was chosen as leader solely—or 

                                                           
1 Image in the public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia Commons, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Imperium_Romanum_Germania.png (accessed January 20, 2013). 
2 Malcolm Todd, The Early Germans (Oxford: Blackwell, 1992), 29-30. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Imperium_Romanum_Germania.png
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with a few qualifications—on the basis of his merits as a warrior.”3  A chief would be 

surrounded by a retinue, a warrior elite who constituted a significant power in Germanic 

society.  These leading warriors would be bound to their chief by bonds of loyalty, which 

were expressed by service on the battlefield and rewards of gifts resulting from success in 

war.4   

This warrior aristocracy was a land-controlling class made up of members who 

entered into personal relationships and alliances with one another.  As Hedeager states, 

“Loyalty and gift-giving were the core around which this society turned.”5  In order to 

both win influence and maintain it, a leader had to not only possess wealth, he had to 

circulate it.  Chiefs gained the loyalty of military followers by generously sharing their 

wealth, and it was necessary for a chief’s continued success that he go on sharing it.  If he 

failed to do so, his followers could abandon him in favor of a warrior who promised 

better fortune.6  A chief needed surplus wealth in order to keep the flow of gifts going, 

and war, plundering, and theft were necessary to keep this system from falling apart.7  

The best gifts would be those that were rarest and conveyed the elite status of the owner.  

Roman goods, which were linked to the power and prestige of the mighty Roman Empire, 

were especially valued as high status luxury items.       

 In Denmark, people imported Roman goods from the second century BC through 

the fifth century AD.  These items can be classified as luxury goods, with most coming 

from Italy before the first century AD and Roman Gaul thereafter.  Roman imports 

                                                           
3 Lotte Hedeager, “Kingdoms, Ethnicity and Material Culture: Denmark in a European Perspective,” trans. 

John Hines, in The Age of Sutton Hoo: The Seventh Century in North-Western Europe, ed. M.O.H. Carver 

(1992; repr., Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1999), 280. 
4 Todd, 31. 
5 Hedeager, “Kingdoms, Ethnicity and Material Culture,” 280. 
6 Todd, 31-32. 
7 Hedeager, “Kingdoms, Ethnicity and Material Culture,” 280. 
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consisted mainly of drinking equipment, high denomination coins and other precious 

metals, and military equipment.  As Thomas Green points out, “these are only the 

archaeologically visible imports, and it seems likely that other luxury goods, such as the 

wine mentioned by Tacitus, also arrived in Southern Scandinavia along with the drinking 

sets.”8  These types of goods fit well with the Germanic social system, whereby a warrior 

elite used control over luxury items to establish political dominance.  Roman imports 

from the Pre-Roman Iron Age, the period up to 1 AD, are mostly found in communal 

votive deposits in lakes.  In the Early Roman Iron Age (1-200 AD) and the Late Roman 

Iron Age (200-400 AD), they were usually used as grave goods, but Roman weaponry 

has also been found in large votive deposits.9    

 Roman imports can be clearly differentiated from the locally produced goods that 

are also found in graves.  Within Denmark clay pottery was produced in large quantities 

of varying quality, from simple items designed for household use to finely decorated 

table wares.  There was also a large degree of local differences, including both the shape 

of the vessels as well as their decoration.  The pottery types can be divided by region, so 

that northern Jutland, eastern Jutland, mid-Jutland, southern Jutland, Funen, Zealand, and 

Bornholm all had individual typologies.10  Following the development of new production 

techniques, the use of iron increased significantly in the third century AD in Denmark, 

                                                           
8 Thomas Green, “Trade, Gift-giving and Romanitas: A Comparison of the Use of Roman Imports in 

Western Britain and Southern Scandinavia,” in The Heroic Age, 10 (May 2007): § 1, 

http://www.heroicage.org/issues/10/green.html. 

In the Germania, Tacitus, a Roman senator and historian writing in the late first century AD, mentions that 

while the Germans mostly drank liquor made from fermented barley or other grain (beer), those who lived 

nearest the Rhine or Danube also bought wine, presumably from the Roman legions stationed in the border.  

Tacitus, Germania in Agricola, Germania, and Dialogus, rev. ed., trans. M. Hutton with rev. trans. E.H. 

Warmington, Loeb Classical Library 35 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1970), 23.    
9 Green, “Trade, Gift-giving and Romanitas,” § 2.   
10 Jørgen Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid, vol. 3, Ældre Jernalder 500 f.Kr.-400 e.Kr., 2nd ed. (Copenhagen: 

Gyldendal, 2006), 274-75. 

http://www.heroicage.org/issues/10/green.html
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and was used for everything from tools to weapons to jewelry.11  Local pottery, while 

some of it is quite fine and skillfully made, differs markedly from the bronzes and glass 

and silver bowls imported from the Roman area.  Interestingly, there were no local copies 

made of Roman imports, despite the fact that local craftsmen were quite skilled in 

metalwork, as is evident from costume ornaments and jewelry of iron, as well as of 

bronze and precious metals.12   

 

Map 2. Danish Iron Age sites mentioned in the text. 

                                                           
11 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 412-18. 
12 Lotte Hedeager, “Empire, frontier and the barbarian hinterland: Rome and northern Europe from AD 1-

400,” in Centre and periphery in the ancient world, ed. Michael Rowlands, Mogens Larsen, and Kristian 

Kristiansen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 130. 
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 One example of the type of Roman imports that were used as grave goods comes 

from a middle-aged man’s grave at Hoby, on the Danish island of Lolland, dated to the 

early first century AD (Map 2).  In the Hoby magnate’s grave was found a Roman wine 

service, the only complete wine service known from outside the Roman world.  The 

Hoby service consisted of a bronze washing dish, wine bucket and scoop, jug with clover 

shaped opening, serving tray, and two silver cups decorated with scenes from the Iliad, 

all of which were made in Italy around the time of Christ.  In addition to the wine service, 

the grave also contained a silver cup with a handle, the bronze mountings from a drinking 

horn, a bronze knife, a bronze belt buckle, two gold rings, a bone pin, a wooden case with 

bronze fittings, bronze and iron sheets, seven fibulae, two of bronze and five of silver 

with gold coating, three pottery vessels, and two whole hams to feed the grave’s occupant 

on his way to the afterlife.13   

The name Silius was etched in the bottom of the silver cups, which has led 

archaeologists to construct a theory on just how the wine service ended up in the Hoby 

grave.  From 14-21 AD, a Silius was the imperial legate for Germania Superior, with a 

capital at Mainz, an important military command.   Archaeologists speculate that the 

wine service had been his and that he gave it to the man who was later buried with it.  

Silius was stationed in Germania Superior in the aftermath of the Battle of the Teutoburg 

Forest, a decisive victory for the Germans against the Romans in 9 AD.  Despite several 

retaliatory campaigns, the Romans gave up trying to control Germania beyond the Rhine.  

In 16 AD, the emperor Tiberius (r. 14-37) changed Roman policy in relation to the 

                                                           
13 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 313; Ruth Blankenfeldt and Susanne Klingenberg, “The Hoby Project,” in 

Arkæologi i Slesvig / Archäologie in Schleswig: Det 61. Internationale Sachsensymposium 2010, 

Haderslev, Danmark, ed. Linda Boye, et al. (Neumünster: Wachholtz Verlag, 2011), 187. 
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Germanic tribes from military intervention to one of diplomacy.  Rather than trying to 

defeat them outright, the aim was now to play the various tribes against each other and 

allow them to destroy each other.  Possibly Silius gave the expensive and exclusive wine 

service to an important and influential chieftain in southern Denmark as part of this new 

Roman policy,14 or it might have been a farewell gift to a high ranking officer.  Certainly 

Tacitus mentions Germanic chieftains and ambassadors receiving silver vessels when 

traveling abroad, although he denies that they placed much value on precious metals: 

“They care but little to possess or use them.  You may see among them vessels of silver, 

which have been presented to their envoys and chieftains, held as cheap as those of 

clay.”15  The fact that the man in Hoby was given these items in his burial indicates that 

in southern Denmark, at least, Roman luxury imports were highly valued and markers of 

elite status, worthy of taking to the afterlife.       

Despite these types of diplomatic connections, Denmark does not seem to have 

been as influenced by Roman cultural models in the Early Roman Iron Age as they would 

be later. Roman luxury items were spread fairly evenly throughout Germania, including 

Scandinavia, and petty chieftains still only controlled small, localized territories.16  The 

luxury items were concentrated in relatively few graves, and, especially in eastern Jutland 

and on Funen and Zealand, their distribution was very regular.  This distribution pattern 

seems to indicate that local elite groups controlled small territories of around 15 to 28 

kilometers (circa 9 to 18 miles) in diameter.  An exception to this is Lolland, where the 

                                                           
14 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 316. 
15 “Possessione et usu haud perinde adficiuntur.  Est videre apud illos argentea vasa, legatis et principibus 

eorum muneri data, non in alia vilitate quam quae humo finguntur…” Tacitus, Germania, 5. 
16 Klavs Randsborg, “Gudme-Lundeborg: Interpretive Scenarios and Thoughts,” in The Archaeology of 

Gudme and Lundeborg: Papers presented at a Conference at Svendborg, October 1991, ed. P.O. Nielsen, 

K. Randsborg, and H. Thrane (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1994), 210. 
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graves with the largest number of luxury imports cluster around the Hoby grave 

described above.  These graves also tend to be richer than those to the north.17   

Around 200 AD, at the beginning of the Late Roman Iron Age, this situation 

began to change drastically, and now Denmark came under much stronger influence from 

Rome.  This Roman influence on Scandinavian culture was noted in 1936 by Dina P. 

Dobson,18 and subsequent archaeological findings have supported her conclusion.  The 

elite of Denmark surrounded themselves with Roman luxury goods, which mainly came 

from the Rhine region.  They also imported weapons and adopted Roman fighting 

techniques, a situation that would be mirrored in the Viking Age and the Middle Ages.  

Roman culture also influenced craft and textile production, as well as a knowledge of 

coins, weight systems, and a writing system.  It is also in this period that a new 

hierarchical and centralized power structure developed, which eventually encompassed 

the whole of Denmark.  Moreover, a new landowning class, a warrior aristocracy, comes 

into its own, establishing centers of power from which to rule their territories.19   

Graves provide evidence for the increasing importance of Roman imports in the 

Late Roman Iron Age.  The types of goods imported from the south included wine 

drinking sets, game pieces, glass beads, jewelry, bronze statues, ceramic, and weapons.20  

A noticeable shift occurs in this period in the distribution of graves with Roman imports.  

In eastern Jutland, western Funen, and Lolland, the number of import graves decreases 

markedly, while in eastern Funen and Zealand there are now notable concentrations of 

these graves.  In these regions, the import graves are grouped together in a particular 

                                                           
17 Green, “Trade, Gift-giving and Romanitas,” §7-8. 
18 Dina P. Dobson, “Roman Influence in the North,” Greece & Rome 5, no. 14 (February 1936): 73-89. 
19 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 431. 
20 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 477. 
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area.21  The concentration of burials is particularly evident on Stevns, a region on the 

southeast coast of Zealand.  This area has the richest graves with the largest number of 

imports in all of southern Scandinavia.  This grave grouping is surrounded by around 

twenty kilometers of empty area with no archaeological finds.  Beyond this zone, there 

are four smaller concentrations in a semicircular pattern around Stevns.  Further afield, 

there are a few scattered graves with imports, but they do not form any significant 

groupings.  The quantity of Roman imports is much larger in this period, and most are 

found in this area.  Stevns likely functioned as a center for both the local region and also 

the Baltic as a whole.  Roman goods would have been exchanged in Zealand and further 

redistributed to other parts of Scandinavia or along the Baltic coast, either through local 

trade connections or elite exchange or both.22      

The central grave grouping on Stevns is at Himlingøje, where archaeologists have 

uncovered at least thirteen graves.  In one of these rich graves was a forty to fifty year old 

woman, who clearly belonged to the highest level of the East Zealand aristocracy.  She 

wore two gold arm rings and two gold finger rings, all ornamented with stylized snake 

heads.  In addition, her grave contained a silver and gold brooch as well as five smaller 

silver brooches, a silver hairpin, and a long bead necklace with silver, glass, and amber 

beads and amulets.  She was also given several pieces of a Roman drinking service, 

including a bronze washing dish, a bucket of Hemmoor type, a glass cup, and a glass 

beaker, as well as a Roman denarius.23  The presence of this coin, along with the drinking 

                                                           
21 M. Parker Pearson, “Beyond the pale: Barbarian social dynamics in western Europe,” in Barbarians and 

Romans in North-West Europe: From the later Republic to late Antiquity, ed. John C. Barrett, et al., BAR 

International Series 471 (Oxford: BAR, 1989), 212-18; Green, “Trade, Gift-giving and Romanitas,” §10. 
22 Lotte Hedeager, “Processes towards state formation in early Iron Age Denmark,” in New Directions in 

Scandinavian archaeology, ed. K. Kristiansen and C. Paludan-Müller (Copenhagen: National Museum, 

1978), 222; Green, “Trade, Gift-giving and Romanitas,” §11. 
23 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 435. 
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set, shows connections with the Mediterranean culture, and it shows the importance of 

these connections and imported luxury goods as markers of elite status.     

Another rich grave from Stevns belonged to a man of around twenty years.  He 

was buried wearing a gold snakehead arm ring and a gold snakehead finger ring.  At the 

foot of his casket was a bronze bucket with a wooden lid, which was placed on a wooden 

tray. At the head was a magnificent drinking horn of red glass on a silvered bronze tray.  

Next to the drinking horn was a scoop and strainer, a green glass beaker, and a bone 

comb.  The silvered bronze tray, scoop and strainer set, bronze bucket, and glass beaker 

were imports from Roman Gaul, and the red glass drinking horn likely originated there as 

well.  The snakehead arm and finger rings indicate that the man belonged to the same 

social sphere as the woman described above, and seem to be a sign of rank.  These types 

of rings are found in other elite import graves in Denmark, indicating contact with the 

center at Stevns.24     

A third grave from this area that is worth mentioning also belonged to a young 

man of about twenty, buried with typical luxury goods.  His grave is particularly 

noteworthy because his body was dismembered before burial, likely because he had died 

far from home and needed to be transported back to the family burial place.  On top of his 

casket was the body of a dog, which had been killed so that it could follow its master in 

the afterlife.  The dog was of a type otherwise unknown to Denmark, possibly from 

southeastern Europe.  If it was of South European origin, it is possible that the man 

acquired it in the same far off area where he lost his life.25  This grave helps identify the 

                                                           
24 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 435-36. 
25 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 3, 436-37. 
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Himlingøje center as a dynastic burial site, which is further underscored by the fact that 

the oldest burials at the site are also marked by large mounds.26      

This central grave grouping at Himlingøje can be contrasted with another 

contemporary grave grouping on Stevns, located a few kilometers away at Varpelev.  

This grave grouping consisted of ten to fifteen graves, two of which were richly 

furnished.  The largest of the graves, which belonged to a man, included items such as a 

very rare gold neck ring, finger rings, a Roman solidus, a gold pin, two glass bowls, a 

silver ornamented glass bowl, silver buckles, and forty-two game pieces.  The dead man 

was laid to rest in a wooden coffin and buried nearly three meters underground, with the 

gravesite surrounded by large stones.  The other rich grave belonged to a woman, who 

was buried with a glass bowl, two gold finger rings, a silver pin with a gold head, a silver 

brooch, glass and amber beads, a gold hair pin, and a wooden bucket with bronze fittings.  

The remaining graves on the site contained either very few grave goods of comparatively 

low quality, such as a few beads or clay potsherds, or no grave goods at all.  Moreover, in 

contrast to the two richer graves, these graves were very shallow, just barely below the 

surface, and they had no stone markers.27  Based on the very clear differences not only in 

grave content but also burial style, this grave grouping illustrates the hierarchical 

structure of Zealand society, with a small number of elites at the top.   

 Birger Storgaard has argued that aristocracy in eastern Zealand represents the first 

clearly dynastically organized power in Germania Libera.  It was the “springboard for 

                                                           
26 Birger Storgaard, “Cosmopolitan aristocrats,” in The Spoils of Victory: The North in the shadow of the 

Roman Empire, ed. Lars Jørgensen, Birger Storgaard, and Lone Gebauer Thomsen (Copenhagen: The 

National Museum, 2003), 113. 
27 Ulla Lund Hansen, Römischer Import im Norden.  Warenaustausch zwischen dem Römischen Reich und 

dem freien Germanien unter besonderer Berücksichtigung Nordeuropas (Copenhagen: Det Kgl. Nordiske 

Oldskiftselskab, 1987), 416. 
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what can best be described as an empire for which the Baltic apparently had the same 

importance as the Mediterranean for the Romans.”28  Aristocratic insignia such as the 

snakehead rings mentioned above spread out from this center, indicating that the elite in 

areas far distant from each other recognized and identified themselves through a shared 

symbolism.  The East Zealand aristocrats were the leaders in this supraregional elite 

network, which comprised areas in Denmark, the islands of Bornholm, Gotland, and 

Öland, parts of the southeastern Baltic coast, southern Norway, and central Sweden.  

Roman imports also show a similar spread, with the heaviest concentration in the Stevns 

region and moving out from there.29    

 Another type of Roman import that increased significantly in this period was 

weaponry.  Particularly rich finds of Roman weapons have been uncovered in great 

votive offerings, where the destroyed equipment of defeated enemies was deposited.  

Archaeologists have uncovered such weapons offerings at Illerup Bog, Ejsbøl Bog, 

Thorsbjerg Bog, and Nydam Bog in Jutland, and Viemose and Kragehul on Funen.  The 

most famous and richest find is from a bog at Illerup, with 15,000 artifacts from four 

separate weapon sacrifices.  The oldest, Illerup A, occurred c. 200 AD and was by far the 

largest.  Another sacrifice followed in c. 230, Illerup B.  Some one hundred fifty years 

later, c. 375 AD, a third deposit, Illerup C, was made, and a final, smaller sacrifice, of 

only about a dozen items, was made in the fifth century, Illerup D.30  The weapons had all 

been destroyed before they were thrown in the bog, so that swords were bent, shields 

hacked to pieces, and lance and spear tips broken.  In Illerup A, for example, some five 
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hundred lance heads, five hundred spear points, one hundred swords, three hundred 

shields, and a dozen remains of harness equipment were sacrificed on the same day.31      

 On the basis of the weapons finds, archaeologists have attempted to determine the 

composition of the defeated army as it was represented in Illerup A.  Using an 

anthropological categorization of fighting men, Lars Jørgensen, has sought to identify the 

people to whom the Illerup equipment belonged and illuminate their roles in society.  

Accordingly, he divides fighting men into three main groups: warriors, soldiers, and 

conscripts.  Warriors were those for whom warfare was a vocation.  They engaged in the 

actual physical activity of fighting, and in contrast to the other two categories, they 

fought for personal glory.  Warriors also supplied their own weapons.  In some ways they 

were similar to soldiers, whose profession was warfare, since honor and bravery were 

still important to the soldier.  For soldiers, however, personal glory and individual 

prowess were subordinate to military strategy and technical efficiency, and their 

employers issued them their weapons.  The last group was the conscripts, those who were 

ordered into war.  Conscripts were civilians who were given some basic military training 

and drafted for the defense of the kingdom.  Conscription was never popular, whether for 

defensive or offensive purposes, and their military idealism was probably not the 

highest.32   

 Jørgen Ilkjær and Claus von Carnap-Bornheim further suggest, on the basis of 

Tacitus, that the internal organization of the Illerup army was divided into three groups, 
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princeps (lords), comites (retinue), and pedites (infantry).  In the fourth century, 

Ammianus Marcellinus described a similar breakdown, with the Germanic forces divided 

into reges, optimates, and armatores.33  The homogeneity of the great majority of the 

lances, spears, and shields found in the bog site suggests that they were weapons issued 

by the lord from his armory,34 and Anne Nørgård Jørgensen has further argued that this 

homogeneity is evidence of mass production.35  For example, of the 500 lances that were 

deposited, 316 are of the highly standardized ‘Vennolum’ type.36  In contrast, the swords, 

of which there were about 100, were all ornate and individually produced, and imported 

from Rome.  One particularly splendid example had an ivory grip overlaid in silver and 

gold.37  Taken together, the evidence indicates that the army leaders were sword wielding 

warriors, and this status applies to Tacitus’s princeps and comites groups.  The main 

force, the pedites, would have been regular soldiers, since their weapons were extremely 

homogeneous and seems to have been forged in a central armory.  Jørgensen thus 

suggests that the Scandinavian armies in the Late Roman Iron Age were not solely made 

up of tribal warriors, but rather had large units made up of soldiers with war as their 

profession.  He sees this development as one that was influenced by Rome, since earlier 

weapon sacrifices, such as that from Hjortspring Bog around 350 BC, are almost 
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exclusively composed of heterogeneous weaponry.  Such a deposition would be 

connected with a force made up of individual warriors only.38  As he states, 

“Qualitatively and quantitatively the mix of weapons in many southern Scandinavian – 

especially Danish – weapon offerings thus indicates that military forces with professional 

soldiers were used in the Late Roman Iron Age.”39  These forces borrowed both 

weaponry and tactics from Rome, a situation that sets the pattern for later military 

developments in Viking and medieval Denmark.  

 Furthermore, the nature of the votive offerings in themselves also show evidence 

of Roman influence.  The Romans, after great military victories, held triumphs, where 

they paraded war booty and conquered enemies through the city of Rome.  These 

triumphs were important elements in demonstrating the power of Roman rulers, and large 

amounts of war booty would even be brought from battles, no matter how far from Rome.  

Large numbers of Germanic soldiers served in the Roman legions, and they would have 

been familiar with Roman military traditions, including victory ceremonies such as the 

triumphs.  Jørgensen suggests that the large votive offerings in Denmark, such as the one 

at Illerup, could represent the final stage of a similar triumphal progress, modeled after 

the Roman one, where at the end the war booty was sacrificed to the gods by deposition 

in the bog.40  Such a situation shows the use of Roman practices in a very Danish way, 

with Danish war leaders adapting the Roman model to fit local cultural norms.  Previous 

scholars have argued that the bog deposits reflect the armies of attacking forces, and that 
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Danish chiefs practiced a defensive military strategy.41  If Jørgensen is correct, however, 

Danish forces should rather be seen as the aggressors, carrying out large scale, successful 

attacks in Scandinavia and on the Baltic coast.42  Both scenarios are plausible, and there 

is no reason to suppose that they are mutually exclusive. 

 The weapon sacrifices further show the presence of a centralized society, with 

centralized control of military forces.  According to Jørgensen, not only did Danish 

leaders have the power to muster, equip, and control relatively large professional armies, 

they also had to control large geographical areas from which to gather these troops.  He 

estimates that Illerup A represents a conquered force of a minimum of one thousand 

soldiers, which means that the victorious Danish army must have been of a similar size if 

not larger.  He calculates the necessary population basis for such a force as twenty 

thousand people, which corresponds to between fifteen hundred and two thousand farms, 

or more than one hundred villages, occupying 1,500 square kilometers (or 580 square 

miles).  A chieftain would thus need to control an area of roughly this size to get the 

necessary number of troops without problems.  As Jørgensen notes, however, the armies 

of that time were unlikely to be composed exclusively of local troops, and the equipment 

from several of the sacrifices could indicate that the conquered armies were composed of 

soldiers from different regions.  Such is also likely to have been the case for the Danish 

forces.43  The elites within Denmark thus imported not only Roman weaponry, but also 

adopted certain of their military techniques.  Jørgensen terms it a professionalization of 
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the military system, one that shifted “from army groups with warriors at the tribal level in 

the Pre-Roman Iron Age to hierarchically structured armies with either professional 

soldiers of local origin or foreign mercenaries in the Late Roman Iron Age.”44  Contacts 

with Rome thus influenced not only the types of weaponry used but also the structure of 

the armies themselves.       

 Craftsmen also increasingly looked to Roman models in their work, incorporating 

Roman motifs and techniques with traditional styles.  For example, Roman metalwork 

inspired the use of gold and silver gilt foils on jewelry, belt mounts, and weapons, a 

hallmark of Germanic metalwork in the Late Roman Iron Age.  Roman metalwork was 

imported in large amounts, for example in the form of the Hemmoor bucket type (Figure 

1), which was ornamented with friezes of animal and other motifs, and ornamental disks.   

 

 

Figure 1.  Hemmoor bucket from Warstade, Germany, second to third century.45 
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An example of these types of disks comes from a bog deposit at Thorsbjerg.  Two bronze 

disks covered in gilded silver foil were recovered.  One of the disks was fragmentary, but 

a frieze of running animals is still evident.  The other, more complete disk, has an inner 

circle with nine full-face male masks.  The outer circle contains four large roundels 

interspersed with four seated figures of Mars.  The disk likely originated in the provinces 

of the Empire sometime in the late second or early third century.  Later, sometime in the 

third century, a German craftsman added a number of animal figures in solid gold, and 

the animal figures were rendered in Germanic style.46  Five small silver cups from the 

burial groups on Zealand also show Roman influence in their design.  Two of the cups 

come from the rich graves at Himlingøje, two from Valløby, and one from Nordrup.  All 

of the cups have gold foil friezes below the rims, similar to what is found on the 

Hemmoor buckets.  The Himlingøje scenes feature galloping animals and men holding 

daggers, which Malcolm Todd sees as perhaps illustrating some ritual activity.  The other 

cups feature animals as well, although of a simpler design.  All date to the later third 

century, and are likely the work of local craftsmen in the employ of local elites.47    

Gold bracteates, small, ornamented pendants from the fifth to sixth century AD, 

are another example of ornaments that show Roman influences on the work of craftsmen 

working in northern Europe (Figure 2).   
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Figure 2. C-bracteate with long braided hair combined with the ends of a diadem band from Funen, Denmark.48 

 

The main area of distribution for the bracteates is southern Scandinavia, especially 

Denmark, although they have also been found in Germany and elsewhere in central 

Europe, Frankish Gaul, and southern England.49  There are several find concentrations in 

Denmark, with important deposits from Gudme on Funen, Northeast Zealand, the area 

around Viborg in northern Jutland, and around Esbjerg in southwestern Jutland.50  They 

feature large male heads in profile, and are clearly based on the profile portraits of 

Roman emperors on coins and medallions.  According to Morten Axboe, the Roman 

influence is evident not only in the basic motif, but also in details like the cloak, the lifted 
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hand, and the round imperial fibula depicted on the bracteates.51  The Scandinavian 

goldsmiths who produced the bracteates did not, however, simply copy motifs from 

Roman coins.  Rather, they reinterpreted them to suit Germanic ideology.  Karl Hauk, for 

example, has argued that craftsmen used Roman motifs for an iconography based on 

Germanic religious concepts, including the myths of Odin and his son, Balder.52  It 

should be noted that this interpretation is debatable, since it is not at all clear that these 

myths can be pushed this far back in time.  The evidence for the Nordic mythology has 

been preserved only rarely from the later Viking Age and mainly from later Christian 

sources.53  Nevertheless, it seems clear that the bracteates featured Roman inspired design 

merged with Germanic themes, whether they can be ascribed a religious meaning or not. 

Aside from potentially confirming parts of the Nordic mythology as it is presented 

in the later Old Norse literature,54 the bracteates also show contemporary symbols of 

power.  These symbols come from both Roman imperial insignia, such as a diadem or 

round imperial shoulder brooch, and Germanic motifs, such as long plaited hair.55  

According to the Frankish chroniclers, long hair was a symbol of royal status for the 
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Merovingian kings in Gaul.56  The long hair can be seen on the signet ring of King 

Childeric (d. 481/82), and according to Axboe, it also seems to be braided.  For the 

Franks, long hair was restricted to royalty, indicating that it was of great symbolic value, 

even if not imbued with religious significance.  Axboe acknowledges that it is unknown 

whether long hair had the same symbolic value in Scandinavia as for the Franks.  It is, 

however, worth noting “that the short hair of the Roman emperors on the bracteates was 

soon replaced by long, rolled-up or [braided] hair.”57  Since that is the case, it seems 

likely that long or braided hair was a distinguishing feature of Scandinavian kingship, 

even if it did not have the same meaning as it did for the Merovingians.  Most of the 

bracteates with a human head with braided pony tails also include some representation of 

a diadem, thus combining Roman and Germanic symbols of lordship.  These types of 

bracteates are concentrated in Denmark, especially on Funen, with a few outliers in 

eastern Zealand, southern Jutland, southern Norway, and southern Sweden.58 

 That the bracteates were pendants worn around the neck is clear from several 

archaeological finds.  In two finds, the remains of the string or strap from which they 

hung are still preserved.  Also, many of the loops affixed to the tops of the bracteates 

show traces of wear, which could indicate that they were worn on a chain.  Jewelry sets 

with several bracteates have also been found, and it is likely that they were prevented 

from overlapping one another by beads or knots.  They might also have hung on loops or 

short chains from the main string or chain.59  Aside from functioning as purely decorative 

jewelry, the bracteates also served a socio-political purpose.  They were high status 
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objects that could be used in the elite gift-giving system, possibly inspired by the 

distribution of gold medallions by the Roman emperors as military awards or political 

gifts.60  They bestowed status on the wearer by signaling wealth and membership in the 

elite.  As such, they were precious gifts that placed the recipient under an obligation to 

the giver to provide some sort of reciprocal service or gift.61   

The possible religious nature of the bracteates has briefly been touched upon.  The 

religious motifs and the runic legends could also mean that they were used as amulets, 

similar to the use of amulets in the Mediterranean.  In that area, people wore miniature 

images of gods and coins and medallions with the image of the emperor as a way to ward 

off harmful or evil influences.62  As Axboe points out, “One can attach greater or lesser 

importance to the individual functions, but I take the view that we should not be too 

categorical: the wearers of the bracteates would hardly have seen any discrepancy 

between ‘amulet’, ‘jewel’ and ‘political gift’.”63  In other words, the bracteates could 

serve two or even all three purposes simultaneously.   

 That bracteates are known from finds scattered throughout central and northern 

Europe as well as southern England is further indication that elites across this region were 

in contact throughout this period.  They likely circulated through a system of alliances, 

similar to the ones through which the snakehead rings of the East Zealand dynasty 

mentioned above spread.  Of course, warfare, plunder, and trade could also at least partly 

explain their distribution, but it seems clear that the elite across Europe recognized them 
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as objects signifying high status, regardless of how they were acquired.  Certainly they 

would have valued the Roman coin and medallion prototypes on which the bracteates 

were based, and the importance placed on these Roman prestige objects is likely to have 

carried over, at least to some extent.  Thus, the bracteates are further proof of the unified 

aristocratic culture in northern Europe. 

 Yet another example of Roman influence on pan-Germanic culture is in the 

adoption of writing.  The earliest known use of a native Germanic script, the runic 

alphabet, in Denmark dates to c. 200 AD.  This alphabet, known as the futhark from the 

first six letters, initially had twenty-four letters or runes (Figure 3). 

  

Because the earliest inscriptions show mastery of the script and a variety of technique in 

recording it, R.I. Page has argued that it had been in use for at least a century prior to 

these finds.  He places the invention of the runic alphabet near the beginning of the 

Christian era, although its place of origin remains obscure.64  The runic alphabet is 

phonetic, and runes were used for short inscriptions on artifacts of wood, metal, and 

bone, such as jewelry, weapons, and other utilitarian items.  The inscriptions are rarely 

longer than a few words, and usually just a single word or personal name.  The runic 

script shows similarities to the Roman alphabet, and the fact that it is phonetic also seems 

to indicate Mediterranean influence on its development.  The first runic inscriptions in 

Denmark show up on artifacts found in bogs and graves from the third century.  Their use 
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was fairly widespread in this period, and inscriptions have been found on items from 

Germany, Sweden, and Norway.  The evidence indicates that its development should be 

seen in light of the increased contacts with the continent in this period.  The distribution 

pattern also indicates that it was in particular the new warrior elite who used this new 

written form of communication.65         

The use of runes was confined mainly to the aristocratic sphere.  Runic 

inscriptions show up on artifacts from elite burials, such as the import graves described 

above.  For example, the woman’s grave excavated at Himlingøje contained a fibula with 

the inscription widuhudaR, which is a man’s name.  It is not clear who this man was, 

possibly he was the silversmith who made the fibula or the man who gave it to her.66  

Other fibulae with runic inscriptions were found in women’s graves from Skovgårde and 

Værløse on Zealand, and Næsbjerg and Nøvling in Jutland.  From Gårdlösa, Scania, a 

silver fibula with the inscription ekunwod(R), ‘I, Unwod,’ also dates to the third century.  

A fourth century fibula, also from Himlingøje, was inscribed with Hariso, possibly the 

name of the woman who owned it.67  The presence of these fibulae signified the elite 

milieu of their owners, and this milieu had a shared writing system which was an 

important part of elite identity across northern Europe. 

 Lisbeth M. Imer has recently argued that while the Germanic tribes did not copy a 

writing system as such from the Romans, they did copy a writing ideology.  Greek and 
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Latin inscriptions are known from at least forty-nine artifacts in Early Iron Age 

Scandinavia, the majority of which are from imported Roman bronzes.  These bronzes 

include saucepans, ladles, and strainers, and formed part of the Roman tableware found in 

wealthy graves, as described above.  They usually bore craftsmen’s marks, such as the 

name of the maker, although the name of the owner was also sometimes added.68  In the 

Later Roman Iron Age, more than one hundred inscriptions have so far been found.  

Around eighty of them were found on the imported Roman sword blades, most of which 

come from the great weapon sacrifices.  The majority of these sword inscriptions are 

craftsmen’s names, followed by ‘F’ for fecit (‘made’) and ‘M’ manu (‘hand’).  Makers’ 

marks are also found on imported pottery, terra sigillata, a high quality and decorated red-

gloss pottery.69  The largest group of Latin inscriptions comes from Roman coins, of 

which about twelve thousand are known from Scandinavia.  Just as with the bronzes, 

swords, and pottery, the coins belonged to the elite sphere.70  Other items from this period 

with Latin and Roman inscriptions include bronzes, bandolier fittings, a shield boss, 

glassware, an arm ring, finger rings, a fibula, and an amulet originally from a Roman 

temple.71    

 Many of the earliest runic inscriptions can be compared to the Roman craftsmen’s 

marks, with about fifty surviving runic inscriptions from the Early Roman Iron Age.  The 

oldest know inscription comes from a comb which is inscribed with a personal name, 

HARJA.72  Many of these early inscriptions include names or names followed by verbs, 
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such as tawide (‘did’) or talgida(i) (‘cut’).  Imer sees these as imitations of the Latin 

craftsmen’s stamps.73  Runic inscriptions are also known from three lance points found in 

Denmark.  They are from the Illerup and Vimose weapon sacrifices, and these lances of 

the Vennolum type bear the inscription WAGNIJO.  Marie Stocklund has suggested that 

Wagnijo was the name of either the weapon smith who made the lance or the army 

leader.74  Imer, however, argues that the inscriptions should be seen as manufacturer’s 

marks, which were put on primary weapons.  As she notes, the Scandinavian elite had 

seen many of these types of stamps, and they likely were inspired by the practice of using 

manufacturer’s marks.  They thus added these marks to the weapons produced in their 

own workshops.  Moreover, one of the inscriptions from Illerup was stamped into the 

lance rather than etched, which further indicates that it was a copy of Roman craftsmen’s 

marks, which were more frequently stamped.75   

 As Imer points out, the Roman influence on Scandinavia was so strong that it is 

not surprising that Roman writing also would be imitated to some degree.  She notes that 

the items with runic inscriptions do show greater variation than those bearing the Greek 

and Latin inscriptions.  Moreover, runes were designed on the basis of Germanic 

phonemics as a means of expressing the Germanic language, and they were likely also 

important to the expression of Germanic identity and consciousness.  As such, “the runic 

inscriptions should therefore be perceived both as a contrast to the great and dominant 

Roman Empire and, at the same time, an imitation of the Romans’ writing ideology.”76  

As noted above, the runes were also restricted to the warrior aristocracy, with inscriptions 
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showing up on items in elite burials and weapons found in the great bog deposits.  The 

owners of these artifacts belonged to the same sphere in which the Roman imports 

circulated, further testifying to a unitary elite culture tied together by mutual contacts and 

a shared system of values.      

 The fact that Roman imports factor in elite burials across both time and space, 

indicates how important Roman luxury goods were to elite identity in Denmark.  In all 

the areas considered, these imports were primarily associated with the highest level of 

society.  These aristocratic leaders then seem to have redistributed them to their followers 

of lesser status.  Hedeager has argued that the symbolic value of these goods was more 

important than their intrinsic value, as evidenced by the lack of hoards containing these 

types of artifacts.  According to Hedeager, “They were a tangible, symbolic expression of 

alliances, both social and political, the significance of which was personally linked to the 

individual…Such imports were not so much evidence of material wealth but primarily of 

exalted connections and political alliances, and indicative of some knowledge of the 

Roman way of life.”77  Moreover, no copies of Roman bronzes or drinking vessels are 

known to have been made in Denmark, which one would expect if they were merely 

attractive but practical utensils.78  The imports would have been symbolically important 

because they originated in the Roman Empire, thus having a value tied to the perceived 

power, status, and importance of Rome.  This connection in and of itself would have 

                                                           
77 Lotte Hedeager, “Empire, frontier and the barbarian hinterland: Rome and northern Europe from AD 1-

400,” in Centre and periphery in the ancient world, ed. Michael Rowlands, Mogens Larsen, and Kristian 

Kristiansen (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 130. 
78 Lotte Hedeager,” Money Economy and Prestige Economy in the Roman Iron Age,” in Trade and 

Exchange in Prehistory, Studies in Honour of Berta Stjernquist, ed. Birgitta Hårdh, et al. (Lund: Lunds 

Universitets Historiska Museum, 1988), 149. 
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given value to the objects in question, which elites in Denmark then used to set 

themselves apart.   

 The Roman luxury imports should also be seen as an attempt on the part of elites 

in Denmark to integrate Roman customs and manners with traditional native elite 

activities.  The great weapon sacrifices, such as those at Illerup described above, shows 

that a large quantity of Roman war gear was in use.  Items such as parade helmets, mail 

garments, and swords were all imported, and this despite the fact that such trade was 

outlawed in the Empire in the fourth century AD.  Moreover, at least some of this 

equipment was ill-suited for practical use.  These particular items were restricted to the 

elites, much like the Roman wine drinking sets.  The rest of the army, the pedites, made 

do with native weapons like the lance and spear which are found in such large quantities 

in the deposits.  As Green argues, “Given all this evidence, it is hard not to see the elites 

of this region as attempting to appear Roman not only when at home, in the feasting hall, 

and in death, but also when out on the field of battle (the Roman imports in the latter 

situation clearly acting as signs of rank).”79  Danish elites wanted to appear more 

powerful by appearing Roman and associating themselves with the material culture of the 

Roman Empire.  The Roman luxury imports enabled them to link their power with that of 

Rome.  

 The large number of imports indicates that Scandinavia in general and Denmark 

in particular was in continuous contact with the Roman Empire, with luxury goods 

reaching Danish elites in a number of ways.  Not only were they given as gifts in 

diplomatic alliances or spoils of war, they also featured as long distance trade items.  

                                                           
79 Green, “Trade, Gift-giving and Romanitas,” §29. 
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Around 200 AD, elites began founding seasonal ports of trade, or landing places, where 

trade and craft activities were carried out.80  These types of seasonal landing places 

remained in use until the twelfth century, after which they were replaced, at least in terms 

of their trading functions, by permanently settled towns.  A number of such sites that are 

constituted for the sixth through the twelfth centuries have yielded stray finds from the 

third and fourth centuries.  Lundeborg on the east coast of Funen, howver, remains the 

only such known locality that existed before the mid sixth century.81  The site at 

Lundeborg stretches approximately 900 meters (c. 3000 feet), along the coast, with no 

trace of permanent settlement structures.  Rather, the evidence attests that craftsmen and 

traders carried out their activities over short periods, either in the spring or early 

summer.82  Lundeborg was situated to maximize access to sea routes, and was clearly 

linked with the elite residence at Gudme, located a few kilometers further inland.  The 

Gudme elites likely established and controlled the port at the coast, trading and 

redistributing the Roman luxury items that were brought there.  The types of Roman 

imports found at Lundeborg include glass beads, glass vessels, and terra sigillata.  That 

these are elite items is evident from their presence in the wealthier graves in the 

surrounding region.83     

 Aside from long distance traders, craftsmen were also active at the site, providing 

a large array of locally produced items.  Carpenters are represented by axes, plane blades, 

and turning tools, blacksmiths by scrap metal, half-finished items, and a pair of pliers.  

                                                           
80 Jens Ulriksen, Anløbspladser: Besejling og bebyggelse i Danmark mellem 200 og 1100 e. Kr. (Roskilde: 

Vikingskibshallen i Roskilde, 1998), 10. 
81 Ulriksen, Anløbspladser, 183. 
82 Per O. Thomsen, “Lundeborg—an Early Port of Trade in South-East Funen,” in The Archaeology of 

Gudme and Lundeborg: Papers presented at a Conference at Svendborg, October 1991, ed. P.O. Nielsen, 

K. Randsborg, and H. Thrane (Copenhagen: Akademisk Forlag, 1994), 23. 
83 Thomsen, “Lundeborg,” 24-25. 
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Bronze, silver, and gold smiths were also active, as is evident by precious metal working 

tools such as awls, punches, small chisels, and tiny hammerheads.  They also left behind 

fragments of crucibles and molds, bars of silver and bronze, pieces of molten bronze, bits 

of silver and gold, and bronze sheets.  The presence of comb-makers is attested by bone 

and antler, and there were also craftsmen working with amber.  In conjunction with the 

craft activities, archaeologists have also uncovered small weights, silver denarii, and gold 

pieces, indicating that individual trade transactions were taking place in addition to the 

elite controlled Roman commodity trade.84  When the quantity of imported objects 

decreased markedly in the late fourth century, almost disappearing entirely in the fifth, 

the craftsmen continued to come every year, at least until the end of the seventh century.  

Their continued presence indicates that the craft activity was a separate feature from the 

luxury trade.85   

 Given the importance of the imported luxury items to elite status, it seems very 

likely that the Gudme elite established a trading site at the coast where they could land 

these types of goods.  Shipbuilding and repair work were clearly being carried out there, 

as the presence of carpentry tools as well as approximately eight thousand iron rivets, the 

majority from ships, and their corresponding plates, attests.86  It is not clear from the 

archaeological evidence who was bringing the Roman imports to Lundeborg, whether 

they were foreign traders or locals.  The shipbuilding material corresponds to that typical 

for the clinker built ships of the Nordic type,87 which might suggest Scandinavian traders.  

                                                           
84 Thomsen, “Lundeborg,” 25-26. 
85 Thomsen, “Lundeborg,” 28. 
86 Thomsen, “Lundeborg,” 24. 
87 Clinker built means that the hull of the ship or boat was constructed using overlapping strakes joined 
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The oldest preserved clinker built boat so far discovered is the Nydam boat, from Nydam 

Bog in southern Jutland (Figure 4).   

 

 

Figure 4. Nydam Boat88 

 

It has been dated dendrochronologically to 310-320 AD, and archaeologists estimate that 

it was deposited in the bog sometime between 340 and 360 AD.89  The ship was a 

rowboat, and it was painted and ornamented with carved male heads.  It has been 

estimated that the vessel could carry a load of 273 kilograms [602 pounds] before 

increasing the draft by just 1 centimeter.  The ship could thus carry a considerable 

amount of weight without sacrificing seaworthiness.90  Archaeologists have characterized 

the Nydam boat as a warship, which was used to transport warriors, their weapons and 

equipment, and any artisans who were among the crews.91   

                                                           
88 Image of the Nydam Boat from Conrad Engelhardt, Nydam Mosefund 1858-1861 (Copenhagen: G.E.C. 

Gad, 1865) in the public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia Commons, 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nydam.2.jpg (accessed January 29, 2014). 
89 Flemming Rieck, “The ships from Nydam Bog,” in The Spoils of Victory: The North in the Shadow of the 

Roman Empire, ed. Lars Jørgensen, Birger Storgaard, and Lone Gebauer Thomsen (Copenhagen: The 

National Museum, 2003), 304. 
90 Rieck, 308. 
91 Rieck, 309. 
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If the ship had primarily been used as a warship, it does not preclude that it could 

have been used for other purposes, such as trade.  In later centuries, the Vikings did not 

necessarily distinguish between raiding/warfare and trading, sometimes combining the 

two on their seasonal expeditions.  Later written sources also indicate that local magnates 

had their own ships with which they would undertake their seasonal trading and raiding 

activities, and wealthy magnates continued to have their own ships with which they 

would engage in warfare or trade well into the Middle Ages.92  It is certainly conceivable 

that the Gudme magnates engaged in the same types of activities in this earlier period. 

Moreover, the distribution of the Roman imports indicates that, in general, the 

Germanic tribes were pursuing this trade themselves.  Everyday items such as pottery and 

fibulae of Roman origin are most common along the Roman-Germanic border, and they 

are rarely found more than a couple of hundred miles beyond the frontier.  They have 

thus mainly been recovered in the political and military buffer zone between the Roman 

Empire and Germania Libera, where Romans are known to have stayed and traded.  

These everyday, utilitarian items were commercial goods, but not ones associated with 

status.  True luxury goods, such as the bronzes, silver cups, and glass beakers described 

above, however, are hardly ever found in the frontier.  The number of luxury finds 

steadily increases as one moves further away from the imperial border, and the number of 

finds culminates in Denmark.  As Hedeager explains, “Plain barter or payment in kind 

from hand-to-hand would never have spread these artefacts in this manner.  What we 

                                                           
92 For example, The Orkneyinga Saga describes how the Viking chieftain Svein Asleifarson went on two 

such trips a year, on in the spring after the seed had been sown and again in the fall after the grain had been 

harvested.  Orkneyinga Saga: The History of the Earls of Orkney, trans. Hermann Palsson and Paul 

Edwards (New York: Penguin Books, 1978), 215.  Also, as late as 1221, Absalon, somewhat erroneously 

titled Count of Zealand in the English sources since there was no such county in Denmark, was still 

apparently directing trade with England in his own ships.  DD 1: 5, 195.   
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witness here can only be explained as being the result of a very deliberate and well-

organized trade, whose business it was to obtain these sought after goods in fairly large 

consignments for the North.”93  In exchange, the Romans received slaves, hides, skins, 

furs, goose feathers, amber, quartz, precious stones, and the blonde hair of women.  Many 

such wares could be produced or manufactured in Denmark, but others came from 

northern Scandinavia.  The Danish chiefdoms were able to gain power not only on the 

basis of their own production, but also because they were in a position to act as 

middlemen in the trade between the Roman Empire and northern Scandinavia.94  The 

chieftain based in Gudme established and maintained Lundeborg to facilitate this trade 

with the Romans, thus consolidating power in the region.    

Gudme was the location of an immensely wealthy site that had uninterrupted 

settlement from the third to eleventh century AD.  It covered an area of at least two 

square miles, and it has yielded the largest amount of treasure so far uncovered in all of 

Late Iron Age Scandinavia.  Fifteen hoards have been found, demonstrating the 

exceptional wealth that flowed through Gudme.  The settlement experienced a period of 

intense economic activity in the fifth and sixth centuries, with wealth derived from 

control over the trade and craft production described above.95  In general, the treasure 

hoards can be divided into four different types.  Most of the Gudme hoards contained 

scrap metal that served as raw material for the craftsmen.  These hoards could include 

Roman coins and massive fragments of silver from a Roman monument or building.96  

                                                           
93 Lotte Hedeager, “Money Economy and Prestige Economy in the Roman Iron Age,” 149. 
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One such coin hoard contained 287 siliquae dating from c. 240-270 AD, and some three 

thousand Roman coins, dating from the first to the sixth century, have been found at the 

site in total.97  The second type of hoard contained jewelry, such as the gold bracteates.  

A third type contains prestigious objects that could be given by the local magnate to his 

followers, such as gold scabbard mounts or a collection of gold rings weighing in total a 

little over one pound.  The last type is represented by the Broholm hoard, the largest 

Danish gold hoard.  It contained almost nine pounds of gold, and it could be the remains 

of a treasure chest from which the local chieftain selected gifts for his followers.98     

In terms of settlement structure, the complex at Gudme was much larger than 

other contemporary settlements in Iron Age Denmark.  At its height, there were around 

fifty farms at any one time at Gudme.  Other contemporary large villages usually only 

had between ten and twelve farms at any one time.99 A residence much larger than the 

others in the settlement area has also been uncovered, indicating that Gudme was the seat 

of a particularly rich magnate from at least the fourth century when this particular farm 

was built.  The farm consisted of two buildings, a main hall measuring 47 by 10 meters 

(154 by 33 feet) and a smaller side building measuring 25 by 11 meters (82 by 36 feet).  

The main hall thus had an area of almost 500 square meters (5,400 square feet), and it is 

the largest known such structure from this period in Denmark.  The average longhouse 

from this time had an area of between 150 and 250 square meters (1,615 and 2,690 square 

feet), which makes the Gudme hall three to four times larger than the average.  The find 

                                                           
97 Anne Kromann, “Gudme and Lundeborg – The Coins,” in The Archaeology of Gudme and Lundeborg: 

Papers presented at a Conference at Svendborg, October 1991, ed. P.O. Nielsen, K. Randsborg, and H. 
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material from the main hall is impressive in its richness: a small gold hoard, remains of 

imported Roman silver, bronze, and glass vessels, 115 denarii, figures of silver, pieces of 

silver neck rings with gold foil, and Southeast European gold jewelry.  There are no finds 

related to craft production as have been found at the other farms from the Gudme 

settlement.  The find distribution thus indicates that, at least in the fourth century, Gudme 

was divided into a craft area and an elite area, with the large hall serving as the local 

magnate’s residence.100  

As noted, Gudme was a unique site to Iron Age Denmark, a fact that can be 

highlighted when it is compared to a more typical village settlement.  Vorbasse, in 

Jutland, has been completely excavated, with successive phases of settlement attested 

from c. 100 BC to c. 1000 AD.  In the third and fourth century, the village was made up 

of twenty farms, with each corresponding plot surrounded by a fence.  The individual 

farms consisted of a longhouse and one or two smaller outhouses used for craft 

production.  The average house size was a little over 30 meters long and 5 meters wide 

(100 feet by 16 feet).  The largest building measured 45 meters in length (148 feet), but 

with the same width as the other houses in the village.101  The overall size of the 

settlement at Vorbasse was markedly smaller than that at Gudme, with not only fewer 

farms but also no buildings comparable in size to the main hall.  At 225 square meters 

(2,421 square feet), the largest building at Vorbasse was half the size of the main hall at 

Gudme, thus indicating a marked difference in terms of the wealth and status of the two 

sites.         

                                                           
100 Jørgensen, “Stormandssæder og skattefund,” 91. 
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The Gudme magnates consolidated their power through control of trade in luxury 

goods, most notably the Roman imports that feature so heavily in the find material.  The 

large number of farms, along with the large hall, suggests that the magnate had quite a 

large number of dependents, from whom he demanded tribute in the form of crops and 

precious metals, as well as taxes from the activities carried out at the trading site of 

Lundeborg.  The large gold hoards disappear after the sixth century, but there is no 

reason to believe that Gudme lost its importance.  A decrease in the number of gold finds 

is widespread throughout Europe at this time,102 likely in conjunction with the collapse of 

Roman imperial authority.  Certainly, rich finds continued well into the Viking Age, such 

as silver hoards, pieces of silver and brass stirrups, and other gilded fittings from strap 

sets and horse harnesses.  This type of specialty riding equipment is of an exceptional 

quality and only paralleled in the richest burials from the period.103  Gudme thus not only 

serves as an example of how the elite were consolidating power and establishing centers 

of rule, but also shows continuity of this type of center over many centuries, a point that 

will be explored in the following chapter. 

Conclusion 

 Unlike historians of medieval Denmark, archaeologists of the prehistoric period 

readily acknowledge foreign influences on cultural developments within Denmark.  

Rather than a native aristocracy that was largely cut off from Latin Europe and only 

grudgingly adopted Roman cultural forms, the archaeologists discussed in this chapter 
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present a picture of a dynamic elite that actively sought out Roman material culture, 

using it in a variety of ways to signify status and belonging in a wider European elite 

network. As has been shown, Scandinavia in general and Denmark in particular were by 

no means outside Roman areas of influence in Germania Libera, and many of the same 

changes in terms of the development of power structures and use of Roman imports that 

can be witnessed in other parts of Germanic Europe were also occurring in the Danish 

area.  By drawing together these archaeological sources for the Roman Iron Age, this 

dissertation shows how the elite networks of Roman Europe included Denmark, and thus 

argues that a pattern was set in this period whereby European culture profoundly 

influenced the Danish elite.     

 Germanic society was a warrior society, with gift-giving a major factor in 

ensuring personal loyalty between a chief and his followers as well as in the formation of 

political alliances between groups.  The very best gifts were those that were rare and 

could convey the elite status of the owner, something for which imported Roman luxury 

goods were particularly well suited.  These imported luxuries consisted mainly of 

drinking equipment, high denomination coins and other precious metals, as well as 

military equipment, with most imports coming from Italy before the first century AD and 

Roman Gaul thereafter.  The majority of these items have been found in elite burials, 

showing the important symbolic power attached to them.  This symbolic power allowed 

Danish elites to distinguish themselves from other sectors of society.  Roman imports are 

almost always found in graves that are richly furnished with a comparatively high 

number and variety of grave goods, indicating that it was only the elite who had access to 

these luxury items.   
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The control of luxury trade enabled certain individuals to consolidate their power 

and set up regional centers, such as the one at Stevns in eastern Zealand, and Gudme on 

Funen.  At the same time, elites adopted the Roman manners and customs attached to 

Roman material culture, so that Roman influence spread to military structures, craft 

production, and written language.  Militarily, finds of Roman weaponry, particularly in 

the many bog offerings, show different levels or groups within the armies that are 

represented by the votive deposits.  Imported and individually produced Roman swords 

are comparatively few in number to that of mass produced lances and spears, thus 

indicating an army composed of leaders who were sword wielding warriors and a main 

force of regular soldiers armed with more homogenous weapons.  Moreover, it is possible 

that the votive offerings themselves could have been modeled on the Roman triumph, but 

adapted to fit Danish cultural norms.   

The influence of Roman culture is also evident in Danish craft production, with 

local craftsmen merging Roman motifs and techniques with traditional styles.  Large 

amounts of Roman metalwork were imported in the Late Roman Iron Age, inspiring the 

use of gold and silver gilt foils on jewelry, belt mounts, and weapons by Danish 

craftsmen.  Gold bracteates also show clear Roman design elements, such as the large 

male heads in profile which were based on the profile portraits of Roman emperors on 

coins and medallions.  The bracteates also indicate that Germanic symbols of power, such 

as long braided hair, had merged with Roman imperial insignia, such as the diadem or the 

round imperial shoulder brooch.  They thus provide further evidence for how Roman 

material culture could inspire cultural shifts within Denmark. 
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The adoption of writing was another phenomenon for which Roman influence is 

evident.  The runic alphabet is the earliest known native Germanic script, and in Denmark 

it dates to c. 200 AD.  While Germanic tribes did not directly copy a writing system from 

the Romans, they did copy a writing ideology, with inspiration mainly coming from 

imported Roman bronzes.  These bronzes carried inscriptions, either a craftsman’s mark 

or the name of the owner.  The majority of runic inscriptions also consist of a name, and 

they have been found mainly on items in elite burials or weapons from the bog deposits.  

They thus show a similarity in the use of writing.  Moreover, it is clear from the finds that 

the use of runes was confined primarily to the aristocratic sphere, the same network in 

which the Roman imports circulated.   

As is clear from the above, the importance of Danish connections with the Roman 

world can hardly be overstated.  Not only did Rome have profound influence on military 

structures, craft production, and written language, the adoption of Roman material culture 

also helped to establish an elite network that was tied together by mutual contacts and a 

shared system of values.  Elites over a large area wanted to link their power to that of 

Rome through the use of Roman material culture.  Moreover, along with the luxury 

imports, Danish elites also integrated Roman customs and manners in an attempt to 

appear Roman, thus differentiating themselves from the mass of the population.  Not 

surprisingly, they not only entered into diplomatic alliances that enabled them to get hold 

of Roman goods, they also directed long distance trade networks that brought these 

luxuries to Denmark.  As will be evident in the following chapters, this Roman influence 

on Danish culture would set the pattern for subsequent interactions between Denmark and 

the Continent in the following centuries.     
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Chapter 3 

 

Viking Age Networks (c. 500 – 1050 AD) 

 

 As is clear from the previous chapter, Denmark was in no way isolated from the 

cultural and political developments on the Continent, and elites in southern Scandinavia 

actively sought out the material culture from the south.  After the fall of the Roman 

Empire in the fifth century, contacts between the Danish region and the successor 

kingdoms continued.  The political unification of Denmark seems to have taken place 

sometime towards the end of the Germanic Iron Age (400-800), but its exact nature 

remains obscure.  What is clear, however, is that its subsequent development was greatly 

influenced by contacts with Europe.  In the Viking Age (c. 750-c. 1050), these contacts 

became increasingly important, as Denmark was drawn into the cultural milieu of Latin 

Europe.  Danish elites continued to adopt and adapt the material culture of Europe to 

signify their status in society.  To that end, they increasingly entered into both trade and 

political networks, with profound implications for the development of the Danish 

kingdom.  The foundation of trading settlements to channel this exchange meant that 

Denmark was a full participant in the economic and commercial developments of early 

medieval Europe.  Kings and magnates in Denmark also sought diplomatic ties with the 

rulers of continental Europe, cementing Denmark’s status as a player in continental 

politics.  The adoption of Christianity in the mid-tenth century also brought the Danish 

elite more firmly into the European sphere.       
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The archaeological evidence presented in the preceding chapter shows Denmark’s 

participation in the trade in luxury goods that encompassed Europe from the Black Sea to 

the North Sea in the Roman Iron Age.  In the sixth century, the connections to the East 

broke down, but would reopen two centuries later, during the Viking Age.  Ulf Näsman 

notes that this shift in contacts between East and West gave the Danish region a key 

position between the North Sea and the Baltic as well as between the Continent and 

Scandinavia.  Moreover, the break in eastern connections was the main reason that 

Merovingian culture was the dominant influence on Scandinavian material culture in this 

period.  In the Viking Age, this cultural dominance was replaced with Carolingian and 

Ottonian influences.1  

 In order to fully appreciate the many social, economic, and political changes that 

took place in Denmark in this period, a brief sketch of the society is necessary.  In many 

ways, it resembled that of the Roman Iron Age.  Society was divided into three main 

groups, the aristocracy, the free, and the unfree slaves.2  At the top of the hierarchy was 

the warrior aristocracy, which based its power on landed possessions, descent, and 

charisma.  Common men had legal rights, but in order to claim them they had to use their 

social connections, either horizontal, such as kinship, or vertical, such as with lord or 

military commander.  For those at the top of the hierarchy, such social connections were 

equally important.  They needed the support of their followers in disputes and wars, as 

well as alliances with other members of the aristocracy in the wider political field.  These 

                                                           
1 Ulf Näsman, “The Ethnogenesis of the Danes and the Making of a Danish kingdom,” in The Making of 

Kingdoms, ed. Tania Dickinson and David Griffiths, Anglo-Saxon Studies in Archaeology and History 10 

(Oxford: Oxford University Committee for Archaeology, 1999), 4. 
2 Else Roesdahl and Preben Meulengracht Sørensen, “Viking Culture,” in The Cambridge History of 

Scandinavia, vol. 1, Prehistory to 1520, ed. Knut Helle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 

126. 
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horizontal and vertical connections were secured through friendship, loyalty, and gift-

giving.3  Society was overwhelmingly rural, with most everyone living on a farm, many 

of them as either servants or slaves.4      

 In terms of settlement structure, the Viking Age in Denmark was characterized by 

development towards larger farms located within regulated, well-planned villages.  An 

example can be found in the village of Vorbasse, which archaeologists have been able to 

follow from its initial settlement in the first century BC through to the eleventh century 

AD.  Here the farmhouses were grouped within regularly shaped crofts, which were 

demarcated by ditches or wooden enclosures.  During the Viking Age the crofts increased 

considerably in size.  In the first half of the eighth century, the largest of the farms in the 

village was 5,500 square meters (1.36 acres).5  The crofts grew in size so that the smaller 

farms had an average plot acreage of c. 3,600 square meters (0.9 acres), while the larger 

farms reached between 10,000 and 15,000 square meters (2.5 and 3.7 acres).  By the end 

of the Viking Age, c. 1050, these crofts had become even larger, reaching the same 

proportions as those in the later medieval villages.  By the Middle Ages, c. 1100, the plot 

acreage of the villages lay between 9,000 and 25,000 square meters (2.2 and 6.2 acres), 

and the very largest could reach an acreage of up to 40,000 square meters (9.9 acres).6  

These large farms belonged to magnate complexes, such as that at Tissø on Zealand (6.2 

acres) (Map 3).   

                                                           
3 Dagfinn Skre, “Centrality and places.  The central place at Skiringssal in Vestfold, Norway,” in Trade and 

Communication Networks of the First Millennium AD in the northern part of Central Europe: Central 

Places, Beach Markets, Landing Places and Trading Centres, ed. Babette Ludowici, et al. (Hanover: 

Niedersächsisches Landesmuserum Hanover, 2010), 226. 
4 Roesdahl and Sørensen, “Viking Culture,” 127. 
5 Jørgen Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid, vol. 4, Yngre Jernalder og Vikingetid 400-1050 e. Kr., 2nd ed. 

(Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 2006), 158-159. 
6 Jan-Henrik Fallgren, “Farm and Village in the Viking Age,” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink in 

collaboration with Neil Price (London: Routledge, 2008), 70-71. 
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Map 3.  Village and magnate sites mentioned in the text. 

 

The village structure of Viking Age Denmark was very similar to that found in 

other parts of Europe at the time.  For example, in the eighth and ninth centuries, the 

village of Vorbasse consisted of seven farms and resembled the rural settlements in the 

northern parts of the Carolingian empire, such as Kootwijk just north of the Rhine.7   In 

the Frankish and German areas, the very regularly formed Waldhufendörfer, Angerdörfer, 

and Strassendörfer were the result of the standardized measurements of peasant holdings, 

and these settlements strongly influenced the villages of southern Jutland.8  Also, there 

                                                           
7 Ulf Näsman, “Exchange and Politics: The Eighth-Early Ninth Century in Denmark,” in The Long Eighth 

Century, ed. Inge Lyse Hansen and Chris Wickham, The Transformation of the Roman World 2 (Leiden: 

Brill, 2000), 61. 
8 Fallgren, 71-72. 
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are no indications of common fields or enclosures in these regularly formed villages.  

Rather, the individual farms seem “to have had individual infields with separate, enclosed 

long-strips, in exactly the same way as in the regular Frankish, German and Norman 

villages on the British islands, before a common fallow system and subdivided fields 

were introduced at the beginning or in the middle of the medieval period.”9    

The size of the farms was clearly a feature related to social power, as is evident 

from the great variations in size of the individual farms.  Magnate residences from the 

Iron Age and the Viking Age show that the elite controlled large landed estates, in which 

the magnate farm was surrounded by dependent farms.  As Dagfinn Skre notes, “The 

nature of such dependency may have varied from serfdom and slavery to honorable 

relations between free men, but the landlord’s right to a portion of the crop from the 

dependent farms seems to have been a common feature.”10  While Viking agriculture was 

geared toward the production of a surplus, it was focused on animals rather than grain.  

Pollen analysis as well as archaeological evidence has shown that only a small percentage 

of the landscape was under cultivation in this period.  These areas, the fenced infields 

described above, were concentrated around the nucleated villages and surrounded by 

spacious outfields used for grazing.  The infields were heavily fertilized, partly by 

manure from the animals that were led back here after daily grazing in the outfield.11   

The rural settlements of Denmark were separated by quite large tracts of 

uncultivated land.  Søren M. Sindbæk speculates that this land was common land or even 
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unclaimed, and as such it held particular potential for the expansion of magnates.  This 

situation was in contrast to the fields of the village inland, where the rights of the 

individual families was rigidly defined.  Because agriculture was both animal based and 

geared to a surplus, the “outland was a key to increase animal stocks, an essential 

resource, and a symbol of prestige.”12  Viking magnates seized common or unclaimed 

outland, using it for animal grazing, rather than setting up new farms.  It seems that 

animal husbandry was still the more profitable option, as long as the rural economy was 

contingent upon a surplus of land rather than a surplus of people.13    

Beginning in the tenth century, however, this situation began to change.  The 

expansion of cereal agriculture, upon which Danish elites in the High Middle Ages built 

their power and wealth, took hold in the late Viking Age and accelerated through to the 

twelfth century.  This expansion was characterized by an increased use of open field 

agriculture with regular crop rotation, the introduction of new technologies, such as the 

heavy wheeled plow with its iron moldboard, the harrow, and watermills, and the 

colonization of marginal lands on a massive scale.14  It should be noted that the 

agricultural revolution in Scandinavia followed the same general trends as in Germany, 

the Netherlands, and England, and was marked by the foundation of new settlements as 

offshoots of the older villages.15  The changes in Danish agriculture starting in the Viking 

Age should be seen as part of pan-European developments, indicating the close contacts 
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between Scandinavia and the Continent, with Denmark switching from an agrarian 

economy that was primarily based on pastoralism to one that was manorial and based on 

the cultivation of cereal crops.      

In terms of the location of magnate seats there was a great deal of continuity from 

the Iron Age through to the Middle Ages.  One example mentioned in the previous 

chapter is Gudme, on Funen.  Another such center was at Lejre, on Zealand, which is 

archaeologically dated to the period from the late seventh to the late tenth centuries.16  

The late twelfth century Danish chronicler Saxo Grammaticus mentions it in in the early 

part of his history of Denmark as a royal residence in Denmark’s mythic past.17  In 1016, 

the German chronicler Thietmar of Merseburg referred to it as the “capital of the 

kingdom,”18 indicating that it was recognized as an important center, even outside of 

Denmark.  A large hall was built at Lejre in the seventh century, which was replaced in 

the eighth.  The eighth century hall, which was 48.5 meters long and 11.5 meters wide 

(160 feet by 38 feet), was rebuilt on the same spot twice over the next three hundred 

years.19   It was centrally located within a fenced in croft of unknown size, and it was 

surrounded by at least six smaller buildings which were functional at the same time as the 

main building.  East of the residence archaeologists uncovered a craft area, which showed 

signs of metalworking, bronze smelting, textile manufacture, and comb making.20  

Parallel to the northern fence were two longhouses, which were used as stables and/or 

storage.  Other buildings on the site could have been used as housing for the farm’s 
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workforce.  The layout of the manor is similar to that of other magnate sites directly 

involved with agricultural production.  In this way, Lejre was unlike the magnate elite 

site of Gudme, which seems rather to have been based exclusively on the collection of 

tribute.21   

The entire complex is much larger than the average Viking Age village,22 

indicating that it was the residence of an important magnate.   That Lejre was an elite site 

is also evident from luxury artifacts found there, including gilded jewelry, shards of 

drinking glasses imported from the Rhine region, weapon pieces, coins, and silver 

pieces.23  West of the complex a treasure hoard was uncovered in the mid-nineteenth 

century which included four silver bowls, a bead necklace, a silver bar, and a weight.24  

That Lejre continued to be mentioned as an important center into the Middle Ages shows 

the continuity of the aristocracy here across time and space.  The presence of the 

imported luxury items shows that this aristocracy continued to connote its status through 

the use of material culture, adopting the same signifiers of rank as their contemporaries 

elsewhere in Europe.   

Several other elite sites show the same type of continuity into the Middle Ages as 

Gudme and Lejre.  For example, a magnate complex including two manors and cult site 

dating from the sixth to the eleventh centuries has been excavated at Lake Tissø on the 

island of Zealand.  The name of the lake, Tissø, is derived from the Viking war god Tyr 

and literally means Tyr’s lake, indicating that cultic activity was intimately connected 
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with the site from the beginning.25  Archaeologists have uncovered two manors and parts 

of a market and craft areas.  The first manor dates to the sixth and seventh centuries, and 

is three to four times the size of a typical Danish farm from the period.  A number of 

finds, including a pair of gold pendants inlaid with garnets in cloisonné of Frankish 

origin,26 points to international connections from the earliest use of the site. After a fire 

destroyed the whole first manor complex, it was rebuilt some 600 meters (650 yards) to 

the south.  The second manor can be followed through four phases, dating from circa 700 

to circa 1035.  The first three phases (c. 700 – c. 950) follow a general pattern as to 

layout, with a main hall and a separate fenced area with a single building.  The hall has 

been interpreted as a prestigious main building where receptions and feasts took place 

(ON salr or hof), while the separate area and small building was likely a cult building 

(ON hǫrgr), often mentioned in the Old Norse sagas.27   

Much of the find material from the manor includes elite objects such as weaponry 

imported from the Frankish regions, including arrowheads, hilts, pommels and other 

sword fittings, bridles, and spurs, as well as Carolingian and Arabic coins ranging from 

the eighth to the tenth century.  Also found in the main hall were shards of Frankish and 

Carolingian drinking glasses.28  Just as with Gudme and Lejre, there is clear evidence of 

continuity at Tissø as an elite residence from the Iron Age through to the Middle Ages.  

Also, the Tissø magnates continued to embrace the material, aristocratic culture of the 
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Franks and Carolingians as a way to signify their participation in the shared cultural 

milieu of European elites.  

Uppåkra in Scania also shows signs of having a special status from the early 

Roman Iron Age.  Uppåkra covered an area of one hundred acres, and is the largest Iron 

Age settlement known from southern Scandinavia.29 The site is an incredibly rich one in 

terms of artifact finds.  Fragments of more than one hundred oval brooches, more than 

forty trefoil brooches, and forty-three equal armed brooches were uncovered in 

excavations carried out from 2001 to 2004.  Also, about forty round, cast, and gilded 

bronze brooches and pendants, also known from the aristocratic residence at Tissø, have 

been found there.  Evidence of long distance trade contacts include foreign coins, mainly 

Arabic, but also some German and English ones.  In addition, archaeologists have found 

ornaments and mountings of European, predominantly Carolingian, origin, enameled 

mountings from the British Isles, probably Ireland, and an oriental mounting, possibly 

from the Khazar region by the Black Sea.30  Unfortunately, the preservation situation of 

the site is such that traces of construction are almost completely missing, which makes it 

difficult to determine the character of the settlement.  Because of its inland location, more 

than four miles from the coast, it was hardly a site geared towards shipping trade.  It does 

show similarities to other important centers such as Gudme, especially as regards the find 

material and vast size of the site.31  Uppåkra was still a site connected to the highest 

echelons of society when it enters the historical record in 1085.  In that year the 
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settlement appeared as part of a royal land grant by Cnut II (r. 1080-1086) to the 

cathedral in Lund.32     

Lars Jørgensen has argued that the many treasure hoards that have been 

uncovered in Denmark throughout the Iron Age should be seen as the location of 

aristocratic seats.  Aside from the three sites mentioned above, other areas with evidence 

of long term aristocratic settlement include Jørlunde on Zealand, which has yielded 

several treasure hoards from c. 500 AD through to the Viking Age.  In the Middle Ages it 

belonged to the Hvide family, a wealthy and powerful magnate family.33  Vålse, on the 

island of Falster, also shows elite ties from the Iron Age through to the Middle Ages, 

when the area was named as part of the royal crown lands in King Valdemar’s Cadaster 

of 1231.34  Jørgensen speculates that these sites can be interpreted as land which had the 

same status as the aristocratic fiefs granted to royal vassals in the Frankish kingdoms in 

the early Middle Ages.  The long continuity of these sites could be due to their early 

status as land grants to which the aristocracy in the later Viking Age and Middle Ages 

attained more regular rights of inheritance.35  Unfortunately the historical sources that 

would be needed to shed more light on the political situation in Denmark in the early 

period are lacking, but the many sites that show evidence of elite status as well as long 

term continuity do make his theory plausible.  Moreover, it provides further indication of 

the similarities between Danish and continental aristocrats.              

As the above evidence shows, Danish elites continued to look southwards for 

cultural models, just as they had during the Roman Iron Age.  In the sixth and seventh 
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centuries, they sought to copy the lifestyle of the Merovingian Franks.  The Merovingians 

were the successors to the Roman Empire in Gaul, and in many ways the Merovingian 

elite continued to be heavily Romanized.36  As such, Gaul continued to be a source of 

inspiration for elite culture in southern Scandinavia.  For example, glass vessels, which 

were typical luxury goods even in the Roman Iron Age, continue to be imported into 

Scandinavia, as is evident from the finds at the elite centers at Lejre, Tissø, and Uppåkra.  

Jewelry, such as cloverleaf brooches that developed from Carolingian sword belt mounts 

found at elite sites, were worn by high status Viking women.  Some sword belt mounts 

were also reused as pendants on women’s necklaces.  Sunhild Kleingärtner notes that the 

“systematic reuse of these objects shows that it was not a question of the chance adoption 

of random items, but a deliberate reuse or remodeling of specific pieces to express an 

independent Viking-Age identity.”37  As will be explored below, weapons and belts were 

used as indicators of status, so no doubt women adapted the sword mounts to participate 

in this social display.  Kleingärtner posits that the origin of these objects was not an 

important factor in their adoption, merely the fact that they were rare and exotic or 

indicated status and wealth.38  This dissertation, however, argues that it was in fact the 

origin of these items that made them symbols of status.  They were connected to the 

power and prestige of the Carolingian Empire, making them attractive to elites who 

wanted to associate themselves with that power and prestige.  This situation is similar to 

the way that the elites in the Roman Iron Age sought to associate themselves with the 
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material culture and practices of the Roman Empire.  These foreign objects were adopted 

to display the wealth and status of their owners and their connections to Carolingian 

Europe.  The finds of these types of foreign artifacts highlight the ongoing importance of 

southern material culture to aristocratic identity in Denmark, and the continuation of 

European and Scandinavian elite contacts.   

 The violent nature of at least some of those contacts is well known,39 and only a 

brief summary of the Viking incursions in Europe is presented here.  The traditional start 

of the Viking Age is 793 AD, when the monastery of Lindisfarne off the coast of 

Northumbria in England was attacked.  In 799, the monastery of St. Philibert’s on 

Noirmoutier off the coast Gaul was plundered, and in 810 a Viking fleet attacked Frisia.  

Aside from England and Gaul, Viking raiders also reached Ireland, Scotland, Spain, and 

Italy.  Scandinavians also colonized Iceland, the Faroes, Greenland, and some even 

reached North America.  In the East, Scandinavian warriors and traders settled along the 

Baltic Coast, went inland to Russia, and had dealings, some peaceful and some not, with 

Byzantium and the Islamic Caliphate.  It is mainly on the basis of the accounts of the 

victims of their attacks that their fearsome and violent reputation is based.   

A number of explanations have been put forth in an attempt to understand the 

seemingly sudden violent onslaught of Viking marauders from Scandinavia in the late 

eighth century.  Writing in the early eleventh century, the Norman chronicler Dudo of 

Saint Quentin claimed that overpopulation in Scandinavia led the Vikings to seek new 

lands elsewhere: 
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For these nations, greatly inflamed by lascivious unchastity, and ravishing 

very many women with singular baseness, by performing in this way, men 

beget from them countless filthy offspring through mingling in a union of 

unlawful sexual intercourse.  These offspring, who would have been 

superfluous had they continued after they had come to maturity by 

holdings of goods to dwell in the inadequate land which they inhabited, 

savagely fighting against their fathers and their grandfathers or more often 

amongst themselves, are driven out by lot, the multitude of those reaching 

puberty together, according to long standing usage, into the realms of 

foreign nations to obtain for themselves in battle realms whereby they 

might be able to live in never-ending peace.40 

 

As Else Roesdahl points out, however, Dudo’s explanation is doubtful, since many of the 

Scandinavian sources, including skaldic poems and rune stones, say that honor and 

material gain were the main driving forces.41  Peter Sawyer notes that increased 

population pressure may have been partly true for western Norway, since there were no 

real reserves of land that could be exploited.  For the rest of Scandinavia, however, “there 

is no hint of population pressure in or before the Viking Age.”42  Indeed, one of the main 

purposes of the Vikings “was to acquire treasure in the form of gold, silver, gems, 

precious objects or coins, which they obtained either directly as plunder or tribute, or 

indirectly by ransoming captives of high rank or selling slaves.”43  European sources 

contemporary to the attacks also support the claim that easy loot was the initial impetus.  
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For example, c. 797 AD Alcuin, the abbot of St. Martin of Tours, wrote to the people of 

Kent about a great danger threatening England and its people.  Accordingly, “a heathen 

people are in the habit of plundering our coasts and practice poaching.”44  Elsewhere, in 

819 the Carolingian emperor Louis the Pious, in a charter to the monks at Noirmoutier, 

mentions the attacks of barbarians who “frequently ravage that monastery.”45     

 Initially, the Viking excursions were small scale raids, probably undertaken by 

local groups under local leaders.  Raiding on a small scale continued throughout the 

period.  In the ninth century, there was an increase in the scale of Viking forces, with 

fleets mentioned in English, Irish, and Frankish sources numbering in hundreds of ships.  

These were led by kings or earls, but the titles probably reflect status and lineage.  They 

do not necessarily indicate that these leaders ruled major territories in Scandinavia, 

although they do reflect the fact that the leaders of Viking raids by this period came from 

the upper echelons of Scandinavian society.  Lesser chieftains no doubt also continued to 

play a part.46  In the Frankish kingdoms, the Vikings inflicted major defeat as well as 

extorted large amounts of silver in exchange for peace.  In England, three of the four 

great Anglo-Saxon kingdoms were conquered in the ninth century.  In the second wave of 

attacks beginning in the tenth century, the English paid huge sums of money for short 

lived peace, and eventually the entire kingdom was brought under Danish rule, which 

was firmly established in 1016 and lasted until 1042.47    
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 Viking warfare was in many ways similar to that of the other peoples of Europe.  

Their use of raids to plunder portable wealth was typical of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms in 

England and it survived long afterwards in medieval Europe.  Also, the taking of tribute, 

such as the payments made by both the English and the Franks to the Vikings, was 

typical of the relationship between greater and lesser kings in Britain and between the 

subordinate tribes and the Carolingians in Francia.  Moreover, as Timothy Reuter has 

shown, even Charlemagne’s campaigns were carried out using fast, punitive raids of 

destruction against neighboring kingdoms.  The Carolingians took plunder, such as 

slaves, from the Saxons and the Bretons, and treasure, such as the great hoards of the 

rulers in Frisia, Lombardy, and the Avars.48  Where possible, the Carolingians sought the 

total conquest of their neighbors, but took tribute when they established long-term 

dominance that fell short of full conquest.  As Gareth Williams notes, “the Vikings are 

only unusual in that their expeditions were often led by ‘private’ warlords rather than 

national leaders, and even this distinction becomes blurred in the eleventh century, when 

one looks at the campaigns of figures such as Sveinn Forkbeard and Cnut the Great of 

Denmark, and Harald Hardruler and Magnús Barelegs of Norway.”49   

  The strategic use of ships in warfare did, however, set the Vikings apart from 

other groups in this period.  Neither seaborne raiding nor armed migration by sea was 

new.  In the centuries leading up to the Viking Age, Franks, Anglo-Saxons, and Danes all 

engaged in coastal raiding and piracy, so the raids of the Viking Age were no novelty in 

and of themselves.  For example, the Frankish chronicler Gregory of Tours mentioned a 
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great raid on Gaul in 515 AD by the Danish king Chochilaicus in the early sixth century 

where the Danes laid waste to the land and took both booty and captives.  The Franks, 

however, killed Chochilaicus before he could escape and recovered what had been 

stolen.50  Changes in ship technology, however, were designed so that the Vikings could 

use their ships more effectively in warfare than their predecessors.  Williams notes that 

“the value of the ships themselves came from three factors.  Firstly, they offered speed 

and mobility; secondly, their design allowed for flexibility of use both at sea and in 

shallower waters; and, thirdly, they could accommodate troops, their loot and supplies.”51  

In all of these ways, their ships were a decisive factor in Viking success in the attacks on 

their unsuspecting targets. 

The archeological record indicates that from the tenth century on there was 

increased specialization in ship types.  Older ship types mainly were preserved from 

funerary use, such as the great ship burials at Oseberg and Gokstad in Norway and Ladby 

on Funen in Denmark.  That more ships begin to turn up from the late Viking Age is 

indicative of the increased need for transport in society.  Ships from this period can be 

separated into two categories, warships and cargo ships.  One example of a warship is a 

longship found in the harbor of Hedeby, an important trading emporium located in 

southern Jutland.  Known as Hedeby 1, it is dendrochronologically dated to c. 985 AD, 

and it was used as a fire ship in an attack on Hedeby in the early eleventh century.  This 

ship was 30.9 meters (101.3 feet) long and had sixty oars.  It was also very narrow, 

measuring only 2.6 meters (8.5 feet) in beam, and it had a height of 1.5 meters (4.9 feet) 
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amidships.  Its dimensions have led archaeologists to speculate that it was intended for 

use in the western Baltic and only in coastal waters.  It was constructed using wood from 

the western Baltic region, perhaps even from the area surrounding Hedeby itself. An 

example of a seagoing longship is Skuldelev 2, which was found in Roskilde Fjord off 

the coast of Zealand.  This ship also had about sixty oars, and has been reconstructed to a 

minimum length of 29.2 meters (95.8 feet).  It was wider and taller than Hedeby 1, with a 

beam of 3.8 meters (12.5 feet) and a height of 1.8 meters (5.9 feet), making it suitable for 

sea travel.  This ship was built in Dublin in 1042, and it probably came to Denmark in the 

late 1060s or early 1070s.52  These longships are probably typical of the ones that made 

the Viking such effective military campaigners. 

The other category of ships which developed in this period were specialized cargo 

vessels.  As Jan Bill explains, “What marked out these was that they could be sailed by a 

small crew, that they had a large loading capacity per crewmember and that they were 

dependent on the sail for propulsion.  They could have a few oars for maneuvering 

purposes, but these would under normal circumstances not be used for moving the ship 

for long distances.”53  An example of this type of ship is Hedeby 3, which was built 

around 1025.  This ship was 25 meters long and had a carrying capacity of around 60 

tons.  Cargo ships have also been found in Roskilde Fjord, namely Skuldelev 1 and 

Skuldelev 3.  Skuldelev 1 was built in Norway around 1030.  This vessel had a length of 

16.3 meters and could carry 24 tons of cargo.  Experimental archaeology with 

reconstructions of the ship has shown that Skuldelev 1 could be sailed with a crew of five 
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to seven crewmembers.  Skuldelev 3 was smaller in size than Skuldelev 1, with a 

carrying capacity of only 4.6 tons.  Experiments with ship reconstructions have shown 

that it needed a crew of four to five, thus indicating that larger ships had increased 

efficiency in tons cargo per crewmember.54   

One of the main factors for the development of these specialized cargo ships was 

the increased volume of trade and exchange that Europe experienced in the Early Middle 

Ages.  Around the year 700, a new phenomenon took place across northern Europe, 

namely the foundation of sites of an urban character connected with long distance trade 

and production in areas that did not previously have cities or towns.  These sites, or 

emporia, were nodes in long-distance trading networks, located at junctions most 

convenient to an international function.55  These emporia had an important role in the 

revival of the economy and urbanization of northwestern Europe from the ninth century 

onwards.  While not identical, the various emporia shared several common 

characteristics.  All were located at a protected estuarine site close to a coastline, which 

was the territorial frontier of a kingdom.  They mainly served as gateways for long-

distance luxury products desired by a king and his court, local aristocrats, and wealthy 

episcopal churches and abbeys.  The emporia also facilitated local and regional trade, 

with everyday items manufactured in the emporia themselves or at craft sites located on 

large rural estates in their vicinity.56  The types of goods traded at the emporia fall into 

two categories or levels, prestige and utilitarian.  Prestige goods included things such as 

                                                           
54 Bill, “Viking ships and the sea,” 176. 
55 Richard Hodges, Dark Age Economics: The Origins of Towns and Trade A.D. 600-1000 (New York: St. 

Martin’s Press, 1982), 50. 
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coins used as bullion, precious metals, decorated metalwork, arms, basins and cauldrons, 

textiles, ceramic tableware, glass vessels, window panes, beads, precious stones, hunting 

dogs, hides, spices, wine, dyes, honey, and slaves.  The more utilitarian items were lava 

quernstones, honestones, soapstone vessels, linen smoothers, foodstuffs, salt, metal and 

bone tools, and pottery.57  For the most part, these items were either made or finished off 

at the emporia.58   

The merchants involved in this long distance trade were primarily free men who 

traded for their own profit on their own initiative while simultaneously trading for the 

king and his court.  Others were bound to a bishopric or an abbey and traded under their 

command.59  Royal protection was extended to the merchants in at least some, if not the 

majority, of the emporia.  One example comes from an agreement between the Danes and 

the Saxons from 873.  The annals of Fulda record that:  

The envoys of Sigifrid, the king of the Danes, also came there [the villa of 

Burstadt near Worms], seeking to make peace over the border disputes 

between themselves and the Saxons and so that merchants of each 

kingdom might come and go in peace to the other, bringing merchandise 

to buy and sell; the king [Louis the German] promised that for his part 

these terms would be kept.60 

While no emporia are named as such in the treaty, the Saxon merchants were more than 

likely travelling to Hedeby, located on the east coast of southern Jutland at the Schlei 

Fjord.  The treaty highlights the importance of peace and security to commerce.  

                                                           
57 Hodges, 105; Verhulst, 111. 
58 Hodges, 144. 
59 Verhulst, 111. 
60 “Venerunt quoque illuc Sigifridi Danorum regis legati pacis faciendae gratia in terminis inter illos et 

Saxones positis et ut negotiatores utriusque regni invicem transeuntes et mercimonia deferentes emerent et 

venderent pacifice; quae omnia rex ex sua parte rata fore promisit.” 

Annales Fuldenses sive Annales regni Francorum orientalis, ed. Friederich 

Kurze, MGH, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum acholarum aeparatim editi 7 (Hannover, 1891), 78; 

The Annals of Fulda: Ninth Century Histories, Volume II, Trans. Timothy Reuter (Manchester: Manchester 

University Press, 1992), 70. 
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Merchants who were entering a region in which they were strangers did not have the 

same protection from violence or dishonesty as those who were part of the social network 

of that region.  Friendship, kinship, or other forms of alliances were central to protection 

under the law; strangers would thus not enjoy this protection.  Those who came to an area 

to trade needed a guarantee both of physical security and that their goods would be 

protected against robbery and attack.  An emporium thus functioned as a safe zone, where 

a ruler backed with a sufficient armed force could ensure peace.61  In the above example, 

both the Saxon and Danish leaders wanted to ensure peaceful relations so as to attract 

merchants.  In essence, both sides were promising royal protection for the merchants and 

their goods, in addition to ending border violence which might make travel dangerous.  

Such a guarantee was of utmost importance to the merchants, and it presupposes strong 

royal, or some other form of public, power in the areas with flourishing emporia.      

As noted above, emporia were founded all across northern Europe in the years 

around 700 AD.  For example, Ribe in southern Denmark, Hamwic in Wessex, and Åhus 

in Scania were all established at this time, and Lundenwic (London), although founded in 

the seventh century, first began to show signs of trade activity and craft production 

around 700.62  Hedeby, in southern Jutland, was founded about a century later (Map 4).   

 

                                                           
61 Dagfinn Skre, “Towns and Markets, Kings and Central Places in South-western Scandinavia c. AD 800-

950,” in Kaupang in Skiringssal, ed. Dagfinn Skre, Kaupang Excavation Project Publication Series 1 

(Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2007), 451. 
62 Søren Michael Sindbæk, Ruter og Rutinisering: Vikingetidens Fjernhandel i Nordeuropa (Copenhagen: 

Forlaget Multivers, 2005), 166. 
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Map 4. North European emporia. 
 

The previous chapter briefly touched upon the seasonal ports of trade, or landing places, 

that elites in Denmark began establishing in the third century AD.  Lundeborg, on the 

coast of Funen, is the earliest known such site.  For the period 680/700 to 1100, Jens 

Ulriksen has identified thirty-two landing places, the vast majority of which have left 

small traces of craft production and infrequent humble buildings in the archaeological 

record.63  The emporia are one type of landing place, in which trade and crafts were 

carried out, but with a primarily international orientation, as explained above. As Søren 

Michael Sindbæk has argued, there are only a few sites that meet this criteria in 

Scandinavia, including Ribe, Hedeby, Birka, and Kaupang.  Archaeologically, their 

connection with long distance trade is represented by a large quantity of imported 

products.  In addition, the number of balances, weights, coins, and hack-silver is much 

greater than at the smaller landing places identified by Ulriksen.  Moreover, the 

craftsmen at these four sites working in metal casting and glass bead production carried 

out their work using imported raw materials.  At the minor sites there is little if any of 
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these types of crafts being carried out, but they do show evidence of craft production, 

such as ironworking and comb making, that used local raw materials.  Trade at these sites 

was likely mostly carried out by barter, rather than using silver as a currency.64  The 

major sites belonged to the category of emporia, similar to those being founded 

throughout northern Europe at this time.  The establishment of Ribe and Hedeby in 

Denmark, for example, was in the same phase as the urbanization of the Franks, Frisians, 

and the English, linking southern Jutland especially with developments in Western 

Europe.65  They thus show Denmark’s continued presence in the economic networks of 

early medieval Europe, following the patterns established in the Roman Iron Age 

discussed in the previous chapter.        

The earliest emporium founded in Denmark is Ribe, situated on the banks of the 

Ribe River in southwestern Jutland, which has been dendrochronologically dated to pre-

710 AD.66  The earliest cultural layers derived from marketplace activity, the exact layout 

of which is still unclear.  After only a few years, the marketplace was organized in a row 

of plots c. 6 to 8 meters (20 to 25 feet) wide and up to 20 to 30 meters (65 to 100 feet) 

long.  The plots were located at right angles to the river, with around forty to fifty plots in 

all.  The individual plots were separated by shallow, narrow ditches, and appear to have 

been occupied only seasonally until sometime in the 770s, when evidence of permanent 

buildings appears.  Ribe has yielded an enormous amount of archaeological material, 

with tens of thousands of objects excavated so far.  The archaeology documents the 

extensive production of crafts, including bead-making, bronze casting, amber polishing, 
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comb making, shoemaking, and pottery production.  Long distance trade is also evident 

from the presence of imported Frankish ceramics and glass, volcanic basalt, Scandinavian 

soapstone, slate whetstones, whalebones, and glass beads from the Middle East.67       

 Royal or elite interest in the site is clearly evident.  As already noted, in the early 

eighth century, the marketplace was organized into plots with demarcation ditches, which 

presupposes some sort of overarching authority over the settlement.  Then, at the 

beginning of the ninth century, a ditch, c. 2 meters wide and 1 meter deep (c. 6.5 wide by 

3 feet deep) was dug around the settlement.  The ditch formed a border between the 

developed area on the inside and the undeveloped area and graveyard on the outside, 

demarcating and area of c. 12 hectares.  The ditch is so shallow that it could not have 

been used as a fortification.  Rather, it was symbolic in nature and marked the town 

limits.  In the second half of the ninth or beginning of the tenth century at the latest, the 

shallow ditch was replaced by a 6 to 7 meter wide and 1 meter deep moat (20 to 23 wide 

by 3 feet deep), which had traces of a bank on the inside.68  The initial ditch and later 

moat indicates the presence of a local authority in charge of the settlement, with the 

demarcated area as a safe zone for trade and exchange.    

 An account in the Royal Frankish Annals of a Danish king’s, Godfred’s, 

settlement of the emporium of Hedeby further illustrates the connection between elites 

and trade.  According to the Annals, in 808, “Godfred, however, before his return, 

destroyed an emporium located on the coast, in Danish called Reric, which was of great 

advantage to his kingdom because of the taxes it paid.  Transferring the merchants from 
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Reric he set sail and came with his whole army to a harbor, which is called Sliesthorp.”69  

Hedeby, located on the eastern side of the Jutland peninsula, was the most southerly 

emporia in Denmark, and it was well situated to become an important node in 

international trade.  Not only was it near the Danish border with the Frisians, Saxons, and 

Slavs, but it also lay at the intersections of two of the main European trade routes.  One 

led east-west across the base of the Jutland peninsula and was connected via the Schlei 

Fjord to the Eider River and the North Sea.  The other route, later known as the Army 

Road or Ox Road, ran north – south up the peninsula itself.70  Hedeby has been the 

subject of several major archaeological excavations, and a rise in the water level by c. 

120 cm (c. 47 in) between the Viking Age and today has created excellent conditions for 

the preservation of wood and other organic materials.  Excavations carried out in the 

central settlement area, in the harbor, and in the cemeteries have provided a wealth of 

information on this site, more so than any other emporium from this time period.71   

 Archaeologists have been able to reconstruct the layout of Hedeby.  It was built 

around a stream which ran from west to east through the center of the site, and the stream 

was channeled shortly after the settlement’s foundation.  The streets were paved with 

wood, and they ran either parallel with the stream or at nearly right angles to it.  Small 

fenced plots, each with a comparatively small, rectangular house typical of southern 

                                                           
69“Godofridus vero, priusquam reverteretur, distructo emporio, quod in oceani litore constitutum lingua 
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Scandinavia, were laid out along the streets.72  The emporium was likely modelled after 

the Frisian trading center of Dorestad, which was situated at the mouth of the Rhine River 

at the Frisian-Frankish border and was an important node in North Sea trade.73  It has 

been estimated that Hedeby had a permanent population of around one thousand, but that 

number would have been quite a bit higher during the trading season.  The majority of the 

permanent residents were likely craftsmen and other workers, who were dependents of 

the king and served the traders who came to the town.74  The types of items traded in 

Hedeby are typical for the emporia.  From the Frankish realms came cloth, glassware, 

ceramic, quernstones, raw materials for making jewelry, salt, and wine.  Jewelry from the 

Anglo-Saxon kingdoms as well as cloth and spices from the East were also traded there.  

From Sweden came iron ore, and from Norway whetstones, honestones, walrus ivory, 

and furs.  Hedeby also resembled emporia in other parts of Europe in that it had both a 

mint and a church.75  Hedeby declined and eventually disappeared in the mid-eleventh 

century, when it was replaced by the medieval town of Slesvig, located nearby but in the 

westerly end of the Schlei Fjord.76       

Godfred’s destruction of Reric and resettlement of its merchants to Hedeby has 

often been used to underscore the interest of royal authority in promoting and controlling 

trade.  It should be noted, however, that the account of Godfred’s actions in Reric not 

only indicates his interest in trade, but also shows that the trade networks he wanted to 

control had been in place before he rerouted them to Hedeby.   Reric has been identified 
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with the modern day site of Groß Strömkendorf in Mecklenburg-Vorpommern along the 

Baltic coast.  This settlement was already in existence by 730, and, according to Astrid 

Tummuscheit, it is unlikely that there was a well-defined political power in the area until 

the early ninth century.  Some sort of authority does seem to have been in control in the 

late eighth century, some fifty to sixty years after the initial foundation of the site, based 

on the increased building activity and the general extension of the settlement.77  Just like 

at Ribe, the settlement, and the network, came before the involvement of a political 

authority.   

The settlement of Groß Strömkendorf dates to the early Slavonic period, from the 

eighth to the early ninth century, and there is evidence of contact with Francia, the 

Saxony – Frisia region, and Scandinavia.78  The burials at the site showed different 

cultural practices, which indicates that people from the regions mentioned above were 

present.  Also, archaeologists uncovered a vast array of imported goods.  From Francia 

and Saxony / Frisia came pottery, quernstones, glass funnel beakers, metal dress fittings, 

and weapons.  From Scandinavia traders brought whetstones and metal dress fittings.79  

Moreover, the buildings showed similarities to house types in similar settlements in 

Lower Saxony, Hedeby, and southern Sweden, which Tummuscheit argues indicates the 

presence of people from these various regions of northern Europe.80  Moreover, 

archaeologists also discovered evidence of manufacturing at the site on a massive scale, 

including comb making, glass working in the production of beads, amber working, textile 
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manufacture, and iron and bronze working.81  The archaeological evidence shows clear 

connections with Francia, Saxony, Frisia, and Scandinavia in a trade network dating from 

the first third of the eighth century.   

This particular network was taken over by Godfred in an attempt to gain control 

over an already existent trade.  Continued interest in controlling and protecting this trade 

can be seen in the expansion of the Danevirke, a defensive system of earthworks across 

the Isthmus of Schleswig in southern Jutland, to include a semi-circular wall surrounding 

the settlement at Hedeby in the mid-tenth century.  The wall consisted of a palisade and a 

ditch, and had two gate openings in the northern and southern part of the rampart.  In the 

initial decades after its construction, it underwent repeated repairs until being 

considerably enlarged from the second half of the tenth century until the second half of 

the eleventh.82  As noted above, protection was one of the most important things that a 

king could offer to foreign merchants travelling in his realm.  This function would quite 

logically be expanded to include protection of a trading center in general, something that 

the semicircular wall around Hedeby, with its ditch and palisades, clearly offered.  The 

two gates allowed a central authority control over who entered and exited the settlement, 

as well as the potential for collecting tolls.  Control over trade provided elites with an 

important source of income, one which continued to be cultivated into the Middle Ages.  

As already noted, the protection of foreign merchants and the emporia was a crucial 

responsibility of the local leader, if he wanted to maintain its prosperity.  This trade was 

potentially very lucrative for a magnate in the collection of tolls or taxes.   
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Coin distribution also shows how Denmark was integrated into the commercial 

zone of early medieval Europe.  As is evident from the last chapter, coinage was not a 

new phenomenon in Denmark at the start of this period, although Danish rulers had not 

yet begun to mint their own coins.  Rather, there was a long history of importation of 

Roman coinage, most of which has been found deposited in hoards.  It is unclear to what 

extent coins were actually used in trade and exchange, but they likely would have 

functioned as a standard value means of exchange in limited and specialized transactions, 

such as when agricultural produce, skins, amber, and slaves were exchanged or traded for 

Roman goods.83  If this was the case, then Germanic traders and local elites would have 

been quite familiar with the use of money, even if it did not feature as a regular aspect of 

local trade.  It was not yet useful for local rulers to mint their own coinage.  However, 

once trade became brisk enough that rulers could make money from minting coins, they 

began to do so.  As Georges Duby notes, “Currency was at once an affirmation of 

political prestige and the first instrument of princely taxation.”84 The earliest form of 

locally minted coinage so far known from Denmark dates to the eighth century.  These 

small silver coins, sceattas, have been found at sites throughout Europe, with a 

concentration around the North Sea zone (Map 5).   
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  Map 5. Distribution of Sceattas85 

 

So far more than 300 sceattas have been found in Denmark, with the largest 

amount found in southwestern Jutland.  Ribe has by far the largest concentration of finds, 

with 216 from the settlement itself or the surrounding area.  The Föhr hoard from the 

west coast of Jutland yielded 87 coins.  From the rest of Denmark there is only a handful 

of scattered finds consisting of between 1 and 3 coins, all of which come from sites of 

special status, including Tissø, Gudme, Åhus, Hedeby, and Schuby.86  The vast majority 

of the sceattas from Ribe are of the Wodan/Monster type (Figure 5) which represents 

eighty-five percent of the finds.   

                                                           
85 After Ulf Näsman, “The Ethnogenesis of the Danes and the Making of a Danish kingdom,” in The 
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Figure 5. Ribe Series X Sceat of Woden-Monster Type, c. 710-72087 

 

Other types uncovered are the Porcupine type and the Continental Runic.  Unfortunately, 

the preservation of the coins is in general very poor, with a large amount of corrosion 

evident.  Claus Feveile notes that a well-preserved sceat normally weighs around one 

gram, but in Ribe very few weigh that much.  Most of the sceattas are so corroded that 

they are less than half a gram.  Also, the majority of the coins have been corroded into 

pure metal salts, with no trace of metallic material.  The conditions of the coins thus 

make it very difficult to obtain an impression of not only the original weight of the coins 

but also the original alloy used in minting.  Moreover, the quality of the coins varies to 

such a great extent that die identification of the coins is nearly impossible.  Too many of 

the coins are so badly preserved on either one or both sides that they are unsuited to use 

in die studies.88     

 The archaeological site at Ribe is incredibly well-stratified, which means that the 

time related distribution of the sceattas is easily visible.  There was a widespread use of 

sceattas in the marketplace, likely in connection with trade throughout the eighth and into 

the beginning of the ninth century.  In the earliest phase, 705-725 AD, the sceattas were 

                                                           
87 Image by Classical Numismatic Group, Inc., http://www.cngcoins.com, reprinted with permission under 
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made up of a number of different types, primarily Continental Runic, Porcupine, and 

Wodan/Monster.  From about 725 AD on, the number of different types in use decreases, 

so that only Wodan/Monster sceattas were in use and dropped in the market place.  The 

Wodan/Monseter type continued in use to the same extent for the rest of the eighth 

century and into the beginning of the ninth.  From c. 820, the sceattas were replaced by 

pennies which were clearly inspired by the Wodan/Monster sceattas, with a face on the 

obverse and an animal, usually a deer, on the reverse of the new coin type. 89  So far ten 

pennies from the ninth century and possibly one from the tenth have been found, all in a 

similar state of preservation to the sceattas.  Nevertheless, continuity between the two 

coin types is evident, partially because of the similarity in design.  In addition at the 

excavation from Sct. Nicolajgade 14, the youngest stratigraphic phase, dating to 820-850 

AD, yielded one Wodan/Monster sceat and one penny.  Chronologically the two coin 

types were in direct contact with one another.90 

The beginning of regular minting of coins in the Danish region is still somewhat 

unclear.  Despite the lack of die finds for Ribe, however, it does seem likely that minting 

of Wodan/Monster sceattas was being carried out here from at least the mid-eighth 

century, although they were clearly based on Frisian models.91  In Hedeby, the minting of 

bracteates began at around the time of the settlement of the emporium in the first decade 

of the ninth century, also based on Frisian and Carolingian models.  It seems plausible 

that minting was initiated by the Danish king, Godfrid, as part of his effort to encourage 

trade.  He likely realized that minting coins would not only benefit the traders, but also 
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enrich himself.92  Continental, English, and Arabic coins also continued to circulate in 

this period.   

It was not until the tenth century that coinage was struck bearing both the name of 

the king and of Denmark.  Around 995, Svein Forkbeard (r. 986-1014) had a silver 

coinage struck to the international standard of a penny, bearing the inscription ZVEN 

REX AD DENER, “Svein king to the Danes’ or ‘Svein king to Denmark,’ on the obverse 

side.  The exact location of the mint is uncertain, but Jørgen Steen Jensen has proposed 

the episcopal city of Lund as a possibility.  Overall production was likely low, perhaps 

less than 20,000, and only eight examples of this coin type are known.93  Coin production 

increased rapidly into the Middle Ages, with subsequent kings founding new mints 

throughout Denmark.  That Danish kings began issuing their own coins in imitation of 

European monarchs indicates their interest in promoting trade, as well as portraying 

themselves as monarchs on par with those of other territories.  The coins themselves also 

shed light on Danish commercial networks.        

Some scholars have argued that it was the commercial links between northern and 

western Europe that in fact paved the way for the Viking attacks mentioned above.  Peter 

Sawyer, for example, argues that “thanks to contacts with western merchants, 

Scandinavians began to learn about the wealth of Europe and the conflicts between and 

within European kingdoms from which they were later able to profit.”94  No doubt he is 

correct that increased economic ties did make Scandinavians more familiar with 
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developments to the south, but, as the archaeological evidence has shown, there was a 

long history of contact between the two regions.  Scandinavians, especially the elite, were 

already perfectly aware of the riches of Europe and had taken part in the economic 

upswing brought about by increased trade.  Sawyer, however, ignores the role that 

Scandinavian merchants played in these economic developments, seemingly considering 

Scandinavia a passive supplier of produce for western markets, such as high quality 

furs.95  As such, he fails to consider that Scandinavia in general and Denmark in 

particular were active economic players from the very beginning.  Political developments 

on the Continent, such as the civil war between the Carolingian emperor Louis the Pious 

and his sons in the 830s, and later between Louis’s three surviving sons, Lothar, Louis 

the German, and Charles the Bald which ended with the Treaty of Verdun in 843,96 were 

much more likely to have attracted raiders.  Moreover, Vikings served as mercenaries 

under the Frankish kings.  For example, Lothar had the support of a Viking fleet led by 

an exiled Danish king, Harald, in his struggle against his father, Louis the Pious.  When 

Louis died in 840, Lothar rewarded Harald for his support by granting him the island of 

Walcheren and the neighboring region in Frisia.97  The political and military unrest 

brought about by these wars and the instability that continued for some years after 843 

made Carolingian Europe an attractive target for those looking to gain wealth and glory. 
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As is evident from the evidence above, elites sought to enter into and control 

these European exchange networks.  As a result, not only was there increased 

stratification in Danish society between those who had access to the new forms of 

material culture and those who were outside the networks, but the elites in Denmark 

became even more intimately connected with their peers in the rest of Europe.  

Diplomatic ties between Danish leaders and those on the continent increasingly appear in 

the historical record.  Partially, this can be explained by Carolingian rulers wanting to 

establish ties with Viking leaders to either stop their attacks or to use them as allies 

against other Vikings.98  The Vikings themselves, however, also sought diplomatic 

contacts, as when King Sigifrid sent emissaries, one of whom was named Halfdan, to the 

court of Charlemagne in 782.99  Simon Coupland posits this could be the same Halfdan 

who in 807 commended himself to Charlemagne, the first known commendation of a 

Danish noble.  Halfdan then disappears from the sources, but in 837, one of the men 

killed defending Walcheren from a Viking attack was Hemming, who is named as 

Halfdan’s son, “of the Danish race, a most Christian leader.”100  It is entirely plausible 

that Hemming had accompanied his father to the emperor’s court in 807, and then 

remained among the Franks.  Possibly he was given Walcheren as a benefice, remaining 

there until his death in 837, which would also explain his disappearance from the Danish 

political scene after 813.101   
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Other Danish leaders soon followed Halfdan’s example.  Although the political 

situation is a bit murky, it does seem as if the period witnessed a deal of unrest, with 

multiple claimants to the throne vying for power.  Some of these men were exiled, such 

as the former king Harald Klak, who was expelled by the sons of Godfrid in 813.  Harald 

went to the court of Louis the Pious, where he sought military assistance in 814.  He was 

not given a benefice, but was sent to Saxony to await aid.  Louis ordered an invasion of 

Denmark by the Obrodites and Saxons in 815, but the campaign met with little success.  

Harald remained in Saxony until 819, when Louis, again with Obroditic forces, attacked 

Denmark.  This time the invasion was successful, and Harald was accepted as a co-ruler 

by two of Godfrid’s sons, while another two fled the kingdom.102   

In 826, Harald returned to Francia, when he travelled to Mainz to be baptized 

along with his wife and a great number of Danes.  According to the Royal Frankish 

Annals, after Harald and his companions were baptized, “the emperor presented him with 

many gifts before he returned home through Frisia, the route by which he had come.  In 

this province one county was given to him, the county of Rüstringen, so that he would be 

able to find refuge there with his possessions if he were ever in danger.”103  The emperor 

became Harald’s godfather, while the empress Judith sponsored Harald’s wife, and 

Lothar, the emperor’s eldest son and heir, was godfather to Harald’s son Godfrid.  

Among the gifts were crowns for both Harald and his wife,104 which Coupland notes 

“underlines the political significance of this ostensibly religious event.”105  Harald 
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returned to his kingdom, but his son and nephew remained in the Carolingian realm, 

serving in the imperial palace.106  With these events, several high ranking Danes were 

assimilated into the Carolingian milieu in the ninth century.   

Several other Danish leaders are known from their ties to the Carolingian courts, 

including Rorik, who was allied with all three of Louis the Pious’s sons, Charles the 

Bald, Lothar I, and Louis the German, as well as Lothar II.107  Another Dane who served 

in the royal palace of Charles the Bald was Aslak, who is mentioned in the Miracles of 

St. Riquier: “A certain Aslak, born of the Danish race, adopted the marks of Christianity, 

and became a companion of the palace, through the generosity of our most holy lord, 

King Charles.”108  Aslak was instrumental in mediating between Charles the Bald and a 

group of Vikings based in England.109  The vita of Anskar, archbishop of Hamburg-

Bremen in the ninth century, mentions the missionary activity of Ebbo, archbishop of 

Rheims, in the early 820s in Denmark.  According to the vita, Ebbo particularly felt the 

call to convert the pagans, “and most especially the Danes, whom he had frequently seen 

in the palace.”110  This line makes it clear that Danes were regular visitors to the imperial 

palace in the ninth century, and they maintained diplomatic ties with the Carolingians 

throughout this period.  As will be shown for the High Middle Ages, these types of 

connections were incredibly important in spreading not just material culture through gift-
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giving, but also the symbols and ideas linked with court life, all of which further 

cemented Denmark’s place within the wider European sphere.    

Aside from the political ties outlined above, Carolingian and Danish leaders also 

were concerned with economic ones.  An example of an economic agreement is the one 

reached between the Danes and the Saxons in 873, quoted above from the Annals of 

Fulda.  The Danish king, Sigifrid, met with Louis the German to settle the border 

disputes between their respective kingdoms.  In particular, they wanted to ensure that 

both Danish and Saxon merchants could peacefully trade in each kingdom.111 

It is clear from this agreement that Sigifrid and Louis had a familiarity with and an 

understanding of their respective territories and powers.  More importantly, they also had 

a vested interest in ensuring that exchange networks were kept open and that merchants 

from their kingdom were able to continue buying and selling.   

Control of networks gave elites access to and control over the things that would 

help to set them apart from the rest of society and to manipulate social values.  In 

colonialism within a shared cultural milieu, without colonies, “the values attached to 

material culture are created and appropriated by a few, and become attractive to an elite 

over a large area, but still maintaining a symbolic center of reference...which is an 

important part of their power.”112 An example of this phenomenon can be seen in the 

widespread use and distribution of Frankish swords.  Swords from the Carolingian 

empire became prestige items over a large area of Europe, and they were symbolic items 

for those who wanted to be part of the elite, a situation reminiscent of the importation of 

Roman swords into Germania in the Roman Iron Age.  Frankish swords are characterized 
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by the blade, which typically carries a Latin inscription, often of the sword maker or 

workshop.  These swords have been found all over Europe and the Baltic region, and 

previous scholars have often explained their wide distribution as a result of an illegal 

weapons trade.  Frankish laws of the early ninth century specifically forbade furnishing 

Vikings with weapons or horses, either through sale or ransom, but that did not stop this 

trade from occurring.113 

In his analysis of the well-known blades inscribed with the name ULFBEHRT, 

Sindbæk argues that in fact an illegal arms trade only explains a small part of the swords’ 

distributions.  Ulfbehrt is thought to be the name of the swordmaker or sword workshop 

in the Rhine / Meuse region, and the earliest swords bearing the Ulfbehrt inscription were 

manufactured around 800.  Many swords with this inscription, however, have been found 

with hilts dating to the tenth, eleventh, or even twelfth centuries.  One sword found in 

Cambridgeshire in England even has Ulfbehrt inscribed on one side and the name of 

another famous Frankish workshop, Ingelfrii, on the other.   In many other instances, the 

name on the inscription is misspelled or the letters formed incorrectly almost to the point 

of illegibility.114  

 The inscription ought to be seen as a quality control mark, one that was both a 

symbol and demonstration of the complex welding technique that was a swordmaker’s 

specialty.  Only in a few instances should the name Ulfbehrt be interpreted as an actual 

workshop or swordmaker, since it is probable that many different workshops used it as a 

mark of quality.  Interestingly, wooden toy swords have been uncovered in Staraja 

Ladoga which were carved in such a way that they can be identified with actual sword 
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types.  On one exceptionally well preserved wooden sword there is a clear design on the 

blade that is imitating the Frankish sword inscriptions.  As Sindbæk notes, such a detail, 

even on a toy sword, was needed to make the sword genuine.115     

 The distribution of Frankish swords with inscribed blades shows the consumption 

zone of these swords, a zone in which we can see the spread of an idea of what a genuine 

sword should look like.116  Whether or not it was actually produced in the Carolingian 

empire, the symbolic center of power, a worthy sword would bear an inscription on the 

blade.  There was a shared notion across Europe, from England to Scandinavia to Francia 

to Russia, of what constituted a sword, and this symbolic understanding had to be 

accepted by all who wanted to belong to the elite.117  Weaponry became another way for 

the elite in Denmark to distinguish themselves from the rest of the population, and it 

serves as an example of how the elites across northern Europe entered into networks, not 

just of the exchange of objects, but also of symbols and ideas.  The object itself became 

necessary to elite warriors across the area.   An elite warrior needed an inscribed sword of 

the Frankish type to prove his worthiness and to show his status.    

Further evidence for the use of weaponry as a symbol of social rank comes from 

the presence of weapons and riding gear in burials.  Anne Pedersen has analyzed these 

weapons finds for tenth century Denmark.  Approximately 240 such finds are known 

from secure or probable grave contents for the medieval Danish area.  Most of the graves 

have so far been found in the western part of the kingdom, namely Jutland, Funen, and 

Langeland, although some are also known from the eastern islands, including Zealand, 
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Lolland, and Falster, as well as Scania.118  The weapons in the graves include swords, 

spears, axes, and occasionally shields, represented by their iron bosses.  These graves fall 

into two main groups, those that contain riding gear and those that contain weapons only.  

The burials that contain full riding gear, including spurs and the fittings and stirrups 

connected with the horse, are usually found in chamber graves, which are often covered 

by a burial mound.  Swords are the most common weapons in these horse burials, many 

of which are ornately decorated with silver and copper inlay.  The graves which only 

contain weapons usually are both more simply furnished and have a simpler burial form, 

with an axe as the most common weapon.  These differences in the burials have led 

Pedersen to conclude that they likely represent the different social standings of the 

deceased,119 a supposition that seems entirely plausible.   

The weapons in the burials are for the most part offensive, and the narrow range 

of types suggests that only certain types were chosen for burial.  Combined with the 

decorative use of copper and silver inlay on many of the weapons, particularly the 

swords, it indicates that these weapons had a significant social value beyond their purely 

practical military value.  Moreover, the riding gear also found in the elite graves became 

increasingly important militarily in the late Viking Age120 and into the Middle Ages, 

something that will be explored in depth in Chapter 5.  As noted, this burial practice 

appeared at the beginning of the tenth century, which coincides with dynastic changes 

within Denmark in addition to increasing political and pressure from the south and 
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renewed missionary activity.  Pedersen notes that these factors “could well have 

strengthened the need for emphasis upon independent identity and power founded on 

Nordic tradition.”121  Nevertheless, Danish elites were incorporating Carolingian and later 

Ottonian material culture into their expressions of social identity, with the symbolism of 

cavalry equipment and ornate swords as markers of rank that was shared across Europe 

and Scandinavia.  In this way, Denmark already recognized the symbolic importance of 

the horse in warfare, a symbolism that would find full expression in the advent of 

medieval knighthood.           

The evidence presented thus far indicates that Denmark was becoming more and 

more integrated with continental Europe in this period.  It was through these various 

networks, economic as well as political, that Christianity was to spread.  One of the 

earliest missionaries to the Danes was Willibrord, whose vita was written by Alcuin in c. 

796.  An Englishman, Willibrord was known as the ‘Apostle of Frisia,” where he 

missionized in 690.122  According to his vita, after his initial failed attempt to convert the 

Frisians, he turned northwards to spread his mission among the Danes:  

At that time, so we are told, the Danish ruler was Ongendus, a man more 

savage than any wild beast and harder than stone, who nevertheless, 

through divine intervention, received the herald of truth with every mark 

of honor.  But when the latter found that the people were steeped in evil 

practices, abandoned to idolatry and indifferent to any hope of a better life, 

he chose thirty boys from among them and hastily returned with them to 

the chosen people of the Franks.123    
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That English, Frisian, and Danish traders were in contact with each other in this period is 

evident from the archaeological as well as numismatic evidence.  As noted above, the 

emporia that dotted the waterways and coasts of northern Europe had many similarities 

with each other, and the entire region should be considered as belonging to one economic 

zone.  It is probable that Willibrord was following the trade routes from England to Frisia 

and again to Scandinavia, likely getting passage on merchant ships.  The sceatta evidence 

shows especially close connections between Frisia and Ribe, and it is quite possible that 

this is where Willibrord disembarked for his failed mission in Denmark.      

Recently, Anders Winroth has argued that Scandinavian leaders adopted 

Christianity because they could use it to promote their own political interests.124  A 

chieftain needed prestige items to attract followers, and Christianity was another prestige 

item they could wield in a gift-giving economy.  According to Winroth, “Christianity was 

a particularly desirable religion for a chieftain to share out among his followers for it was 

the prestigious religion of the most powerful people in Europe at the time: the English 

king and the Byzantine and Frankish emperors.”125  Chieftains used the ritual of baptism 

to give the Christian religion to their followers.  The fact that baptism required a 

performer, normally a priest, and godparents, made it a particularly useful tool for 

Scandinavian leaders.  Winroth argues that because priests were rare in Scandinavia, 

chieftains who had access to Christian clergy could control who received baptism.  
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Moreover, becoming a godparent created an important bond with the person being 

baptized.  It “created a quasi-familial relationship” and was “therefore perfect for 

reinforcing the relationship between a chieftain and his followers.”126   

Winroth is undoubtedly correct in his argument that Christianity was viewed as a 

prestige item by at least some Scandinavians in the same way as other items of material 

culture from Europe.  In that sense, it did serve as a form of social currency, something 

that would give followers a symbol of their status.  And certainly, the scarcity of priests 

would make Christianity all the more exclusive and thus desirable.  It did serve as a 

binding agent in the relationships between chieftains and their followers.  Nonetheless, 

Winroth also underestimates genuine religious belief as a source of conversion.  

Undoubtedly, some did lack religious feeling, and would have been happy just to use 

Christianity as a political tool.  Religious belief, could, however, also work with political 

motivation to explain the willingness of Viking leaders to go along with the conversion.  

Pre-Christian Scandinavia was polytheistic, and the general consensus is that certain 

gods, such as Odin and Thor, were of particular importance to chieftains and the warrior 

aristocracy.127  In 965, Denmark became Christian, at least nominally, with the 

conversion of the king, Harald Bluetooth (r. c. 958-987).128  An account of his conversion 

was recorded by Widukind of Corvey, who completed his chronicle c. 968, and, 

considering that he wrote almost contemporaneously with the event, it is likely that he 
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was well informed about it.129  According to Widukind, a priest, Poppo, passed an ordeal 

by iron, convincing Harald of the superiority of Christ.  He then ordered that his people 

should henceforth follow Christianity and abandon their pagan deities.130  It is possible 

that Harald, and by extension his followers, believed the Christian god to be stronger 

precisely because he was associated with these other, foreign, more prestigious cultures.  

It was because they worshipped Christ that these other peoples were so powerful, and 

Harald wanted that for himself, too.  Therefore, religious belief, the belief that the 

Christian god was in fact superior based on the examples of England, the Franks, and the 

Byzantines, would have factored into the conversion.  It was not merely that Christianity 

was a tool that could be used to reward followers because of prestige by association, but 

also the belief that the Christian god could bring power and prestige on the level of the 

English, or the Franks, or the Byzantines.      

Taking part in Christianity would also bring power and prestige to the aristocratic 

followers of a chieftain or king.  Aside from noting the prestige associated with the 

religion as a reason for followers to want to adopt it, Winroth does not go into any detail 

as to how this prestige would actually play out.  Potentially it could come from the fact 

that Christianity seems to have been mainly relegated to the elite sphere, at least in the 

first century or so after Christianization.  Initially it seems as if Christianity was practiced 

in aristocratic residences, much as pagan rituals had been.131  For example, the magnate 
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site at Lake Tissø, described above, was very likely the site of ritual practice.  As already 

noted, the name of the lake derives its name from the god Tyr, and a number of lake 

deposits, including swords, spears, axes, and jewelry, have been found.132  That these 

should be interpreted as votive deposits is highly likely, especially in light of the many 

votive deposits known from earlier periods, such as those from Illerup discussed in the 

previous chapter.   

It is not until the mid-eleventh century that specialized church buildings began to 

appear with any number, although churches are mentioned in earlier sources in 

conjunction with early missionary activity.133  Ebbe Nyborg has noted that many of the 

early churches were located near aristocratic manors, indicating that they were built on 

the initiative of those aristocrats.  Also, many of the churches built in the eleventh 

century were quite small, with the nave having an area of only around 25 square meters 

(c. 270 square feet).  The small size points to their exclusive use by the household of the 

local manor.134  The church of Lisbjerg, north of Aarhus, is an example of such an 

aristocratic church.  In this instance, the hall of a large aristocratic manor was replaced by 

a wooden church sometime in the second half of the eleventh century.  This farm might 

have become the main residence of the bishop of Aarhus after that see was re-erected in 

c. 1059.135   
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It was not until the introduction of the tithe at around the turn of the twelfth 

century, however, that an actual parochial network was able to be created.  Before this 

time, the framework of the Church seems to have been based on a few large churches.  

Otherwise, there were the small chapels built on individual manors, but these private 

churches were not part of a parish network.  After the tithe was introduced, it enabled the 

building of true parish churches on the initiative of peasant communities.  It was also at 

this point that the ownership of churches transferred from lay to ecclesiastical hands.136       

The adoption of Christianity in Denmark in the tenth century ushered in important 

changes in Danish society, not least of which was the adoption of new beliefs on 

mankind’s purpose and role in this life and the next.  While Scandinavian society was not 

entirely illiterate, as the use of the runic script described in the previous chapter 

illustrates, Christianity did introduce the use of Latin literacy, with books and written 

documents.  Society shifted from a predominantly oral one to one based on documents 

and the written word, greatly facilitating the development of the administrative apparatus 

of government.  It also introduced a new social elite, the clergy, and the Church became a 

powerful religious and political force in the kingdom.137  While the conversion to 

Christianity has sometimes been overestimated as the main factor in the Europeanization 

of Denmark, it was certainly an important component in the development of Denmark as 

a kingdom on par with those in the rest of Europe.  Denmark would not have been able to 

be a fully active participant in high medieval culture without it, but that is not to say that 

Christianization was the sole reason for this integration.           
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Conclusion 

After the fall of the Roman Empire, Denmark maintained contacts with the 

successor kingdoms in the former Roman territories.  These contacts grew in importance 

in the Viking Age, and the Danes, particularly the elite, drew on the material and 

ideological cultural models of Latin Europe.  This dissertation offers new insights into the 

continuity of these European elite networks, networks that included Denmark, and 

emphasizes the importance of these contacts to Danish elite culture.  Because previous 

historians have started from different assumptions, they have not considered the 

continuity in elite connections from the Roman Iron Age on.  Thus, they have overlooked 

clear patterns in the adoption of European cultural forms in Denmark that had been 

established in the first century AD.  Danish elites in the Viking Age were active 

participants in the aristocratic sphere of early medieval Europe, something that this 

dissertation makes clear.         

Danish elites imported jewelry and weaponry from continental Europe, which 

continued to be used as a way to signify status, drawing on patterns established in 

previous centuries.  Archaeological finds at magnate residences, such as those at Lejre 

and Lake Tissø, highlight the continued importance of imported luxury artifacts to elite 

identity in Denmark.  The main hall at Lejre, which went through four different phases 

from the late seventh to the late tenth centuries, yielded such luxury artifacts as gilded 

jewelry, shards of drinking glasses imported from the Rhine region, weapon pieces, and 

silver pieces.  At the manor at Lake Tissø, dating from c. 700 to 1035, similar types of 

items were uncovered, such as imported Frankish weaponry, including arrowheads, hilts, 

pommels and other sword fittings, bridles, and spurs.  Other artifacts, such as shards of 
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Frankish and Carolingian drinking glasses and a pair of gold pendants inlaid with garnets 

in cloisonné of Frankish origin, were also found at the site.  That these items were 

connected with the power and prestige of the Frankish empire was an important part of 

their power, and they were adopted by elites in Denmark who wanted to associate 

themselves with that power and prestige.  In this way, the symbolic importance of these 

items was shared by elites across territories.   

Danish kings and magnates also increasingly sought both to enter into and to 

control trade networks.  In the Early Middle Ages, Europe experienced an increase in the 

volume of trade and exchange, which, in Northern Europe, was funneled through a new 

settlement type, the emporia.  These sites were nodes in the long-distance trading 

network, and they were crucial to the revival of the economy and urbanization of 

northwestern Europe from the ninth century onwards.  These emporia not only facilitated 

local and regional trade, but they also served as gateways for long distance luxury 

products desired by regional elites.  A number of these types of settlements were founded 

in Denmark, including Ribe in c. 710 and Hedeby in c. 800.  Their establishment 

occurred in the same phase as the urbanization of the Franks, Frisians, and English, 

showing Denmark’s continued presence in the economic networks of early medieval 

Europe.   

Danish rulers actively promoted this trade in a variety of ways.  For example, in 

the early ninth century, King Godfred ensured Danish control over northern trade when 

he destroyed the trading settlement of Reric and resettled all of the merchants in Hedeby.  

Royal control over this emporium was further strengthened by the construction of a semi-

circular wall surrounding the settlement.  In order to further facilitate trade and protect 
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merchants, Danish rulers pursued trade alliances with their counterparts on the Continent, 

such as when the Danish king, Sigifrid, entered into an agreement with the Carolingian 

king, Louis the German, concerning trade between their respective territories in 873.  

Moreover, the minting of coins, beginning with the production of sceattas in the mid-

eighth century and bracteates in the early ninth, helped to further trade.  That the coins 

were imitations of European models also indicates that the Danish kings wanted to 

portray themselves as monarchs on par with those in other European kingdoms.   

Diplomatic alliances between Danish and continental rulers also ensured 

Denmark’s presence on the European political scene.  Following the start of the Viking 

incursions into Europe in the late eighth century, diplomatic and political ties between 

Danish and continental leaders increasingly appears in the historical record.  This 

increase is in part due to foreign, particularly Carolingian, rulers, wanting to establish ties 

with Viking leaders in an effort to either stop their attacks or to use them as allies against 

other Vikings.  Viking leaders, however, also sought diplomatic contacts with foreign 

rulers, such as when King Sigifrid sent emissaries to the court of Charlemagne in 782.  

The exiled Danish king, Harald Klak, sought military assistance from Louis the Pious in 

814, and in 826, Harald returned to the Carolingian court where he was baptized along 

with his wife and a number of his followers.  Danes continued to be frequent visitors to 

the imperial court throughout the ninth century, maintaining important diplomatic ties 

and increasing familiarity among the Danish elite with Carolingian court culture.  

Finally, following the adoption of Christianity in the mid-tenth century, the 

Church would become a dominant force in the kingdom, profoundly affecting Danish 

society.  Christianity spread along the various economic and political networks in which 
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the Danish elite took part.  The new religion served as a form of social currency, binding 

together chieftains and their followers, helping to mark them as an elite by virtue of the 

fact that they could take part in an exclusive religion associated with the most powerful 

rulers in Europe.  Christianity remained an aristocratic religion for the first century or so 

after the conversion of Harald Bluetooth in 963, and it was mainly practiced at magnate 

residences, much as the earlier pagan rituals had been.  Moreover, many of the early 

churches in Denmark were built near aristocratic manors, indicating aristocratic initiative 

in their construction.  It was not until the introduction of the tithe in the early twelfth 

century, that a parochial network with parish churches for the peasant population were 

built.  The adoption and spread of Christianity was extremely important to the 

development of medieval Denmark.  It introduced Latin literacy, with books and written 

documents, thus facilitating the growth of administrative government.  It also introduced 

a new social elite, the clergy, in Denmark, and enabled the Church to become not only a 

powerful religious but also political force in the kingdom.   

Christianity has sometimes been overstated as the main factor in the 

Europeanization of Denmark, a claim that this dissertation disagrees with.  Nevertheless, 

there is no doubt that conversion was an important factor in the adoption of high 

medieval culture in Denmark.  Correlation, however, does not equal causation.  While 

Denmark would not have been a fully active participant in European aristocratic culture 

as it developed in the Middle Ages without it, as this dissertation has shown, 

Christianization was not the only reason for this integration.  Danish elites had long 

participated in the different networks that were the main conduits for the circulation of 

aristocratic culture in Europe.  The conversion to Christianity added yet another network 
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to the elite sphere.  The different networks that were pursued during the Viking Age, 

economic, political, and religious, would be further strengthened in the Middle Ages.  

These networks would be the main conduits for courtly culture into Denmark at the same 

time as it was embraced by aristocrats across Europe.      
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Chapter 4 

 

The Adoption of Courtly Culture in Denmark (c. 1050 – 1300 AD) 

 

 The High Middle Ages was a transformative period in terms of aristocratic 

culture, and it saw the flowering of chivalric and courtly culture.  Beginning in the courts 

of France around 1100, the high nobility began to embrace a more refined way of life, 

wherein the old military virtues were joined with courtly ones which specified the virtues 

of liberality in the use of worldly goods, affability and articulateness in conversation, and 

elegance of manners.1  The military aspect of this new culture was associated with 

knighthood and skill in horsemanship,2 a topic that will be further explored in the next 

chapter.  The social ideal intertwined with the rise of knighthood can be termed ‘courtly.’  

As Joachim Bumke describes courtly culture, “At the center was the figure of the 

‘courtly’ knight, who dressed in a ‘courtly’ fashion, cultivated ‘courtly’ manners, and 

exhibited ‘courtly’ sentiment.”3  The material forms of this culture, including knightly 

arms, food and feasting, and dress are particularly useful in tracing its adoption in 

Denmark.  The material manifestations of medieval courtly culture reached the Danish 

elite through the same networks as previous iterations of European aristocratic culture.  In 

many cases, these networks had been in place for centuries, so that Danish adoption of 

courtly culture happened contemporaneously with its spread in the rest of Europe.  

                                                           
1 Aldo Scaglione, Knights at Court: Courtliness, Chivalry, & Courtesy from Ottonian Germany to the 

Italian Renaissance (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 86. 
2 Maurice Keen, Chivalry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), 16. 
3 Joachim Bumke, Courtly Culture: Literature and Society in the High Middle Ages, trans. Thomas Dunlap 

(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 60. 
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Moreover, the spread of the new aristocratic lifestyle throughout Europe happened 

through economic, political, and educational networks, networks in which Denmark 

clearly took part.   

Economic Ties  

The previous chapter explored the growth of trade in Early Medieval Europe, 

facilitated by the foundation of the emporia, which functioned as nodes in long-distance 

trading networks.  Trade in luxury goods as well as more utilitarian items flourished in 

the eighth and ninth century, before suffering a decline that was at least partially the 

result of increased violence and warfare.  Many of the emporia that had been the 

transmitters of long-distance exchange were either destroyed or substantially reduced in 

the mid ninth century, with the disintegration of the Carolingian Empire and the 

escalation of Viking attacks.4  Beginning in the late ninth century, a new phase of trading 

networks developed, now focused on fortified regional centers, the medieval towns.  In 

Scandinavia, the tenth century witnessed the foundation of urban centers that were 

fortified in a similar way to those on the Continent and in England.5  

Some of the towns that developed in Denmark had roots stretching back to the 

Viking Age or even earlier, while others were entirely new foundations (Map 6).  Ribe is 

one example of a town that grew out of the old emporium, as is Aarhus, in eastern 

Jutland, which shows evidence of settlement as early as the 770s.  Aarhus developed into 

a permanent town fortified with a wall in 934 AD.6  Odense on Funen had been a pre-

                                                           
4 Søren Michael Sindbæk, “Local and long-distance exchange,” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink in 

collaboration with Neil Price (London: Routledge, 2008), 151. 
5 Sindbæk, “Local and long-distance exchange,” 152. 
6 Hans Skov, “Aros 700-1100,” in Vikingernes Aros, 3rd ed., ed. Annette Damm (Højbjerg: Moesgård 

Museum, 2008. 
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Christian cultic site and the meeting place of a regional thing.  In the late tenth century, 

the cultic activities were replaced with Christian ones, and it became the seat of a 

bishopric.  Its political function as a thing site was also continued into the Middle Ages.  

Viborg, in northern Jutland, likewise preserved its function as a thing site.7  Other towns, 

however, were entirely new foundations.  Between 1000 and 1350, there were eighty-

three new urban settlements in Denmark.8  Much of the early growth in towns was due to 

their role as strongholds for the kings and the most powerful magnates in cooperation 

with the newly established Church.  Some of the earliest towns to develop did so as the 

seat of a bishopric, such as Ribe, Slesvig, Viborg, Odense, Roskilde, and Lund.9  

Commercial expansion also played a role, with many new towns built on royal lands to 

facilitate the increased flow of goods.10     

 

Map 6.  Towns in Denmark founded before 1350.  Those mentioned in the text are labelled. 

                                                           
7 The thing was an assembly of free men in a community and can be described as a provincial parliament.  

Nils Hybel and Bjørn Poulsen, The Danish Resources c. 1000-1550: Growth and Recession (Leiden: Brill, 

2007), 230-231. 
8 Hybel and Poulsen, 228. 
9 Hybel and Poulsen, 232. 
10 Hybel and Poulsen, 237. 
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In conjunction with the growth of these new towns throughout Europe, many 

founded on royal initiative, the Middle Ages witnessed a general economic upswing that 

has been identified as a commercial revolution.  While agriculture never lost its place as 

the occupation of the majority of Europe’s population, commerce became the most 

dynamic sector of the economy between the tenth and the fourteenth centuries.11  Much 

long distance trade continued to follow older, well-established routes.  There were, 

however, important changes that influenced the expansion of trade.  One such 

development was in the Islamic world, where shifts in the balance of power diverted the 

Indian and Southeast Asian spice trade from the Persian Gulf to the Red Sea, making 

Egypt and the port of Alexandria a major hub in Mediterranean trade.  Agricultural and 

industrial innovations in Muslim regions helped stimulate trade between the eastern and 

western Mediterranean in the eleventh century, eventually also spurring trade between 

southern and northern areas.  Muslim Spain became particularly wealthy, and exported 

timber, fruits, oil, and raw silk.12  An increased demand in the West for northern furs 

stimulated the Baltic trade, with Kiev and Novgorod becoming major centers, while the 

Rhineland supplied linens as well as well as being a transshipment center for silks and 

precious stones from Byzantium.  Cheese and fish came from the Low Countries, while 

the towns of the Meuse valley supplied brass and wine, with Cologne as the major 

distribution center.  England became a major supplier of wool, in particular to the 

growing Flemish textile industry.  In Italy, several port cities became major players in 

                                                           
11 Robert S. Lopez, The Commercial Revolution of the Middle Ages, 950-1350 (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1976), 86. 
12 Derek Keene, “Towns and the growth of trade,” in The New Cambridge Medieval History, ed. David 

Luscombe and Jonathan Riley-Smith, vol. IV, c. 1024-c. 1198, part I (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2004), 62. 
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Mediterranean trade, and they increasingly handled the transit trade in silks, spices, and 

industrial materials, such as alum and cotton, from the prosperous Byzantine and Muslim 

markets.  In exchange, the Italians supplied these eastern markets with commodities such 

as timber, salt, iron, and slaves.13  Clearly, increased commercialization went hand in 

hand with the urbanization of medieval Europe.   

 

Map 7. Medieval trade routes14 

    

Urban growth did not, however, bring to an end temporary markets and fairs, such 

as those that were held outside the walls or in the yards of churches and castles.  Rather, 

seasonal trade activity continued to play an important role in regional economies, 

especially in industries that tended to have periods of intense activity, such as shearing 

                                                           
13 Keene, 63-64. 
14 Image in the public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia Commons, 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Late_Medieval_Trade_Routes.jpg (accessed February 27, 2014). 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Late_Medieval_Trade_Routes.jpg
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sheep for wool or the harvesting of certain crops.  Production in these types of cyclical 

industries could best be channeled into a fair.  Moreover, travel in the Middle Ages was 

slow, and merchants would be more likely to take a specific trip if they would be assured 

of a large number of colleagues and an unusual variety of goods.  In addition, fairs and 

markets enjoyed special privileges that were not normally enjoyed in the towns.  A 

lessening of trade restrictions was more easily attained for the limited duration of a fair 

than for everyday.  As Robert S. Lopez explains,  

Lords and towns alike would then be willing to interrupt any war, lower 

any toll and tax, waive the customary restrictions on the residence and 

activities of aliens, grant speedy and informal justice according to 

international commercial law, strike abundant coinage of good and 

uniform quality, recognize and enforce written or verbal obligations, 

renounce such obnoxious customs as aubaine (confiscation of the property 

of deceased aliens), ius naufragii (seizure of the goods, and sometimes the 

survivors, of wrecked ships), and reprisal (forfeiture of the wares of all 

fellow citizens of a defaulting merchant).15  

 

 Fairs thus continued to experience an increase in the volume of trade, even as their share 

in the total amount of trade decline. 

The most important and famous of the medieval fairs were those of Champagne, 

around which the most significant trading routes in twelfth century Europe converged.  

They were held in the four towns of Troyes, Provins, Bar-sur-Aube, and Lagny in an 

unbroken cycle that lasted almost the entire year.16  Merchants came from all over Europe 

to the Champagne fairs, which had developed into a flourishing center of international 

trade, particularly in woolens and textile17 which were exchanged for spices, eastern 

imports, and other luxuries brought by the Italians.  They were also venues for settling 

                                                           
15 Lopez, 89. 
16 Steven A. Epstein, An Economic and Social History of Later Medieval Europe, 1000-1500 (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 2009), 82-83. 
17 Bumke, 61. 
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international debts and credits, and a new contract, the bill of exchange, developed to 

facilitate the transfer of money by contract rather than by hauling around sacks of coins.18     

The Champagne Fairs, while the most famous, were not the only such trading 

venues in Europe.  The largest such fair in Northern Europe took place every autumn in 

Scania, in eastern Denmark.  During the High Middle Ages, the Scanian Fairs were the 

main trading place for goods from eastern and western Europe, 19 thus mirroring, albeit 

on a smaller scale, the role the Champagne Fairs played in France.  The big attraction was 

herring, which was in great demand all over Catholic Europe.  Denmark was particularly 

well placed to take advantage of this demand for fish.  Saxo relates that the waters around 

Scania and Zealand were usually “so full of fish that ships sometimes became stuck and 

could hardly be moved forward with the oars, and one did not need fishing gear, but 

could simply catch them by hand.”20  First mentioned in written sources around 1170, by 

the turn of the thirteenth century the Scanian Fairs had gained international importance.21  

As Arnold of Lübeck reports in his Chronica Slavorum:  

[The Danes] all became very rich because of the fishing that takes place 

every year around Scania.  While the fishing is taking place, merchants 

come there from all the surrounding nations with gold, silver, and other 

treasures to buy herring from the Danes, herring that they catch at no cost 

by the abundant grace of God, while the merchants, in order to make a 

good bargain, offer the best they have, and sometimes even their lives in 

shipwreck.22  

                                                           
18 Epstein, 83. 
19 Henning S. Eriksson, Skånemarkedet (Højbjerg: Wormianum, 1980), 18. 
20 ”omnis piscium frequentia repleri consueuit, ut interdum impacta nauigia uix remigii conamen eripiat nec 

iam preda artis instrumento, sed simplici manus officio capiatur.” 

Saxo, praef., 2, 4. 
21 Hybel and Poulsen, 243. 
22 Omnibus enim divitiis abundant propter piscationem, que quotannis in Scania exercetur, ad quam 

omnium circumquaque nationum negotiatores properantes aurum et argentum et cetera queque precosa 

illuc deferunt, et comparatis halecibus eorum, que illi gratis ex divina habent largitate, quasi pro vili 

quodam commercio sua optima, nonnunquam etiam se ipsos naufragando relinquunt. 

Arnold of Lübeck, Chronica Slavorum, ed. Georg Heinrich Pertz, MGH, Scriptores Rerum Germanicarum 

in usum scholarum 21 (Hannover, 1869), 77; Translated in Carsten Jahnke, “The Medieval Herring Fishery 
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As Arnold of Lübeck makes clear, herring attracted merchants from all over Europe. 

Foreign merchants traveling to Scania stayed inland, with each town designated its own 

plot of land.  Danish merchants came in large numbers, and in the thirteenth century 

Danish towns were granted special privileges there.23  Merchants from the German towns 

were the most important at the fair, and they negotiated certain privileges with the Danish 

kings.  They had their own jurisdiction on their own plots, certain exemptions from tolls, 

and the right to load and unload their ships at all times.24  German, English, Dutch, and 

Flemish merchants brought luxury items such as wool, cloth, wine, spices, and oil, while 

merchants from the Baltic region offered grain, hemp, flax, pitch, tar, and timber.  For 

their part, Scandinavian merchants traded stockfish, butter, iron and copper, leather, and 

furs.25  The Scanian fairs thus served as a significant node in European trade and a major 

market for luxury imports into Denmark.   

 Aside from the Scanian fairs, scattered records also attest to Danish trade with 

Europe.  Slesvig, which replaced Hedeby as the primary urban center at the base of the 

Jutland peninsula, was equipped with a harbor with large quays for seaborne traffic in 

1087.  Merchants from Frisia, the Rhine region, Saxony, Westphalia, Norway, Sweden, 

Gotland, the Slavic areas, and Russia visited the town.  In 1120, there is mention of a 

Slesvig merchant at the market of St. Gilles-du-Gard, west of Arles in Provence, selling 

furs from Russia.26  A trade privilege granted by the Emperor Henry V to the city of 

Utrecht in 1122 lists the tolls owed by various merchants, and those from Denmark, “who 

                                                           

in the Western Baltic,” in Beyond the Catch: Fisheries of the North Atlantic, the North Sea and the Baltic, 

900-1850, ed. Louis Sicking and Darlene Abreu-Ferreira (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 171. 
23 Hybel and Poulsen, 244. 
24 Ventegodt, 129-130. 
25 Ventegodt, 133; stockfish is unsalted, dried fish.   
26 Hybel and Poulsen, 232. 
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are called ships’ masters” were required to pay four pennies each for the right to trade 

there.27  In 1134 Emperor Lothar III placed under his protection the Gotland merchants, 

which also included Danes, who came to his kingdom.28  A Danish merchant from Ribe, 

Nicolas Mariner, was active in England in 1208, when King John guaranteed him safe 

trading and the protection of his goods and merchandise.29  Then, in 1226, King Henry III 

of England invited Danish merchants to come to his kingdom to trade and gave them 

permission to stay in England for up to a year.30  Danish merchants were also in Flanders, 

to which a customs tariff from 1252 attests.  It mentions Danes selling oxen and horses in 

Damme, which served as the port for the city of Bruges.31  These few examples show the 

wide ranging trade conducted by Danish merchants in the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries, with contacts to Russia, France, Germany, Flanders, and England.      

Economic ties and trading routes were of great importance when it came to the 

adoption of aristocratic culture in Denmark.  Cultural influences travelled along the same 

routes as trade goods, and elites took an active role in promoting trade in their regions.  

Moreover, Arnold of Lübeck specifically links the growth of trade at the Scanian markets 

with the adoption of aristocratic material culture in Denmark.  He states that it was 

because of the wealth generated by the fairs and their appeal to foreign merchants that: 

Since indeed the Danes, imitating the custom of the Germans that they 

have learned from living together with them for a long time, are adapting 

themselves to the other nations both in clothing and in armed equipment, 

and while formerly they had the look of sailors in their clothing because of 

                                                           
27 “qui magistri dicuntur nauium,” DD I: 2, 45. 
28 Christian Radtke, “Schleswig c. 1000-1250.  Systems theory sketches for profiling urbanisation,” in 

Archaeology of Medieval Towns in the Baltic and North Sea Area, ed. Nils Engberg, et al. PNM Studies in 

Archaeology & History 17 (Copenhagen: National Museum of Denmark, 2009), 101. 
29 DD I: 4, 144.  
30 DD I: 6, 61. 
31 DD II: 1, 64. 
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their familiarity with ships, due to their living by the sea, now they dress 

not only in scarlet, vair, gryce, but also in purple and fine linen.32  

 

The wealth generated by the herring fisheries not only enabled Danes to pay for the 

expensive military equipment required for the medieval knight, but also to wear the 

clothes suitable to aristocratic culture, both points that will be explored in later chapters. 

Courtly poets also mention economic ties between kingdoms, and the trading 

routes along which the material luxuries of noble life reached the courts became part of 

the idealized version of courtly society as it was presented in the courtly literature.  For 

example, in The Crown, Heinrich von dem Türlin, writing in the 1220s, mentions that as 

part of the preparations for a great court feast, King Arthur ordered ceremonial weapons 

from France, dyed woolen cloth from Ghent, silk from Greece, and gold tableware from 

London.33  Heinrich von Veldeke, in Servatius, from the 1170s, described the location of 

Maastricht in relation to trade and exchange.  Accordingly, Maastricht was located “on a 

main road from England to Hungary, between Cologne and Tongres, and similarly on the 

road from Saxony to Francia and for ships heading for Denmark and Norway.  The routes 

all converge there.”34  That Denmark was included in this list indicates that it was an 

important trading destination and that Denmark was well-integrated into the European 

trading network of the twelfth century.    

                                                           
32 “Siquidem Dani usum Teutonicorum imitantes, quem ex longa cohabitatione eorum didicerunt, et 

vestitura et armatura se ceteris nationibus coaptant; et cum olim formam nautarum in vestitu habuissent 

propter navium consuetudinem, quia maritima inhabitant, nunc non solum scarlatto, vario, grisio, sed etiam 

purpura et bisso iduuntur.” Arnold of Lübeck, 77. 
33 Heinrich von dem Türlin, The Crown: A Tale of Sir Gawein and King Arthur’s Court, trans. J. W. 

Thomas (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1989), 8; Bumke, 67. 
34 Heinrich von Veldeke, The Life of Saint Servatius: A Dual Language Edition of the Middle Dutch Legend 

of Saint Servatius by Heinrich von Veldeke, trans. Kim Vivian, Ludo Jongen, and Richard H. Lawson (New 

York: Edward Mellen Press, 2006), 45; Bumke, 67. 
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Just as it was in former times, trade was of particular interest to European rulers.  

Princes used contacts with other rulers in the interest of furthering international trade and 

using trading privileges to cement political friendships.  For example, in a letter dated to 

1212, King John of England informed King Valdemar II of Denmark: 

We are sending our loyal man Brian Hostiarius to your land to buy birds 

for our use, and we ask you earnestly, beloved friend, to protect him and 

those who are with him, and to give them your safe passage and 

protection, so that we are bound to give you thanks as a result.  Moreover, 

the ships that will be bringing our birds can safely come to England to 

trade, according to the text of our open letter, which we have caused to be 

issued thereupon.35   

 

John wanted a guarantee of safe passage for his men to buy birds, likely for hunting, and 

in exchange he offered a similar guarantee to any Danish merchants who returned with 

Brian Hostarius and his men.  Nicolas Mariner, the merchant from Ribe mentioned 

above, was guaranteed safety and protection by King John of England in 1208, “as long 

as we and the king of Denmark remain friends.”36  In 1253, the Danish king, Christopher 

I (r. 1252-1259), granted to the citizens of Wismar protection from ius naufragii and gave 

them the same rights as held by Lübeck, “as thanks to our beloved kinsman Herr Johan of 

Mecklenburg.”37  Johan of Mecklenburg was the maternal uncle of Christopher I’s queen, 

Margaret Sambiria (d. 1282).     

Dynastic Ties 

                                                           
35 Mittimus in terram unestram fidelem nostrum Brienum Hostiarium ad aues emendas ad opus nostrum et 

rogamus dileccionem uestram attencius quatinus ipsum et eos qui cum eo propter hoc uenerint 

manuteneatis et in conductu et proteccione uestra esse uelitis ita quod uobis inde ad gratiarum teneamur 

actiones.  Naues uero que aues nostras portabunt secure ad negociandum in Angliam ueniant secundum 

formam litterarum patencium quas inde fieri fecimus. 

DD I: 5, 24. 
36 “quamdiu nos et rex Denemarchie fuerimus amici,” DD I: 4, 144. 
37 “quod dilecti soceri nostri domini Iohannis Magnopolensis meritis,” DD II: 1, 100. 
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Political and diplomatic ties between Danish kings and rulers abroad had been a 

regular feature of international politics for centuries.  Danish kings and their emissaries as 

well as various Viking leaders had been a common sight at Carolingian courts, with both 

the Danes and the Carolingians seeking diplomatic contacts.  Thus, even in the Viking 

Age, Denmark was part of an inter-European political network that helped to facilitate the 

adoption of elite culture in the Danish kingdom.  These types of ties continued in the 

High Middle Ages, and, just as in the previous period, they were an important conduit for 

the spread of aristocratic, courtly culture.   

 Marriage ties between the noble houses of Europe were common in the High 

Middle Ages, with dynastic connections acting as a vital instrument of political policy.  

Marriage was both a political and commercial contract between families, and the alliance 

formed through the couple could be an effective tool in navigating the waters of inter-

European affairs.38  In the Viking Age, marriage ties of the Danish elite had typically 

been made with other Danish magnates, or magnates from neighboring Nordic or eastern 

lands.  For example, King Erik I (r. 1095-1103), was married to Bodil (d. 1103), a 

member of the Thrugot family, an important magnate family whose members included, 

among others, Asser (d. 1137) and Eskil (d. 1181), the first two archbishops of Lund.  

Erik’s brother and successor, King Niels (r. 1104-1134), married Margaret Fredkulla (d. 

1130), a daughter of the king of Sweden and a widow of the king of Norway.39   

 In the twelfth century, there began to be a stronger attraction towards the lands to 

the south, particularly those of imperial Germany.  These dynastic ties were important in 

                                                           
38 Georges Duby, Medieval Marriage: Two Models from Twelfth-Century France, trans. Elborg Forster 

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1978), 1-15. 
39 Grethe Jacobsen, Kvindeskikkelser og kvindeliv i Danmarks middelalder (Copenhagen: G.E.C. Gads 

forlag, 1986), 62-63.   
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the transmission of courtly culture into Denmark, in the same way that they were 

instrumental in spreading the new social ideals throughout the rest of Europe.40  The first 

German born queen was Liutgard of Salzwedel (d. 1152), daughter of Rudolf I, count of 

Stade and margrave of the Nordmark (d. 1124), and she was the sister of Archbishop 

Hartwig of Bremen (d. 1168).  In 1144, she married King Erik III Lamb (r. 1137-1146), 

likely through the initiative of her brother, then provost at Bremen Cathedral and a man 

known for forging alliances that would benefit his family’s political interests.41  Saxo 

describes her as “certainly born to a noble lineage, but her modesty was not as illustrious 

as her family.”42  She did not conform to the courtly ideal of a lady, which prized 

modesty, chastity, and purity as the most important feminine virtues.43  Moreover, Saxo 

accuses her of encouraging her husband to spend money and give away royal lands to his 

followers.44 Whether or not Saxo’s accusations are true, her marriage to Erik III would 

still have tied the Danish king dynastically to not only the counts of Stade and margraves 

of Nordmark, but also to the counts palatine of Saxony.  Before her marriage to Erik III, 

she had been married to Frederik VI, count palatine of Saxony, with whom she had four 

children.  After Erik’s death in 1146, she married Herman II of Winzenburg-Northeim.  

They had three daughters, one of whom also married into the Danish royal family.  Her 

                                                           
40 For Germany, Bumke has shown how the marriage ties between France and the German noble houses 

was instrumental in the transmission of French aristocratic culture.  Bumke, 75-79.  In Norway, the Scottish 

born Queen Margaret (d. 1283) taught her husband both English and French, and improved the manners at 

the Norwegian court.  Herman Bengtsson, Den Höviska Kulturen i Norden: En konsthistorisk undersökning 

(Stockholm: Kungl. Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademien, 1999), 37.   
41 Dansk Biografisk Leksicon, s.v. “Lutgard,” accessed February 27, 2014, 

http://www.denstoredanske.dk/Dansk_Biografisk_Leksikon/Monarki_og_adel/Dronning/Lutgard?highlight

=liutgard. 
42 “natu quidem nobilem, sed non tam pudicitia quam parentela conspicuam,” Saxo, 14, 2, 13. 
43 Bumke, 344. 
44 Saxo, 14, 2, 13. 
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husband was Duke Buris (d. c. 1167), great-grandson of King Svein Estridsen (r. 1047-

1076).45   

Another king who sought a German alliance was Svein Grathe (r. 1146-1157), 

who married Adela of Meissen c. 1152.  She was the daughter of Conrad of Wettin, 

margrave of Meissen (d. 1157), one of the most prominent princes in Germany.  He 

controlled an impressive network of rights and properties across eastern Saxony, 

including comital rights in the region around the castle of Wettin, the march of Meissen, 

the march of Lower Lusatia, and the properties of the neighboring lineage of the counts 

of Groitzsch, which had become extinct in the male line, as well as the advocacy over the 

cathedral church of Naumburg along with multiple other monastic advocacies.46  Svein 

already had ties to the imperial German court, as he had been sent there in his youth 

where, according to Saxo, “he learned the art of war.”47  Moreover, the marriage seems to 

have been contracted while he attended Emperor Frederik Barbarossa’s assembly at 

Merseburg, Saxony in 1152.  Here Svein was given the signal honor of carrying the 

imperial sword in the procession of dignitaries that opened the festivities; he also swore 

featly to the emperor. 48  From a charter issued at the same assembly, it is clear that 

Conrad of Meissen and his sons were also in attendance.49  Since the marriage occurred 

around that time, it is very likely that marriage negotiations were undertaken there as 

well.  Of Adela herself, not much is known, although Saxo does say that, “The people 

                                                           
45 Annales Stadenses, ed. Georg Heinrich Pertz, MGH, Scriptores 16, (Hannover, 1859), 327. 
46 Jonathan Reed Lyon, Princely Brothers and Sisters: The Sibling Bond in German Politics, 1100-1250 

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012), 61. 
47 “militaris rei perdiscende,” Saxo, 14, 8, 1. 
48 Otto of Freising, Gesta Frederici I. Imperatoris, MGH, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum 

scholarum separatim editi 46, ed. G. Waitz (Hannover: Impensis Bibliopolii Hahniani, 1912), 106.  
49 DD I: 2, 110. 
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falsely believed that it was she who persuaded Svein to adopt foreign manners, and, 

moreover, they blamed her advice for the newness of his customs.”50     

The new customs to which Saxo is referring include a new style of dress and more 

elegant table manners,51 both hallmarks of courtly culture.  It is of course quite possible 

that Svein was already familiar with these courtly habits from his days at Conrad III’s 

court.  Even more likely is that Svein adopted them as the result of attending one of the 

imperial assemblies, which would have been a particularly splendid event.52  Even if 

Adela was not the one to actually introduce courtly behavior and customs to Svein, she 

nevertheless would have been important to reinforcing them at the Danish court.  As a 

daughter of the highest nobility in Germany, she would have been reared according to 

courtly social norms.       

With the marriage of King Cnut VI (r. 1182-1202) to Gertrude of Bavaria in 1177, 

an alliance was also formed between the Danish royal house and the duchy of Saxony.  

Gertrude was the daughter of Duke Henry the Lion (d. 1195) by his first wife, Clementia 

of Zähringen (d. 1175); she was thus related to two of the most powerful princely 

families in Germany.  Indeed, from the mid-1150s to the late 1170s, Henry the Lion, 

duke of Saxony and Bavaria, was the most powerful magnate in the German kingdom.53  

Henry the Lion was a Welf and a maternal cousin to Frederick Barbarossa; he was also 

one of the wealthiest princes in Europe, likely even wealthier than the emperor, Frederick 

Barbarossa.54  His court was an important literary center, particularly after his marriage in 

                                                           
50 “Per hanc Suenonem in peregrinos ritus adductum falsa plebis opinio referebat, eiusque super 

consuetudinum nouitate consilium accusabat.” 

Saxo, 14, 10, 1. 
51 Saxo, 14, 9, 1. 
52 Bumke, 203. 
53 Lyon, 89. 
54 Karl Jordan, Henry the Lion, trans. P.S. Falla (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986), 217. 
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1168 to Matilda, daughter of King Henry II of England (d. 1189) and Eleanor of 

Aquitaine (d. 1204).  Gertrude’s maternal family, the Zähringen, cultivated intense ties to 

France through several key marriages, and they were also great patrons of courtly 

literature.55  Moreover, by her first marriage to Frederick of Rothenburg (d. 1167), 

Gertrude was duchess of Swabia, and daughter-in-law of King Conrad III of Germany (d. 

1152).56  Frederick was a paternal cousin of Frederick Barbarossa and a frequent attendee 

of the imperial court.57  She was thus incredibly well-connected to three of the leading 

princely families of Germany, the Welfs, the Zähringen, and the Staufen.       

The siblings of King Cnut VI also married into the leading families of Europe.  

His sister, Sophie of Denmark (d. 1208) married Siegfried III, count of Orlamünde (d. 

1206), grandson of Albert the Bear, margrave of Brandenburg (d. 1170), and a member of 

the Ascanian family, another of the leading princely German lineages.58  Sophie retained 

ties with her natal family, and her eldest son, Albert, spent time at the Danish court and 

was knighted there in 1202.59  Another sister of King Cnut, Helena of Denmark (d. 1233), 

married William of Lüneburg (d. 1212/1213), youngest son of Henry the Lion and his 

English wife, Matilda.  William was raised at the courts of his maternal grandfather, 

Henry II, and uncle, Richard the Lionheart,60 who, despite being kings of England, were 

thoroughly French,61 and were great patrons of literature and art.62  The marriage between 

                                                           
55 Bumke, 77-78. 
56 Conrad III was never actually crowned emperor, and styled himself “King of the Romans.” 
57 Lyon, 100. 
58 Lyon, 123. 
59 Annales Valdemarii in Danmarks Middelalderlige Annaler, 77.  Albert of Orlamünde’s knighting is also 

mentioned in the Annales Sorani and the Annales Ryenses.  
60 Lyon, 139. 
61 Henry II was from Anjou while Eleanor was duchess of Aquitaine in her own right.  John Gillingham, 

Richard the Lionheart (New York: Times Books, 1976), 24. 
62 Gillingham, 62. 
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Helena and William would thus have not only strengthened the bonds between Denmark 

and Saxony, but also have created dynastic connections with Anglo-Norman England.       

Aside from the princely houses of Germany, the Danish royal family also sought 

ties to Flanders.  King Cnut II (r. 1080-1086) was married to Adela of Flanders (d. 1115), 

daughter of Count Robert of Flanders (d. 1093), brother to William the Conqueror’s (d. 

1087) queen, Matilda (d. 1083).  After Cnut’s death in 1086, she returned to Flanders, 

bringing with her their son, the later Count Charles I of Flanders (d. 1127).  She later 

married Roger Borsa, duke of Apulia (d. 1111).  That King Cnut and Adela named their 

son Charles is noteworthy, since the name was completely unknown in the Danish royal 

line but popular in the Frankish one, to which the counts of Flanders could trace their 

ancestry.  In the Middle Ages, the naming of children was often part of political strategy, 

so Cnut and Adela choosing to name their son after his illustrious Frankish forbearers, 

signals something of their intent for his future.63  Another Flemish connection was forged 

in 1214 with the marriage of the Danish king, Valdemar II (r. 1202-1241) to Berengaria 

of Portugal (d. 1221).  She was the sister of King Alfonso II of Portugal (d. 1223) and, 

more importantly, of Count Ferrand of Flanders (d. 1233).  Ferrand was intimately 

connected with the French court.  King Philip II of France (d. 1223) was instrumental in 

his being chosen to succeed as count, with Ferrand doing homage to Philip in exchange 

for his lordship in Flanders.64            

The Danish royal house was also connected to that of France through the marriage 

of Ingeborg of Denmark (d. 1236) to King Philip II of France in 1193.  She was a 

daughter of King Valdemar I and sister to Kings Cnut VI and Valdemar II.  

                                                           
63 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vejne, 66. 
64 Jim Bradbury, Philip Augustus: King of France 1180-1223 (London: Longman, 1998), 233. 
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Unfortunately, her fate as queen of France was not a happy one, as Philip repudiated her 

the day after the wedding, by which time he had developed a sudden and inexplicable 

revulsion for her.  He sought divorce, but Ingeborg refused and was subsequently 

imprisoned by her husband.  The couple were finally reconciled in 1213, when Ingeborg 

was restored at the French court as his queen, although he never treated her as a wife.65   

Despite his unexplained revulsion for her as a person, Philip would never have 

married Ingeborg if she had been an uncultivated rustic with little exposure to courtly 

behavior.  Contemporary descriptions of her remark on her beauty and good character.  

According to Rigord in his Gesta Philippi Augusti, Ingeborg was the most beautiful of 

Cnut’s sisters, and “a pious girl and richly endowed with good manners.”66  According to 

Stephen of Tournai, she had “a beautiful face” and was “neither less pleasing in form 

than Helen nor beneath Polyxena.”67  Stephen also relates that she liked to spend her days 

in captivity “praying or reading or occupying herself with handiwork.”68  Rigord’s and 

Stephen of Tournai’s descriptions of Ingeborg indicate that she was educated in a manner 

fitting the courtly ideal of women.  Noble girls were taught to read, and ideally were 

supposed to spend much time with the psalter and the Holy Scriptures.  Their education 

also included being instructed in good manners and customs, as well as learning how to 

                                                           
65 The reason for Philip’s sudden revulsion for Ingeborg is not entirely clear, and it has been suggested that 

sexual issues were to blame.  Bradbury speculates that Philip might have been unable to perform on the 

wedding night and subsequently blamed Ingeborg for his inadequacies.  Nanna Damsholt likewise believes 

personal reasons were behind the repudiation.  Nanna Damsholt, Kvindebilledet i Dansk Højmiddelalder 

(Copenhagen: Borgen, 1985), 237.  Others have pointed to political reasons for Philip’s repudiation of 

Ingeborg, since he was willing to acknowledge the marriage when he needed papal support against England 

in 1213.  Niels Skyum-Nielsen, Kvinde og Slave (Copenhagen: Munksggard, 1971), 238; Georges Duby, 

The Knight, the Lady and the Priest: The Making of Modern Marriage in Medieval France, trans. Barbara 

Bray (New York: Pantheon Books, 1983), 206. 

Bradbury, 177-185. 
66 “puellam sanctam et bonis moribus ornatam,” Rigord, “Vie de Philippe Auguste,” in Oevres de Rigord et 

de Guillaume le Breton, ed. H. Francois Delaborde, SHF 210 (Paris, 1882), 124. 
67 “pulchra facie” and “nec deformior Helena nec abiectior Polixena,” DD I: 3, 204. 
68 “Cotidianum studium eius orare aut legere aut operi manuum operam dare.” DD I: 3, 204. 
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spin and weave as well as how to sew and embroider.69  Ingeborg certainly seems to have 

profited from such a courtly education, and had the good manners to prove it.      

 In addition to marriage ties, the Danish elite also continued to pursue diplomatic 

contacts with other European rulers.  Visits to other courts would have helped to spread 

aristocratic culture, since courts acted as centers of social education.  They were places 

where the ethos of courtly values were in continuous development, with court leaders 

emphasizing the new social norms.70  One example of a Danish prince who cultivated 

foreign ties was Cnut Lavard (d. 1131), son of King Erik I (r. 1095-1103).  In his youth, 

Cnut spent time at the ducal court in Saxony.  According to Helmhold in his Chronicle of 

the Slavs, “when Cnut reached manhood he went over to emperor Lothar…and he stayed 

with him many days and years, maintained with the full honor that befitted his regal 

station.”71  In the 1120s, Cnut helped to secure the southern border of the Danish 

kingdom against incursion by the Wends, and he received the title of duke, the first 

known use of this title in Denmark.  With the death of the Wendish leaders, Cnut was 

granted the lordship over their lands north of the Elbe River.  He held them as a fief of 

Lothar (d. 1137), who at the time was the German king.72  In Knytlingasaga, Cnut is said 

to have received advice from the German emperor, Henry V (d. 1125), on river 

fortifications outside of the town of Slesvig and on toll collections outside the harbor 

                                                           
69 Bumke, 338-339. 
70 Scaglione, 47. 
71 “Ubi autem Kanutus adolere cepit…transiit ad imperatorem Lotharium et mansit apud eum multis diebus 

sive annis, habitus, ut regiam magnificentiam decuit, cum plena honorificentia.” 

Helmold, Helmoldi Presbyteri Bozoviensis Cronica Slavorum, ed. Johan Lappenberg, MGH, Scriptores 

Rerum Germanicarum in Usum Scholarum 30 (Hannover: Impensis Bibliopolii Hahniani, 1937), 96. 

Lothar was duke of Saxony at the time of Cnut’s stay.  He did not succeed to the German kingship until 

1125 and did not become emperor until 1133.   
72 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vejne, 73. 
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there.73  As both these sources make clear, Cnut had long-standing ties with the Saxon 

and imperial German courts.   

 Throughout the twelfth century, the political situation in Denmark became 

increasingly entangled with German princely courts.  As noted above, Svein Grathe was 

sent to the court of King Conrad III to be trained in warfare.  When civil war broke out 

after the murder of Cnut Lavard by his cousin Magnus (d. 1134), the competing claimants 

to the throne repeatedly sought the aid of the German princes, with the Danish kings 

doing homage to the emperor.74  One such claimant to the throne was Magnus, the son of 

King Niels (r.1104-1134).  The Annals of Magdeburg relate that he paid homage to 

Emperor Lothar III at the diet at Halberstadt at Easter in 1134.  Magnus was given the 

high honor of being the ceremonial weapons-bearer at the Easter celebration: “when the 

Emperor went in procession to church, Magnus, decorated with his crown [from the 

Emperor], honorably carried the imperial sword before him.”75  As noted, Magnus’s 

assignment as weapons-bearer for the emperor was a signal honor, with the sword being a 

symbol of the emperor’s power.76  It was thus an important symbol of his status, a status 

symbol with which, as the previous chapters have shown, the Danes were long familiar.  

Moreover, that Magnus was honored in this way shows not just that he was recognized as 

a man of importance at the imperial court, but also that he was familiar with and took part 

in its ceremonial customs.              

Education 

                                                           
73 Knytlingasaga, 86. 
74 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vejne, 132. 
75 “cesari ad ecclesiam procedenti, circulo illius decoratus ensem imperatoris honorifice portavit.”  Annales 

Magdeburgenses, ed. Georg Heinrich Pertz, MGH, Scriptores 16 (Hannover, 1859), 184. 
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 Education abroad was yet another route by which courtly culture was brought 

back to Denmark, and, unlike trade and political ties, it constituted an entirely new 

network.  As noted in the previous chapter, Denmark’s conversion to Christianity brought 

Latin learning to the kingdom.  Higher education was under the purview of the Church in 

the Middle Ages, so conversion gave Danes access to new educational opportunities, 

allowing them to become scholars.77  Initially the cathedral schools of Germany were 

dominant, and Archbishop Eskil of Lund (d. 1181) had been educated at Hildesheim.78 

The German schools lost their preeminence in the twelfth century, when the Investiture 

Controversy denied the emperor the right to award bishoprics as a reward for court 

service.  The broad, humanistic education which trained clerics for state service lost its 

value in Germany, and as a result, specialized training at the universities was increasingly 

sought after.79  French schools were among the most famous in Europe, and they began 

acquiring great renown for learning in the late eleventh century.  The Italian scholar and 

churchman, Lanfranc (d. 1089), taught at the abbey school of Bec in Normandy, and 

many students came there to hear him.  The theologian Anselm of Laon (d. 1117) made 

the cathedral school at Laon famous, while his student, the philosopher and theologian 

William of Champeaux (d. 1122), taught at the cathedral school of Notre-Dame in Paris.  

Other cathedral schools that developed into flourishing centers of higher education in the 

twelfth century were Reims, Orléans, and Chartres.  A growing number of students came 

                                                           
77 The fundamental academic curriculum was based on the seven liberal arts, divided into the trivium and 

quadrivium.  The trivium consisted of grammar, logic, and rhetoric, while the quadrivium was comprised of 

arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music.  By the thirteen century, the curriculum at the universities was 

divided into four faculties, one lower faculty of liberal arts and three higher faculties of medicine, law, and 

theology.  John W. Baldwin, The Scholastic Culture of the Middle Ages, 1000-1300 (Prospect Heights: 

Waveland Press, Inc., 1971), 62-63. 
78 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vejne, 144. 
79 C. Stephen Jaeger, The Origins of Courtliness: Civilizing Trends and the Formation of Courtly Ideals 

939-1210 (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985), 255-256. 
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from all over Europe to these centers, so that a French education became increasingly 

influential.80  Theology would become the most important subject taught at Paris, and, 

since theology was the queen of the sciences in the Middle Ages, Paris became the 

preeminent university in medieval Europe.81  Even before the schools of Paris had 

organized into a university,82 the city was still one of the foremost educational centers in 

Europe.   

 A number of Danish students travelled to Paris to study, of whom we know the 

names of several.  Absalon (d. 1201), archbishop of Lund and advisor to both King 

Valdemar I (r. 1157-1182) and King Cnut VI (r. 1182-1202), is known from the vita of 

William of Æbelholt (d. 1203), to have studied in Paris, where the two met.83  Although it 

is not known exactly when Absalon left Denmark for France, it is likely that he was there 

for about a decade, from sometime in the mid-1140s to mid-1150s.84  This period of 

study put Absalon in Paris during the reign of King Louis VII (r. 1137-1180), who at the 

time was married to Eleanor of Aquitaine, an important figure in the development of 

courtly literature.  It is also unknown which of the schools in Paris Absalon chose to 

attend, although the most likely are either the cathedral school of Notre-Dame or the 

abbey school of St. Victor, both of which were renowned.85   

 Other Danish students included Absalon’s kinsman, Anders Sunesen (d. 1228).  

According to Saxo: 

                                                           
80 Bumke, 68-69. 
81 Charles Homer Haskins, The Rise of Universities (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1965), 19. 
82 The University of Paris received its first royal charter in 1200, but the corporations of masters and 

students that would form the university date back to the end of the twelfth century.  Baldwin, 42. 
83 Danske helgeners levned i oversættelse, 213-214. 
84 Birger Munk Olsen, “Absalons studier i Paris,” in Absalon, fædrelandets fader, ed. Frank Birkebæk, Tom 

Christensen, and Inge Skovgaard-Petersen (Roskilde: Roskilde Museums Forlag, 1996), 57. 
85 Olsen, 71. 
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[He] travelled to France, Italy, and England in order to acquire for 

[himself] academic knowledge and collect learning, and after long travels 

abroad [he] overtook a most splendid chair at a foreign school, where [he] 

ended as such a great force, that it should be considered that it was [he] 

who ornamented the chair rather than it that honored [him].86  

 

He studied in Paris under the famous English theologian Stephen Langton, later 

archbishop of Canterbury (d. 1228).  After Paris, he went to the University of Bologna, 

which was famous for canon law, and then on to Oxford.  He then went back to Paris, 

where he went on to become a professor of theology, before finally returning to Denmark 

c. 1194, where he became chancellor to King Cnut VI.  Upon the death of Absalon, he 

was elevated to the archiepiscopacy of Lund, and served as archbishop until his 

retirement in 1224.87 

 Peter Sunesen (d. 1214), who was bishop of Roskilde and another of Absalon’s 

kinsmen, was also sent to Paris to pursue his academic studies. A series of letters from 

Abbot Stephen of Ste-Geneviéve, later the bishop of Tournai, to Archbishop Absalon in 

the mid-1180s discusses Peter’s academic prowess there.  In one, Stephen praises the zeal 

with which Peter applies himself to his studies, calling him a youth “who exerts himself 

in the study of books in such a way that he does not stray from virtue’s path,” and says 

that he is “diligent in school.”88  Unfortunately, during his time at Ste-Geneviéve, Peter 

Sunesen began to suffer poor health, so that he had to return to his homeland.  

Interestingly, a letter from Abbot Stephen reveals that Absalon had wanted to send Peter 

                                                           
86 “Tu Galliam Italiaque cum Britannia percipiende literarum discipline colligendeque earum copie gratia 

perscrutatus post diutinam peregrinationem splendidissimum externe schole regimen apprehendisti, 

tantumque eius columen euasisti, ut potius magisterio ornamentum dare quam ab ipso recipere uidereris.” 

Saxo, Praefatio, 1, 2. 
87 Sten Ebbesen, “How Danish were the Danish Philosophers?” in The Birth of Identities: Denmark and 

Europe in the Middle Ages, ed. Brian Patrick McGuire (Copenhagen: C.A. Reitzel Publishers, 1996), 214. 
88 “qui sic litterarum studiis intendit, ut a uirtutum semitis non recedat” and “in scolis assiduus” 

DD I: 3, 128. 
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Sunesen “to the schools of the seculars and the word-peddlers either on the mountain [of 

Ste-Geneviéve] or in Paris.”89  While Stephen withheld his permission for the scheme, 

the passage does show the interest of the Danish ecclesiastical elite in the variety of 

educational opportunities to be had in Paris.    

Danes continued to seek out a French education in the thirteenth century.  Abbot 

Gervasius of Prémontré mentions in a letter from the second decade of the thirteenth 

century that Danish students, along with ones from England and Poland, frequently came 

to study at his abbey of Prémontré, near Laon.90  Moreover, Arnold of Lübeck says of the 

Danes that, “the nobles of the land send their sons to Paris not only to promote them 

within the clergy but also to be trained in worldly matters.”91  While many of the Danes 

who travelled to France for an education returned home and were rewarded with 

important positions at court or in the Church, others chose to stay and pursue an academic 

career.  The most famous of the thirteenth century Danish scholars was Boëthius de 

Dacia, who was in Paris in the 1260s and 1270s.  Ten of his works have survived to the 

present day, and cover topics as diverse as linguistics, science, and moral philosophy.  

One of his contemporaries in Paris was Martinus de Dacia, who wrote a book on 

grammar, and who became the royal chancellor upon his return to Denmark.92    

                                                           
89 “per litteras uestras intimastis uel in monte uel Parisius ad secularium scolas et uenditores uerborum 

mittendo” 

DD 1: 3, 131. 

Karsten Friis-Jensen explains that Stephen is referring to the “schools kept by the secular clergy, masters 
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Grammaticus a Canon of Lund?” Cahiers de l’Institut du moyen-âge grec et latin (Université de 
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Arnold of Lübeck, 147. 
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 Secular lords would also want to promote higher education for purely practical 

reasons.  As Bumke explains, “The key tasks at the royal chancery, diplomatic functions, 

and the higher administrative offices all required a growing number of educated people, 

above all lawyers, but also clerics trained in rhetoric and dialectic.”93  It has already been 

noted that Anders Sunesen, who was a former master in Paris, served as chancellor for 

King Cnut VI, while Martinus de Dacia, the famous philosopher, served in the same 

capacity for King Erik VI (r. 1286-1319).  The passage by Arnold of Lübeck quoted 

above also confirms the promotion of education among the elite, since the noble families 

wanted their sons to be educated in worldy matters as well as spiritual ones.     

 To that end, the Danish nobles invested a great deal of money in the education of 

their sons.  A French education was expensive, with numerous complaints about the high 

cost of living and shortage of housing in Paris.  A letter to Ulrich, the patriarch of 

Aquileia in northern Italy (d. 1181), from one of his relatives studying in France 

complains: “For everything in Paris is very expensive, and the number of students is so 

great that one finds lodging only with the greatest difficulty.”94  Students even began 

compiling manuals with model letters for requesting money from fathers, uncles, wealthy 

ecclesiastics, and other patrons.  Those students who were not lucky enough to come 

from a wealthy background employed their talents as tutors, preceptors, choir boys, or 

paid entertainers.95  Much like today, a university education was a valued asset 

considered worth the expense.   

                                                           
93 Bumke, 74. 
94 “Sunt enim Parisius omnia valde cara venalia, et tanta est ibi studiosorum copia, quod summa difficultate 

possunt reperiri hospitia,”  

Bernhard Pez and Philibert Hueber, eds., Thesauri Anecdotorum Novissimi, vol. 6, part 1 (Veith, 1721), 
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 Education was important for more than just book learning; the schools also helped 

to spread ideas of proper courtly conduct and etiquette.  Most of the young men who left 

to study abroad came from elite families.  Anders and Peter Sunesen, for example, were 

the sons of Sune Ebbesen, a member of the powerful Hvide family of Zealand and one of 

the wealthiest magnates of his day.  These scholars were exposed to not only the new 

ideas of French scholars, but also their manners and eloquence.96  They brought these 

ideas back with them, thus spreading them to their own families and church circles.  

Possessing elegant manners was a key part of courtly behavior and it was increasingly 

important to attainment of high office.  Elegant manners were highly sought after in the 

European courts and attracted the admiration of both secular and ecclesiastical lords.  

They were also the determining factors for entry into court, and as such were cultivated 

by those who aspired to the life of a courtier.97  That such traits were praised in Denmark, 

too, is evident from a passage in Saxo about a legendary Danish prince, Jamerik, who 

was being held hostage by Ismar, the king of the Slavs.  At first Jamerik was set to 

working the land as a farm laborer, a job that he performed so well that he was promoted 

to master of the king’s slaves.  He carried out this task so conscientiously that the king 

accepted him into his following.  Saxo goes on to say of Jamerik:   

Since he here behaved himself in the custom of a courtier with exceptional 

charm of manners, he was quickly brought into the king’s inner circle and 

obtained a position as his foremost advisor, and as if ascending certain 

steps of merit, he departed from a powerless state to a place of the highest 

honor.98 

       

                                                           
96 Bumke, 72. 
97 Jaeger, 32-34. 
98 Ubi quum se iuxta aulicorum ritum egregia morum amoenitate gessisset, breui in amicorum numerum 

translatus primum familiaritatis locum obtinuit ac ueluti quibusdam meritorum gradibus fretus ab infirma 

sorte ad spectatum honoris fastigium concessit. 

Saxo, 8, 10, 1. 
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This passage not only shows that Saxo was familiar with the language and customs of 

European courts, it also highlights the importance of charming manners to entry into 

court service.  Moreover, since Saxo’s story is about a prince, it shows that by the late 

twelfth century, this type of courtly behavior was cultivated not just by educated 

churchmen, but also by laymen.99    

 Another virtue prized by court society was urbanity, which was associated with 

the ancient Roman ideals of sophistication and aristocratic bearing.  C. Stephen Jaeger 

defines it as “both an inner virtue and an external, social one, both sophisticated behavior 

and sophisticated speech.”100  That this quality was prized in Denmark, too, is evident 

from Sven Aggesen’s description in his Short History of the Kings of Denmark of Thyra, 

wife of the Danish king, Gorm the Old (r. c. 934 - c. 963).  According to Sven, she 

possessed a multitude of feminine, courtly virtues.  He states that, “both extraordinary 

beauty adorned her face, and the rose and the lily were married to paint the rosy color in 

her cheeks, and she was chaste, modest and witty, and overflowed with an abundance of 

all manner of urbanity.”101  There is no way to know how accurate this portrait of Thyra 

is, but it does show the types of qualities that were valued in the 1180’s, when Sven was 

writing the Brevis Historia, of which urbanity was one.   

Of the later king Valdemar I (r. 1157-1182), Sven Aggesen says, “For while he 

lived he was a man esteemed in all things: fair of face, witty, discriminating, wise, most 

perceptive in counsel, vigorous, an exceptional knight, full of all manner of urbanity, 

                                                           
99 Jaeger, 34. 
100 Jaeger, 143. 
101 Nam et uultum decor ammirandus honestabat, et rosa lilio maritata purpureum genis colorem inpinxerat; 

item erat casta, pudica, faceta, omnique urbanitate referta redundabat.  Sven Aggesen, Brevis Historia 

Regum Dacie, in Scriptores Historiæ Danicæ Minores, vol. 1, ed. M. Cl. Gertz (Copenhagen: G.E.C. Gad, 

1917), 108.  
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victorious, agreeable, always rich in success, only more cruel than just to his own 

kinsmen.”102  Sven’s description of Valdemar shows a man in possession of all the 

courtly virtues, including wit and urbanity, characteristics that were prized by the 

educated elite.  Moreover, as Jaeger notes, “Joking, urbane wit, biting sarcasm 

undoubtedly were favorite and much cultivated pastimes.”103  That Valdemar is described 

as both witty and urbane indicates that these courtly virtues were likely prized at the royal 

court in Denmark, just as they were elsewhere in Europe.    

 While the clerical elite were more avid in the pursuit of formal education, the laity 

did have an interest in literary endeavors.  Oral literature, particularly oral poetry, was 

especially prominent in the princely circles of medieval Europe, and it encapsulated the 

behaviors and manners expected of courtly society.  As such, oral literature not only 

shows where the new aristocratic culture was valued, but also helped to disseminate the 

values of that culture.  The history of the transmission of oral works is fraught with 

difficulty, especially considering that the few examples of medieval oral literature that 

survive were written down much later.  Heroic epics, for example, were first put into 

writing in the late twelfth century at princely courts, although historical allusions in the 

written texts seems to indicate that they were passed on orally for centuries.  Moreover, 

the interest of the aristocracy in the oral heroic tales in the Early and High Middle Ages is 

well documented.104     

                                                           
102 Fuit enim uir uite probate per omnia, facie uenustus, facetus, discretus, sagax, in consiliis 

perspicacissimus, strenuus, miles egregius, omni urbanitate refertus, uictoriosus, gratiosus, successibus 

semper abundans, in suos tantum plus iusto crudelior.  

Sven Aggesen, Brevis Historiae,138. 
103 Jaeger, The Origins of Courtliness, 145. 
104 Bumke, 436-437. 
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 In Denmark, German influence on the transmission of the oral poetry in courtly 

culture dates to at least the twelfth century, when German singers entertained at the royal 

court.  For example, Saxo Grammaticus, in his history of the Danes, tells that Magnus (d. 

1134), the son of the Danish king, Niels (r. 1104-1134), had in his following a Saxon 

singer, whom he used as a messenger when he invited his cousin and rival, Cnut Lavard 

(d. 1131), to a meeting where he intended to kill Cnut.  The singer tried to warn Cnut of 

his impending doom: “Therefore he diligently began to recount that most beautiful song 

which tells the well-known story about Kriemhild’s perfidy towards her brothers, hoping 

that the famous example of deceit would instill a similar fear in Cnut.”105  Unfortunately, 

Cnut did not understand the warning, and was murdered by Magnus at their meeting at 

Haraldsted.106  The story of Kriemhild’s betrayal of her brothers is known from the 

Middle High German epic poem, the Nibelungenlied, written by an anonymous author c. 

1200.  It was a hugely popular work in the Middle Ages, with some forty extant 

manuscripts and fragments, and it had a long genesis as an oral poem before it was 

written down.107  According to Saxo, the singer “knew of Cnut’s very great love of the 

Saxons and their culture,”108 so he likely would have been familiar with the tale in its oral 

                                                           
105 “Igitur speciosissimi carminis contextu notissimam Grimilde erga fratres perfidiam de industria 

memorare adorsus, famose fraudis exemplo similium ei metum ingenerare tentabat.” 

Saxo, 13, 6, 7.   

Cnut’s passio, written sometime in the twelfth century and likely based on an earlier legend by Robert of 

Ely, also mentions that one of Magnus’s followers sang to him three times a verse about the treachery of 

kinsmen.  “Sanctus Canutus Dux et Martyr,” in Vitae Sanctorum Danorum, ed. M.Cl. Gertz (Copenhagen: 

G.E.C. Gad 1908-1912), 197.  On the origins of the work, see Hans Olrik, introduction to “Sanctus Canutus 

Dux et Martyr,” in Vitae Sanctorum Danorum, ed. M.Cl. Gertz (Copenhagen: G.E.C. Gad 1908-1912), 

171-188.      
106 For more on the repercussions of Magnus’s killing of Cnut Lavard, see Chapter 5. 
107 Cyril Edwards, introduction to Nibelungenlied, The Lay of the Nibelungs, trans. Cyril Edwards (Oxford: 

Oxford University Press, 2010), xi. 
108 “cantor, quod Kanutum Saxonici et ritus et nominis amantissimum scisset” 

Saxo, 13, 6, 7. 
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form.  Heroic songs such as this one were very popular with noble society,109 and Cnut’s 

close contacts with the German imperial court would have brought him into the German 

courtly literary sphere.  Moreover, that the Saxon singer was one of Magnus’s 

conspirators in the plot to murder Cnut, albeit a grudging one, indicates that Magnus also 

patronized these types of courtly and heroic tales.  With both Cnut and Magnus familiar 

with German courtly poetry, it seems very likely that the genre was popular and fairly 

widespread in Danish court circles at the time.  Also, the fact that Saxo refers to the tale 

of Kriemhild as “well-known” shows that it continued to be popular in Denmark 

throughout the twelfth century.   

 German singers continued to entertain at the royal court in Denmark.  Saxo relates 

another story about a German singer, this time at the court of King Svein Grathe (r. 1146-

1157).  At a court feast in 1157, later known as the Bloodfeast of Roskilde, Svein and his 

guests were entertained by a “German singer who put forward a lampoon about Svein’s 

flight and exile and exposed him to diverse insults and mockery in song form.”110  The 

audience members sharply criticized the singer for his insulting song, but Svein hid his 

displeasure and bade the German to sing what he wanted about his life.  Svein claimed 

that he was happy to think about his past misfortunes now that his problems were over.111  

It is not clear if the singer referred to in this instance was a professional court lyricist with 

                                                           
109 Bumke, 438. 
110 “cantor Germanicus fugam Suenonis exiliumque cantilena complexus uarias ei contumelias formatis in 

carmen conuiciis obiectabat.” 

Saxo, 14, 18, 3. 

Svein had been in exile in Germany in 1154-1157 when he was overthrown by an alliance between his 

kinsmen Cnut and Valdemar during a civil war over the Danish throne.  The Bloodfeast of Roskilde was 

supposed to celebrate the renewed peace between the three men, but Svein used it as an opportunity to 

murder his rivals.  Cnut was killed, but Valdemar managed to escape.  A few months later, Valdemar 

decisively defeated Svein at the Battle of Grathe Heath, and Svein was subsequently killed during his flight 

after the battle.   
111 Saxo, 14, 18, 3. 
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a position at one of the royal courts or a wandering minstrel.  Almost certainly he would 

not have been a minnesinger, since minnesong, a form of love poetry, was aristocratic art, 

with most minnesingers known to have come from noble families.112  In any case, this 

passage again demonstrates that the Danish court patronized German composers, hardly 

surprising when one considers Svein Grathe’s appreciation for the customs and manners 

at the German imperial court.   

 In Denmark, the composition of courtly literature seems to have occurred a bit 

later than on the Continent.  Courtly ballads, which are narrative verse set to music, are 

believed to have been composed in Denmark beginning in the mid-thirteenth century, 

with inspiration from both the skaldic verse of the Viking Age and the minnesongs of 

Germany.113  The earliest known courtly romances that were translated into Danish date 

to the late fifteenth century, but it does not necessarily follow that the genre was 

unknown before then.  The heavy German cultural influence as well as the many German 

dynastic connections implies that the Danish aristocracy were fluent in German, so the 

romances could have been read aloud in German instead.  Another possibility is that 

courtly romances were recited in Danish but in prose form, and not put in verse form 

until the end of the fifteenth century.  Lastly, it is also possible that earlier Danish 

translations of these work just are no longer extant.114  The likeliest answer is that the 

elite had a good knowledge of German and simply enjoyed them in that language, at least 

                                                           
112 Bumke, 495. 
113 Pil Dahlerup, Dansk Litteratur: Middelalder, vol. 2, Verdslig litteratur (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 1998), 

233. 

Danish courts also continued to patronize Icelandic skalds who composed in the poetic style popular in the 

Viking Age up until the mid-thirteenth century.  Bengt R. Jonsson, “Oral Literature, Written Literature: The 

Ballad and Old Norse Genres,” in The Ballad and Oral Literature, ed. Joseph Harris, Harvard English 

Studies 17 (Harvard: Harvard University Press, 1991), 163.    
114 Dahlerup, 238-239. 
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initially.  Being able to patronize German court poets and appreciate their work in the 

original language could have been another way to signal elite status and ties to the 

German aristocracy.     

Conclusion  

In the historical literature, medieval Denmark is consistently described as being 

Europeanized in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, only slowly adopting European 

cultural forms.  Consequently, Danish society is characterized as still retaining at its core 

Viking mentalities and social forms.  In this view, a Danish aristocracy following a 

European model was not created until mid-thirteenth century with the introduction of 

certain legal changes, a situation that will be discussed further in the following chapter.  

Even newer works, such as Blomkvist’s study on the Europeanization of the Baltic, 

although they push the timeline back by about a century, consider Denmark to at one 

point have had a native aristocracy largely untouched by European culture, a dichotomy 

that this dissertation argues is a false one.    

As this dissertation shows Danish elites, just as they had in previous centuries, 

maintained cultural contacts with their peers across Europe.  Courtly culture, as it 

developed in Europe, travelled through these elite networks, in much the same way as the 

aristocratic culture of the earlier periods had done.  The importance of economic ties 

between Denmark and the other kingdoms in Europe to the spread of courtly culture to 

Denmark has not been properly appreciated before now.  Danish merchants had wide-

ranging contacts, including ones with Russia, France, Germany, Flanders, and England.  

These trade routes were instrumental in transmitting cultural influences, and elites were 

active promoters of trade in their regions.  Moreover, as is clear from Arnold of Lübeck’s 
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observations regarding the Scanian Fairs, the wealth generated from expanding 

commerce enabled the aristocracy to take part in courtly culture.   

Diplomatic and military alliances were also important conduits for the 

dissemination of new social norms and values along with their affiliated material culture 

throughout Europe.  The Danish aristocracy’s long-standing ties with the Continent 

meant that they shared in the expansion from early on.  Dynastic connections were 

particularly important to the spread of courtly culture throughout Europe, and the twelfth 

century saw a proliferation of marriage ties between the Danish elite and their peers to 

the south, particularly imperial Germany.  The Danish royal family in particular 

cultivated alliances with the most prominent princely families of Germany, which were 

important for more than just their political implications, a fact that previous historians of 

medieval Denmark have overlooked.  They also served as important conduits for cultural 

transmission, as did the continued diplomatic contacts with other European rulers.  

Princely courts acted as centers of social education, with visiting Danish dignitaries 

exposed to the courtly values of continental Europe.      

In addition, new networks were opened to the elite in Denmark with the 

conversion to Christianity and the proliferation of educational centers connected with the 

Church.  The Danish aristocracy sent their sons abroad to be educated in both spiritual 

and worldly matters, investing a great deal of money in providing access to that 

education.  While schooling did prepare a number of leading men for bureaucratic 

positions to meet the growing needs of an administrative kingship, it also exposed them 

to ideas of proper courtly conduct and etiquette.  Elegance of manners, a key part of 

courtly behavior, was increasingly a determining factor for entry into court, and was just 
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as highly praised in Denmark as elsewhere in Europe.  Urbanity, another courtly virtue, 

was also prized in the elite circles of Denmark, as is evidenced by the Danish chroniclers 

Sven Aggesen and Saxo.   

Literature, particularly oral literature, was also an important disseminator of 

aristocratic, courtly culture.  This type of literature was especially prominent in the 

princely courts, encapsulating the behaviors and manners of courtly society.  Despite a 

seemingly late start to the composition of courtly literature in Denmark, the evidence 

indicates that the Danish nobility were familiar with the works of the German poets and 

singers.  The Danish royal court patronized German composers, who likely continued to 

work in their native language.  The heavy German cultural influence as well as dynastic 

connections indicates a familiarity with that language among the Danish elite, with a 

knowledge of German another signifier of elite status in Denmark.    

All of these links, economic, dynastic, and educational, provided yet more 

avenues through which the Danish nobility could embrace courtly culture.  These types of 

networks were prevalent throughout Europe, and were important conduits to the 

dissemination of courtly culture all over the continent.  That Denmark and the Danish 

elite were part of these networks from early on shows that courtly culture was adopted in 

Denmark similar to and at the same time as elites in the rest of Europe.  The military side 

of this new culture was identified with knighthood and cavalry warfare, and, as will be 

seen in the next chapter, was also quickly adopted by Denmark’s warrior aristocracy.    
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Chapter 5 

 

Knights and Knighthood (c. 1050 – 1300) 

 

 

One facet of European elite culture that Danes adopted in the twelfth century was 

chivalry, in all of its aspects.  Chivalric culture was elite culture, and as in the rest of 

Europe, it was confined to aristocratic circles in Denmark.  The Danish elite actively 

embraced the material culture of its fashionable neighbors to the south, fundamentally 

altering Danish culture as a result.  Elite networks, both personal and economic, 

facilitated this exchange, and Danes molded novel European practices to fit the 

conditions specific to Denmark and the individual regions within the kingdom.  A key 

part of this fashionable chivalric culture was knighthood and the associated practice of 

cavalry warfare, both of which were adopted in the twelfth century.  Fighting on 

horseback came to be the dominant form of elite warfare throughout Europe, and Danish 

knights participated fully in all of its aspects, including ritual ceremony and tournaments.   

Knighthood and cavalry warfare are integral components of pan-European 

chivalric culture of the High Middle Ages.  As Nigel Saul explains in his work on 

chivalry in medieval England: “Chivalry, however it is defined, is associated first and 

foremost with the estate of knighthood and with fighting on horseback.”1  William Henry 

Jackson agrees, and in an article on knighthood at the Hohenstaufen imperial court of 

Germany, explains that, “[w]hatever older views may be subject to revision in recent 

work on the social and ideological aspects of knighthood, there remains general 

                                                           
1 Nigel Saul, Chivalry in Medieval England (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2011), 7. 
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agreement that its origins rest in the military sphere, and that developments in the 

techniques and effectiveness of mounted combat which accompanied the widespread 

warfare in Europe during the eleventh century contributed powerfully to its formation.”2  

By the beginning of the twelfth century in Europe, the use of heavy cavalry was 

instrumental to victory in battle, and, combined with a growing prestige, horsemen had 

become a privileged entity.  While in earlier periods the word which describes them, 

milites, did not necessarily distinguish between men on horseback from those on foot, by 

the twelfth century, milites had come to refer exclusively to mounted warriors.  To 

contemporary chroniclers such as Fulcher of Chartres and Baudri of Bourgueil, true 

warriors were mounted, and their use of vocabulary reflects this evolution.3  In the course 

of the twelfth century, knights as a professional group merged with the nobility.  

Knighthood took on aristocratic tendencies, and for nobles “it was [their] military and 

secular expression.” 4  Thus, by the end of the twelfth century, there was a clear warrior 

order, the bellatores, in contrast to ‘those who work’ (laboratores) and ‘those who pray’ 

(oratores).5 

The technique of the medieval cavalry owes much to several key inventions, 

notably the saddle, stirrup, and lance.  Lynn White, Jr., in his famous treatise on 

technological innovation and social change in medieval Europe, argues that with the 

appearance of the saddle in the first century and the stirrup in the eighth century in the 

                                                           
2 William Henry Jackson, “Knighthood and the Hohenstaufen Imperial Court under Frederick Barbarossa 

(1152-1190),” in The Ideals and Practice of Medieval Knighthood III, Papers from the Fourth Strawberry 

Hill Conference 1988, eds. Christopher Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 

1990), 101. 
3 Jean Flori, “Knightly Society,” in The New Cambridge Medieval History, vol. IV, c. 1024-c. 1198, part I, 

ed. By David Luscombe and Jonathan Riley Smith (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 149. 
4 Flori, “Knightly Society,” 150. 
5 Georges Duby, The Three Orders: Feudal Society Imagined, trans. Arthur Goldhammer (New York: 

Barnes & Noble, 2009), 328. 
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West and their subsequent adoption, the Carolingians developed heavy cavalry.6  The use 

of the saddle and stirrup gave the horseman greater stability and a better seat in battle, 

thus revolutionizing warfare.7  The new style of mounted shock combat favored the use 

of a couched lance and longsword, rather than javelin and battle-axe.  The combination of 

these three innovations, saddle, stirrup, and lance, allowed the rider to deliver a stroke 

with the full momentum of his own body and that of his horse, which would have been a 

blow of unprecedented power.8  This fearsome new battle technique necessitated the 

invention of new types of armor to protect the combatants, including coats of mail, 

byrnies, hauberks, and shields.  The heavy equipment meant that the new knights needed 

stronger and better trained horses, all of which greatly increased the cost to the individual 

soldiers.  The high cost of equipment served as a barrier to entry for the majority, thus 

restricting the number of knights to a small minority of the wealthy elite.  These members 

of the elite needed to have the resources and leisure time to devote themselves to training 

in cavalry warfare.  All of these factors helped to create a knightly class, a key 

component of feudal society and eventually nobility.9     

 This thesis, which has wide appeal in the older scholarship, has recently come 

under criticism, most notably for its technological determinism and an incorrect 

chronology.  Jean Flori has shown that “the diffusion of the stirrup and saddle in Europe 

was in practice very much earlier than the emergence of knighthood, and, even more so, 

of a nobility resulting from it.”10  The stirrup and saddle became general in the second 

                                                           
6 Lynn White, Jr., Medieval Technology and Social Change (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1962), 28. 
7 White, Jr., 7-28.  
8 White, Jr., 27-28. 
9 White, Jr., 28-33. 
10 Flori, 171. 
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half of the ninth century, but, based on the evidence of iconography, chroniclers of the 

First Crusade, and Arab sources, it is apparent that the use of the couched lance in 

mounted combat came later, likely appearing in central France or Normandy around 

1050.11  Flori describes this style of mounted combat:  

[T]he cavalry drew up, facing each other, on the battlefield, at a good 

distance and in lines.  At a signal from their leader, they placed their 

shields in front of their chests, lowered their lances, hitherto vertical, and 

held them firmly in a fixed, horizontal position, clasped tightly under the 

arm.  They then spurred their horses, shouted their battle cry and rushed at 

their adversaries, who were doing the same.  So battle commenced with a 

head on collision, the purpose of which was to unseat the enemy by 

accurately controlling the direction of the horse so that the lance, pointed 

at him, but fixed, hit him head-on.  Lance, rider and horse formed a solid 

block and the more massive and compact the squadrons…the more 

formidable was the cavalry charge.12 

 

Undoubtedly, this style of fighting would have been impossible without the invention of 

the saddle and the stirrup, but because of the time lag between their appearance and this 

style of fighting, they alone cannot be the reason for it.  Moreover, the major social 

changes of the tenth and eleventh centuries, including the development of vassalage and 

feudal tenures, cannot be attributed to this method of fighting since these changes 

antedate it.13   

 The rise of knighthood and its promotion differed somewhat in the different 

regions of Europe.  In France, the general impetus was for knighthood as an estate to 

move from the middle strata of society up.  According to Maurice Keen, initially, miles 

was used in charters “to distinguish men of very moderate means, whose families might 

hold perhaps a very small estate, from the greater men, counts and castellans who were 

                                                           
11 Flori, 171-172. 
12 Flori, 171. 
13 Flori, 172. 
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recognized as nobles.  Later, however, and very widely in France by the early twelfth 

century, we find these greater men also identifying themselves as milites.”14 In the 

twelfth century, the focal points of the spread of knighthood and chivalric ideals was at 

the courts of crown vassals.  In Germany, on the other hand, Jackson notes that “the use 

of the term Ritter, which corresponds to the Latin miles…does not become widely used 

for nobles in vernacular sources until the second half of the twelfth century, and 

particularly from about 1170 onwards.”15  He goes on to point out that “in Germany, the 

knightly status and the values of chivalry were promoted…at the topmost level, at the 

imperial court.”16  Because Danish kings were so heavily involved with the imperial court 

in Germany precisely during this period of Hohenstaufen rule, it should come as no 

surprise that the general impetus for knighthood in Denmark should come from the royal 

courts. 

Historians have hitherto paid very little attention to whether or not there were 

knights and cavalry warfare in twelfth century Denmark.  In his 1935 work on chivalry in 

Scandinavia, Karl-Erik Löfqvist argues that a warrior could only be considered a knight 

after having been dubbed and accepted into the aristocracy.  He would thus be considered 

part of the knightly class, and thus separate from other warriors.17  For Löfqvist, there 

were no Danish knights until the second half of the thirteenth century.  More recently, 

Rikke Agnete Olsen, in her article “Riddertid i Danmarks Middelalder,” has claimed that 

knights were not a reality in Denmark until the word knight denotes an aristocratic title as 

                                                           
14 Maurice Keen, Chivalry (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1984), 27. 
15 Jackson, “Knighthood,” 103. 
16 Jackson, “Knighthood,” 103. 
17 Karl-Erik Löfqvist, Om riddarväsen och frälse i nordisk medeltid. Studier rörande adelssåndets upkomst 

och tidigare utformining (Lund: H. Ohlssons boktryckeri, 1935): 2-3. 
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well as a heavily armed and mounted warrior.18  Like Löfqvist, she places the 

introduction of Danish knighthood in the mid to late thirteenth century.  Both of these 

studies focus almost exclusively on the charter material, and both authors consider miles 

to denote an aristocratic title that carries with it certain legal rights and privileges as well 

as duties.  Moreover, Löfqvist and Olsen consider Denmark to be isolated and culturally 

distinct from the rest of Europe.  By considering Denmark (or Scandinavia) in isolation, 

they fail to see that many political, economic, social, and cultural changes were occurring 

as a result of outside influence.  While it is true that the miles title does not show up on 

charters until fairly late, there are other factors that could explain its absence apart from 

the lack of a knightly class, a point that will be addressed below. 

The most recent historian to address this topic is Thomas Kristian Heebøll-Holm, 

in his article, “Priscorum quippe curialum [sic], qui et nunc militari censentur nomine.  

Riddere i Danmark i 1100-tallet.”  By using narrative and art historical sources rather 

than the diplomatica, Heebøll-Holm places the introduction of knighthood and chivalry in 

Denmark in the twelfth century.  In addition, by comparing Danish sources to foreign 

ones, and not considering Denmark in a vacuum, he is able to trace some of the 

influences on Danish knighthood, although he argues that the Danish sources represent a 

version of knighthood that fit within Nordic social parameters.19  Consequently, he 

continues to follow the assumption common to historians of medieval Denmark that there 

was a native aristocratic culture that was transformed by foreign influences, although he 

pushes that transformation back to the mid-twelfth century.  While Heebøll-Holm is 

                                                           
18 Rikke Agnete Olsen, “Riddertid i Danmarks Middelalder,” (Pré)publications 191 (2003): 18.  
19 Thomas Kristian Heebøll-Holm, “Priscorum quippe curialum, qui et nunc militari censentur nomine.  

Riddere i Danmark i 1100-tallet,” Historisk Tidsskrift 109, no. 1 (2009): 22.   
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correct in his assertion that knighthood was a reality in twelfth century Denmark, this 

dissertation argues that influences from continental Europe on aristocratic culture in 

Denmark had a much longer history that needs to be taken into account.  Certainly the 

cavalry burials of Danish aristocrats during the Viking Age discussed in Chapter 3 shows 

the symbolic importance of the horse in warfare was already shared between Danish and 

continental elites, a symbolism that was an important component of medieval 

knighthood.  

The first use of cavalry warfare by Danish warriors dates to the period of civil war 

in the mid-twelfth century, when questions over the succession to the throne caused the 

outbreak of armed conflict.  Denmark at this time did not have a purely hereditary 

monarchy in the sense that a son would necessarily follow his father on the throne.  

While much of the rest of Europe was relying on primogeniture to determine the next 

king, Danish kings were elected with candidates being generally confined to the members 

of the royal family.  Thus, there could be several contenders to the throne, including the 

sons, brothers, and nephews of the outgoing monarch.  With no clear system for 

determining royal successors, the potential for assassination and infighting was rife, and a 

major civil war did eventually break out in the early twelfth century.   

The seeds for war were actually sown in the late eleventh century, when Svein II 

Estridsen (r.1047-1076) died with no legitimate children.  He had, however, fathered 

some nineteen illegitimate ones, fifteen of whom were sons.  Five of these sons were 

kings in turn, but competing claims to the throne by their offspring, and the offspring of 

their siblings, would lead Denmark down the path to civil war (see Table 1).  Harald III, 

Svein’s oldest son, succeeded him to the throne but died without heirs in 1080.  His 
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brother, Cnut II, followed him but only reigned for six years.  He, along with another 

brother, was murdered in 1086, possibly in connection with an aborted plan to invade 

England and retake the English throne, although the exact motives are murky.20  Cnut II 

was married to Adela, daughter of Count Robert I of Flanders, but none of their three 

children, Cecelia, Ingrid, or Charles, sought to claim their father’s throne.21  Cnut II’s 

brother and successor, Olaf I Hunger, reigned from 1086 to 1095, but died without issue.  

A fourth brother, Erik I Evergood, followed Olaf, and reigned from 1095 until 1103, 

when he died while on pilgrimage to the Holy Land.  Erik I had one legitimate child, 

Cnut Lavard, as well as several illegitimate ones, including Erik (later Erik II the 

Memorable, r. 1134-1137), Harald Kesja, and Ragnhild (mother to Erik III Lamb, r. 

1137-1146).  The last of Svein Estridsen’s sons to succeed to the throne was Niels, who 

reigned from 1104 to 1134.   

 

Table 1.  Svein Estridsen and his family.  Kings and their reigns are in bold. 

                                                           
20 Ole Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vegne, 67-68. 

Svein Estridsen’s grandfather, uncle, and two cousins had ruled as kings of England until 1042, when the 

Anglo-Saxon dynasty reclaimed the throne under Edward the Confessor.  
21 Charles (the Good) became count of Flanders in 1119 following the death of his uncle, Robert II. 

Svein Estridsen, 

r. 1047-1076

Harald III 
Hen, r. 

1076-1080

Cnut II the 
Holy, r. 

1080-1086 
~ Adela of 
Flanders

Cecelia Ingrid Charles the 
Good

Magnus Svein, d. 
1097

Oluf I 
Hunger, r. 
1086-1095

Erik I the 
Evergood, 

r. 1095-
1103

Cnut 
Lavard, d. 

1131 ~ 
Ingeborg

Valdemar I 
the Great, 

r. 1157-
1182

Ragnhild

Erik III 
Lamb, r. 

1137-1146

Erik II the 
Memorable, 
r. 1134-1137

Svein III 
Grathe, r. 
1146-1157

Harald 
Kesja, d. 

1135

Oluf II, r. 
1143

Benedict, d. 
1086

Sigrid ~ 
Gottschalk

Henry

Svein, d. 
1104

Henry 
Skadelaar

Niels, r. 
1104-1134

Magnus the 
Strong, d. 

1134 ~ 
Richiza of 

Poland

Cnut III, r. 
1146-1157
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Civil war erupted during the reign of Niels, when his son, Magnus the Strong, 

murdered his cousin and potential rival for the throne, Cnut Lavard in 1131.  As already 

mentioned, there was no clear line of inheritance to the throne, so Cnut Lavard, son of the 

previous king, Erik Evergood, had just as much of a claim to the throne as his cousin 

Magnus, son of the current king.  After Cnut’s murder, his two half-brothers Erik (later 

Erik II the Memorable, r. 1134-1137) and Harald Kesja, rebelled against Niels and 

Magnus, and sought to overthrow them.22  During the course of the war, Magnus was 

killed at the Battle of Fotevik in 1134, fighting against his cousin, Erik II.23  Fotevik 

marked a decisive defeat for Niels and his supporters, and he fled to the town of Slesvig 

in southern Jutland (Map 8), where he was murdered by the burghers a few weeks later.24  

Erik II emerged as the victor of this round of fighting, but his success was short-lived.  

He was assassinated by Plov,25 in 1137.26  He was followed on the throne by his nephew, 

Erik III, who had only reigned for two years when his cousin, Oluf Haraldsen, a son of 

Erik III’s mother’s brother, Harald Kesja, sought the throne for himself.  Oluf Haraldsen 

successfully declared himself king in Scania, from which he led attacks on Zealand.  In a 

counterattack, Erik III and his forces defeated and killed Oluf in a battle near 

Helsingborg.27  Erik reigned peacefully until his death in 1146. 

                                                           
22 Chronicon Roskildense, 27. 
23 Chronicon Roskildense, 29.  
24 Saxo, 13, 11, 14. 
25 The identity of Plov is obscure. 
26 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vegne,132. 
27 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vegne, 134. 
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Map 8.  Map showing locations of sites related to the civil war. 

 

Despite the brief peace of Erik III’s reign, the civil war continued when two 

competing cousins claimed his throne in 1146.  The Jutes elected Cnut III, son of Magnus 

the Strong mentioned above.  For their part, the Scanians preferred Svein III Grathe, son 

of Erik II.  Denmark thus had two kings reigning over different parts of the country, and 

Denmark was once again plunged into a civil war lasting for twelve years.28  Zealand 

remained a bone of contention between both sides, and Cnut’s frequent attacks on the 

island led Valdemar, son of Cnut Lavard, who had been murdered by Cnut III’s father 

Magnus, to join with Svein Grathe.   Both sides, Cnut III on one and Svein Grathe and 

Valdemar on the other, sought the aid of German magnates, most notably Henry the Lion, 

                                                           
28 Chronicon Roskildense, 32. 
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duke of Saxony, Conrad III,29 and Frederick Barbarossa.  Frederick Barbarossa brokered 

a peace deal between the combatants in Merseburg in 1152, where Svein received the 

kingdom as a fief from the emperor.  Cnut renounced the title of king and his claims to 

the throne in exchange for lordship over Zealand.  Valdemar received the duchy of 

Jutland,30 which his father Cnut Lavard had also held as a vassal of the Danish king.  

Svein Grathe held the title of king, and Cnut and Valdemar were his vassals. 

Peace, once again, was short-lived, as both Cnut and Valdemar did not consider 

Svein to have held up his end of the bargain.  Valdemar abandoned Svein Grathe, 

switching sides to join with Cnut, and both men were declared king in Viborg in 1154.  

Svein sought aid in Saxony, and he received the necessary military support to continue 

the battle.  In light of this development, the Danish bishops and magnates sought to put 

an end to the fighting, and they decided that the kingdom should be divided into three 

parts, with each king ruling freely within his own region.31  Svein would receive Scania, 

Cnut, Zealand and Funen, and Valdemar, Jutland.  As the Roskilde Chronicle notes, 

however, it was a “treacherous alliance and a false peace.”32  The three parties met in 

Roskilde in 1157 to discuss and verify their pact, with a feast to mark the success of their 

agreements.  This feast, since known as the Bloodfeast of Roskilde, was marked by 

violence and bloodshed.  Cnut was killed, but Valdemar, although wounded, was able to 

escape with his life.33  Svein’s treachery sparked renewed hostility and warfare, which 

would finally come to an end at the Battle of Grathe Heath, with the final defeat of Svein.  

                                                           
29 Conrad III was never actually crowned emperor, and styled himself “King of the Romans.” 
30 Otto of Freising, 118. 
31 Chronicon Roskildense, 33. 
32 “Et facta sunt fedus fictum et pax falsa.” 

Chronicon Roskildense, 33. 
33 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vegne, 138-39. 
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Svein fled the battle, but was killed by peasants who discovered him after his horse was 

sucked into a bog.34  With Svein’s defeat and subsequent death, Valdemar emerged as the 

sole victor, who once again reunited Denmark under one king. 

Danes first began using cavalry warfare on the European model during the course 

of this long and bloody civil war.  It is clear from several sources that the Danish armies 

did not use mounted warriors before the war broke out in the 1130s.  For example, 

Geoffrey of Monmouth, in his Historia Regnum Brittaniae, or History of the Kings of 

Britain, mentions that the kings and princes of Britain and Europe were to provide armed 

men to the court of King Arthur.  Most of Arthur’s allies promised the knight’s service 

that was due from them.  Geoffrey notes, however, that the “kings of the other islands, 

inasmuch as they had not yet taken up with the custom of having knights, promised foot 

soldiers as many as were due from them, so that out of the six islands, to wit, Ireland, 

Iceland, Gothland, the Orkneys, Norway, and Denmark, were numbered six score 

thousand.”35  This particular passage is notable for two reasons.  First, because Geoffrey 

completed his work sometime between 1123 and January 1139,36 it provides a terminus 

post quem for the adoption of knighthood in Denmark.  Although he was ostensibly 

writing a mythical history of Britain, certain aspects of the work represent contemporary 

reality for when it was written.  Thus, place names were ones which were familiar to 

                                                           
34 Fenger, Kirker rejses alle vegne, 141. 
35 “At reges ceterarum insularum, quoniam non duxerant in morem milites habere, pedites quot quisque 

debebat promittunt, ita ut ex sex insulis, uidelicet Hiberniae, Islandiae, Godlandiae, Oradum, Noruegiae 

atque Daciae, sexies xx milia essent annumerata.”  

Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain: An Edition and Translation of the De gestis 

Britorum [Historia Regum Britanniae], ed Michael D. Reeve and trans. Neil Wright (Woodbridge: The 

Boydell Press, 2007), 162.522-525. 
36 Michael D. Reeve, introduction to Geoffrey of Monmouth, The History of the Kings of Britain: An 

Edition and Translation of the De gestis Britorum [Historia Regum Britanniae], ed Michael D. Reeve and 

trans. Neil Wright (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2007), vii. 
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Geoffrey’s audience, who would know that certain outlying regions of Europe were not 

yet practicing mounted combat.  Secondly, the presence of Denmark in a list that includes 

Ireland and other parts of the Scandinavian world shows that these regions were already 

integrated with the rest of Europe to the extent that it was conceivable that Arthur would 

enter into an alliance with them.  These lands were important enough for Arthur to 

include in a joint venture against Rome, and they were powerful enough that they could 

render military aid.  

Danish sources also provide evidence that the Danes had not fully adopted cavalry 

warfare by the 1130’s, although its usefulness was becoming increasingly obvious even 

before that period.  Saxo Grammaticus, for example, describes an incident that occurred 

in the 1120’s during the reign of Niels.  His sister, Sigrid, had married an Obotrite prince, 

Gottschalk, and their son, Henry, threatened Denmark’s southern border at Slesvig.  Saxo 

claims that Henry was violently pressing his claims for his share of his mother’s 

inheritance, which Niels had been withholding.  To defend the border Niels called up the 

naval levy and sailed south, where he had given orders to Eliv, who was the prefect in 

Slesvig, to meet up with cavalry, because “the Danes had not yet learned to use cavalry 

when waging war abroad.”37  As Heebøll-Holm notes, this statement seems to imply that 

Danes did in fact use cavalry in domestic wars.  Saxo, however, does not mention any use 

of cavalry in early wars.38  What is clear, however, is that the adoption of mounted 

combat was incomplete at this time.       

                                                           
37 “Eliuo Slesuicensis prefecture uiro equestres obuiam sibi copias ductare iusso.  Necdum enim Dani 

externas obequitando pugnas conficere nouerant.”  Saxo, 13, 2, 1. 
38 Heebøll-Holm, 43n82. 
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It should be noted that Saxo’s vocabulary is often quite complicated.  For 

example, he is not always clear in his use of the word miles.  Because he uses many 

classical Latin sources, his word choice does not always reflect medieval Latin.  He often 

uses miles to indicate warriors in general, although he does seem familiar with its 

medieval meaning of “knight.” 39  Nevertheless, it is possible to differentiate combatants 

on foot from those on horseback.  For example, in his discussion of a battle at Viborg in 

Jutland between Svein and Valdemar on one side and Cnut on the other, Saxo mentions 

that Cnut placed a few horsemen (equites) in the middle of the footsoldiers (pedites).40  

Later, he refers to Valdemar’s plan of putting footsoldiers against footsoldiers, and using 

the cavalry to attack the flanks and from the back.41  When describing the final battle 

between Valdemar and Svein, Saxo uses the word milites, in reference to Valdemar’s 

warriors who are mounted and equipped with lances.42  In the very next section, he again 

switches over to the term equites.43   In these two passages, Saxo is using the term milites 

to mean those he also called equites; he is using the two terms interchangeably.  This 

reflects the contemporary idea, mentioned above, that true warriors were mounted.  Since 

Saxo completed his work at the turn of the thirteenth century, this idea had clearly taken 

hold in Denmark by this time.   

By the last phase of the war, which began in 1146 when the combatants were 

Cnut, Svein, and Valdemar, Danes were fighting on horseback.  There are numerous 

literary examples of cavalry warfare being integral to the progression of the war, even 

                                                           
39 Heebøll-Holm, 41. 
40 “Kanutum cum paucis equitibus peditum medium faciunt.”  Saxo, 14, 4, 4. 
41 “Is siquidem pedites peditibus opponendos, latera autem et terga ab equitibus incessenda docurat.”   

Saxo, 14, 4, 5. 
42 Saxo, 14, 19, 13. 
43 Saxo, 14, 19, 14. 
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before it was fully adopted by the Danes.  One instance, referred to above, occurred when 

Niels had ordered the prefect in Slesvig, Eliv, to meet up with cavalry for the prosecution 

of Niels’s feud with his nephew, Henry Gottschalksen.44  At the battle of Fotevik, Erik II 

was victorious because of his cavalry forces.  The footsoldiers of the opposing force quite 

simply fled at the sight of the advancing mounted knights.45  In a later phase of the war, 

as mentioned above, when Valdemar and Svein Grathe fought Cnut at Viborg, Svein’s 

battle formation consisted of footsoldiers arranged with horsemen on either side.46  Yet 

another example comes from the final battle of the war, when Valdemar and Svein 

Grathe faced each other at Grathe Heath in 1157.  According to Saxo, when the two 

armies were about to join in battle, a fence blocked the advance of both armies.  Neither 

side’s cavalry dared to clear the fence because of the sharp poles sticking up from it, so 

Valdemar’s footsoldiers knocked it down, allowing the battle to commence.47  From this 

passage, it is clear that none of the cavalrymen even considered dismounting and fighting 

with the footsoldiers.  By this point, the mounted cavalry charge was an essential part of 

elite warfare.  From all of these examples, it is clear that all sides in the war recognized 

the superiority of mounted combat and availed themselves of the use of cavalry.   

Historians have usually assumed that these mounted warriors were German 

knights, most likely mercenaries.  Without a doubt, German troops did play an important 

role in the war.  For example, when Erik II was besieging a castle outside of Roskilde on 

Zealand in 1133, he went to a group of Saxons living in Roskilde for help in using 

                                                           
44 Saxo, 13, 2, 1. 
45 “Sed inter eundum aduentanitis equitatus fragore perculsa incessum ad fugam conuertit.” Saxo, 13, 11, 8. 
46 “Proxime eis ab utroque latere equites iungit, mox hostium terga pressuros.”  Saxo, 14, 4, 5. 
47 “Congressuris sepes frugum ambitrix obstabat, quam neutro equitatu propter palorum eminentia acumina 

transcendere presumente Waldemari pedites disiicere aggressi pugne principium ediderunt.”  Saxo, 14, 19, 

14. 
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catapults.  According to Saxo, the Danes were still beginners in the art of war and had 

little understanding of that type of warfare.48  It is not clear from the text just who these 

Saxons were, but they clearly had some sort of military acumen if they were able to teach 

Erik about the use of siege warfare machines.  Also, an entry in the annals of Erfurt (in 

Thuringia) gives a detailed description of the battle at Fotevik in 1134 between Erik II 

and Magnus.  The chronicler mentions that Erik had in his forces three hundred brave 

German knights, who were instrumental in his victory.49  In a later phase of the war, Saxo 

relates that Valdemar faced off against some Saxon knights who were fighting under 

Cnut III’s banners.50  After a battle between Svein and Cnut, which ended in victory for 

Svein, Saxo says that “the Saxons, who were more familiar with waging war, made use of 

their cavalry training; they repeatedly turned about and were attacking the victors who 

drove them back, so that it appeared as an organized retreat accomplished not without 

order and control.”51  Saxo mentions one knight in particular, Folrad, who was slain in 

this battle.  When he was thrown from his horse, he begged to be taken captive, but could 

not find anyone willing to do so.  The rest of the German troops were slaughtered after 

they had sought refuge in a nearby town.  Svein and his men had decided beforehand not 

to spare any on the losing side, “both because they hated Germans, and because they had 

experienced that those who had been captured in the previous war and been allowed to 

                                                           
48 “Idem cum Ericus magna Sialandensium manu per obsidionem clausisset uallique firmioribus obstaculis 

conatus suos admodum interpellari uideret, a Saxonibus, qui Roskyldie degebant, tormentorum artifcia 

mutuatus domesticas uires externis cumulauit ingeniis.  Quippe nostri rerum adhuc militarium rudes raro 

talium usu callebant.”  Saxo, 13,9,6. 
49 “cum CCC militibus Teutonicis fortissimis” S. Petri Erphesfurtensis auctarium et continuatio Chronici 

Ekkehardi, in Monumenta Erphesfurtensia, ed. Oswald Holder-Egger, MGH, Scriptores rerum 

Germanicarum in usum scholarum separatim editi 42 (Hannover, 1899), 40. 
50 Saxo, 14, 5, 8. 
51 “Saxones uero, quibus agitatio militaris familiarior erat, equestri exercitatione usi crebro equorum reiectu 

uictoribus insultabant, ita fugam moderantes, ut eam non sine ordine et regimine dirigere uiderentur.”  

Saxo, 14, 5, 9. 
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ransom themselves were enemies again.”52  This statement makes it clear that German 

knights were active in the earlier phases of the war between Niels and Svein, along with 

fighting in this one.  Moreover, the Danes were familiar with the common chivalric 

practice of taking prisoners and holding them for ransom rather than just killing them 

outright, and apparently had done so earlier.  Chivalry, however, gave way to brutality 

and practicality, so that Svein would not have to face the same knights yet again, if he 

allowed them to buy their freedom. That German troops featured so heavily in the battle 

accounts is hardly surprising considering that all sides consistently sought aid from the 

German courts, which had long cultivated cavalry warfare.      

 Although German mercenary knights formed a part, possibly even the majority, of 

the mounted troops during the civil war period in Denmark, one should not suppose that 

knights were unknown in Denmark.  As explained above, historians commonly believe 

that the rise of knighthood did not occur in Denmark until the mid-thirteenth century 

when the word miles began to show up in charters as a designation.  There are, however, 

two mentions of the knighting ceremony in Danish annals that stand in sharp contrast to 

this theory.  The first dates to 1187/8, when Duke Valdemar of Jutland, the younger 

brother of King Knud VI (and future King Valdermar II) was knighted “with great 

solemnity” at Roskilde.53  The second instance occurred in 1202, with the knighting of 

the king’s nephew, and later vassal, Count Albert of Orlamünde.  The annals mention that 

                                                           
52 “Condixerant enim uictores nemini parcere deuictorum, tum Saxonum odio, tum quia proximo bello 

captos et a se redimendi potestate donatos denuo hostes experti fuissent.” 

Saxo, 14, 5, 9. 
53 “1188. Dux Valdemarus factus miles a fratre rege cum magna solemnitate Roskildiae.” Annales 1095-

1194, in Danmarks Middelalderlige Annaler, ed. Erik Kroman (Copenhagen: Selskabet for Udgivelse af 

Kilder til dansk Historie, 1979), 308.  Other annals to note this event include the Annales Lundensis for 

1188, Annales Valdemarii for 1187, Annales Sorani vet. for 1188, Chronica Sialandia for 1188, and 

Annales Ryenses for 1188.   
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in that same year, Valdemar II was crowned king of Denmark, and it is very likely that 

the two events happened in conjunction with each other.54  It was in fact quite common in 

medieval Europe for a coronation celebration to be the occurrence of the young nobility 

being dubbed to knighthood.55  The princely courts of Europe often imitated each other in 

terms of ceremonial so as to be at the forefront of fashion,56 and the Danish court would 

have been no different.   

The dubbing ceremony tended to follow a similar pattern throughout the various 

courts of Europe.  As Aldo Scaglione points out, “The ceremonial dubbing of knights, 

widely practiced from early in the twelfth century, was more than a ritual: it 

picturesquely symbolized a set of mental attitudes which related to the practical functions 

of knighthood, and it also marked the official recognition of a special status for these 

mounted soldiers.”57  One example likely similar to the knighting of Duke Valdemar 

comes from John of Marmoutier.  In his Chronicle of the Counts of Anjou, he includes a 

description of the knighting of Geoffrey of Anjou in 1128 in Rouen which occurred on 

the eve of his wedding to Matilda, the daughter of Henry I of England.  While this 

ceremony took place some sixty years before the earliest Danish mention, John’s account 

itself is roughly contemporary with Valdemar’s dubbing ceremony.  Although the 

historical accuracy of the report cannot be verified, it is reasonable to assume that by the 

time John wrote his Chronicle, such a protocol for elevation to knighthood did exist.58  

                                                           
54 “Coronatus est W[aldemarus] secundus in regem.  Comes Albertus miles factus est.”  Annales 

Valdemarii, in Danmarks Middelalderlige Annaler, ed. Erik Kroman (Copenhagen: Selskabet for 

Udgivelse af Kilder til dansk Historie, 1979), 77.  Albert of Orlamünde’s knighting is also mentioned in the 

Annales Sorani vet. and the Annales Ryenses.  
55 Keen, 79. 
56 Keen, 70. 
57 Aldo Scaglione, Knights at Court: Courtliness, Chivalry, & Courtesy from Otttonian Germany to the 

Italian Renaissance (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 18.  
58 Bumke, 235. 
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Also, as Keen explains, lords sought to emulate each other in ceremonious knighting, 

which ensured a large degree of similarity within the ceremonial.59  Thus it is likely that 

the two events would have been fairly similar.  According to John, the ceremony began 

with Geoffrey taking a ceremonial bath, after which he was clothed in a cloth of gold 

tunic and purple cloth.  He was then escorted into the presence of King Henry, where his 

heels were affixed with gold spurs.  He also received a shield emblazoned with lions, and 

the king girded him with a splendid sword, said to have been forged by Weland.  Thirty 

young companions of Geoffrey were made knights at the same time, and Henry gifted 

them with horses and arms.  The occasion was further marked by a week of feasts and 

tournaments.60   

The knighting ceremony itself was a fusion of both secular and religious motifs.  

Initially, the delivery of arms was a purely secular rite, with connections to Late 

Antiquity and the Germanic custom of delivering arms to mark a young man’s 

achievement of his majority.61  By the High Middle Ages, according to Keen, “Delivery 

of arms and knighthood…seem to be linked by common connections both with the 

achievement of majority and admission into a war band or military following…[and] both 

carry connotations of status.”62  The dubbing ceremony, however, also came to be 

associated with an ecclesiastical rite.  The ecclesiastical strand in dubbing to knighthood 

is based on the rite for the blessing of a warrior’s sword, which likely originated in the 

Carolingian struggles against Viking, Saracen, and Hungarian invaders of the eighth and 

                                                           
59 Keen, 70. 
60 John of Marmoutier, Historia Gaufredi Ducis Normannorum et Comitis Andegavorum, in Chroniques 

des comtes d’Anjou et des seigneurs d’Amboise, eds. Louis Halphen and René Poupardin (Paris: ), 179-180: 

Keen, 64-65. 
61 Keen, 66. 
62 Keen, 67. 
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ninth centuries.  The ceremonial attached to making a new knight thus had both religious 

and secular social significance.63   

Mass knightings were also quite popular in Europe from the beginning of the 

twelfth century, so quite likely Valdemar and Albert entered knighthood along with a 

group of other aspirants who had fostered with them.  As Keen explains, mass knightings 

“offered a means of solidifying, through the impact of ample and striking ceremony, ties 

based in fosterage in the same household, and of laying the foundations at the same time 

for the future war band of a lord’s heir.”64  Since Cnut VI was childless, Valdemar was in 

fact his brother’s heir, and, as duke of Jutland, he was an important lord in his own right.  

It would hardly be surprising if the men who made up his inner circle were knighted at 

the same time.  A coronation was a great ceremonious event in and of itself, so it is quite 

likely that Albert of Orlamünde was also knighted along with other young nobles of the 

Danish court.65  Furthermore, although Olsen has dismissed these accounts as empty 

rituals and ceremonial with no meaning in Denmark,66 it should be noted that a new 

knight gained honor and prestige by being knighted by a great lord.  As Keen points out, 

“to receive knighthood from a lord of particular standing associated the recipient with 

that lord’s [honor] and dignity.”67  Thus, Henry II of England sought knighthood from the 

King of Scotland and Henry, son of the Count of Champagne, was sent to the Byzantine 

emperor, Manuel Comnenus, to receive knighthood from the emperor himself.68  

Albrecht of Orlamünde hailed from Thuringia in central Germany, where knighthood was 

                                                           
63 Keen, 71-73. 
64 Keen, 69. 
65 Michael H. Gelting, “Sea-Warriors into Knights: Knighthood in Denmark in the Thirteenth Century,” 

(paper, 42nd Annual International Medieval Congress, Kalamazoo, MI, May 2007). 
66 Olsen, 19. 
67 Keen, 68. 
68 Keen, 68-69. 
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already well established.  Despite his family ties to the Danish royal house, he would 

hardly have chosen to be knighted by Valdemar II if the associative honor of the Danish 

king had not added to his prestige.         

Aside from the fact that they are the earliest evidence for the dubbing ceremony in 

Denmark, the two instances mentioned above are notable for other reasons as well.  First, 

the annals make no mention of knighthood or the knighting ceremony as an unusual or 

new occurrence in any way.  They are noteworthy because they involve the royal family, 

but if such an event had never happened in Denmark before, one would suppose that the 

very novelty of it would also have been remarked upon and that the concept would have 

needed to be explained.  Secondly, the phrasing of the entries is indicative of Danish 

monks using the latest terminology.  All of the annals consistently use the expressions 

miles fieri or miles factus, which denotes the idea that Valdemar and Albert of 

Orlamünde “became” or “were made” knights.  Flori has shown that this terminology 

appeared first in France in the tenth century, in the Anglo-Norman domains in the 

eleventh, and in Flanders and the German empire in the twelfth.  Moreover, these 

expressions occur far more frequently in France and Flanders than in Germany in the 

twelfth century.69 Danish annalists followed the most modern trends in knightly ideology, 

and they were clearly up-to-date with the developments in knighthood and the knighting 

ceremony that were occurring in the rest of Europe.  The courts of Cnut VI and Valdemar 

II would likely have been just as knowledgeable.   

                                                           
69 In the German Empire, this terminology represents sixteen percent (6/36) of all the named knightings, in 

the Anglo-Norman domains, thirty-eight percent (12/31), in Flanders, forty-eight percent (14/29), and in 

France fifty-seven percent (20/35).  Jean Flori, “Les origines de l’adoubement chevaleresque: Étude des 

remises d’armes et du vocabulaire qui les exprime dans les sources historiques latines jusqu’au début du 

XIIIe siècle,” Traditio 35 (1979): 269. 
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Lastly, the 1202 dubbing of Albert of Orlamünde is noteworthy also because it 

likely occurred in conjunction with the coronation of Valdermar II and a tournament.  In 

the archiepiscopal city of Lund in Scania, archaeologists uncovered a frieze made of tin 

that included two knights in a tourney outside the gates of a castle, dating to c. 1200.  The 

shield of each rider sports a heraldic device, and Rikard Holmberg has suggested that the 

tin frieze was a souvenir from a tourney held in Lund or an emblem worn on the helmet 

of one of the tourney participants.70  Ernst Verwohlt has argued that such a tourney was 

likely held during the coronation celebration of Valdemar II, who was crowned in Lund 

in 1202.  Furthermore, the frieze not only proves that tourneys were being held in 

Denmark at this time, but that the kingdom also took part in and understood the 

symbolism of medieval knightly culture.71  Tournaments were not only a key venue for 

knightly training and an exhibition of knightly skills, they were also important for 

generalizing the standards and rituals of European chivalry.72  

Surviving artwork is another important source for the presence of knighthood in 

Denmark and its military techniques.  Non-Danish art historical sources have long been 

used in the study of military arms and their uses.  One example is the Bayeux Tapestry of 

the late eleventh century (Figure 6).  This tapestry depicts the events leading up to the 

Norman Conquest of England in 1066, from the death of Edward the Confessor, king of 

England to the Battle of Hastings, where the Normans defeated and killed the last Anglo-

Saxon king of England, Harold Godwinson.  Duke William of Normandy became 

William the Conqueror, the first of the Anglo-Norman kings.  Part of the historical 

                                                           
70 Ernst Verwohlt, “Turneringer og ridderspil i Norden,” Heraldisk Tidsskrift 39 (1979): 432. 
71 Verwohlt, 433. 
72 Keen, 83. 
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significance of the Bayeux Tapestry is its depiction of fully armed knights in battle, 

including both their defensive and offensive arms.  The defensive arms of a knight first 

and foremost included the shield.  The most common type for the twelfth century was 

oblong in shape and pointed at the base.   A knight would hang the shield from his neck 

when riding and would hold it in front of him on his left arm while charging.  Norman 

knights holding this type of shield are portrayed in the Bayeux Tapestry, testifying to 

their early use and diffusion by the Normans73 

 
Figure 6. Norman knights fight Anglo-Saxon footsoldiers at the Battle of Hastings. Bayeux Tapestry (late 11th century).74 

In contrast, Viking shields, known from artwork and archaeological finds, were round 

and had a central boss (Figure 7).  The Anglo-Saxon footsoldiers in Figure 1 carry similar 

round shields. 

                                                           
73 Flori, “Knightly Society,” 173. 
74 Image in the public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia Commons, 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BayeuxTapestryScene52b.jpg (accessed January 13, 2014). 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BayeuxTapestryScene52b.jpg
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Figure 7. Illustration of round, embossed Viking shields.75 

Danish church murals in Jutland dating to the twelfth and thirteenth centuries provide 

more evidence of the widespread use of cavalry in this period.  These murals depict 

knights fighting on horseback clad in armor and using weapons typical of knights for the 

time period.   Figure 8 features knights fighting on horseback in hand-to-hand combat.  

Each knight holds one of the oblong shields typical for the period, and similar in style to 

the ones on the Bayeux Tapestry.  One of the shields, on the right, is decorated with bars, 

potentially signifying a heraldic device.  The combatant on the left, holding his shield on 

his right arm to protect himself, beheads his opponent with a powerful blow from his 

longsword and cleaves the head in two.  The sword he uses is typical of the twelfth 

century, as can be seen when comparing them to those in the illumination of the Battle of 

Gilboa from the Winchester Bible (Figure 9).  The swords in both the Ål frieze and the 

Winchester Bible are fitted with cross-guards that curve toward the point of the blade, a 

feature that developed in the period between c. 1150 and 1250.76   

                                                           
75 Image of the Drakkar shields from Noveau Larousse Ilustré (Paris: Librairie Larousse: 1897) in the 

public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia Commons, 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Drakkar_%28Larousse_-_detail_-_shields%29_A_Brun.jpg 

(accessed January 13, 2014). 
76 Ian Peirce, “The Development of the Medieval Sword c. 850-1300,” in The Ideals and Practice of 

Medieval Knighthood III, Papers from the Fourth Strawberry Hill Conference 1988, eds. Christopher 

Harper-Bill and Ruth Harvey (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 1990), 150. 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Drakkar_%28Larousse_-_detail_-_shields%29_A_Brun.jpg
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Figure 8.  Cavalry battle frieze.  Mural from Ål Church in southern Jutland (late 12th century).  Photo: Maria R. D. Corsi 

 

 

Figure 9.  The Battle of Gilboa.  Winchester Bible (c. 1160-1180).77 

 

Figure 10 likewise features a close-up of two knights fighting hand to hand.  The oblong 

and colorful shields are held up protectively, while the combatants hack away at each 

                                                           
77 Image of the Winchester Bible reprinted by permission from Manuscript Miniatures, 

http://manuscriptminiatures.com/4670/14886/ (accessed January 13, 2014). 

http://manuscriptminiatures.com/4670/14886/
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other with their swords.  These swords also feature the curved cross guards typical of the 

High Middle Ages.   

 

 

Figure 10. Cavalry battle frieze.  Mural from Ål Church in southern Jutland (late 12th century).  Photo: Maria R. D. Corsi 

 

 

Figure 11.  Cavalry battle frieze.  Mural from Ål Church in southern Jutland (late 12th century).  Photo: Maria R. D. 
Corsi 

 

Figure 11 depicts another close quarter combat scene, in which the combatant on 

the right’s body tumbles from his horse after he has been beheaded.  One gets a sense of 
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the mighty force of the blow, delivered with the power of both horse and rider necessary 

to cut deep into the skull, pulling the head from the body and lifting it into the air.  The 

shields are oblong, and the swords have the disk pommels and curved cross-guards 

depicted in the other scenes.  The victor’s high saddle is also visible, and saddles of this 

type were important for the stability of the knight as he charged and connected with the 

enemy.78  

 

 

Figure 12.  Cavalry battle frieze.  Mural from Ål Church in southern Jutland (late 12th century).  Photo: Maria R. D. 
Corsi 

 

 The last image from the Ål frieze, Figure 12, depicts a knight carrying a lance, 

rather than a sword.  His shield in front of him on his left arm, and he holds the lance 

underhanded in his right hand.  Lance at the ready, he charges his enemy, of whom only 

the shield is still visible in the painting.  The way in which he holds the lance 

                                                           
78 Heebøll-Holm, 38. 
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(underhanded and in his right hand) is very similar to the way the Norman knights are 

portrayed with their lances in the Bayeux Tapestry (Figure 6).   

 

 
Figure 13.  Armored knights on horseback. Mural from Vellev Church in eastern Jutland (1175-1200).79 

 

Figure 13 is from Vellev Church in eastern Jutland and dates from 1175-1200.  

This mural features two knights on horseback, one equipped with a sword and the other a 

lance.  Their shields are decorated with horizontal bars, a heraldic device similar to the 

vertical bars seen in the Ål frieze (Figure 8).  The knight equipped with the lance holds it 

in his right hand, above his head, a position also seen in the Bayeux Tapestry (Figure 6).  

As Heebøll-Holm notes, this way of using the lance is an older technique, and this image 

                                                           
79 Photo from Vellev Church reprinted by permission from kalkmalerier.dk, http://kalkmalerier.dk/ 

(accessed January 13, 2014). 

http://kalkmalerier.dk/
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seems to indicate that this way of fighting was still in use.  He argues that “it does not 

necessarily indicate that Denmark was behind the times militarily from the rest of 

Europe, since this use of the lance continued as long as cavalry played a role in 

warfare.”80      

 

  

Figure 14. Cavalry frieze from Højen Church in eastern Jutland (c. 1200).81 

 

The final mural that will be considered is a battle frieze from Højen Church, in 

eastern Jutland, dating to c. 1200 (Figure 14).  Once again, the knights carry kite-shaped 

shields on their left arms, holding them in front of their bodies while engaged in combat.  

Their shields are decorated with heraldic markings, including vertical bars and what 

appears to be a crown.  Their lances, which are couched, are also adorned with banners 

carrying the same heraldry as their shields.82  Axel Bolvig has argued that the knight on 

the far left is riding his horse side-saddle, as a woman would, and that the markings on 

his shield potentially depict a Thor’s hammer.83  Heebøll-Holm refutes both of these 

                                                           
80 Heebøll-Holm, 39. 
81 Photo of the Højen Church cavalry frieze reprinted by permission from Stig Alenäs, “Kalkmålningar,” by 

Stig Alenäs, http://kalkmalningar.blogspot.se/ (accessed January 13, 2014). 
82 Heebøll-Holm, 38. 
83 Axel Bolvig, Politikens bog om Danmarks kalkmalerier (Copenhagen: Politikens Forlag A/S, 2002), 109. 

http://kalkmalningar.blogspot.se/
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claims.  He sees the protrusion that Bolvig considers to be a second leg as merely a long 

flap from his surcoat.84  Considering that there is no knee or foot delineated on this so-

called second leg, as there clearly is on the first, Heebøll-Holm is likely correct in his 

assertion.  It would also be next to impossible to fight effectively from such a position, 

since both the stirrups and the saddle were crucial to a knight’s stability and the 

effectiveness of his blows in combat.  As to Bolvig’s other claim that the shield markings 

represent a Thor’s hammer, Heebøll-Holm argues that they could just as easily be now 

unknown heraldic symbols, like the bars and the crown carried by the opposing knights.85  

This explanation seems much more plausible, since the markings bear only the most 

superficial resemblance to such an image.  Nevertheless, the mural beautifully illustrates 

the use of the couched lance in the European manner, as well as depicting typical 

defensive weaponry, such as the oblong shield.           

As these images from the Danish church murals show, Denmark followed the 

trends in European warfare in terms of arms and combat style.  The shields are kite-

shaped, similar to those visible on the Bayeux Tapestry and in the Winchester Bible, 

rather than round as had been in use by the Danes during the Viking Age.  The swords 

are typical of those for the mid-twelfth century on, and are very like the ones illustrated 

in the Winchester Bible.  Also, lances, the quintessential weapon of the medieval knight, 

are visible in the depictions.  With the exception of Figure 8, the numerous action scenes 

show mounted warriors attacking with their couched lances, a battle technique that was 

common to knightly warfare across the rest of Europe by the twelfth century.   

                                                           
84 Heebøll-Holm, 39. 
85 Heebøll-Holm, 39. 
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 Moreover, the fact that these scenes were painted in churches, indicates that the 

parishioners would have some familiarity with the type of warfare being depicted.  As 

Bolvig points out, the many battle scenes depicted in Jutland’s churches are found on the 

north walls.  This placement is noteworthy, since male parishioners would sit on the 

benches along the south walls, and the murals would thus be in the direct line of sight of 

the men.86  Men would have been the ones to actively participate in warfare, and for the 

murals to have any meaning for the viewers, they would need to have been familiar with 

that type of military action.  Whether these parishioners would have had the economic 

and social resources necessary to be knights themselves is an open question.87  The 

frequent warfare related to the struggle for the throne, meant, however, that they would 

have known what a knight was and how he fought.  The images, combined with the 

written evidence, all point to the presence of mounted cavalry in twelfth century 

Denmark.        

 The dubbing of Valdermar II and that of his young cousin, Albrecht of Orlamünde 

might have been the first written accounts of Danes being knighted, but, as discussed 

above, knighthood was not unknown in Denmark at this time.  Rather, Danish warriors 

likely adopted it in the first half of the twelfth century, during the civil war period.  

Evidence from Danish court circles provide clues for its introduction.  Svein Grathe and 

Cnut III were part of a network that included the Hohenstaufen imperial court in 

Germany.  Svein himself had been fostered at the court of Conrad III, and according to 

                                                           
86 Bolvig, 108. 
87 Erik Ulsig has calculated on the basis of King Valdemar’s Cadaster that on Falster, in the mid-thirteenth 

century, there were sixty-six herremænd (lords’ men) for the twenty-seven parishes on the island, or two to 

three herremænd per parish.  The herremænd were those who were exempt from taxation by law in 

exchange for providing military service.  While Ulsig does acknowledge that this density might have been 

exceptional, it does give a sense of the number of men who would have been militarily active.  Erik Ulsig, 

Danmark 900-1300: Kongemagt og samfund (Aarhus: Aarhus Universitetsforlag, 2011), 104.   
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Saxo, in his youth he had “served in Emperor Conrad’s household to learn the art of 

war.”88  A charter from the court of Conrad corroborates this account: in 1142, Svein 

witnessed Conrad’s confirmation charter for the privileges of the monastery of 

Ranshofen.89  Svein was born c. 1125/7, so at the time of the charter he would have been 

between fifteen and seventeen years old, which would have been a typical age for 

military training for the period.  Svein himself references their long standing relationship 

in a letter from 1151 when he asks for Conrad’s aid against his enemies.90  In addition, 

Saxo relates that when Frederick Barbarossa was newly made emperor, he wrote to Svein 

asking him to come to the imperial court, reminding him of their old friendship from their 

days serving together under Conrad.91  Otto of Freising also relates that as a youth, 

Frederick Barbarossa was trained in military sports.92  Barbarossa was born in 1122, 

which would make him just a few years older than Svein, making it extremely likely that 

they trained together.  As Jackson notes, fosterage was “an important factor in the 

military training of youths, especially with the development of more elaborate forms of 

mounted combat that characterized chivalric warfare.”93   

Svein would have been introduced to the concept of knighthood and mounted 

combat while at Conrad’s court.  As early as 1127, Conrad and his brother Frederick 

(Barbarossa’s father) were promoting the knightly arts.  Otto of Freising relates that in 

this year they staged a tournament outside Würzburg.94  As mentioned above, 

                                                           
88 “Quippe Sueno adolescentie tempore militaris rei perdiscende gratia Conradi Cesaris clientelam 

ingressus,” Saxo, 14, 8, 1. 
89 DD 1:2, 83. 
90 DD 1: 2, 103. 
91 Saxo, 14, 8, 1. 
92 Otto of Freising, 44. 
93 W.H. Jackson, Chivalry in Twelfth-Century Germany: The Works of Hartmann von Aue (Cambridge: 

D.S. Brewer, 1994), 28. 
94 Otto of Freising, 31-32. 
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tournaments such as this one were important venues for knightly training and the 

diffusion of chivalric values, and knights came from far and wide to attend them.95  

Clearly, the military aspects of chivalric life were valued by the Hohenstaufen family, 

especially considering the contentious nature of tournaments in medieval Europe.  Both 

church and secular leaders issued prohibitions against them, with the pope in 1130 going 

so far as to deny Christian burial to any knight killed in a tournament.96  In 1139, when 

Henry the Proud, duke of both Bavaria and Saxony, challenged Conrad’s right to rule, 

Henry wanted to settle the question through trial by combat.97  In his biography of 

Albero, Archbishop of Triers (1131-1152), Balderich, writing shortly after Albero’s 

death, explains that after the Saxons had appointed the day and place for the trial, many 

thousands of knights from both sides met at Hersfeld. According to Balderich, 

Archbishop Albero, who had promised twenty knights, came with five hundred knights 

instead.  There he found Albert the younger, Archbishop of Mainz, “trying hard to 

escalate the incident into full-scale conflict.”98  Luckily, the issue was resolved 

peaceably, and Conrad kept the crown.99  The emphasis on knightly training would have 

featured heavily at Conrad’s court,100 likely throughout his reign.  This would have been 

the environment in which Svein learned the military arts, and, although none of the 

sources mention it, it is not outside the realm of possibility that Svein himself would have 

                                                           
95 Keen, 83. 
96 At the Council of Clermont.  Norman P. Tanner, ed., Decrees of the Ecumenical Councils, vol. 1, Nicaea 

I to Lateran V (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press, 1990), 200. 
97 Lothar III died in December, 1137.  He had designated his son-in-law, Henry the Proud as his heir.  

Conrad, however, was elected king in March 1138 and duly consecrated at Aachen.  Henry disputed 

Conrad’s ascension to the throne.  
98 Balderich, Deeds of Albero, 55. 
99 Balderick Deeds of Albero, 55. 
100 Jackson, “Knighthood and the Hohenstaufen Imperial Court,” 105. 
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been knighted while there.  Certainly he knew enough about the use of cavalry to include 

them in his battle plans against the other claimants to the throne. 

Valdemar I also had the qualities and skills of a knight.  For example, in his 

account of the civil war, Saxo describes an encounter between Valdemar and a group of 

Saxon knights who were fighting for his enemy.  Valdemar encountered these knights at 

a river that the Saxons were attempting to ford.  Valdemar rode against them, couched his 

lance and pointed it against one of the knights, and showed his military prowess by 

shattering it against him.  Once in the water, Valdermar faced four spears against him at 

the same time, causing his horse to rear up, but he was so splendid a rider that he was 

able to keep his seat on his horse.  A fifth spear lodged itself between his forehead and 

his helmet, but he was able to grab ahold of the shaft, break it, and pull it out.101  This 

incident shows that Valdemar had trained as a knight.  He was not only fighting on 

horseback, but he was also armed with a lance, the weapon of choice for mounted 

knights.  He knew how to use this weapon, since he held it couched and shattered it 

against his opponent, showing his prowess.  The greater the number of broken lances a 

knight had, the greater his fame and reputation,102 something to which Saxo draws 

attention.  Saxo himself not only knew enough about the knightly way of fighting to 

describe it in detail, but was also versed in the chivalric ideas surrounding fame and 

glory.  Also, in an earlier battle, Saxo gives Valdemar the credit for drawing up a battle 

plan that made good use of both footsoldiers and cavalry, giving Svein Grathe the victory 

                                                           
101 “Tunc Saxones ostentande uirtutis auidi, ne rebus locus officeret, equis uadum insiliunt. Waldemarus 

postquam id loci equitabile uidet, tamquam hostes transitu prohibiturus eo frenos conuertit, aduersoque 

cum eis equo concurrens impactam uni lanceam ingenuo militandi more perfregit.  Sed contra in ipso 

gurgite ita quaternis simul hastis excipitur, ut equus in clunes consideret, ipse tamen ob egregiam equitandi 

pertiam sella pelli nequiret.  Quintam inter frontem galeamque defixam adacto capulo collisam auulsit.” 

Saxo, 14, 5, 8. 
102 Baumke, 170. 
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against Cnut III at Viborg.  Valdemar had Svein’s footsoldiers opposing those of Cnut, 

and used the cavalry to attack the flanks and from the back.103  This incident likewise 

shows Valdemar’s training in cavalry warfare, since he was to be able to use mounted 

warriors effectively and decisively.   

Valdemar would have received this training, like most well-born boys of his day, 

under fosterage.  Valdemar’s foster father was Asser Rig, a member of the powerful 

Hvide family of Zealand, and arguably the wealthiest magnate of his day.  Valdemar’s 

foster brother, Absalon, was a staunch supporter and advisor to Valdemar throughout his 

life, and he later became bishop of Roskilde and, in plurality, archbishop of Lund.  As 

noted previously, Absalon was educated in Paris, where he studied theology, philosophy, 

and canon law.104  The fact that Absalon was sent to the most famous city for education 

in Europe shows that his family was familiar with the habits and values of the elite in 

other parts of Europe.   

Moreover, Absalon’s brother, Esbern Snare, is described by Saxo as an 

accomplished knight.  One incident in particular highlights his knightly ability.  When 

Valdemar sent Esbern on a reconnaissance mission before the decisive battle at Grathe 

Hede in 1157, he and his men came across Svein’s army, which was heading straight 

towards them.   According to Saxo, “Consequently, lest he be seen as more careful than 

courageous in his assignment, he charged some of those in the front with his lance, who 

were spread out as they rode towards him, and he showed his military worth by throwing 

them all to the ground.”105   Esbern then proceeded to steal his enemies’ horses.  Svein’s 

                                                           
103 Saxo, 14, 4, 5. 
104 Fenger, 190.   
105 “Igitur ne res diligentius quam fortius explorare uideretur, precedentium quosdam effusius obequitantes 

hasta ualidius appetitos militari uirtute prostrauit.” 
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men, thinking that Valdemar’s army was nearby, armed themselves with their best 

weapons and mounted their strongest horses, prepared for battle.  When they 

subsequently only came upon Esbern Snare, their fastest knights were dispatched to 

capture him.  The knights shouted that they wanted to parley, but Esbern refused because 

of Svein’s treachery at the Bloodfeast of Roskilde.  Esbern only trusted one of Svein’s 

knights, Peter Thenja, who happened to be his old brother-in-arms, enough to let him 

approach.  According to Saxo, while Peter asked Esbern about Valdemar, “the others 

began to race each other about with the insidious aim to charge him [Esbern] from behind 

under the pretense of a training exercise.”106  When he alerted Peter to what his 

companions were doing, “he [Peter], fearing the perfidy of his comrades would damage 

his word of honor, turned his lance on them and exclaimed that he would pierce through 

anyone who would attack Esbern.”107  Not only does this passage further illustrate the 

proficiency of the Danish knights with the lance, it also shows Esbern Snare’s personal 

prowess.  He attacked Svein’s army to show his courage, just as a chivalrous knight 

should.  Moreover, it shows the importance of knightly solidarity and loyalty that existed 

between old comrades like Esbern and Peter Thenja.  Honor and solidarity meant enough 

to Danish knights that Peter would rather attack his own side than allow his honor to be 

besmirched.108  

There should be no doubt that by the late twelfth century, the Danish aristocracy 

regularly attained the distinction of knighthood.  Svein Aggesen, a Danish chronicler 

                                                           

Saxo, 14, 19, 7. 
106 “reliqui inter se equis de industria concurrentes insidias ei sub exercitationis simulatione tendebant.” 

Saxo, 14, 19, 7. 
107 “Ille fidem suam commilitonum perfidia quassandam ueritus obuersa hasta confixurum se, qui in 

Hesbernum irruisset, exclamat.” 

Saxo, 14, 19, 8. 
108 Heebøll-Holm, 48. 
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writing c. 1188,109 in his Lex Castrensis, the law of the king’s retainers, says of the 

retainers of the past, “now they are called by the name knight.”110  He also notes that 

“each man served the other alternately, and took turns in attendance without any squires 

or grooms.”111  A squire (Latin armiger), was a young noble who had not yet been made 

a knight,112 and it is clear from Svein Aggesen’s use of the term that the practice of 

training to knighthood as a squire was known in Denmark at this time.  The German 

chronicler Arnold of Lubeck, writing around 1210, mentions in his Chronica Slavorum 

that Danes were well known for their knightly prowess by that time.  He wrote that 

Denmark “is also abundantly provided with excellent horses because of the rich pastures 

of the land.  Whence, because of their ample supply of horses, they exercise themselves 

in the art of knighthood, and they are praised for fighting as knights as well as on 

ships.”113  It should hardly be supposed that the Danes as a people had gained this type of 

praiseworthy skill at knightly combat within a single generation.  Rather, Danish knights 

had been displaying their prowess for several generations, if they were getting this type 

of acknowledgement from a German chronicler.  That Danes fought as well on horseback 

as they did on ship would be high praise indeed, since these were descendants of the 

                                                           
109 Eric Christiansen, introduction to The Works of Sven Aggesen, Twelfth-Century Danish Historian, trans. 

Eric Christiansen (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1992), 26. 
110 “qui et nunc militari censentur nomine” 

Sven Aggesen, Lex Castrensis, in Scriptores Minores Historiæ Danicæ, vol. 1, ed. M.Cl. Gertz 

(Copenhagen: G.E.C. Gad, 1917), 72.  
111 “hec uigebat consuetudo, ut absque armigeris et famulis alterna sibi prestarent onsequia et uicissim sibi 

famularentur.  

Sven Aggesen, Lex Castrensis, 72; The Works of Sven Aggesen, Twelfth-Century Danish Historian, trans. 

Eric Christiansen (London: Viking Society for Northern Research, 1992), 34. 
112 Keen, Chivalry, 10. 
113 Repleta est etiam terra eorum equis optimis propter pascua terre uberrima.  Unde propter equorum 

copiam in militari palestra se exercitantes, equestri pugna simul et navali gloriantur.  Arnold of Lübeck, 77. 

Trans. Gelting, “Sea-Warriors into Knights.”  
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same people who had inspired immense fear throughout Europe with their naval attacks 

in previous centuries.   

 Despite the fact that knighthood was a reality in Denmark from the early twelfth 

century on, the knightly title, miles, did not begin to show up in the charters with any 

regularity until the mid-thirteenth century.  There is one earlier mention of knights in the 

witness list of a royal charter from May 23, 1177, and it includes “Pain, abbot in 

Ringsted, and Omer, chaplain, and Henry, chamberlain, and stable-masters Ture and 

Asser, Rodinger, Thoder, Morten and many other knights and priests, monks, as 

witnesses.”114  The use of the word ‘other’ to qualify the knights, could indicate that the 

preceding six men also were knights, although that is by no means certain.  The next use 

of the knightly title does not occur until 1250, when the witness list from a royal charter 

to the citizens of Hamburg includes “the following lords and knights: Lord Esger, bishop 

of Ribe, Sir Johan, count of Holstein, Count Ernst, Sir Jaromar, lord of Rügen, Sir Lage, 

Sir Tyge Bost, Sir Markwart of Rensow, Sir Ditlev of Buchwald, and many others.”115  In 

this instance, the use of the term is still somewhat general, and it is not made clear who 

qualified for the title.  The following year, however, in 1251, individuals were clearly 

marked out as knights in a charter to the Teutonic Knights regarding lands in Estonia.  

The witnesses include Uffe, archbishop of Lund, Sweden’s primate, Eskil, bishop of 

Slesvig, Jacob, bishop of Roskilde, Esger, bishop of Ribe, Jacob, bishop of Odense, Lord 

Christopher, the king’s younger brother, the lords counts Ernst of Gleichen, Johan and 

                                                           
114 “Pain Ringstadensi abbate et Homero capellano et Henrico camerario et stabulariis Thuri et Ascero, 

Rotingaro, Thother, Martino et aliis militibus multis et presbiteris, monachis fratribus.” DD 1: 3, 62. 
115 “dominis et militibus domino Ezge Rypensi episcopo, domino Iohanne comite Holntzatie, comite 

Ernesto, domino Germaro, domino de Rugen, domino Lage, domino Tuke Bust, domino Marquardo de 

Rennowe, domino Thetleuo de Bocwolde, et aliis quam pluribus.” DD 2:1, 17. 
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Gerhard of Holstein, Gerbert of Stolzenburg, and the knights Tyge Bost, chamberlain, 

Anders Pedersen, Jens Nielsen, Saxo, and Peter Finsen.116  For the rest of century, the 

title shows up sporadically, appearing in only three other royal charters for the thirteenth 

century.117  Its usage in thirteenth century lay charters is also infrequent, with only 

thirteen instances.118 

 Since knighthood is well-attested from other sources for Denmark from the 

twelfth century on, the question is why it took so long for the title to begin appearing, 

intermittently, in the charters.  Michael H. Gelting has pointed out that Denmark’s 

situation is not unique, and that charters from the neighboring German county of Holstein 

also do not commonly feature the title miles until the 1240s.  Unlike Denmark, however, 

its use there increased rapidly from the 1250s onwards.119  This disparity of usage can 

partly be explained by the fact that lay witnesses to royal charters up until 1228 are not 

given any titles at all, making their status difficult to determine from charter sources 

alone.120   

Another reason for the disparity is that Danes also used another title, dominus 

(lord), to indicate the knightly dignity once titles did begin appearing in the charters after 

1228.  Its use increases rapidly from the 1220s.  In the 1230s, for the three charters with 

witness lists, one includes the title, for the 1240s, the ratio of dominus title to witness list 

is 1:4:, for the 1250s, 10:13, for the 1260s, 17:27, for the 1270s, 10:13, for the 1280s, 

                                                           
116 DD 2: 1, 45. 
117 DD 2: 1, 45; DD 2: 3, 18; DD 2: 5, 11. 
118 DD 2: 2, 48; DD 2: 2, 75; DD 2: 2, 93; DD 2: 2, 118; DD 2: 2, 172; DD 2: 2, 173; DD 2: 2, 375; DD 2: 

3, 20; DD 2: 3, 121; DD 2: 4, 52: DD 2: 4, 67; DD 2: 4, 252; DD 2: 4, 253. 
119 Gelting, “Sea-Warriors into Knights.” 
120 The first use of the dominus title occurs in 1228, when Valdemar II settled a dispute between the 

inhabitants of Funen and their bishop, Ivar.  One of the witnesses is dominus Jakob Sunesen. DD 1: 6, 79. 

Jacob Sunesen was also sometimes titled dominus of Møn, so it is not clear that in this instance the dominus 

title indicates knighthood.   
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46:53, and for the 1290s, 34:52.  That dominus is used as the honorific title for knights is 

indicated by the fact that it is used interchangeably with miles in charters naming the 

same men.  Thus, for example, two of the men named as knights in the 1251 charter from 

above, Anders Pedersen and Peter Finsen, appear in a list of domini in a charter from 

1255.121  In 1268, Jon Lille was one of two domini,122 but in 1272, he appeared in a list of 

thirty of Erik V’s knights who agreed to stand surety for the king’s debt of two thousand 

silver marks to some citizens from Lübeck.123  Dominus Jon Lille also appears as a 

trustee in the 1269 will of Erland, archdeacon of Lund.  Anders Nielsen, another of the 

king’s knights from the 1272 list, appears as dominus in one of his own charters from 

1275 in which he exchanges some land with Sorø Abbey on Zealand.124  A final example 

is Erik V’s marshal, Niels Hak, who appears in a list of domini along with Jon Lille in 

1268,125 and is also listed as one of the king’s knights in 1272.  Clearly these were men of 

some standing in the king’s court, with power and influence in royal government.  Lesser 

men, in terms of power and wealth, also appear in the charters as domini, however, 

indicating that the title was not just one reserved for the high nobility.  For example, in 

1238, Dominus Ubbe Tordsen, had a dispute with the neighboring Løgum Abbey over 

property rights to his farm which lasted several years.126  A citizen of Ribe, Conrad 

White, was also given the designation in 1259.127  These men were hardly in positions of 

power or influence, so the dominus title more likely indicates their status as knights. 

                                                           
121 DD 2: 1, 156. 
122 DD 2: 2, 110. 
123 DD 2: 2, 178 and 179. 
124 DD 2: 2, 256. 
125 DD 2: 2, 113. 
126 The first mention of the dispute is in a letter from September 11, 1238: DD 1, 7: 13.  The issue 

continued until 1245, when the bishop of Slesvig resolved it: DD 1, 7: 184. 
127 DD 2:1, 278. 
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The increasing use of the dominus title after the mid-thirteenth century is related 

to two separate influences, one pan-European and one specific to Denmark.  In Europe in 

general, the thirteenth century saw an increased emphasis towards the eligibility to take 

knighthood, and this eligibility was based principally on noble lineage.  Thus, for 

example, in Germany, Frederick II decreed in the early thirteenth century that only those 

who could point to knights in his ancestry would be eligible for knighthood.128  The 

Knights Templar also, in the thirteenth century, hardened their rule for admittance as a 

knight to include only those descended from knights.129  In Europe, this narrowing of 

admission to knighthood would eventually lead to the lessening of the significance of 

knighthood with fewer men willing to take it up.  Instead, knighthood was replaced by a 

shared recognition of noble descent among the higher and lower aristocracy.130  This 

emphasis on eligibility to knighthood and focus on lineage would have the opposite effect 

in Denmark, mainly as the result of legal changes to Danish military organization in 

1241.   

Traditionally, this military organization was based on naval warfare, and the Law 

of Jutland, promulgated in 1241, maintained this system in principle.  Under this law, all 

free men, with the exception of the very old or very young, were liable for service in the 

leding, 131 which was essentially a naval levy.  The backbone of the leding were the 

prosperous, free, and allodial peasants, who were organized into districts called skiben.  

The term skiben comes from the word for ship, skib, and the men of each skiben were 

                                                           
128 Gustav Adelbert Seyler, Geschichte der Heraldik: Wappenwesen, Wappenkunst, Wappenwissenshaft 

(Neustadt a. d. Aisch: Bauer & Raspe, 1970), 9; Keen, 143. 
129 The Rule of the Templars: The French Text of the Rule of the Order of the Knights Templar, Studies in 

the History of Medieval Religion IV, trans. J.M. Upton-Ward (Woodbridge: The Boydell Press, 2001), 171. 
130 Keen, 144. 
131 Law of Jutland, book 3 § 1. 
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responsible for buying or building and maintaining a warship which they would also 

man.132  They were required to meet up fully armed and at their own expense with a 

shield, helmet, sword, and spear.133  There is no mention anywhere in the law specifically 

relating to the use of cavalry, and it is unclear what type of accommodations were made 

in the leding system to provide for knightly service.   

Instead, the law introduced a new group, herremænd (lords’ men), who were 

exempted from military taxation and the service system of the leding in exchange for 

“waging their neck for the realm.”  They were allowed to acquire as much land as they 

wanted under this exemption.134  Only those who wielded public power were allowed to 

“take men” under the law.  The king could take men all across the kingdom, the duke of 

Jutland could take men within his duchy, but the princes of the royal house could only 

take men within their own landed possessions.  The archbishop and bishops likewise 

could not take men outside of their bishoprics.135  In exchange for personal military 

service under this system, rather than a landed fief, the herremænd received fiscal 

privilege.136  Not only were they exempt from taxation, but the law also gave them the 

right to collect any penal fines up to three marks that would normally go to the king from 

their estate managers.137  In order to qualify to become a herremand, a man needed a full 

‘plow’ of land, or what amounted to a decent sized farm.  Such a man could hardly be 

                                                           
132 Law of Jutland, book 3 § 5. 
133 Law of Jutland, book 3 § 4. 
134 Law of Jutland, book 3 § 18. 
135 Law of Jutland, book 3 § 8. 
136 Michael H. Gelting, “The Problem of Danish ‘Feudalism’: Military, Legal, and Social Change in the 

Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries,” in Legal Procedure and Practice in Medieval Denmark, ed. Per 

Andersen (Leiden: Brill, 2011), 172.  
137 Law of Jultand, book 2 § 76. 
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considered as anything other than an allodial peasant;138 he would hardly qualify as a 

magnate or nobleman.   

The law thus opened up an avenue of social advancement for the prosperous 

yeoman.  He would pay homage to his local prince, bishop, or the king in exchange for 

these new privileges, the same homage that had hitherto only been paid by members of 

the military aristocracy.  Homage by itself was no longer a means of distinction within 

the military system, and the 1241 law created a need for a new way of distinguishing 

between the different social levels within the herremænd.  It was shortly after this reform 

that the miles title began to show up in the charters, along with the dominus title 

becoming the specific honorific title for knights.  With the shifting emphasis in Europe 

towards nobility and lineage being a determining factor for who could qualify for 

knighthood, the allodial peasants who were herremænd would not be eligible.  While in 

other parts of Europe, this shift meant that the military aristocracy placed less 

significance on knighthood and rather more on nobility, the military reform in 1241 

meant that knightly status was emphasized in Denmark.  The military aristocracy needed 

to create distinctions within the herremænd, since they did not have a shared recognition 

of noble descent with the allodial peasants who had become their comrades.                                   

Conclusion 

The chivalric culture of High Medieval Europe was first and foremost associated 

with knighthood and cavalry warfare.  Historians have traditionally been little interested 

in the answering the question of when knighthood was adopted in Denmark, with most 

focus being on the role of the herremænd named in the 1241 Law of Jutland.  With the 

                                                           
138 Erik Ulsig, “Herremændene i Jyske Lov,” Historisk Tidskrift 106, no. 1 (2006): 2. 
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exception of Heebøll-Holm, those historians who have addressed the issue have placed its 

adoption in Denmark in the mid-thirteenth century, thus perpetuating the idea of 

Denmark as separate from and unaffected by developments in the rest of Europe.  

Moreover, despite his acknowledgement of an earlier European influence on the Danish 

aristocracy, Heebøll-Holm still works from the assumption that there was a native Danish 

aristocracy that was fundamentally different from their peers on the continent, an 

assumption that this dissertation argues is erroneous.   

As this chapter has shown, the Danish elite actively embraced chivalry in all of its 

forms, including the military aspects, with knights and knighthood promoted at the 

highest levels of society.  Chronologically, the adoption of chivalric culture in Denmark 

was closely associated with its full-fledged adoption at the German imperial court.  When 

war broke out over succession to the throne in the early twelfth century, the usefulness of 

cavalry warfare quickly became apparent.  Although the charters do not show the use of 

the knightly title in Denmark until the mid-thirteenth century, the annals, chronicles and 

art historical sources, particularly church murals, show that these new military practices 

were adopted in the first half of the twelfth century and quickly spread.  Both of the 

twelfth century Danish chroniclers, Saxo and Sven Aggesen, depict an aristocratic society 

fully familiar with European knighthood and the use of cavalry in warfare.  Numerous 

Danish churches are also decorated with twelfth century battle friezes depicting the 

knights on horseback.  These knights are shown equipped with the latest weaponry, 

including the kite-shaped shield and lance ubiquitous to medieval cavalry warfare.   

The ritual ceremonies surrounding knighthood were also important, as were the 

chivalric qualities of honor, prowess, and magnanimity.  The first mentions of the 
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knighting ceremony date to 1187/8, when King Cnut VI’s younger brother, the later King 

Valdemar II, was knighted in Roskilde.  The second known occurrence was in 1202, 

when Albert of Orlamünde was knighted, likely in conjunction with the coronation of his 

uncle as King Valdemar II.  Considering the very close ties between the Danish court and 

the princely courts of Germany, one should suspect that the ceremonies in Denmark 

closely followed those of other European courts, since the courts of Europe often imitated 

each other in terms of ceremonial and ritual.  In addition, it does not necessarily follow 

that these were the only such instances of the knighting ceremony in Denmark, just that 

they were particularly worthy of note since they involved members of the royal family.  

That Danes also were familiar with the chivalric virtues such as honor, prowess, and 

magnanimity is evident from descriptions of the actions of Danish aristocrats in battle, 

such as King Valdemar I and Esbern Snare, who aptly display these qualities.   

The title for knighthood did not begin to appear in Danish charters until the mid-

thirteenth century, leading some historians to doubt its presence in Demark until that 

period.  Other factors, however, can account for its absence before this period.  For one, 

lay witnesses to royal charters were not designated by any titles until 1228.  Moreover, 

Danes also regularly used the dominus title to indicate the knightly dignity once titles did 

begin appearing.  That titles in general increasingly began to be used in this period can be 

explained by two separate influences.  On the one hand, across Europe the thirteenth 

century witnessed an increased emphasis on the eligibility to take knighthood based on 

noble lineage.  While in Europe this narrowing of eligibility eventually led to a lessening 

of the significance of knighthood concomitant with an increased significance placed on 

the concept of nobility, in Denmark it had the opposite effect.  When legal changes in 
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Law of Jutland in 1241 introduced the concept of the herremænd, lords’ men who 

received tax exemption in exchange for military service, eligibility was open to both large 

and small landholders.  Prosperous yeoman gained a new avenue for social advancement, 

necessitating a new way for distinguishing social levels within the larger group of 

herremænd.  The use of the dominus title fulfilled that need.  Thus, in Denmark, the 

military aristocracy placed more emphasis on knighthood since they did not have a 

shared recognition of noble descent with the allodial peasants who were also recognized 

as herremænd.  This increase in social stratification found expression in the increasing 

use of titles in the charters, but it is also evident in other aspects of courtly culture.  One 

such arena in which ideas of social difference could play out was in food consumption 

and feasting, a topic that will be covered in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Luxury Food Consumption and Elite Status (c. 700 – 1350 AD) 

 

 Food, both in its acquisition and consumption, provides important evidence for 

both the economic and social aspects of a society, and shows how culturally integrated 

medieval Denmark was with the rest of Europe.  It also shows medieval society in 

general was becoming increasingly stratified, with increasing quality of food, rather than 

just increasing quantity, an important marker of distinction between social groups.  There 

was little emphasis on imported food during the Viking Age, and archaeological evidence 

shows that most of the food being consumed, by all levels of society, was produced 

locally.  This picture began to change in the Middle Ages, as courtly culture throughout 

Europe emphasized imported exotica as a way to set the nobility apart.  The nature of 

feasting also underwent a change, with food quality, as well as its preparation and 

presentation, becoming more important as a marker of elite identity.  Cookbooks were 

written, and more sophisticated food preparation in separate kitchens developed.  All of 

these developments highlighted an increasingly stratified society, with those able to take 

part in the new food culture set apart from the rest of the population.   

 Food and food consumption is another arena in which societies can play out social 

ideas of stratification.  As Andrew Sherratt states, “The consumption of food is a 

paradigm for understanding the ‘consumption’ of other materials, goods and services.  Its 

constant physical necessity, and the variety of experiences which it encompasses, make it 
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an especially useful medium for apprehending the ways in which societies and cultures 

are constituted and the manner in which they change.”1  Both the quantity and quality of 

food are important markers of social distinction, with special emphasis placed on the 

concept of certain foods as luxuries.  Archaeologist Marijke van der Veen defines luxury 

foods: 

not as specific items of food, but as foods offering a refinement of a basic 

food that is widely desired (because not yet widely attained) and a means 

of distinction.  Refinements of food may be expressed in terms of texture 

(e.g. ‘white’ versus unrefined or ‘brown’ bread or rice; fresh rather than 

dried food; succulent versus tough meat), additional flavour (salt, sugar, 

herbs, spices, chili), a higher fat content (meat, dairy products, nuts, 

chocolate, avocado, etc.), or other qualities (especially stimulants and 

inebriant such as coffee, tea, beer and wine).  Means of distinction may be 

expressed in either quantity or quality, whereby the former conveys 

success and prestige (symbolic power) and the latter exclusivity and 

distance (cultural power).2   

 

In the Viking Age, although society was certainly hierarchical, luxury foods, 

consisting mainly of imported plants and spices, do not seem to have been as important to 

elite identity as they would be in the Middle Ages.3  In contrast to the many other 

consumer goods that were traded in the emporia network mentioned above, including 

tableware, glass vessels, textiles, quernstones, honestones, and soapstone vessels, 

archaeobotanical evidence shows that, with few exceptions, plant resources were 

                                                           
1 Andrew Sherratt, “Alcohol and Its Alternatives: Symbol and Substance in Pre-Industrial Cultures,” in 

Consuming Habits: Drugs in History and Anthropology, eds. Jordan Goodman, Paul E. Lovejoy, and 

Andrew Sherratt (London: Routledge, 1995), 13. 
2 Marijke van der Veen, “When is food a luxury?” World Archaeology 34, 3 (2003): 413. 
3 In general, the Viking Age agrarian economy was primarily based on pastoralism, mainly cattle breeding 

and its products.  Compared to the Middle Ages, Viking Age farms had larger stables with more animals, 

indicating the increased emphasis on stock rearing in the earlier period.  Also, excavated bone material 

from Viking farms is quantitatively much greater than for medieval farms.  Again, this evidence points to 

cattle breeding as much more important to the Viking Age economy.  Jan-Henrik Fallgren, “Farm and 

village in the Viking Age,” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink in collaboration with Neil Price (New 

York: Routledge, 2008), 73.   
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cultivated and collected locally.4  Excavations carried out at the emporia sites, which one 

would expect to show evidence of luxury plant foods if they were widely traded, in fact 

contain few traces of these types of goods.     

Excavations at Ribe, in southern Jutland, have uncovered a wealth of plant 

material from the eighth and ninth centuries (Map 9).  The eighth century layers, dated 

both numismatically and dendrochronologically, showed remains of seeds that were 

locally produced and transported to the site from the surrounding meadows, ponds, 

maritime areas, and heaths.5  Barley was the only recovered grain, but it is unlikely to 

have been the only one cultivated in the area.  For example, a sixth century burnt house at 

Oxbøl, twenty-nine miles (forty-seven kilometers) northwest of Ribe, contained remains 

of six-row hulled barley, rye, oats, and flax, indicating that people had been cultivating 

all of these species in the area from at least the Germanic Iron Age.6  The cultivation of 

these grains continued into the Middle Ages.  Moreover, in the earliest settlement layers 

of Ribe, dendrochronologically dated to pre-710 AD, archaeologists also observed traces 

of plow marks in the natural surface of the earth,7 which indicates that the inhabitants 

were engaged in agriculture from the very beginning of the settlement.  Aside from cereal 

cultivation, the collection of local plants was an important supplement to the food supply, 

as is suggested by the presence of hazel, wild strawberry, hops, henbane, bog myrtle, 

                                                           
4 D. Robinson, “Plants and Vikings: Everyday Life in Viking Age Denmark,” Botanical Journal of 

Scotland 46:4 (1994): 549. 
5 Hans Arne Jensen, “Seeds and Other Macrofossils in the 8th Century Deposits,” in Ribe Excavations 

1970-76, vol. 3, eds. Mogens Bencard, Lise Bender Jørgensen, and Helge Brinch Madsen (Esbjerg: 

Sydjysk Universitetsforlag, 1991), 20-21. 
6 Jensen, “Seeds and Other Macrofossils,” 32. 
7 Mogens Bencard, “Introduction,” Ribe Excavations 1970-76, vol. 1, ed. Mogens Bencard (Esbjerg: 

Sydjysk Universitetsforlag, 1981), 12. 
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blackberry, and corn spurrey.8  It is also possible that the hops could also have come from 

outside Denmark.   

 

Map 9.  Map showing locations of sites mentioned in the text. 

 

Later excavations at Ribe confirm the findings outlined above.  A workshop and 

refuse layers dating to the eighth and ninth century yielded remains of rye, barley, oats, 

and millet, with rye being the most common.  An abundant and diverse collection of 

arable weeds were also evident, with weed species typical of both winter and spring sown 

grain crops present.9  Plants collected from the local environs included bog myrtle, 

                                                           
8 Jensen, “Seeds and Other Macrofossils,” 20.  
9 Different types of weed species thrive on different conditions, such as the time of year the fields are 

plowed, either in the fall or spring, or both.  Certain types of crop will also favor certain weeds over others.  

Moreover, environmental factors, such as the type of soil, whether there is mostly sun or shade, and the 

nutrient level in the topsoil, all determine which weeds will grow in an area.  The remains of weeds can 

thus help archaeobotanists determine both agricultural conditions and which types of crops were sown in 
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henbane, hazelnut, apple, oak, elder, and rowan.  Of the non-local plants, marjoram and a 

relatively large amount of hops were present.  Marjoram, which is not known to have 

grown in southern and western Jutland, likely came from eastern Denmark, where it was 

common.  It is not clear from where the hops originated.10 

Hedeby, which was settled circa one century later than Ribe, shows many of the 

same dietary features as those outlined above.  The deposits at Hedeby date from between 

8ll and 1066 AD, with a fairly similar range of plants present throughout.  Just as at Ribe, 

grain was the dominant plant type, with barley representing eighty percent of the 

recovered grain, rye, fifteen percent, and oats, five percent.  There were smaller amounts 

of bread wheat, broad beans, flax, and common millet also excavated.  Collected wild 

fruits and nuts included brambles, raspberries, strawberries, cherries, apples, hazelnuts, 

bilberries, sloes, rowan, elder, and hawthorn.  Two varieties of primitive plums were also 

evident, although they are likely to have been cultivated rather than collected.  In 

addition, bog myrtle and hops, both used for beer brewing, were present at the site.11  As 

in Ribe, the majority of the plant resources were cultivated and collected locally.  

Archaeologists have, however, uncovered evidence of imported luxury foodstuffs at 

Hedeby, namely peaches, walnuts, and a single grape.12  The grape, combined with the 

remains of fir wood barrels, are possible indicators of wine trade with the upper Rhine,13 

                                                           

the area.  Peter Hambro Mikkelsen, “Jernalderens afgrøder,” in Drengsted: bebyggelse, jernproduktion og 

agerbrug i yngre romersk og ældre germansk jernalder (Højbjerg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 2003), 163.   
10 David Earle Robinson, Ida Boldsen, and Jan Andreas Harild, “Arkæobotaniske analyser af prøver fra 

maredspladsen I Ribe, ASR 9 Posthuset,” in Ribe Studier: Det Ældste Ribe, Udgravninger på nordsiden af 

Ribe Å 1984-2002, vol. 1.1, ed. Claus Feveile (Højbjerg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 2006), 119-120. 
11 James Greig, “Plant Foods in the Past: A Review of the Evidence from Northern Europe,” Journal of 

Plant Foods 5 (1983): 197-198. 
12 Greig, 198; Almuth Alsleben, “Changes in food consumption during the period of urbanisation in 

northern Central Europe.  An archaeobotanical approach,” in Archaeology of Medieval Towns in the Baltic 

and North Sea Area, Studies in Archaeology & History Vol. 17, eds. Nils Engberg, et al. (Copenhagen: The 

National Museum, 2009), 68. 
13 Greig, 198. 
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although it should be noted that grapes were also used in the brewing of beer and 

production of mead.  Grapes were sometimes added during the brewing / fermentation 

process, since the yeast that naturally collects on the outside of grapes would help to 

speed up fermentation.14  Whatever the ultimate purpose of the grape, its presence still 

indicates the only real evidence of imported exotica in Hedeby.   

 Excavations at Viborg, in northern Jutland, provide further evidence for the 

Viking and early medieval diet being highly localized.  The settlement layers, dated to 

circa 1000 AD, show a diet that was dependent upon local plants, with no trace of 

imported or exotic foods.  The daily diet was made up of rye and barley, supplemented 

with a small amount of oats and beans.  There was no definitive trace of wheat, but small 

amounts of flax and poppy seeds were uncovered.  Based on latrine evidence, the flax 

was eaten in bread or porridge, rather than pressed for oil.  Archaeologists also found 

remains of apples, but it is unclear whether they represented a wild or cultivated variety.  

Other wild fruits found there included strawberry, hazelnut, sloe, blackberry, raspberry, 

and elderberry.15  Although it was not an emporium on the scale of Ribe and Hedeby, 

Viborg was an urban settlement in the early eleventh century with an active market.  

More importantly, it was a Thing site, with both political and religious significance.16  

That Viborg had foreign connections can be seen from the imported pottery, including 

shards from Anglo-Saxon England.17  Chemical analysis of the potsherds show that they 

                                                           
14 Aaron Corsi, PhD student in molecular and environmental plant science at Texas A&M University and 

lecturer in the Wine and Spirits Institute at the University of Houston, personal communication. 
15 David Robinson and Ida Boldsen, “Arkæobotanisk analyse,” in Viborg Søndersø 1000-1300, 

Byarkæologiske undersøgelser 1981 og 1984-85, eds. Jesper Hjermind, Mette Iversen, and Hans Krongaard 

Kristensen (Højbjerg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 1998), 318. 
16 Hybel and Poulsen, The Danish Resources, 230. 
17 Jesper Hjermind, “Keramik,” in Viborg Søndersø 1000-1300, Byarkæologiske undersøgelser 1981 og 

1984-85, eds. Jesper Hjermind, Mette Iversen, and Hans Krongaard Kristensen (Højbjerg: Jysk 

Arkæologisk Selskab, 1998), 95.  
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were made using local clay, but using Anglo-Saxon techniques.  Timothy Bolton has 

argued that this imitation Stamford ware pottery was in fact made by English potters 

brought to Denmark by Cnut the Great, who wanted high quality ceramics for the royal 

table.18  Clearly, Viborg was a royal center of some significance if the king was installing 

foreign craftsmen there.  Because it was an important political and religious site with 

international connections, presumably the magnates in northern Jutland would have 

imported exotic food items if that had been important to them.  The evidence, however, 

points to a diet consisting of locally cultivated and collected plants.      

An interesting exception to this trend of predominantly locally cultivated food 

was found at the late tenth century military camp at Fyrkat in northern Jutland.  At this 

site, archaeologists discovered the remains of coriander, an imported spice, bishop’s 

weed, an imported medicinal plant, as well as the remains of a granary which contained a 

large amount of charred rye grains.19  As noted above, rye was cultivated in Denmark at 

this time, but the size of the rye, which was much larger than that recovered from other 

Danish sites, and the presence of exotic plant species point to the Fyrkat rye having been 

an import.20  Moreover, the presence of weed seeds that were hitherto unknown in 

Denmark but common to Eastern Europe point to that locality as the likely export zone.21   

The lack of imported exotica in the plant evidence remains is one indication that 

both upper and lower strata of society ate a fairly similar diet.  It is also evident when one 

considers the find pattern of rye, one of the more common grains.  Aside from the urban 

                                                           
18 Timothy Bolton, The Empire of Cnut the Great: Conquest and the Consolidation of Power in Northern 

Europe in the Early Eleventh Century (Leiden: Brill, 2009), 172. 
19 Robinson, “Plants and Vikings,” 545. 
20 Robinson, “Plants and Vikings,” 546. 
21 Peter Hambro Mikkelsen, “Arkæobotaniske undersøgelser af korn fra ASR 926 Ribelund I og ASR 1357 

Giørtzvej,” in Ribe Studier: Det Ældste Ribe, Udgravninger på nordsiden af Ribe Å 1984-2002, vol. 1.1, 

ed. Claus Feveile (Højbjerg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 2006), 150. 
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places mentioned above, rye has been uncovered during excavations carried out at other 

sites associated with different levels of society.  For example, pithouses, small and 

sunken huts used as living quarters or small workshops, have been excavated with 

remains of rye in the fills or floor layers at Øster Aalum in northwestern Jutland, Århus 

Søndervold in eastern Jutland, and Gammel Lejre on Zealand.  These sites all date to the 

Iron Age or the Viking Age.  Charred rye remains were also found in the fill of a Viking 

cremation grave at Rudbjerg in northern Jutland and in the postholes of the royal hall and 

grain-drying oven at Gammel Lejre.22  Although hardly surprising, the fact that rye has 

been found in these different types of sites shows that it was widely consumed by the 

population at large, regardless of status.  There is no indication that the elite chose to 

consume a higher status grain, such as wheat, in place of one that was more widely 

available.  Rather, elites seem to have been content with common food items, although 

likely in higher quantities than those enjoyed by the majority of the population.   

One imported item that is an exception to this trend is wine, which is arguably the 

quintessential luxury food item when considering both the Viking and Middle Ages.  

When considering wine consumption, however, an important caveat needs to be made.  

While there is no doubt that wine was consumed as a status symbol by the elite, it also 

had ritual significance in Christianity.  As van der Ween notes, foods used in funerary 

rites, religious offerings, and other rituals are not luxuries, since they “are not desired as a 

refinement of a basic food or a means of marking distinction, but because of their 

symbolic meaning.”23  Wine was an important component in the Christian liturgy, and as 

Christianity spread, so too did wine consumption.  In the mid-ninth century, the 

                                                           
22 Robinson, “Plants and Vikings,” 544. 
23 van der Ween, 407. 
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missionary Ansgar, later archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen, was on an active mission in 

Denmark, where he visited Hedeby and Ribe.  According to his vita, Christian traders 

visited both places, and he baptized many people and also built churches there.24  While 

Denmark was not officially a Christian kingdom at this point, and would not become so 

until the conversion of Harald Bluetooth in 963/5, Christianity was practiced to some 

extent from the ninth century onwards by both Danes and visitors.  Thus, the wine 

imported into Hedeby mentioned above could have been consumed in conjunction with 

Christian religious ritual, in which case it should not be considered a luxury.  If, however, 

the wine was intended for consumption by private individuals, as evidence for other sites 

attests, then it would be a luxury, since it was a rare and expensive import used to show 

status.  While both uses occurred simultaneously, it is an important distinction to keep in 

mind when considering wine imports.25      

The presence of glass drinking vessels of Frankish origin is often used to indicate 

the consumption of wine at Danish sites by elites, including both Ribe and Hedeby.    

These types of glass vessels were widely traded in the emporia network of the early 

Middle Ages, and finds from the Seine River in the south, the Low Countries, Southeast 

England, Northwest Germany, Denmark, eastern Sweden, and the Oslo Fjord show their 

sizeable distribution.  The finds in Ribe mainly originated in the Frankish-Rhine region, 

likely via Frisian Dorestadt.  Tatingware, ceramics from the Rhine region also associated 

with wine drinking, has a similar distribution pattern in northern Europe to the glass 

                                                           
24 Rimbert, 52. 
25 It is also interesting to consider that the consumption of bread could also have spread via religious 

networks, since bread was also an important component of the Christian liturgy and, like wine, was very 

much a mainstay of the Mediterranean diet.  My thanks to Michael H. Gelting for this observation.   
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vessels.26  These finds would seem to indicate that wine consumption was an important 

component in long distance trade in this period.  Sindbæk, however, has analyzed the 

finds from the hinterland of these trading sites and shown that both glass and Tatingware 

probably did not form a major trade item.  These items stayed in the emporia rather than 

being distributed throughout the region, indicating that the elite in western Denmark did 

not so readily embrace or adopt western European luxury goods.27  Sindbæk raises the 

possibility that glass and ceramics were imported for use by European traders rather than 

for Danish consumers, which is why they are so rarely found outside of the major trade 

sites.  Also, it is possible that wine in glass and pitchers was part of the trade procedure.28  

Danish town laws from the Middle Ages do support this possibility, since sharing a drink 

was one way to seal a trade deal.29  Such a practice could have been a holdover from an 

earlier tradition.      

Magnates in eastern Denmark seem to have been more receptive to European 

wine drinking habits.  Evidence of this phenomenon comes from the magnate complex 

that has been excavated at Lake Tissø on the island of Zealand described in Chapter 3.  

As explained above, the name of the lake, Tissø, is derived from the Viking war god Tyr 

and literally means Tyr’s lake.  Thus, cultic activity was intimately connected with the 

site from its earliest foundation.30  The main hall was the site of receptions and feasts 

                                                           
26 Lene Lund Feveile, “Hulglasskår fra markedspladsen i Ribe, ASR 9 Posthuset,” in Ribe Studier: Det 

Ældste Ribe, Udgravninger på nordsiden af Ribe Å 1984-2002, vol. 1.1, ed. Claus Feveile (Højbjerg: Jysk 

Arkæologisk Selskab, 2006), 235.  
27 Sindbæk, Ruter og rutinisering, 151-158. 
28 Sindbæk, Ruter og rutinisering, 159. 
29 For example, the 1294 town laws of Copenhagen mention trade agreements between buyer and seller 

being sealed with a drink.  Erik Kroman, ed., Danmarkds Gamle Købstadslovgivning, vol. 3 (Copenhagen: 

Rosenkilde og Bagger, 1951), 31. 
30 Lars Jørgensen, “Manor, Cult and Market at Lake Tissø,” in The Viking World, ed. Stefan Brink in 

collaboration with Neil Price (London: Routledge, 2008), 77. 
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(ON salr or hof), while the fenced in area and small building separate from the main hall 

was likely a cult building (ON hǫrgr), of the type often mentioned in the Old Norse 

sagas.31  That the manor was an aristocratic site is evident from the find material, which 

includes elite objects such as weaponry, including arrowheads, hilts, pommels and other 

sword fittings, bridles, and spurs, as well as Carolingian and Arabic coins ranging from 

the eighth to the tenth century.  Also found in the main hall were sherds of Frankish and 

Carolingian drinking glasses,32 which indicates a familiarity with Frankish drinking 

customs if not an outright adoption of them.  That the glass sherds were found only in the 

main hall and not the attached cult area points to their use in secular rather than religious 

activities, so their use should be seen in the context of luxury food consumption.  Their 

presence in the hall, combined with other objects of Carolingian origin, including sword-

belt fittings, brooches, and coins, indicates that elites in the eastern part of Denmark, 

unlike their western counterparts, more readily took part in European customs, including 

wine drinking.33                 

Many of the same trends in terms of food production continued from the Viking 

period into the Middle Ages, although the consumption of imported luxury foods gained 

greater importance as a marker of elite status.  Barley and rye remained the most common 

of the cultivated grains, followed by oats.  Rice, millet, and wheat have rarely been found 

                                                           
31 Jørgensen, “Manor, Cult and Market at Lake Tissø,” 79. 
32 Lars Jørgensen, “Manor and market at Lake Tissø in the sixth to eleventh centuries: the Danish 

‘productive’ sites,” in Markets in Early Medieval Europe.  Trading and Productive Sites, 650-850, eds. T. 

Pestell and K. Ulmschneider (Bollington: Windgather Press, 2003), 188-89. 
33 As of now, no sites comparable to Tissø have been found on either Jutland or Funen, but it is of course 

possible that they just have not been uncovered yet.  If such a site does materialize, the scholarship 

regarding elite habits in western Denmark will need to be revised. 
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in medieval contexts,34 although King Valdemar’s Cadaster from 1231 does show that 

wheat was cultivated to some extent on the islands of Samsø, Ærø, Falster, and Møn.35  

Flax, peas, and broad beans continued to be important, as did wild celery, black mustard, 

chicory, wild carrots, crab apples, damson plums, and elderberry.36  Other fruits that 

continued to be collected were wild cherries, strawberries, raspberries, and blackberries.37  

The cultivation of fruit trees including plums, apples, cherries, and pears was introduced 

in this period, likely with the influx of foreign monks in the twelfth century.38  The 

planting of orchards, particularly with apples, was adopted quickly both on manors and 

larger farms, as legislation concerning the regulation and protection of orchards in the 

1241 Law of Jutland attests.39  Aside from cultivation at home, both apples and pears 

were also imported from abroad, and they were expensive.  Even in the late Middle Ages, 

they were still rare enough to be considered in the same class as wine and wheat bread, 

both exclusive food items.  Cherries were even more expensive than apples, and were 

thus out of reach for anyone outside of the elite.40  Other imported luxuries that are 

                                                           
34 Sabine Karg, “Long term dietary traditions: archaeobotanical records from Denmark dated to the Middle 

Ages and early modern times,” in Medieval Food Traditions in Northern Europe, ed. Sabine Karg 

(Copenhagen: National Museum of Denmark, 2007), 145. 
35 Kong Valdemars Jorgbog, vol. 1, ed. and trans. Svend Aakjær (Copenhagen: Samfund til Udgivelse af 

Gammel Nordisk Litteratur, 1943), 5, 14, 16, and 21.  Hereafter referred to as KVJ. 
36 Mikkelsen, “Jernalderens afgrøder,” 156. 
37 Karg, “Long term dietary traditions,” 148. 
38 Erik Kjersgaard, Mad og øl i Danmarks middelalder (Copenhagen: Nationalmuseet, 1978), 42. 
39 A man should guard his apple yard, cabbage yard, and farmyard with his own fencing, if he wants them 

fenced, and guard them from all types of livestock, excepting only goats and fence-breakers like oxen and 

swine, because one can sue a farmer to guard his fence-breakers.  It is not allowed to take livestock on 

these farms excepting only goats, unless it is made public.  But if a man breaks into another man’s apple 

yard or cabbage yard and steals cabbage or apples, he can be declared a thief, just as if he stole other things 

in his house.  But if a man loses his garments in another man’s apple yard, then he is not allowed to pursue 

the case as theft. 

Law of Jutland, book 3 § 60.   
40 Kjersgaard, 42-43. 
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attested to in both archaeological and written sources include peaches, figs, walnuts, and 

wine.41   

For the elite, by the Middle Ages, diet was a mix of both quantity and quality.  

Unfortunately, few descriptions of Danish food habits are extant, but those that are 

indicate increasing complexity in food preparation and an increasing focus on food 

quality.  For the early thirteenth century, King Valdemar’s Cadaster provides some 

insight into the typical diet for those at the very top of the social hierarchy.  It lists the 

provisions that the king and the four hundred members of his court expected on a 

visitation when traveling around the kingdom.  It should be noted that the list is for the 

winter, when fresh fruits and vegetables would have been unavailable.   

The lord king’s winter maintenance is for two nights.  One half fother of 

measured honey, which is five pounds.  Oats for fodder 6 marks.  For flour 

one mark rye flour and one mark wheat flour and one half mark barley.  

Three marks malt.  One mark bog myrtle, which is measured as oats are 

measured.  26 salted hogs, 14 live hogs, 16 salted oxen, 26 salted sheep, 

14 askæ butter, the aska is a tolfmund [9.1 liters].  360 cheeses, of each 

cheese should be made five dishes.  Likewise 360 chickens, 180 geese, 

two pounds pepper and cumin.  One pound salt.  8 mesæ herring.  360 

stockfish.  Likewise 2 marks silver to buy fish.42 

   

The list includes a huge amount of food, mainly consisting of meat and dairy products.    

Keeping in mind that the provisions were expected to feed four hundred people, it is still 

clear that no one would have gone hungry.  The rye flour and wheat flour would both 

have been baked into bread, but wheat bread would have been considered more of a 

                                                           
41 Karg, “Long term dietary traditions,” 148 and Kjersgaard, 43-44. 
42 “Procuratio hiemalis domini regis est de duabis noctibus.  Dim. fother mellis mensurati scilicet quinque 

pondera.  Auena ad pabulum vi mr.  De farina mr. siliginis et mr. tritici et dim. mr. ordei.  Tres mr. brasei. 

marca myrti mensurati sicut mensuratur auena.  xxvi porci salsi.  xiiii porci uiui.  xvi boues salsi.  xxvi oues 

salse. xiii askæ butiri. aska est tolfmund.  ccclx casei de quolibet caseo debent fieri v scutelle.  Item ccclx 

galline, clxxx anseres, duo pondera piperis et cymini.  vnum pondus salis, viij mesæ alecum.  ccclx 

stokfiskæ.  Item ij mr. argenti ad pisces emendos.” 

KVJ, 33. 
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delicacy.  The barley would likely have been used to make a porridge, while the malt and 

bog myrtle would have been used for brewing beer.   

 The closest comparison that can be made to the diet of the majority of the 

populace for this time period comes from the regulation of the naval levy for Scania, 

written down in the second half of the thirteenth century, although it was likely based 

upon an older, now lost, source.43 The regulation specifies the provisions per person that 

should be brought on a ship for the duration of the levy service, which was sixteen 

weeks: “sixteen skæpper sifted flour…and thereto as much food as that flour weighs, 

both in butter and pork and beef.  But some would demand that it should be without the 

bones.”44  Erik Kjersgaard has calculated what these provisions would supply in terms of 

daily rations per man, and gives the figures as 3.3 pounds (1.5 kilograms) of bread and 

3.3 pounds of butter and meat.  He rightly points out that it is not a given that the 

provisions on a naval ship would be exactly the same as the normal diet on land, since no 

mention is made either of fish or vegetables.  Nevertheless, because the levy would have 

been made up of regular farmers, the food described would be similar to what they were 

used to eating.45     

In general, the meals expected by the king and his courtiers were notable mainly 

for the vast quantity of food, with some five or six times as much meat as that provided 

for the levy, as opposed to its quality.   The presence of pepper and cumin, two imported 

luxury spices, however, shows that the highest members of society did demand that their 

food have more of an exotic flair than that of the majority of the population.  Pepper was 

                                                           
43 Kroman, “Indledning,” III. 
44 DGL, Skaanske Lov, 97-98. 
45 Kjersgaard, 171. 
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extremely expensive, and only the very wealthy could afford to use it on a regular basis.46  

In 1328 Konrad of Arxö, a merchant in Stockholm, sold a number of spices to the 

organizers of the burial of Birger Persson of Uppsala.  According to his accounts, among 

these spices was pepper, for which he charged 19 øre money for six pounds.47  To put 

that into perspective, the price of one pound of pepper was equivalent to two or three 

weeks of land labor,48 putting it out of reach for most people.  The other spice mentioned 

in King Valdemar’s Cadaster is cumin, which, while not as costly as pepper, was also 

considered a luxury.   In 1328 Konrad of Arxö sold twelve pounds of it for 9 øre 

money,49 or about one-sixth the price of pepper.  Even the wealthy, however, could not 

afford to eat the most luxurious foods every day, which is why, with the exception of 

pepper and cumin, the provisions for the king’s court and those for the common farmers 

did not differ much except in terms of scale.   

A major exception to this rule, however, were feasts.  Feasting was an important 

practice in chivalric culture, and, as Bumke explains, “[a]t no other time did noble society 

display its material wealth and courtly etiquette more openly.”50  As Danish kings and 

magnates took part in courtly culture in all its forms in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 

the nature of feasting changed in Denmark as well.  The consumption of luxury foods, in 

addition to higher quantities, became critical if magnates were to participate correctly in 

high society.      

                                                           
46 Kjersgaard, 78. 
47 Kjersgaard, 75. 
48 Reay Tannahill, Food in History, rev. ed. (New York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1988), 167. 
49 Kjersgaard, 75. 
50 Bumke, Courtly Culture, 203. 
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Feasts were one of the most common and important venues for luxury food 

consumption, as they were often instrumental in the enhancement or establishment of 

social relations.  Medieval kings needed to maintain the support of their magnates to 

govern effectively, and feasts provided a means to do so.  Van der Ween identifies two 

principle characteristics of feasts.  First, they have a communal aspect, with food (and 

drink) being consumed in a larger group.  These foods are usually different from 

everyday practice.  Second, there is a social component of display of the meal involved, 

with the display meant to convey success, social status, or power.51   

Van der Ween also describes four categories of feasts: celebratory feasts, 

entrepreneurial or empowering feasts, patron-role feasts, and diacritical feasts.  

Celebratory feasts “usually serve to reinforce existing social bonds, either between 

individuals of approximately equal social standing or between individuals of different 

social standing in instances where the feast does not include a competitive aspect.”52  A 

second type of feast are entrepreneurial or empowering feasts, “which are used to acquire 

social power and/or economic advantage.  Here unequal relations are created: by hosting 

a feast the host raises his standing, and his prestige; and by eating the food the guests 

accept the obligation to give something in return, either deference…or labour.”53  Patron-

role feasts “use commensal hospitality to reiterate and legitimize existing unequal 

relations of status and power (corresponding to redistribution).  Here, unlike 

[entrepreneurial feasts], there is no expectation of equal reciprocation.”54  Lastly, 

diacritical feasts “serve to naturalize or reify differences in social status, but where, 

                                                           
51 van der Ween, 413-414. 
52 van der Ween , 414. 
53 van der Ween , 414. 
54 van der Ween, 414. 
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unlike [entrepreneurial or patron-role feasts], there is no element of reciprocity…and the 

emphasis is on style and on foods that symbolize that exclusivity (expensive foods, 

exotics).”55   

In general, the first three categories are more useful to the creation or maintenance 

of social bonds, with the host looking to gain prestige, while the last category, diacritical 

feasts, is first and foremost associated with the creation of distance.  The consumption of 

luxury foods always includes an element of exclusivity, and they are usually considered 

as luxuries because of their texture, fat content, flavor and quantity, and because they are 

universally satisfying.  When, however, food is used primarily as a means of expressing 

distance, they are desired not for their degree of universal satisfaction, but because they 

convey a message.  Exotic and foreign foods, for example, are not desired as food so 

much as they are desired as symbols and markers of distance.  As a result, the behaviors 

surrounding their consumption, such as presentation, table manners, and menu, develop 

to enhance the message of exclusivity rather than simply the enjoyment of the food 

itself.56     

In terms of luxury food consumption, the question of quantity versus quality 

becomes important when considering the structure of a society.  In general, societies with 

less rigidly defined social hierarchies, that is, with less difference in lifestyle between 

members, tend to place more emphasis on the quantity of food, rather than its quality.  

That food quantity is an important maker of success is fairly universal to human societies 

across space and time, but it is particularly evident in situations where food is scarce and 

                                                           
55 van der Ween, 414. 
56 van der Ween, 414-415. 
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its availability irregular.57  Food scarcity and irregularity could certainly be the case in 

medieval Europe in general and Denmark in particular.  By modern standards, average 

yields were low throughout the period, increasing from about 2.5 to one to around 4 to 

one during over the course of the High Middle Ages.58  Moreover, yields could vary 

greatly from year to year, and any slight variation could have disastrous consequences for 

the amount of food available.59  Bad weather that lasted for a prolonged period or came at 

the wrong time of year could result in long term repercussions on the food supply.  Such 

was apparently the case in Denmark with the nine year famine reported by the Roskilde 

Chronicle during the reign of Oluf I (r. 1086-1095).60  Also, according to Saxo, many 

people, especially the poor, died of starvation while the rich spent all of their money in 

buying what food there was.61  While this famine is an extreme example, it does illustrate 

how insecure the food supply could be and how utterly dependent people were on regular 

harvests.   

Not surprisingly, during this period elites were less concerned with food quality 

than with just having it at all.  As the Roskilde Chronicle states: “They did not adorn the 

tables with diverse dishes, nor did they wish to have anything splendid.”62  As a result of 

this potential volatility in the food supply and the very real threat of starvation in times of 

                                                           
57 van der Ween, 412. 
58 Georges Duby, Rural Economy and Country Life in the Medieval West, trans. Cynthia Postan 

(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 103. 
59 Duby, Rural Economy and Country Life, 100-101. 
60 Chronicon Roskildense, 24. 

Michael H. Gelting has cast doubt on the length of the famine.  English data confirms the crop failures in 

the first two years of his reign, but the rest of the period appears to have been normal.  See Michael H. 

Gelting, “Two Early Twelfth-Century Views of Denmark’s Christian Past: Ailnoth and the Anonymous of 

Roskilde,” in Historical Narratives and Christian Identity on a European Periphery: Early History Writing 

in Northern, East-Central, and Eastern Europe (c. 1070-1200), ed. Ildar H. Garipzanov (Turnhout: 

Brepols, 2011), 33-55. 
61 Saxo, 12, 1, 3. 
62 “Non mensas diuersis ferculis ornabant, nec aliquem apparatum habere cupiebant.”   

Chronicon Roskildense, 24. 
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famine, food quantity was an important marker of success.  In contrast, more rigidly 

hierarchical societies, those where there are major lifestyle differences both between 

individuals and groups embedded in social institutions, tend to emphasize the quality and 

foreignness of food.63  Such was increasingly the case for courtly society in the Middle 

Ages, although keeping in mind that the food supply was not always secure. 

The descriptions of two feasts given by Danish kings help illustrate this 

distinction between quantity of food and quality of food, and highlight the increasing 

social stratification between elites and the rest of the population in Denmark in the Early 

and High Middle Ages.  Adam of Bremen describes a feast given by Svein Estridsen in 

1052/3 when Archbishop Adalbert of Hamburg-Bremen was in Slesvig on a diplomatic 

mission.  The mission was a success, and a celebratory feast was arranged.  According to 

Adam: 

Finally, as is the custom among the barbarians, they feasted each other 

sumptuously on eight successive days to confirm the treaty of alliance.  

Disposition was made there of many ecclesiastical questions; decisions 

were reached about peace for the Christians and about the conversion of 

the pagans.  And so the prelate returned home full of joy and persuaded 

Caesar to summon the Danish king to Saxony so that each might swear the 

other a perpetual friendship.64  

 

Svein Estridsen’s display of hospitality for Archbishop Adalbert falls into the category of 

celebratory feast, since it was designed to reinforce the social bonds between the two 

sides of the alliance, who were on more or less equal footing in terms of social standing, 

                                                           
63 van der Ween, 412. 
64 “Denique, sicut mos est inter barbaros, ad confirmandum pactum federis opulentum convivium habetur 

vicissim per VIII dies.  De multis rebus ecclesiasticis ibi disponitur; de pace christianorum, de conversione 

paganorum ibi consulitur.  Ita pontifex cum gaudio domum reversus persuasit cesari, ut evocatus rex 

Danorum in Saxoniam uterque alteri perpetuam iuraret amicitiam.”  Adam of Bremen, 161-162; Tschan, 

130. 
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and to celebrate the success of the diplomatic mission.65  While Adam never mentions the 

type of food being consumed at the feast, it is clear from the account that the main 

emphasis is on quantity and not quality.  Svein feasted his guests for eight straight days, 

which implies a massive amount of food and drink.  No mention is made of the food 

being foreign or even particularly exotic, a detail that would certainly have been worthy 

of note.  Elsewhere in his work, Adam describes Svein as a glutton,66 a vice that was 

often attributed to elites across medieval Europe by Christian moralizers.  As one 

historian has put it, “Those who could, gorged themselves; those who couldn’t, aimed 

to.”67  The same could also be said in the early thirteenth century of King Valdemar II, 

who expected a massive quantity of food on his visitations, as quoted above from his 

Cadaster.   

This excess could sometimes have disastrous consequences, if Adam of Bremen is 

to be believed about the death of Henry, bishop of Lund under Svein Estridsen.  

According to Adam, Henry had been the keeper of Cnut the Great’s treasure in England, 

which Henry then brought with him to Denmark where he “spent his life in 

voluptuousness.”  Adam continues, “About him it is even stated that, reveling in the 

pestiferous practice of drinking his belly full, he at last suffocated and burst.”68  Whether 

Adam’s story is true or not, the fact that it was considered plausible as a cause of death 

                                                           
65 In fact, Adam says that Archbishop Adalbert had given Svein Estridsen gifts and held banquets in an 

endeavor to show that archiepiscopal power was above royal wealth. That Svein actually agreed with that 

claim is doubtful.  Adam of Bremen, 161-162.     
66 Adam of Bremen, 163-164. 

The fact that gluttony was considered such an egregious sin highlights the fact that scarcity and food 

irregularity were very real problems in the Middle Ages. 
67 Stephen Mennell, “On the Civilizing of Appetite,” in Food and Culture: A Reader, eds. Carole Counihan  

and Penny Van Esterik (New York: Routledge, 2013), 324, quoting Eugen Weber, A Modern History of 

Europe (London: Hale, 1973), 202. 
68 “cuius tesauros in Daniam perferens luxuriose vitam peregit.  De quo narrant etiam, quod pestifera 

consuetudine delectatus inebriandi ventris tandem suffocatus crepuit,”  

Adam of Bremen, 236; Tschan, 192. 
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shows just how common it was for elites to overindulge, in this case in drink.  As already 

mentioned, gluttony, one of the seven deadly sins in Christian thought, was a favorite 

criticism levelled at the elite by medieval moralizers, which goes to show how common 

gluttonous behavior must have been among the upper echelons of society.  The ability of 

Svein Estridsen and Bishop Henry to eat and drink to excess in a period characterized by 

an irregular food supply indicates that food quantity was something that could set them 

and the rest of the elite apart from the masses.     

 A shift in the type of feasting in which certain members of the Danish elite took 

part can be illustrated in an account of the mid-twelfth century king, Svein Grathe’s, food 

habits at his feasts.  In adopting new, foreign habits, Saxo says of Svein:  

[T]raditional customs, which were no longer elegant enough for him, he 

attacked as crude and uncivilized and replaced them with neighboring 

urbanity, spurned Danish traditions and emulated German ones…Even the 

meals he dismissed as unsophisticated and instead adopted foreign table 

manners and more elegant table service at the feasts.  It was not only dress 

that he made new, but he also related [to his knights] how to eat and drink 

elegantly.69    

 

Unlike Adam of Bremen’s account above, Saxo does not describe a particular feast, but 

rather food consumption at Svein’s court feasts in general.  As is clear from Saxo’s 

criticism, these feasts involved a great deal of social display.  The focus was not 

necessarily on the quantity of food, but rather its quality.  Svein’s criticism of traditional 

Danish meals as unsophisticated implies they were qualitatively inferior and not up to his 

standards.  Because of this focus on quality, these events fall under the category of 

                                                           
69 “patrios mores, quod parum sibi uiderentur exculti, tanquam agrestes et inconditos petita a finitimis 

urbanitate mutauit, spretoque Danico ritu Germanicum emulatus est…Quinetiam epulandi rusticitate 

depulsa externas mensis comitates adsciuit commessationumque ritus cultiore ministerio gerendos instituit.  

Nec solum cultum nouauit, sed etim edendi bibendique facetias tradidit.”   

Saxo, 14, 9, 1. 
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diacritical feasts.  Clearly Svein, and by extension the members of his household, were 

more concerned with the preparation and presentation of the food because of the 

symbolism these things invoked.  This symbolism was important to Svein, and the ready 

adoption of these new customs could only have helped his followers in keeping and 

maintaining their positions in his court.   

Foreignness, in this case ‘Germanness,’ was a marker of quality, because it was 

associated with the urbane culture of the German empire.  Just as with the adoption of 

German fashion and military techniques discussed in previous chapters, Svein used these 

feasts as a way to mark the exclusivity of his court, which is why he emphasized elegant 

table manners and table service.  It was no longer enough that his men simply enjoy the 

food in and of itself.  Instead, they needed to eat it in a certain way, using the courtly 

table manners Svein taught them, in order to convey that message of exclusivity.   

 Svein Grathe was part of the network of elites discussed in Chapter 4 that linked 

him to the German imperial court, and it was through these networks that he pursued new 

habits of food consumption.  His adoption of courtly manners can be tied to one event in 

particular, Frederick Barbarossa’s assembly in Merseburg, Saxony in 1152.  At this 

assembly, Svein was in the company of many of Germany’s elite, both lay and 

religious.70  It was at this assembly that Barbarossa brokered the peace deal between 

Svein and Cnut III, with Svein swearing homage and fealty to Barbarossa for the 

kingdom of Denmark.  As part of the festivities surrounding the assembly, after the 

                                                           
70 Aside from Frederick Barbarossa, Svein Grathe, and Cnut III, the men at this assembly included Harwig, 

Archbishop of Bremen, Odelrik, Bishop of Halberstadt, Burchard, Bishop of Strasbourg, Wikman, Bishop 

of Zeitz, Daniel, Bishop of Prague, Bernhard, Bishop of Paderborn, Henry, Bishop of Minden, Herman of 

Verden, Anselm of Havelberg, Emehard of Mecklenburg, Wikker of Brandenburg, Markward, Abbot of 

Fulda, Henry, Abbot of Hersfeld, Arnold, Abbot of Naumberg, Henry [the Lion], Duke of Saxony, Welf, 

his uncle, Conrad, Margrave of Meissen, and his sons, Margrave Adelbert and his sons.  DD I: 2, 110. 
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ceremonial crowning of the emperor, Svein, also wearing his crown, took part in the 

procession of dignitaries, carrying ahead the imperial sword.71  This placement in the 

precession was an important honor, indicating Svein’s rank and dignity at the imperial 

court.  It was shortly after this event that Svein Grathe began to disparage traditional 

Danish customs as unsophisticated and rude.   

It is clear from Otto of Freising’s description that there was a great deal of pomp 

and ceremony involved with the assembly.  Because of the peripatetic nature of German 

kingship, when important political or dynastic decisions needed to be made, the emperor 

gathered the princes and lords in different locations.  These assemblies were mainly held 

on high Church feasts that were then celebrated together.  If the occasion was of 

particular political import and a great number of princes and foreign delegations were 

present, the court feasts would be especially lavish.  Whitsunday, in late spring, was a 

particularly common time for these types of assemblies, since the weather conditions 

made travel easier and guests could more readily be lodged in tents.72  The festivities 

included the ceremonial crowning of the emperor, which would be followed by a 

procession of the crowned rulers, one of whom would carry ahead the imperial sword.73  

In the case of the 1152 assembly, Svein Grathe was given that honor.  Unfortunately, 

there is no description of the court feast for this particular case, but it likely bore some 

resemblance, at least in style if not in scope, to the famous court feast of Mainz in 1184, 

for which there are a number of surviving accounts.   

                                                           
71 Otto of Freising, 106.  

 
72 Bumke, 207. 
73 Bumke, 204. 
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The Mainz court feast was celebrated as one of the greatest court feasts ever held 

in Germany.  This celebration was held on the occasion of the knighting of the emperor’s 

two sons, Henry and Frederick.74  According to Otto of St. Blasien, the banquet was 

“prepared most sumptuously with exquisite dishes.”75  Arnold of Lübeck describes the 

banquet thus: 

Concerning the abundance, indeed concerning the overflow of foods and 

drinks, which were heaped up there from all lands, and were beyond 

value, remains indescribable.  There a copious amount of wine, which had 

been brought from up and down the Rhine, was drunk according to 

possibility and desire, just as at the feast of Assuerus.76 

 

The festivities lasted for three days, and the kings, dukes, and margraves served as 

steward, cupbearer, chamberlain, and marshal at the imperial table.77  That the chroniclers 

mention the overflow of food and drinks points to the sheer quantity of food being an 

important distinguishing factor.  Quantity, however, was not the only distinguishing 

factor.  What is also important to note, is that the food is described as both expensive and 

coming from many different lands, pointing to the cost and origins of the food being 

important markers of distinction.  The guests were not just treated to foods from the 

surrounding countryside, or even from within the imperial domains, of which anyone 

living in that area could partake.  Their very foreignness would mark them out as 

luxuries, to which only the elite connected to Barbarossa’s court would have access.  

                                                           
74 Bumke, 205. 
75 “exquisitisque conviviis sumptuosissime exhibitis,” Otto of St. Blasien, Ottonis de Sancto Blasio 

Chronica, ed. Adolf Hofmeister, MGH, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum scholarum separatim 

editi 47 (Hannover: Impensis Bibliopolii Hahniani, 1912), 38. 
76 “Quid de habundantia, immo de supereffluentia victualium dixerim, que illic de omnibus terris congesta 

erat, que sicut erat inestimabilis, ita cuilibet linguarum manet inedicibilis.  Illic copia vini, que per 

descensum sive per ascensum Reni advecta fuerat, sicut in convivio Assueri, sine mensura pro 

uniuscuiusque possibilitate vel voluntate hauriebatur.” 

Arnold of Lübeck, 87-88. 
77 “Officium dapiferi sive pincerne, camerarii vel marscali, non nisi reges vel duces aut marchioness 

aministrabant.” 

Arnold of Lübeck, 88. 
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Moreover, the wine is designated as coming from up and down the Rhine, and, by the 

twelfth century, that region was known for the high quality of its wine.78  That wine could 

be exported in bulk was important since it had to be in a large enough quantity to satisfy 

the very many guests, but the quality of the wine was also of paramount importance, 

since it reflected the prestige of Barbarossa’s court and its exclusivity.   

Clearly, this was a great feast that captured the imagination of the chroniclers, and 

no doubt other of Barbarossa’s imperial feasts did not match it in sheer size and splendor.  

Nevertheless, his ‘lesser’ feasts would have followed some of the same general patterns.  

Both the 1152 Merseburg feast and the 1184 Mainz feast included the ceremonial crown 

wearing by the emperor and a procession of dignitaries, with one of the attending rulers 

carrying the imperial sword.79  Likewise, the banquet at Merseburg, of which Svein 

Grathe and Cnut took part, is likely to have been lavish, with expensive food and drink.  

Moreover, Frederick Barbarossa and his guests would have been attended at table by 

stewards and cupbearers, just as at Mainz.  One should imagine that Svein’s feasts, while 

nowhere near the same scale as that he experienced at Barbarossa’s court, would 

nevertheless have been similar in style, with an emphasis on a more sophisticated food 

preparation served and eaten in a particular way.  All of these criteria are indications that 

the quality of the food was becoming just as important as or more important than its 

quantity.                             

For Svein Grathe luxury food and its paraphernalia was an important marker of 

social distinction.  It had power because it was associated with German imperial culture, 

and he used it as a way to set himself and his men apart from the rest of society.  The 

                                                           
78 Georges Duby, The Early Growth of the European Economy, 238. 
79 At Mainz, the count of Hainaut carried the imperial sword.  Bumke, 204. 
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exclusivity of the feasts shows how Danish elites were making society more rigidly 

hierarchical.  A person had to have a certain cultural knowledge to eat and drink in the 

‘correct’ manner, following German court customs.  Only people in elite circles would be 

part of the necessary networks to gain that knowledge; all others would be excluded.            

This shift from quantity to quality was a process, and it was one that continued as 

the Middle Ages progressed.  Evidence that this phenomenon was becoming more 

widespread among the elite in general comes from a 1315 bequest to the abbey of Sorø, 

on the island of Zealand.  Christopher, duke of Halland and Samsø and later Christopher 

II (r. 1320-1326, 1329-1332), chose the abbey of Sorø as the burial place for himself and 

his wife, Eufemia.  As part of his bequest, he designated four days a year as memorial 

feast days at the abbey, and he dictated the foods that should be served: 

[E]very year in perpetuity for four days, namely twice a day for two days 

in the winter and two in the summer,  namely the first Sunday after Trinity 

Sunday and the Monday directly following, and on the two Sundays next 

following after Michaelmas [September 29], to arrange a fine and 

distinguished meal, which is called pitantia, at which all older and 

younger, clergy and laity, shall be treated amply and well with food and 

suitable drinks, namely with wheat bread and ample Trave beer [from 

Lübeck] and mead, with six courses at lunch, namely butter, dried cod, 

brawn, rice, spiced fish and other foods, which are spiced with pepper, and 

for dinner with five courses of that, which is named above…80   

 

  Clearly, the amount of food served at the feast was still a consideration, as the 

stipulation as to the number of courses, six for lunch and five for dinner, shows.  The 

duke, however, was also concerned with the quality of the food and how it was prepared.  

One course was to be made with pepper, which remained expensive.  Moreover, the 

bread was supposed to be made from wheat flour, which was still rare and considered a 

                                                           
80 DD 2: 7, 261. 
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luxury in Denmark.81 Also, Christopher II specified that the meal should be served with 

Trave beer, which at this time was twice as expensive as that brewed in Denmark.82  

Mead, which is fermented from honey, was likewise an exclusive drink, even more 

expensive than the imported beer.83  Just as with the food, the drink at the memorial 

feasts was marked by a certain measure of exclusivity.  Not just anyone could afford the 

necessary items for this feast, which was a marker of their quality.           

 With the ever increasing importance that the upper class placed on the quality of 

their food and its preparation, it stands to reason that manuals on the different ingredients 

and how to prepare them would be invaluable.  In fact, the oldest Danish cookbook dates 

to the late thirteenth century, although it might be based on an older source, possibly a 

collection of recipes compiled by Henrik Harpestreng (d. 1244),84 doctor to King Erik IV 

and canon at the cathedral in Roskilde.85  Written in Danish, the cookbook contains 

thirty-one recipes that are clearly inspired by French cuisine,86 which was copied in 

courts across Europe.  The varied collection contains recipes for different stocks and 

sauces, milk and egg dishes, as well as several detailing the preparation of chicken.  All 

of these recipes are rather refined, and they include ingredients and spices that would 

have been available only to the higher levels of society.  As Bi Skaarup argues, in 

comparison with other medieval recipe collections, this cookbook “is an example of the 

common highly developed cooking, which was widespread in all of Europe, and which is 

                                                           
81 Karg, “Long term dietary traditions,” 145. 
82 Kjersgaard, 95. 
83 Kjersgaard, 101. 
84 Det Danske Sprog og Literaturselskab, “Harpestrengs skrifter,” accessed 12/12/2013, 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng/about. 
85 Dansk Biografisk Leksicon, s.v. “Henrik Harpestreng,” accessed 12/12/2013, 

http://www.denstoredanske.dk/index.php?sideId=290835.  
86 Kjersgaard, 188. 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng/about
http://www.denstoredanske.dk/index.php?sideId=290835
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characterized by the large consumption of spices and many [for Denmark] exotic 

ingredients.”87   

The recipes also show that the medieval cook was concerned with both 

cleanliness and freshness of both ingredients and the prepared dishes, which casts doubt 

on the previous assumption that the use of spices was adopted mainly to cover up the 

flavor of half rotten food.88  For example, the first recipe is for walnut oil, and says: “One 

should take a clean dish with walnut kernels and an eggshell filled with salt and an 

eggshell filled with hot water, pour it together in a mortar, grind it well, and press it 

through a linen cloth.  This is called enskyns oli.”89  Another recipe for a spiced sauce 

specifies how long the dish will be good for:  

One should take cloves, nutmeg, pepper, and ginger, the same amount of 

each, and to this the same amount of cinnamon as there is of all the others 

combined.  Add to this an equivalent amount of wheat bread and combine 

all of this with vinegar.  This sauce will keep fresh in a container for half a 

year.90   

 

When using this sauce, it says: “If one wants to pickle something therein, one should 

bring it to a boil and once it is cool again, place fried, cold game – hart, roe, goose, or 

other game cut into pieces therein with a little salt.  This sylte can be stored for three 

                                                           
87 Bi Skaarup, “Mad og køkkenkunst,” in Dagligliv i Danmarks middelalder – en arkæologisk 

kulturhistorie, ed. Else Roesdahl (Aarhus: Aarhus Universitetsforlag, 2004), 139. 
88 As, for example, Erik Kjersgaard has argued in Mad og Øl i Danmarks middelalder, 77. 
89 Mæn sculæ takæ en ren disk mæth walnutæ kiarnæ. oc en æggi scal full mæt salt. oc en æggi scal ful 

mæth hæt watnæ oc latæ thæt samæn i en hieth murtær. oc stampæ thæt wæl. oc writhæ thæt gømæn eth 

linnæth klæthæ. thæt hetær enskyns oli 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Valnødolie,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/1.  

Accessed 12/12/2013.  
90 Mæn sculæ takæ gærofærs naghlæ. muskat pipær. oc ingæfær. af hwær theræ æm mykæt. oc æm mykæt 

af cinamomum. æsse the æræ allæ samæn. oc tysæ æmmykæt af hwith brøthæ. stækt æssæ thæt ær alt oc 

støthæ thæt samæn mæth ædik. thænnæ salsæ haldæ mæn goth i eth halft aar i en læghlæ 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Krydret sovs,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/5.  

Accessed 12/12/2013. 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/1
http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/5
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weeks.”91  A stock recipe calls for “mint, parsley, cinnamon, and pepper and combine it 

with salt and vinegar.  This stock is good for three days.”92  Another stock made with 

crushed garlic, fresh grapes, and salt “is good in the morning with goose and with lightly 

salted beef and is good for one day.”93  Crushed garlic was considered to have a short 

shelf life, as another recipe mentions that “garlic done in the morning is not good by the 

evening.”94  As is clear from the above selection, the length of time in which the dish 

would be wholesome was included, as were directions for using fresh ingredients, thus 

undermining the idea that medieval people were typically eating food that had gone bad 

or was on the verge of doing so.   

Another point of note is that whether the dish was sweet or savory, there was an 

equal preference for a heavy hand when it came to spices.  The recipes also do not call 

for a decrease in the amount of spices if the base ingredients were particularly fresh.  

Moreover, as Stephen Mennell has shown for England and France, “the use of spices 

began to change long before there was any significant improvement in methods of 

preservation.”95  He goes on to note that, “The temptation must be resisted to think that 

                                                           
91 Wilæ mæn syltæ thær nokæt i. tha latæ thæt wællæ. oc sithæn thæt ær full kalt tha sculæ mæn stækt wild 

brath kalt hiort ra. gaas. æth annæn wild brath. skoræth i stykki læggæ thæræ i mæth lit salt. thæn sylt 

mughæ mæn gømæ thre vkæ 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Vildt I krydret sovs,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/6.  

Accessed 12/12/2013. 
92 Mæn sculæ takæ muntæ pætercili oc cinamomum oc pipær alt æm mykæt af. oc malæ thæth mæth salt oc 

ædik. thæn salsæ ær goth thre daghæ 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Krydret sovs,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/11.  

Accessed 12/12/2013. 
93 Mæn sculæ støtæ klof løøk mæth wærgius oc mæt salt. thæn sals ær goth vm morghæn til gaas. oc til 

grønt nøtæ kiøth. oc dughær en dagh 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Sovs med hvidløg og sur druesaft,” 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/12.  Accessed 12/12/2013. 
94 Klogæ løøk gørth vmmarghæn. dughær ækki vm aftæn 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Krydret sovs til fårekød,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-

nks70r/13.  Accessed 12/12/2013. 
95 Mennell, 53. 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/12
http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/13
http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/13
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medieval people ‘really’ preferred food more or less similar to that which we eat now, but 

were compelled by force of circumstance (at least if they could afford it) to eat 

unpleasantly highly flavoured mixtures designed to obliterate basic tastes.”96  Rather, 

they used spices because of other preferences based on taste and symbolism connected 

with courtly cuisine.     

 The recipes from the Danish cookbook show that it was designed for a refined 

kitchen, which had access to the most expensive and rarest of ingredients.  The examples 

cited above include rare and expensive spices such as cinnamon, cloves, pepper, and 

nutmeg.  Some recipes include wine: “Tear the meat off of a boiled hen in small pieces 

and add thereto finely chopped pork, finely crumbled wheat bread, and wine and let it 

boil in a pan.  Thicken it with scrambled egg yolks, and sprinkle ground cinnamon over it 

when ready to serve.  This is called mortræas.”97  Other recipes designed to show 

exclusivity include one for a milk porridge: “One takes whole milk and puts therein 

crumbled wheat bread and scrambled egg and ground saffron and cooks until thickened.  

Then let it set and afterwards put it on a dish; then put butter in it and sprinkle with 

ground cinnamon.  Then one can eat it.”98  Another dish calls for the cook to “cut a hen 

into pieces, boil it, and take ground pepper, cinnamon, and cardamom, an equal amount 

of each.  Cut the white of a boiled egg into pieces as small as beans and add egg yolks 

                                                           
96 Mennell, 53. 
97 Mæn sculæ riuæ eth sothæt høns smath. oc latæ thær til swinæ kiøth smat ha kæ. oc hwetæ brøth 

krummæ wæl smath writhæt. oc wiin. oc latæ siuthæ i en pannæ. oc gøræ thæt thiuk mæth slaghæn æggi 

dydær. oc strø thær a puluær af cinamomum. thær thæt ær vp ræth thæt hetær mortræas 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Fars af hønse- og svinekød,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-

nks70r/30.  Accessed 12/12/2013. 
98 Mæn sculæ takæ søøth mialk oc latæ thær i smulæth hwæth brøth. oc slaghæn æggæ. oc stampæth safran 

oc latæ thæt siuthæ e til thæt thiukkæs. oc sættæ thæt sithæn vp. oc latæ thær smør i oc la-tæ thær vp a 

puluær af cinamomum sithæn thæt cumær a disk. tha mughæ mæn thæt ætæ 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Hvid mos,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/14. 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/30
http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/30
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thereto.  Then add saffron and vinegar and grind it thick with raw egg yolks and salt and 

let it combine.”99  Saffron was the most expensive and exclusive of all the spices, with a 

price that was three to four times that of pepper.  It was derived from the dried stigmas of 

a crocus cultivated in Spain, and the very high price reflects the fact that 300,000 to 

400,000 flowers were needed to yield just one pound of saffron.100  That several of the 

recipes include this rare spice shows how exclusive the kitchen would have to be in order 

to make the food described.  

  A comparison with foreign sources shows that the food enjoyed by the elite in 

medieval Denmark was virtually identical to that of European courtly society in general.  

Such a comparison makes it quite clear that the Danish elite followed the food trends of 

European nobility.  One area of similarity is found in the use of spices, as mentioned in 

the Danish recipes above.  As noted, medieval European cooking in general favored a 

heavy hand when it came to the use of spices, something that courtly literature illustrates.  

For example, Justinius, a thirteenth century German poet and schoolmaster, when 

describing a courtly feast in his narrative poem Lippiensis, wrote:  

Here pepper and saffron, here ginger and galangal 

 Are present and they artfully make food pleasant 

These spices impart aroma and flavor and color 

 To the delicious dishes by the painstaking attention of the cook.101 

 

                                                           
99 Mæn sculæ skæræ eth høns alt i stykki. oc siuthæ thæt. oc takæ malæn pipær oc cinamomum. oc 

kardæmomum. alt æm mykæt. oc skæræ thæt hwitæ af æg so thæt hart stort æssæ bønæ. oc latæ æg-gi 

dydær alt helt thæræ til. oc takæ si-thæn safran oc ædik. oc malæ thæt thiukt mæt raa æggi dydær. oc mæt 

salt. oc la-tæ thæt wællæ samæn 

Harpestrengs kogebog (NKS 70), “Krydret høne med æg,” http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-

nks70r/25.  Accessed 12/12/2013. 
100 Kjersgaard, 78. 
101 “Hic piper atque crocus, hic gingiber atque galange / Assunt et faciunt arte placere cibos. / His 

condimentis odor et sapor et color addunt / Delicias epulis sedulitate coci.” 

Justinius, Das Lipiflorium: Ein westfälisches Heldengedicht aus dem dreitzehnten Jahrhundert, ed. with 

German translation by Hermann Althof (Leipzig: Dieterich’sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1900), 105-108. 

http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/25
http://middelaldertekster.dk/harpestreng-nks70r/25
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In another early thirteenth century epic romance, Parzival, Wolfram von Eschenbach 

says of King Arthur’s table: “In small vessels of gold they received a sauce suitable for 

each dish, salt sauce, pepper sauce, wine sauce.  All had their fill there, the frugal man 

and the glutton.”102  Long distance trade with the East was the source of many of the 

costliest spices, which were used mainly in meat dishes,103 as is also illustrated in the 

Danish recipes quoted above.    

Meat dishes were the centerpieces of the elite table, with typical elite food 

including domestic fowl along with game and fish.104  Both literature and historical 

sources provide examples of their importance to the courtly life of the nobility.  From the 

thirteenth century anonymous narrative poem Mai und Beaflor, the court had “great 

stores of noble food: fish, chicken, venison.”105 Domestic fowl, such as chicken and 

geese, was extremely important to the lordly table, as is evidenced by their frequency in 

the Countess of Leicester’s account books for 1265.106  As Bumke points out, a well-

stocked chicken coop was a requirement for a proper noble table, and empty chicken 

coops as a sign of famine was common in courtly literature.107  The king of Denmark 

expected to be supplied with both chickens and geese on his visitations, as is evident 

                                                           
102 “in kleiniu goltvaz man nam, / als ieslîcher spîse zam, / salssen, pfeffer, agraz./ dâ het der kiusche und 

der vrâz / alle gelîche genuoc.”  

Wolfram von Eschenbach, Parzival, vol. 1, ed. Eberhard Nellman from the edition by Karl Lachmann, 

German trans. Dieter Kühn (Frankfurt am Main: Deutscher Klassiker Verlag, 2004), V, 238, 25-26; 

Bumke, 180. 
103 Bumke, 180. 
104 Bumke, 179. 
105 “von edeler spise vollen rat: vische, huner, wilprat” 

Mai und Beaflor: Eine Erzählung aus dem Dreizehnten Jahrhundert, Dichtungen des Deutschen 

Mittelalters, vol. 7, ed. Wilhelm Vollmer (Leipzig, 1848), 39, 9-10; Bumke, 180. 
106 “Household Roll of Eleanor, Countess of Leicester, A.D. 1265,” in Manners and Household Expenses of 

England in the Thirteenth and Fifteenth Centuries Illustrated by Original Records (London: William Nicol. 

Shakespeare Press, 1841), 4-88. 
107 Bumke, 180. 
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from King Valdemar’s Cadaster quoted above.108  Moreover, nearly half of the recipes 

from the anonymous Danish cookbook quoted above are instructions for preparing 

chicken, hardly surprising considering how important this bird was to the elite table.     

 Another food item important for the symbolism it conveyed was the meat 

provided by game animals.  Venison, for example, is mentioned in the list of noble foods 

quoted above from Mai ud Beaflor.  Other animals, such as the boar and bear were also 

prized game animals, and the hunting of them was one of the foremost aristocratic sports 

in medieval Europe.  Aside from providing meat, hunting was an important marker of the 

elite lifestyle in two respects.  For one, it provided military training, which would have 

been especially important with the adoption of cavalry warfare in Denmark.  A knight 

was expected to “exercise his body continually, by hunting wild beasts – the hart, the 

boar and the wolf.”109  Second, it also exemplified the noble lifestyle, since it required 

both a lot of money and leisure time.  All noblemen, great as well as small, were expected 

“to keep hawks and hounds, and to talk knowledgeably of them.”110  Moreover, as Keen 

notes, the criticism that to be noble meant “to live in the country and to waste all your 

time in the open air, hawking and hunting, is not without a certain justice.”111  Keeping 

the horses, hounds, and birds of prey that were de rigueur for the huntsman was costly, 

and therefore out of reach for anyone not of the elite.  Serving game meat, especially the 

meat of larger animals, was a sign that a person had the necessary wealth, equipment, and 

leisure to be able to engage in hunting. 

                                                           
108 KVJ, 33. 
109 Keen, Chivalry, 9. 
110 Keen, Chivalry, 154. 
111 Keen, Chivalry, 154. 
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Hunting as an aristocratic sport was likewise an important marker of nobility in 

Denmark.  Denmark did differ, however, from the rest of Europe in that hunting was not 

legally an aristocratic privilege until the Late Middle Ages.112  The vita of Otto of 

Bamberg mentions hunting as a general occupation for men in Denmark during the 

archiepiscopacy of Asser in Lund in the early twelfth century,113 although for the Viking 

Age hunting was of minimal importance.114  Also, as Kjersgaard points out, none of the 

twelfth and thirteenth century regional law codes contains any prohibitions or regulations 

regarding hunting rights, indicating that there was as yet no real conflict over hunting.115  

The lack of legislation, however, does not mean that the sport was not an important part 

of noble life in Denmark.  Despite hunting being accessible to all social levels legally, it 

was really only the nobility that had the time and money to pursue hunting as a sport, 

especially of larger game and on horseback.  Hawking and falconry were likewise only 

accessible to the wealthy.116  For example, Saxo tells of a failed assassination attempt 

against Valdemar I by one of his kinsmen, Cnut, while he was out hawking in a wagon, 

something that he and Cnut usually did together.117  

 That hunting was pursued as a part of courtly culture is evident from the island 

list from King Valdemar’s Cadaster, which notes which game animals were available on 

a number of the king’s islands.  Animals such as boar, bear, marten, hare, rabbit, hart, roe 

deer, and fallow deer are named,118 all of which were popular game.  Moreover, this list 

                                                           
112 On the Continent hunting was reserved as an aristocratic right from very early on.  Kjersgaard, 68. 
113 Herbord, Herbordi Dialogus de Vita S. Ottonis Episcopi Babenbergensis ed. Georg Heinrich Pertz, 

MGH, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in usum scholarum separatim editi 33 (Hannover, 1868), 143.   
114 Roesdahl, The Vikings, 27. 
115 Kjersgaard, 68. 
116 Saxo, 14, 54, 5. 
117 Kjersgaard, 69. 
118 KVJ, 30-31. 
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points to the establishment of deer herds on a number of Danish islands.  Of these, fallow 

deer are particularly noteworthy, because they were purposefully reintroduced into 

Denmark at this time.119  New flocks of fallow deer were brought to sixteen islands, 

including Barsø, Årø, Torø, Bogø, Brandsø, Endelave, Samsø, Orø, Reersø, Agersø, 

Omø, Thurø, Drejø, Avernakø, Bjørnø, and Lyø (Map 10).120  The reintroduction of this 

species shows that Danish kings were actively interested in promoting the management of 

animals for hunting, so as to participate in aristocratic courtly culture.   That they 

introduced game animals especially onto smaller islands is also noteworthy.  In Denmark, 

these islands were used in place of the walled game parks that were established by the 

elite in other parts of Europe.121  Many of these islands also had hunting lodges, but lack 

of permanent accommodations did not preclude an island from being a favored hunting 

spot.  For example, Valdemar II and his son and co-king, Valdemar the Young, were 

asleep in their tent when they were taken prisoner by a vassal, Henry of Schwerin, while 

on a hunting trip on the island of Lyø in 1223.122  Valdemar the Young was later killed in 

a hunting accident in 1231 on Refsnæs,123 a peninsula on the northwest coast of Zealand.  

Hunting was clearly a sport that was part of noble identity, and it provided food items 

that set the elite apart from everyone else.   

                                                           
119 Kjersgaard, 70. 
120 KVJ, 30-31. 
121 Anne N. Jaubert, “Princes’ Residences in Denmark from ca. 1000 to ca. 1350,” in Castella Maris Baltici 

1, ed. Knut Drake (Stockholm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, 1993), 98. 
122 DD I, 5: 222. 
123 Fenger, 325. 
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Map 10.  Royal hunting parks mentioned in the text. 

 

 The change in food habits in Denmark followed the general trend of a more 

sophisticated cooking style as it was also developing in the rest of Europe.  A more 

sophisticated cooking style meant that members of the elite needed more sophisticated 

kitchens, as well.  Before the Middle Ages, the kitchen was not a separate room.  The 

Viking longhouse, while it could vary in size and number of rooms, only had one hearth, 

which was centrally placed in the largest room of the house.  Only one exception has so 

far been uncovered, a house in Hedeby which also had a smoker oven in one of the 
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gables.124  Such a setup for cooking was by no means uncommon for the majority of 

people well into the Middle Ages, also outside of Denmark.  In the Hansa towns of 

northern Germany, for example, houses typically had a single open fireplace in the main 

room, where all private and commercial activities took place.  The fire was used for 

heating the room, as well as for cooking, smoking, and brewing.125  Such a situation was 

the norm for Denmark, as well, where most town houses were divided into two rooms, 

one of which had a central hearth.126  Among the nobility, however, the Middle Ages saw 

the gradual development of separate rooms designated for cooking.  An early example 

comes from the castle of Absalon, archbishop of Lund, in Copenhagen, built 1167-71, 

which had a separate building to house its two baking ovens.127  Certainly by 1257, if not 

earlier, the kitchen had developed as a separate room, as is clear from the will of Ingerd, 

countess of Regenstein and a member of the powerful Hvide family.  In her will she 

donated “everything that belongs in a kitchen, a bakery, and a brewery” to the nuns of 

Clare Abbey in Roskilde,128 indicating that all three functions were carried out in spheres 

separate from one another.  No longer was a single hearth used for food preparation, at 

least among the nobility. 

Conclusion 

                                                           
124 Dorthe Kaldal Mikkelsen, “Boligfunktioner i vikingtidens gårde,” in Bolig og familie i Danmarks 

middelalder, ed. Else Roesdahl (Højberg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 2003), 81. 
125 Almuth Alsleben, “Food consumption in the Hanseatic towns of Germany,” in Medieval Food 

Traditions in Northern Europe, ed. Sabine Karg (Copenhagen: The National Museum of Denmark, 2007), 

20. 
126 Hans Krongaard Kristensen, “Land, by og bygninger,” in Dagligliv i Danmarks middelalder, 2nd edition, 

ed. Else Roesdahl (Aarhus: Aarhus Universitetsforlag, 2004), 73. 
127 Johannes Hertz, “Absalons borg ved Havn,” in Absalon: fædrelandets fader, eds. Frank Birkebæk, Tom 

Christensen, and Inge Skovgaard-Petersen (Roskilde: Roskilde Museums Forlag, 1996), 184-185. 
128 “omnia attinencia ad coquinam, pistrinum, et braxatorium,” DD 2: 1, 240. 
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 Food and food consumption are an important arena for social and economic ideas 

of stratification to play out.  When viewed as material culture, food provides evidence of 

cultural shifts, as is the case in the transition from Viking to medieval Denmark.  During 

the Viking Age, luxury foods, defined as foods offering refinement of a basic food and a 

means of distinction, were not as important to elite identity as they would be in the 

Middle Ages.  Imported plants and spices rarely show up in the archaeological record, 

whereas locally cultivated and collected plant foods are a relatively common find.  The 

Danish emporia sites, which otherwise bear witness to a thriving international trade, 

contain few traces of luxury foods being imported into Denmark.  Rather, the 

archaeobotanical evidence indicates that the vast majority of plant material was produced 

and collected locally.   

An important exception to this trend is in the consumption of wine, for which the 

presence of glass drinking vessels of Frankish origin provide the best evidence.  It should 

be remembered that wine was also used for ritual purposes and was an important 

component of the Christina liturgy, in which case it would not be a luxury food item.  

Nevertheless, that wine was consumed by Danish magnates for non-religious purposes, 

particularly in eastern Denmark, is clear from finds of sherds of Frankish drinking glasses 

in the main halls of magnate residences, such as Lake Tissø on Zealand.   

Denmark followed the general food trends of medieval Europe, with courtly 

culture increasingly focused on imported exotica as luxury food items.  Court society 

placed more emphasis on quality of food as opposed to just food quantity as a marker of 

social distinction, as is evidenced by contemporary descriptions of court feasts.  In the 

mid-eleventh century, the Danish king, Svein Estridsen, hosted a celebratory feast to 
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mark a diplomatic success between the king and the archbishop of Hamburg-Bremen, 

which was noteworthy for the sheer quantity of food served.  By the mid-twelfth century, 

another Danish king, Svein Grathe, was more interested in food presentation and table 

manners, although, both markers of food quality, than on the quantity of food served.  In 

this, Svein Grathe was explicitly emulating the courtly behavior of the German imperial 

court.  Moreover, that he was doing so indicates Danish participation in the pan-European 

culture that was taking shape at this time.  Members of the Danish elite also embraced 

hunting as an aristocratic sport, with which not only provided exclusive food items for 

their tables, but also served as training in the exercise of warfare.  Danish aristocratic 

food culture followed the same general trends as that in the rest of Europe, further 

highlighting the fact that the Danish aristocracy shared in European chivalric and courtly 

culture from its earliest stages.  Denmark was not a late adopter of European courtly 

culture as has so often been characterized in the works of Danish medieval historians.    

Furthermore, the development of cookbooks, increasing emphasis on food 

preparation and presentation, as well as table manners all indicate that Danish society was 

becoming more stratified.  While some food historians, most notably Bi Skaarup, has 

observed the growing foreign influence on Danish food culture from the twelfth century 

on, particularly in the use of new ingredients and spices, they do not connect this shift 

with the adoption of courtly culture.  Moreover, although Skaarup does acknowledge the 

difference between aristocratic and more common cuisine, she was asking different 

questions and so does not pursue an inquiry into the increasing social stratification that 

the food culture reveals.  This dissertation corrects this oversight on the part of past food 

historians, and shows that the growing emphasis on food quality along with its 
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preparation and presentation is concomitant with the development of a more rigidly 

hierarchical society.  The adoption of courtly food culture was thus another way for the 

Danish elite to set themselves apart.  This trend is also apparent in matters of dress, a 

topic that will be explored in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Dress and Ornamentation (c. 900 – 1350 AD) 

 

 

In the Middle Ages clothing conveyed an abundance of information on social 

identity.  It revealed status and wealth, as well as moral and religious beliefs.  Styles of 

dress and ornamentation indicated political and diplomatic alliances, with precious 

fabrics and costly garments often given as signs of friendship between rulers and to mark 

important court occasions.  The twelfth century witnessed important new developments 

in textile manufacture and tailoring that allowed for new means of sartorial expression.  

Archaeological evidence shows that high-ranking Danes were increasingly inspired by 

continental fashions from the late Viking Age.  The many dynastic, diplomatic, and 

economic alliances formed between Danish and other European elites meant that the new 

fashions were quickly adopted into Danish courtly culture.  These new fashions allowed 

the aristocracy in Denmark to further set itself apart from the rest of the population, and 

served to emphasize its inclusion in a pan-European courtly culture.       

One reason for the great importance attached to dress as a marker of status was 

due to cost.  Textile production in medieval Europe was an expensive and lucrative 

business.  Its labor intensive nature helps explain the high cost of cloth and clothing in 

this period.  The production of textiles involved a large number of people in society, 

especially those at the lower end of the social scale.  Agricultural workers tended the 

sheep or grew and retted the flax.  Women were in charge of cleaning, carding, and 
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combing the fleece, or hackling1 and scutching2 the flax before spinning the fibers into 

woolen, worsted, or linen thread.  The most important textile material by far was wool, 

followed by linen and hemp.  These three materials made up the majority of medieval 

textiles for clothing, while silk, because of the expense, was more rarely used.  In the 

early Middle Ages, weaving of woolen cloth and linen took place in domestic and rural 

settings but mass production for a wider market was moved predominantly to urban 

workshops governed by corporate guilds as the Midde Ages progressed.3   

Finishing treatments in particular added value and status to fabrics through 

specialized labor and technology.4  These treatments included fulling, dyeing, and 

shearing5 the cloth.  Fulling was initially carried out by workers who trampled the cloth 

in vats of hot water with added substances to encourage shrinkage and felting of the 

fabric.6  Technological developments allowed for the gradual mechanization of the 

fulling process.  The proliferation of watermills, which converted the power of water into 

work, and the invention of the cam shaft greatly increased efficiency in the fulling 

process.  As Jean Gimpel explains, the feet of the men that had previously been trampling 

the cloth “were replaced by two wooden hammers which were alternatively raised and 

dropped upon the cloth on the tilt-hammer system by means of a revolving drum attached 

to the spindle of a waterwheel.  A whole series of hammers could replace a large group of 

                                                           
1 Splitting and straitening the flax fibers and removing the fibrous core.  
2 Separating the woody stem from the flax fibers. 
3 Désirée Koslin, “Value Added Stuffs and Shifts in Meaning: An Overview and Case Study of Medieval 

Textile Paradigms,” in Encountering Medieval Dress: Objects, Texts, Images, ed. Désirée Koslin and Janet 

E. Snyder (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 234. 
4 Koslin, “Value Added Stuffs,” 233. 
5 Shearing involves brushing the cloth to raise the nap and then cutting off any raised fibers. 
6 François Piponnier and Perrine Mane, Dress in the Middle Ages, trans. Caroline Beamish (New Haven: 

Yale University Press, 1997), 16 
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fullers and could be operated with only one overseer.”7  Foot fulling continued to be used 

for better quality fabrics,8 and the higher labor costs involved would have translated to a 

higher price for the finished product.  

The most important of the finishes in the production of textiles was the dyeing.  

Brilliant, full-hued colors, epitomized by precious stones, metals, and pigments used for 

jewelry, stained glass, and enamel, captivated the medieval imagination.  They could also 

take on symbolic meanings, which could be transmitted to the textiles.9  For example, the 

two colors most often used to signify rank in the Middle Ages were red and blue, the 

costliest and most difficult colors to produce.10   Red dye was by far the most expensive 

available.  Extracted from the kermes, a Mediterranean insect, this dye produced a wide 

range of reds, including blood red, the most popular shade.  Because of the great expense 

in producing it, red was largely reserved for luxury cloth.  Initially, scarlet was the color 

achieved from the red dye derived from the kermes.  By the late Middle Ages, however, 

the prestigious color name, scarlet, came to designate a high quality, exquisite woolen 

cloth, regardless of color, which was a luxury commodity.11  Blue dye was made from 

woad, a plant that could be grown in a number of regions of Europe, making it somewhat 

cheaper than the red.  Depending on the concentration of the dye, it could give a variety 

of blues, from pale to very deep blue, or, if combined with other colorings, green.  The 

richest and darkest shades of blue, however, were expensive and only within the reach of 

an elite minority.12  The color of the original textile also affected the outcome of the 

                                                           
7 Jean Gimpel, The Medieval Machine: The Industrial Revolution of the Middle Ages (New York: Barnes & 

Noble Books, 1976), 15. 
8 Pipponnier and Mane, 16.  
9 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuffs,” 235. 
10 Hedeager Krag, “Herskersymboler i dragten,” 64. 
11 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuff,” 237. 
12 Piponnier and Mane, 16. 
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dyeing process.  The cloth being dyed needed to be as close to pure white as possible in 

order to achieve the brightest tonalities from the dye.  For woolen textiles, the finest 

fleeces without pigmentation would render the best results.  For cloth made from plant 

fibers like flax and hemp, laborers had to painstakingly bleach the fabric before it could 

be dyed.  Far and away the cloth best able to take on the very brightest hues and coming 

closest to the ideal was naturally white silk, which was both expensive and rare.13   

The texture of the fabric was also an important component in its desirability.  As 

noted above, the majority of medieval fabrics were woolen, and they came in solid, 

natural, or dyed colors.  The quality of the fabric could vary from coarse, low quality to 

very high quality, such as scarlet or brunette, which were characterized by a soft, dense, 

and velvety texture.14  Teasing and shearing the cloth so that it had a dense, uniform nap 

would give it a felted and very smooth appearance which was highly favored.15  This 

process would also add value to the finished product, making the softest and smoothest 

fabrics accessible only to the elites. 

The most prestigious textile in medieval Europe was silk, which initially had to be 

imported from the East, via Byzantium.  Precious silks were highly sought after in noble 

society, and the sources often mention silk as a particularly valuable treasure.  For 

example, when Emperor Henry VI (d. 1197) brought the Sicilian royal treasure to 

Germany in 1195, it included “many very valuable silk cloths.”16  Before 1100, the price 

and scarcity of silk limited its use to only the highest ranking and wealthiest of people in 

                                                           
13 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuffs,” 236. 
14 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuffs,” 237. 
15 Piponnier and Mane, 16. 
16 “cum multis pannis preciosis de serico,” Annales Marbacenses, ed, Herman Bloch, MGH, Scriptores 

Rerum Germanicarum in usum scholarum 9 (Hannover: Impensis Bibliopolii Hahniani, 1907), 65; Bumke, 

133. 
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northern Europe.17  With the Islamic conquests of the Mediterranean in the Early Middle 

Ages, the technology of silk cultivation spread westwards and was introduced into Sicily 

and Spain.  King Roger II of Sicily (d. 1154) set up silk production in Palermo, intended 

primarily for his court, and it was likely these were the pieces obtained by Emperor 

Henry VI.18  Silk production in these regions grew so that from the thirteenth century 

onwards, Spain and Italy exported their silks, successfully competing with Byzantium.  

Silk was most widely used in the form of ribbons and braid, and it was often woven from 

patterns or embroidered with gold and silver threads.  These ribbons and braid would be 

used as borders for other items of clothing or for belts or girdles.  Silken fabrics were rare 

north of the Alps and Pyrenees, and even in the thirteenth century they were reserved for 

kings and princes, and worn only for special occasions.19     

Fur was another fashionable addition to elite dress.  It was used to line woolen 

garments, with glimpses of the costly fur lining visible as the wearer moved.  It could 

also be used to border a garment at the hem, collar, or wrists.  A number of different furs 

were popular at this time, with the most highly prized furs being ermine, vair,20 and sable.  

These three were particularly expensive and so out of reach for all but the very wealthy.  

Essentially any item of clothing could be fur lined, including hats, tunics, gowns, 

mantles, gloves, mittens, and boots. Sometimes entire outfits would be coordinated with 

                                                           
17 Janet Snyder, “From Content to Form: Court Clothing in Mid-Twelfth-Century Northern French 

Sculpture,” in Encountering Medieval Textiles and Dress: Objects, Texts, Images, eds. Désirée G. Koslin 

and Janet E. Snyder (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2002), 95. 
18 Bumke, 133. 
19 Piponnier and Mane, 19-21. 
20 Vair was a highly prized and expensive fur of the Eurasian red squirrel which was blue-grey on the back 

and white on the belly.  The fur would be used in alternating pieces of back and belly fur so that it formed a 

checked pattern. 
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matching textiles and furs, such as identically styled gown and mantle.  In the aristocratic 

courts, fur was worn as much for ostentation as it was for practical reasons.      

Garments, because textiles were so valuable, could carry a variety of meanings.  

To the viewer, dress conveyed a complex message concerning the value and color quality 

of the fabric, its social significance and appropriateness, as well as abstract, metaphorical 

color associations.  The cut of the garment, including its length, width, number of layers, 

and the quality of the lining material were all important to convey the social identity of 

the wearer.21  The use of certain colors denoted power and rank, while high quality and 

exclusive materials indicated the wealth and status of the wearer.  Dress could also say 

something about diplomatic relations as well as economic ones.  It could reveal the 

ambitions of the wearer and the circles to which he or she belonged.     

The incorporation of continental fashion into elite dress in Denmark became 

especially visible in the later Viking Age, particularly the late tenth century.  Most of the 

information for dress in the Viking Age comes from textile fragments found in richly 

furnished graves.  No complete items of Viking clothing have been preserved, but the 

fragments along with some pictorial evidence has allowed archaeologists to reconstruct 

both male and female dress.  Garments were typically made of wool woven in various 

ways, although linen could also be used.22  Recent archaeological investigations have 

shown that flax was grown specifically for the production of linen.  One such site is at 

Næs, in southwestern Zealand, where textile production was practiced on a large scale 

                                                           
21 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuffs,” 236. 
22 Roesdahl, The Vikings, 34-35. 
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during the Viking Age.23  Remains of a linen shirt dating to the end of the Viking Age, c. 

1050, have also been uncovered at Viborg Søndersø, in northern Jutland.24   

Archaeology has enabled the reconstruction of typical Viking Age dress in 

southern Scandinavia.  Danish women, at least the well-to-do ones represented in grave 

finds, commonly wore an over-dress, similar to a pinafore, which was cut strait at the top 

and bottom, reaching from armpit to mid-calf or lower.  Made of either wool or linen, it 

could be decorated with borders and bands, and it was held up by two short straps in front 

and two longer straps in back.  The straps were fastened by two large oval brooches made 

of bronze, one at each shoulder.  A chain of colored beads could be suspended between 

the brooches, while another chain holding small tools, such as a small knife, a needle-

case, scissors, or a key, might hang from one of the brooches.  A long shift, sometimes 

very finely pleated, was worn under the overdress and fastened at the neck with a small, 

round brooch.25     

Men’s clothing varied in materials and decoration, but was otherwise very similar 

across classes.  Men wore trousers, either short or long.  Short ones likely would have 

been worn with stockings while long ones could have had long bands wound around the 

legs or been held up by bands fastened to a strap around the waist.  Another typical 

garment was a tunic made of wool or linen, which could be either tight or loose, and 

sometimes had decorative borders.  A cloak, typically made of heavier material, was 

                                                           
23 Stina Troldtoft Andresen and Sabine Karg, “Retting pits for textile fibre plants at Danish prehistoric sites 

dated between 800 B.C. and A.D. 1050,” Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 20, no. 6 (2011): 523. 
24 Mytte Fentz, “En hørskjorte fra 1000-årene,” in Viborg Søndersø 1000-1300: Byarkæologiske 

undersøgelser 1981 og 1984-85, ed. Jesper Hjermind, Mette Iversen, and Hans Krongaard Kristensen 

(Højbjerg: Jysk Arkæologisk Selskab, 1998), 249. 
25 Roesdahl, The Vikings, 37-38. 
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worn over the tunic and fastened over the right shoulder with a heavy brooch or strong 

ties.  The sword arm was thus left free.26     

During the later Viking Age, certain Danish elites began adopting the clothing 

style of their peers on the Continent.  A grouping of grave finds in mid-Jutland show 

clear Frankish inspiration in the garments of the deceased.  One of the most famous elite 

graves from Denmark’s Viking Age is the Mammen grave, which has been 

dendrochronologically dated to 970/71.  This chamber grave belonged to a man, and it is 

located at Mammen in mid-Jutland.  The grave goods, including two axes, one of which 

was decorated with silver inlay, clearly indicate that he was a member of the aristocracy.  

Surviving fragments of the man’s clothing show that it was made from the highest quality 

fabrics.  The textile remains include two wool-padded armbands made of red silk with 

gold embroidery.  In addition, the grave contained fragments of a wool mantle and tunic, 

both embroidered in shades of red, blue, and yellow.  The embroidery motifs include 

acanthus leaves, animals, and birds.  Two other silk fragments were also uncovered, 

perhaps used for bordering a collar.  Color analysis of the textiles show that they were 

dyed in shades of red and blue.27  

The appearance of the man’s clothing from the Mammen grave has been 

reconstructed using an illuminated manuscript produced in Winchester, England in c. 

1031 (Figure 15).  The manuscript features an image of Cnut the Great, king of England 

(r. 1016-1035) and Denmark (r. 1018-1035).   

 

                                                           
26 Roesdahl, The Vikings, 36. 
27 Anne Hedeager Krag, “Herskersymboler i dragten fra Danmarks yngre jernalder og vikingetid,” in Dragt 

og magt, ed. Anne Hedeager Krag (Copenhagen: Museum Tusculanums Forlage, 2003), 66; Mette Iversen 

and Ulf Näsman, “Mammengravens indhold,” in Mammen: Grav, kunst og samfund i vikingetid, ed. Mette 

Iversen (Højbjerg: Jysk arkæologisk selskab, 1991), 45-66. 
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Figure 15. Detail of Cnut the Great from the New Minster, Winchester, Liber Vitae, c. 103128 

 

In the illumination, the king is wearing a cloak with long bands, leading archaeologists to 

speculate that the long silk bands found in the Mammen grave were used as cloak ties, 

similar to the ones in the image.  The illumination also shows the king wearing a tunic 

with tightly-fitted sleeves that end in cuffs or armbands.  The tunic is bordered at the 

bottom with a band or other trimming.  His trousers are short and fitted, possibly with 

garters below the knee.29   

While the cut of Mammen garments were similar to those worn by lower class 

individuals, the material and decorative details conveyed exclusivity.  They also show 

parallels to the clothing of male elites on the Continent for this same period.  An example 

can be seen an image of Duke Henry II the Quarrelsome of Bavaria (d. 995) from a 

manuscript produced in Regensburg, Germany c. 990 (Figure 16).   

 

                                                           
28 Image modified by author.  Original image in the public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia 

Commons, http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canute_and_%C3%86lfgifu.png (accessed March 3, 

2014). 
29 Hedeager Krag, “Herskersymbolen i dragten,” 67. 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canute_and_%C3%86lfgifu.png
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Figure 16.  Duke Henry II the Quarrelsome of Bavaria, c. 990.30 

 

The duke is wearing a red, knee length tunic with gold embroidery, tightly-fitted red 

pants, also embroidered in gold, and blue stockings.  Over his tunic he wears a blue 

mantle with gold embroidery, fastened over the right shoulder with a round clasp.  The 

parallels with the Mammen textiles are marked.31  The gold embroidery and the use of 

red and blue dyed fabrics show how members of the Danish elite were beginning to 

incorporate aspects of Frankish dress into their own garments, as well as the symbolism 

associated with it.      

 Women also adopted continental features in their dress during the late Viking 

Age.  One example is a grave uncovered at Hvilehøj, near Randers in eastern Jutland.  

The grave goods, which included textiles, sixteen beads with gold foil, mosaic beads, an 

amber bead, a small silver coin worn as jewelry, scissors, two knives, glass shards, loom 

                                                           
30 Image in the public domain and reprinted from Wikimedia Commons, 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Henry_II_of_Bavaria2.jpg (accessed March 3, 2014). 
31 Hedeager Krag, “Herskersymboler i dragten,” 67. 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Henry_II_of_Bavaria2.jpg
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weight, bronze bowl, leather shoes, iron rings, and nails,32 indicate that this was a woman 

of high status.  The coin, which was minted in Cologne for Otto I when he was King of 

the Germans (r. 936-962), dates the grave to the second half of the tenth century.  The 

textile remains consist of fragments of both wool and silk, including a pair of silk 

armbands decorated with gold and silver threads, similar to the ones found in the 

Mammen grave.33  In addition, the wool fragments came from garments of different 

colors, including blue, and indicate that she wore both an over and an underdress.34  

Moreover, it is noteworthy that the grave does not include the oval brooches so typical of 

Danish graves from that period, suggesting that the Hvilehøj woman was dressed in non-

native fashion, possibly inspired by Frankish and Byzantine customs.    

 A woman’s grave from Hørning, also in eastern Jutland, likewise shows evidence 

of a continental style of dress.  This grave was found beneath the present-day church in 

Hørning.  Originally a chamber grave beneath a burial mound, the mound was levelled 

and the original wooden church built on top of the grave shortly after 1060.  The 

remaining textile fragments shows that she was wearing a dress or tunic bordered at the 

collar, sleeves, and bottom with silver decorated bands.  Another silver decorated band, c. 

5 centimeters wide and 2.5 meters long (c. 2 inches by 8.2 feet) stretched from the 

forehead down to the knee on both sides of her body, and had likely bordered a mantle.  

Other grave goods included a glass beaker, a small casket, a wooden vessel, a clay vessel, 

and a wooden table, on which a wash bowl had been placed.  Again, the decorative 

                                                           
32 Anne Hedeager Krag, “Frankisk-Byzantinsk dragtindflydelse: Tre jyske gravfund fra det 10. Årh. e.Kr.,” 

KUML 1988-89 (1990): 350 and 357n8. 
33 Hedeager Krag, “Frankisk-Byzantinsk dragtindflydelse,” 350-352. 
34 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 4, 367. 
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elements of her dress indicate a continental influence,35 just as with the Mammen and 

Hvilehøj graves.  Moreover, just as with the female grave from Hvilehøj, there were no 

oval brooches. 

 All three of the tenth century elite Danish graves described above show clear 

influences from the Carolingian Empire, which in turn had been influenced by 

Byzantium.  Bands embroidered with gold and silver thread were part of noble dress in 

both empires.  Moreover, Byzantine aristocratic dress often included silver and gold 

embroidered animal figures, such as the embroidery found in the Mammen grave.  

Another factor is that the gold and silver threads found in these graves were spun using 

the same techniques as Carolingian finds, such as tenth century textiles from Bamberg, in 

southern Germany.36  The fact that other graves in the region dating to the same period 

continue to show evidence of traditional Scandinavian dress, such as the large oval 

brooches in female graves, indicates that there were new fashions being adopted by a 

minority of the people in the region.  In addition, the two women were both buried in 

wagon beds covered by mounds, a late tenth century burial form in southern 

Scandinavian especially practiced by high-raking women.37  As explained in Chapter 3, 

diplomatic alliances between Danish and Carolingian leaders were a regular feature, with 

Danes even serving at the Carolingian courts.  Possibly the garments came to Denmark 

via a diplomatic network.  Certainly, this style of dress would have set these people apart 

and marked their special status within the region.  It would have sent a clear message 

about their self-identity and that they were part of the cultural and political networks 

                                                           
35 Jensen, Danmarks Oldtid 4, 366-67. 
36 Hedeager Krag, “Frankisk-Byzantinsk dragtindflydelse,” 354. 
37 Hedeager Krag, “Herskersymboler i dragten,” 70. 
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connected to the Continent.  Moreover, red and blue garments were worn as status 

symbols in other parts of Christian Europe, and the presence of textiles in these colors in 

the three graves indicates that this symbolism was shared by the elite in tenth century 

Denmark.  Certainly the garments would have been noteworthy because of their many 

decorative features.  Also, the fact that they would have been associated with Carolingian 

dress would have been an important part of their desirability and marked the wearer as a 

person of high status with international connections.         

 During the High Middle Ages, clothes continued to be favored gifts given at court 

occasions, as signs of friendship and goodwill between rulers, and in diplomatic 

alliances.  For example, in courtly literature, as a sign of hospitality, a noble knight would 

be presented with clothes prepared especially for him as part of the protocol of his 

reception at court.  Also, at great court feasts, guests were customarily given farewell 

gifts of clothes or precious cloth.38  Likewise, princes rewarded the leaders in long 

military campaigns with gifts, including clothes.  For example, after Frederick 

Barbarossa’s victory over Milan in 1160, he praised the officers and the best soldiers, and 

“he liberally and regally distributed [to them], gold and silver, vessels made from silver 

and gold, and likewise precious garments, benefices in fief, and other gifts.”39  This 

statement makes clear the importance attached to gifts of clothing, and that they were 

considered on the same level as gifts of precious metals.   

 Gifts of clothes also featured in diplomatic relations.  In the Early Middle Ages, 

Carolingian kings had been giving these types of gifts to their allies, as when Louis the 

                                                           
38 Bumke, 137. 
39 “Deinde aurum et argentum, vasa ex argento et auro facta itemque vestes preciosas, beneficia feudorum 

aliaque donaria largiter et regaliter distribuebat.” Rahewin, Gesta Frederici, 342. 
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Pious gave farewell gifts to the exiled Danish king, Harald Klak.40  In 1135, the 

Byzantine emperor, John II Komnenos (d. 1143), sent the German emperor, Lothar III (d. 

1137) “purple clothes of diverse colors and a great many spices hitherto unknown in this 

land.”41  When King Erik I of Denmark (r. 1095-1103) was on route to the Holy Land in 

1103, he stayed at the Byzantine court of Alexios I Komnenos (d. 1118), where, 

according to Knytlingasaga, “King Alexios of the Greeks gave King Erik clothes that he 

himself had worn, of great value.”42  The fact that the Byzantine emperor himself had 

worn the clothes is particularly noteworthy for more than just the reason that it denoted 

their value.  In this period, the body and the clothes that covered them were not 

necessarily considered separate entities, an idea that can be explained by considering the 

use of textiles as religious relics.  For example, the chemise of Saint Louis IX, king of 

France (d. 1270), has been preserved and is still housed in the cathedral of Notre Dame in 

Paris.  The chemise is considered a relic of the king, essentially because of its previous 

proximity to his physical body.  As E. Jane Burns explains, proximity allowed “this item 

of dress to function literally as a direct extension of the king’s material body…this 

chemise was considered to be materially as ‘real’ as a preserved fingernail or leg might 

have been.”43  To take this idea further, by giving the Danish king the clothes that he 

himself had worn, Alexios was thus giving part of himself to King Erik.  They would 

                                                           
40 See page 108. 
41 “cum diversorum colorum purpura, aromata multa nimis et in hac terra hactenus incognita,” Chronica S. 

Petri Erfordensis Moderna, MGH, Scriptores rerum Germanicarum usum scholarum 42, ed. Oswald 

Holder-Egger (Hannover, 1899), 172.  
42 “Álexis Girkjakonungr gaf Eiríki konungi klæði sín, ok var þat stórmikit fé,” Carl af Petersens and Emil 

Olson, eds., Sögur Danakonunga, Samfund til udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur 46 (Copenhagen, 

1919-1925), ch. 81; Hermann Palsson and Paul Edwards, trans., Knytlinga Saga: The History of the Kings 

of Denmark (Odense: Odense University Press, 1986), ch. 81. 
43 E. Jane Burns, “Why Textiles Make a Difference,” in Medieval Fabrications: Dress, Textiles, Clothwork, 

and Other Cultural Imaginings, ed. E. Jane Burns (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 9. 
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have represented his power and position as Greek emperor, similar to the way that the 

chemise represented Louis IX’s power and position as a saint.  The clothing would thus 

be all the more meaningful as a result.  Also, on a more practical level, gifts of clothing 

were an important way for new fashions to spread, as well as a way for aristocrats 

throughout Europe to develop a shared understanding of courtly identity through dress.       

 Another example of a Danish aristocrat being gifted with items of clothing is Cnut 

Lavard (d. 1136), son of the King Erik mentioned above.  As explained in Chapter 4, 

Cnut Lavard held lands of the German emperor, Henry V and had spent time at his court.  

Gifts of clothing from the emperor to Cnut are featured in a passage in the Knytlingasaga.  

This saga was likely written in the west of Iceland in the mid-thirteenth century by Olaf 

Thordarson, who visited the Danish court of King Valdemar II (r. 1202-1241), probably 

shortly before the king’s death in 1241.44  Knytlingasaga tells the history of the Danish 

kings from the tenth to the twelfth centuries, beginning with the ascension of Harald 

Bluetooth (r. c. 958 x 63-987) to the Danish throne and ending with the reign of Cnut VI 

(r. 1182-1202).  A passage in the saga relates that, after being treated hospitably on a visit 

to the emperor’s court, Cnut received from him “the emperor’s state robes, all 

embroidered with gold and extremely precious.”45  In the saga, Henry tells Cnut, “’It’s 

unlikely that anything of the kind is to be found in your country, or even beyond.’”46  

Gold embroidery on garments was a form of ornamentation that conveyed exclusivity and 

signified the wealth and status of the wearer, not least because of the expense involved.  

                                                           
44 Hermann Palsson and Paul Edwards, introduction to Knytlinga Saga: The History of the Kings of 

Denmark, trans. Hermann Palsson and Paul Edwards (Odense: Odense University Press, 1986), 18-19. 
45 “Þetta váru tígnarklæði keisarans, ok váru þau öll gullsaumuð ok enar mestu gersimar.” Carl af Petersens, 

ch. 90; Palsson and Edwards, ch. 90. 
46 “er eigi er víst, at önnur sé slík í yðru landi eða víðara,” Carl af Petersens, ch. 90; Palsson and Edwards, 

ch. 90. 
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Also, just like with the gift of clothing from the Byzantine emperor Alexios to King Erik 

I, there was a deeper meaning involved in this gift.  The robes were said to have a 

magical quality.  According to the saga, shortly after giving the robes to Cnut, Henry V 

died, and people began to believe that “whoever gave them away only had a short time to 

live.”47  This prophecy was fulfilled in Cnut’s case as well, since shortly after he 

presented the robes as a sign of friendship and kinship to his cousin, Magnus, Magnus 

killed him.48      

 That Cnut Lavard actually did wear German court fashions is corroborated by an 

account in Saxo.  The chronicler states that when Cnut Lavard attended the wedding of 

his murderous cousin, Magnus in Ribe, he appeared “in Saxon clothing and more elegant 

than the rest.”49  When Cnut’s kinsman, Henry Skadelår, saw him, he was filled with 

hatred because he “could not stand splendid foreign dress.”50  Henry scornfully told Cnut 

that “purple cloth would not protect him from swords, to which Cnut replied that Henry 

was not any more secure in sheepskins.”51  Saxo gives as his opinion that Cnut’s response 

was “an urbane reproach of [Henry’s] lack of sophistication.”52  The theme of protection 

is important in Saxo’s account of Cnut’s dress, with the purple robes serving as a 

metaphor for Cnut’s relationship with the emperor.  To Henry Skadelår, the clothing was 

a sign of German encroachment in Denmark, and he was conveying to Cnut that his 

status as a vassal of the emperor would not protect him from his enemies in Denmark.  

                                                           
47 “at flestir yrði skammlífir þaðan frá, er klæðunum hefði lógat,” Carl af Petersens, ch. 90; Palsson and 

Edwards, ch. 90. 
48 Carl af Petersens, ch. 92; Palsson and Edwards, ch. 92. 
49 “in ueste Saxonica ceteris cultior,” Saxo, 13, 5, 4 
50 “alieni cultus splendorem ferre nequiens,” Saxo, 13, 5, 4. 
51 “aduersum gladios ostro tutum fore negauit.  Quem Kanutus nullo magis ouillis securem tergoribus 

respondit,” Saxo, 13, 5, 4. 
52 “urbano rusticitatis opprobrio,” Saxo, 13, 5, 4. 
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On the flip side, Cnut’s response to Henry was an insult to his elite status.  Lambskin was 

worn by peasants, not the aristocracy,53 so the reference to sheepskins was another way of 

calling Henry an uncultivated rube who did not belong in the courtly circles of Europe.  

Moreover, Cnut was letting Henry know that he should not consider that he was any more 

protected because of his allies in Denmark.  Henry’s taunt would of course turn out to be 

correct, since Cnut’s alliance with the imperial court could not protect him from his 

cousin’s murderous intent.          

 King Svein Grathe is another member of the Danish elite whose adoption of 

German fashions is discussed by Saxo.  Although the sources do not explicitly state it, it 

is quite likely that Svein was given gifts of clothing by the German emperor, Frederik 

Barbarossa.  As mentioned in the previous chapter, Svein attended the emperor’s 

assembly at Merseburg, Saxony in 1152, where he was given the honor of being imperial 

sword bearer in the procession of dignities.  This was one of the great court feasts of the 

liturgical year, and, as mentioned above, princes would typically give items of clothing or 

precious cloth as farewell gifts to the guests in attendance.  Moreover, court occasions 

would be the ideal venue for competitive display, particularly in matters of dress, which 

would then spur imitation in fashion between princes.  Saxo reports that shortly after his 

return to Denmark, Svein began to spurn traditional customs and emulate German ones.  

As part of his renunciation of Danish habits, he adopted a new style of dress and 

encouraged his men to do the same.54  Just as with the adoption of new food traditions, 

Svein used the new clothes as a marker of the elite status of his court and his connection 

to the imperial court in Germany.      

                                                           
53 Piponnier and Mane, 24. 
54 Saxo, 14, 9, 1. 
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 One can only speculate as to the appearance of the new fashions adopted by 

Svein and his followers.  In Europe, court fashion underwent a profound change in the 

first half of the twelfth century.  In 1140, the Anglo-Norman chronicler, Orderic Vitalis, 

reported that young French nobles, both men and women, had drastically changed their 

appearance.  They began to grow their hair in long curls, they wore shoes with long, 

turned up toes, and dressed in a new fashion.  According to Orderic, “They considered it 

beautiful to dress in long-flowing and very tight shirts and robes.”55  Particularly 

noteworthy were long trains and draping sleeves: “They swept the dusty floor with the 

overlong trains of their shirts and mantles.  In everything they do they cover their hands 

with long, wide sleeves.”56  Orderic has nothing but disdain for the new fashions, and 

complained that “the frivolous youth embraces womanish effeminacy.”57  Orderic’s 

statements reveal that by the early twelfth century, the nobility had begun to wear clothes 

cut to measure, as opposed to the looser and more sack-like garments depicted above that 

had been standard since the Carolingian period.  The cut was a French invention, and it 

enabled tailoring that made possible a narrowing of the top down to the waist.  The 

human figure was thus emphasized, making women’s and men’s dress more distinct than 

before.58   

In the mid-twelfth century, the fashions in men’s attire included garments that fit 

snugly on top, and through the use of inserts, widened at the waist and fell in folds down 

from there.  To ensure the snuggest fit possible, their robes would be laced at the sides.  

                                                           
55 “prolixisque nimiumque strictis camisiis indui tunicisque gaudebant,” Orderic Vitalis, The Ecclesiastical 

History of Orderic Vitalis, vol. IV, Books VII and VIII, trans. and ed. Marjorie Chibnall (Oxford: Clarendon 

Press, 1973), 188. 
56 “Humum quoque puluerulentam interularum et palliorum superfluo sirmate uerrunt. Longis latisque 

manicis ad omnia facienda manus operiunt.”  Orderic Vitalis, 188. 
57 “Femineam mollitiem petulans iuuentus amplectitur.” Orderic Vitalis, 188. 
58 Bumke, 139. 
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They also wore pleated shirts made of silk, gold-embroidered tops, fur-lined mantles, 

embellished belts, precious brooches, golden circlets, and peacock hats.  Slit garments 

were another new feature in men’s fashion.  Slits were worn in robes as well as pants, and 

the slit could either be underlined with a cloth of a different color or left open to reveal an 

underlying garment or naked skin.  The pants in this period were stocking-like leggings 

of leather or cloth that fit very tightly in order to emphasize the legs, which were 

considered an important feature of masculine beauty.59  These types of garments were 

especially offensive to ecclesiastical writers, who complained about their indecency.  The 

fashionable long shirts and robes that Orderic Vitalis bemoaned as ‘womanish’ could be 

cut open in the front to reveal the undergarment and expose the legs to above the knee.60  

That such a style was not unknown in Denmark in the twelfth century is indicated by a 

mural from Råsted Church in eastern Jutland (Figure 17).   

 

                                                           
59 Bumke, 146. 
60 Bumke, 147. 
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Figure 17.  The three wise men.  Mural from Råsted Church in eastern Jutland (c. 1100-1125).61 

 

The figure on the far right is wearing a tunic that is long in back but exposes his legs in 

front, which are encased in tight hose.  The middle figure wears a tunic that falls in folds 

from his waist, and leaves a section of his undergarment visible to just below the knees.  

If King Svein Grathe and his men had begun to wear the more fitted garments that were 

becoming popular in French and German court circles at this time, the difference between 

their dress and other less fashion-forward members of the elite would have been 

noticeable.  As noted above, clerics, like Saxo, were quick to criticize the new styles.  

Moreover, the fact that Saxo could blame their adoption on the Germans was an added 

bonus, considering his disdain for that people.       

                                                           
61 Photo from Råsted Church reprinted by permission from kalkmalerier.dk, http://kalkmalerier.dk/ 

(accessed February 13, 2014). 

http://kalkmalerier.dk/
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A gift of clothing to high-ranking Danes is also mentioned in a directive from 

King Henry III of England (d. 1272) to his chamberlain in 1217.  Henry ordered his 

chamberlain to “deliver two sets of robes of green or colored woolen cloth with borders 

of rabbit fur to two messengers of Count Absalon from Denmark and it would be settled 

with [the chamberlain] at exchequer.”62  Count Absalon should likely be identified as the 

nephew of Archbishop Absalon of Lund, and he clearly was a person of some importance 

in international court circles if he was receiving costly gifts of clothing from the king of 

England.  The same king also sent expensive gifts to the Danish king, Valdemar II (r. 

1202-1241).  In a directive from 1222, Henry III ordered his treasurer and two 

chamberlains to “pay Adam, goldsmith, fifty shillings from [the king’s] treasury for a 

clasp [he] sent to the king of Denmark.  Likewise pay Thomas of Stanes, goldsmith, two 

and a half marks for a belt which [he] sent to the same king.”63  These items of attire were 

very valuable gifts and featured in the diplomatic relations between the English and 

Danish kingdoms.  This type of gift exchange was an important feature of European 

courtly culture, of which the Danish court was clearly a part.  

Danish women also began adopting the new courtly fashions in the twelfth 

century.  Unfortunately, there is no extant written account of the fashion pioneers among 

aristocratic women as there are for men.  One should imagine, however, that the many 

German-born queens who came to Denmark in this period would have dressed in courtly 

attire.  The new fashions for women were similar to those of men in that they made use of 

                                                           
62 “Faciatis etiam habere duobus nunciis comitis Absalonis de [Denemarchia] duas robas de uiridi uel de 

burnetto cum penulis de cuniculis et computabitur uobis ad scaccarium.” DD I: 5, 120. 
63 “Liberate de thesauro nostro Ade aurifabro quinquaginta solidos pro quodam firmaculo quod misimus 

regi Dacie.  Liberate etiam Thome de Stanes aurifabro duas marcas et dimidiam pro quadam zona quam 

misimus eidem regi.”  DD I: 5, 206.  
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the cut, so that top portion of the dress fit tightly to the torso.  The tightly cut top was 

laced to the body and joined to a wide, heavily pleated skirt that fell in folds down over 

the feet.  If the dress was more loosely cut, it would nevertheless be belted at the waist to 

emphasize it.  Belts and clasps were worn with the fitted gowns, and they were richly 

decorated with pearls and gems.  Headdresses of flower-like wreaths or circlets of 

precious metal were worn by young ladies while married women wore a wimple.  

Scarves and veils could also be used as head coverings.64  

A twelfth century mural from Sønder Nærå Church on Funen depicts a founder of 

the church in this courtly style of attire (Figure 18).  Her dress is fashionably tight at the 

top while falling in pleated folds from her waist to her feet.  Her hair is long and braided, 

while her posture emphasizes her waist and holds open her mantle, a courtly gesture that 

allowed a look inside to reveal the lining.  In her left hand she holds a fleur-de-lis, an 

emblem of sovereignty and also associated with Christ and the Virgin Mary.  It also 

became an important heraldic symbol.65   

    

                                                           
64Bumke, 140-144. 
65 Piponnier and Mane, 124.  

The beginnings of heraldry can be traced to the twelfth century, but it was not until the thirteenth that the 

coat of arms gradually developed into permanent family crests; Bumke, 162. 
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Figure 18.  Woman in courtly dress. Mural from Sønder Nærå Church on Funen (c. 1175-1200).66 

 

The letters of the Danish princess, Ingeborg (d. 1236), who was married to and 

subsequently imprisoned by King Philip II Augustus of France (d. 1223), indicates that 

she was perfectly aware of the appropriate courtly attire for this period.  In a letter to 

Pope Innocent III, from May, 1203 at the latest, she lamented the harsh conditions under 

which she was forced to live.  Ingeborg revealed that she was allowed no letters or 

visitors, not even a priest to hear her confession, and she was rarely allowed to hear 

Mass.  Among her bodily complaints was that she did not receive enough food to eat, was 

not allowed to bathe, and was not allowed to have her blood let.  Moreover, she 

complained: “I have no abundance of clothing, certainly not the amount and type which 

                                                           
66 Photo from Sønder Nærå Church reprinted by permission from kalkmalerier.dk, http://kalkmalerier.dk/ 

(accessed February 13, 2014). 

http://kalkmalerier.dk/
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would befit a queen.”67  Dress was such an important marker of a person’s identity, that 

Philip denying Ingeborg the attire appropriate for a queen, was another way of denying 

that she was a queen.  By not allowing her to dress as befit her station, in richly decorated 

and costly fabrics, Philip denied her the ability to visually present herself as queen.  She 

was unable to fully express herself and have people see her the way in which she wanted 

to be seen. Her dress thus served an important social function in representing her status, 

or lack thereof, as rightful queen of France.             

A passage from Knytlingasaga describing the murder of King Cnut II (r. 1080-

1086), further highlights the social function of dress in Denmark.  The saga describes the 

death of Cnut II and his younger brother Benedikt in a church in Odense, and the account 

includes a detailed description of their dress.  Accordingly, Cnut wore a “heavily 

ornamented scarlet tunic,” a “scarlet cloak over his shoulders and beneath it a silk tunic,” 

and “an ornamental belt…a great treasure, and with it an ornate knife.”68  A description 

of Cnut’s younger brother, Benedikt, also included his dress: “Benedikt was dressed in a 

scarlet tunic with a coat of mail on top, and outside that a sleeveless silk cassock: on his 

head was a red-gold helmet.  He had a red shield with a knight pictured in gold upon it, 

and he bore in his hand an ornamented sword.  He was a fine figure of a man.”69     

It is of course possible that Cnut and Benedikt would have been dressed in 

garments similar to the ones described, but the likelihood of the saga author knowing 

                                                           
67 “Vestimentorum copia non adest. Nec talia sunt qualia deceret habere reginam.” 

 DD I: 4, 78. 
68 “skarlatskyrtli,” “lagði yfir herðar sér skallatsmöttul, hann var undir í silkitreyju,” “belti búit…var þat 

enn bezti gripr, þar fylgði knifr búinn,” Carl af Petersens, ch. 55; Palsson and Edwards, ch. 55. 
69 “Benedikt var svo búinn, at hann var í rauðum skarlatskyrtli, ok í brynju um utan, ok hafði yzta 

silkitreyju ermalausa, gullroðinn hjálm á höfði, hann höfði skjöld rauðan, ok dreginn, á riddari með gulli, 

ok sverð búit í hendi, ok var allra manna röskligastr,” Carl af Petersens, ch. 56; Palsson and Edwards, ch. 

56. 
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what two men wore one hundred and fifty years before his time is slight.  Nevertheless, 

the passages do indicate the significance of dress at the time the author was writing, the 

mid-thirteenth century.  The use of the term scarlet to describe Cnut’s mantle and tunic 

could refer to either the color of the garments or the type of cloth used.  Initially, scarlet 

was the color achieved from the red dye derived from the kermes, as described above.  

By the late Middle Ages, however, the prestigious color name, scarlet, came to designate 

a high quality, exquisite woolen cloth, regardless of color, which was a luxury 

commodity.70  Either way, the descriptor conveyed a message of exclusivity and elite 

status for Cnut, as does the costly silk tunic that he was reportedly wearing. 

Benedikt’s mantle was given an additional descriptor; it was a rauðum 

skallatskyrtli, a red scarlet mantle, so in this case there is no ambiguity.   As explained 

above, red was used to signify rank in the wearer.  Moreover, in heraldry, the color red 

symbolized humanity and the blood of the martyrs.71  Cnut was reportedly killed in front 

of the altar while praying, and he was recognized as a martyr by the Church and 

canonized as a saint in 1101.  According to the saga, Benedikt killed Cnut’s murderer and 

fought his way to the church door where he was overcome by the enemy and then 

killed.72  The red clothing could thus be read both as a sign of rank and, although 

Benedikt was never canonized, as a symbol for martyrdom, since he chose to die in his 

brother’s cause.  Benedikt also wore silk, further indicating his elite status.  His military 

equipment marked him as a warrior, emphasizing his masculinity.   All of this is in 

marked contrast to the attackers, who, while their dress is not described, are nevertheless 

                                                           
70 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuff,” 237. 
71 Koslin, “Value-Added Stuff,” 235. 
72 Helgason et al., ch. 58-59; Palsson and Edwards, ch. 58-59. 
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characterized as farmers.73  One should thus expect that there would have been a 

significant difference in dress between them and the royal brothers, whose social 

superiority would have made their deaths at the hands of ordinary farmers all the more 

heinous.   

Sumptuary laws further illustrate the important role that dress had in medieval 

Europe.  The sumptuary laws of thirteenth century Europe had a number of precedents.  

These precedents included ancient examples that were known both from the Bible and the 

compilation of Roman Law, and they provided models for later legislation.  The Church 

also frequently attempted to enforce regulations on ecclesiastical dress, such as keeping 

the tonsure and dressing soberly and distinctly from laypersons.  These types of 

pronouncements, which became increasingly specific in the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries, also provided secular governments with ideas about sumptuary legislation.  

Initially, Church leaders were silent on the subject of the laity dressing in luxurious 

clothing, but beginning in the twelfth century, such statements became more and more 

common.  Secular legislators also started to pay more attention to lay dress.  Sumptuary 

controls were passed in a number of kingdoms in Europe, including France, Spain, Italy, 

Portugal, and Denmark.74  

The first such law passed in Denmark was in 1269, and it was repeated in 1283.  

The text of the 1283 law reads:  

That no one shall wear clothes having been slashed [allowing the 

undergarment to show through], but whole or at most two-parted.  No one 

shall adorn their clothing with gold or silver except only the king with his 

children.  Likewise it is not permitted to the lord king to bear clothes 

                                                           
73 Helgason et al., ch. 56-57; Palsson and Edwards, ch. 56-57. 
74 Sarah-Grace Heller, “Limiting Yardage and Changes of Clothes: Sumptuary Legislation in Thirteenth 

Century France, Languedoc and Italy,” in Medieval Fabrications: Dress, Textiles, Clothwork, and Other 

Cultural Imaginings, ed. E. Jane Burns (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004), 123-124. 
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having been cut.  Whoever wishes to bear his clothes for a year or longer, 

shall by no means be censured for his modesty.75   

 

The 1269/1283 act is nearly identical to a Spanish prohibition from a few years earlier, 

and the similar wording of the Danish and Spanish laws makes it very likely that they had 

the same origin, possibly from church legislation.76  No justification or expression of 

motive is given for this regulation, which is similar to other thirteenth century European 

sumptuary legislation.  The 1269/1283 law was essentially concerned with three things: it 

prohibited the wearing of slashed garments, prohibited anyone but the king and his family 

from wearing garments decorated with gold and silver, and it discouraged the shaming of 

anyone who did not continually renew their wardrobe.  These regulations could be tied to 

several different factors.  First, slashed and multi-colored clothes were considered by the 

Church as indicative of vanity and immodesty, and they were regarded as unnecessary 

luxury items.77  Being overly concerned with one’s appearance went against the Church’s 

teachings on modesty and moderation.  Thus, there was a moral component to the law.  

The law could also have been passed as a way to control ambitions, especially as regards 

the prohibition of ornate clothing decorated with precious metals, which was reserved to 

the king and his family.  The king likely wanted to maintain his superiority over other 

elites and wealthy Danes, and reserving the right to this type of ornamentation for himself 

and his family was a way to signal that superiority.  There could also have been an 

                                                           
75 “Ut nullus portet uestas in minutas partes incisas, sed integras uel saltem bipartitas.  Nullus eciam uestes 

suas ornet auro uel argento nisi solum rex cum liberis suis.  Incisas eciam uestes non liceat domino regi 

portare.  Quicunque autem per annum uel amplius uestes suas portare uoluerit, hoc sibi nequaquam ad 

uerecundiam imputetur.” 

Erik Kroman, ed., Den Danske Rigslovgivning indtil 1400 (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1971), 105. 
76 Camilla Luise Dahl, “Mengiað klæthe and tweskifte klædher. Marbled, Patterned and Parti-coloured 

Clothing in Medieval Scandinavia,” in The Medieval Broadcloth: Changing Trends in Fashions, 

Manufacturing and Consumption, eds. Kathrine Vestergård Pedersen and Marie-Louise B. Nosch (Oxford: 

Oxbow Books, 2009), 132. 
77 Dahl, “Mengiað klæthe and tweskifte klædher,” 128. 
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economic factor, whereby the secular government was attempting to keep people from 

bankrupting themselves in an attempt to keep up appearances.  Multi-colored garments 

were expensive, and the last part of the law regarding keeping clothes for longer than a 

year certainly seems to indicate an attempt at forcing restraint in spending.   

Macroeconomic fears are also likely to have played a role.  The monarchy had 

been experiencing a period of economic crisis ever since the 1223 capture and 

imprisonment of King Valdemar II and his son, Valdemar the Young, by the king’s 

vassal, Henry of Schwerin.  The ransom paid for their release included 45,000 marks 

silver, all the gold from Queen Berengaria’s (d. 1231) wardrobe except her crown and 

from any religious donations she had made, clothing for one hundred knights, and one 

hundred horses.  Moreover, the king gave up control of all Danish possessions along the 

southern Baltic shore, and any real hope of regaining them died with the disastrous defeat 

of the Danish forces at Bornhöved in 1227.78  After Denmark’s loss of military status in 

the Baltic region, Danish kings were often forced to seek military aid from aristocrats 

abroad.  It became usual to pay for this aid by mortgaging royal lands to those foreign 

aristocrats.  Consequently, as the thirteenth century progressed, the Danish kingdom 

became increasingly strapped for cash.79  These types of financial woes were common to 

European rulers at the time,80 so the Danish king’s financial difficulties were also part of 

a larger European phenomenon.  The sumptuary law of 1269/1283 could thus have been 

an attempt to keep capital from leaving the kingdom as well as prevent shortages of metal 

                                                           
78 Fenger, 312-322. 
79 Kai Hørby, Velstands krise og tusind baghold, 1250-1400, revised by Rikke Agnete Olsen, 2d ed., 

Gyldendal og Politikens Danmarkshistorie, ed. Olaf Olsen, vol. 5 (Copenhagen: Gyldendals Boghandel, 

Nordisk Forlag; Copenhagen: Politikens Forlag, 2002), 135. 
80 Peter Spufford, Money and its Use in Medieval Europe (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 

289-318. 
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for the minting of coins, thus staving off an economic collapse in the kingdom.   

Nevertheless, it should be emphasized that the desire to maintain the social order and 

making it physically visible are likely to have been the foremost reasons for the 

sumptuary legislation.       

Further regulations concerning the sale of cloth were promulgated in 1304.  King 

Erik VI (r. 1286-1319) set prices for cloth from Northern Europe: 

Concerning the purchase of cloth it is ordered and established that every 

whole cloth from Ghent shall be bought for 40 marks money and an ell for 

1 mark, cloth from Ypres for 36 marks and an ell for 7 øre, cloth from 

Poperinghen for 18 marks and an ell for 10 ørtug, cloth from Nivelles for 

18 marks and an ell for a half mark, cloth from Antwerp for 9 marks and 

an ell for 8 ørtug, cloth from Tournai for 18 marks and an ell for 3 øre, 

cloth thyuk sayn [saie grasse, a coarse Flemish cloth] for 13 marks and an 

ell for 3 øre, cloth from Aardenburg and Bruges for 24 marks and an ell 

for 16 ørtug.  It is also forbidden to sell cloth other than that named above, 

namely Brabantine, English, and Langlagen, and others, in pieces and in 

ell-measures without our permission or the presence of the bailiff and the 

mayors, and without every ell having first been appropriately assessed by 

them.81   

 

This regulation likewise indicates an economic concern regarding the cloth market, as is 

clear from the fact that the king was attempting to fix the prices for the various types of 

cloth.  In conjunction with the sumptuary law from a couple decades earlier, these 

regulations can be taken as indication of a nascent consumerism in Danish society in this 

period.  As Sarah-Grace Heller has argued for France and Italy, “The emergence of these 

                                                           
81 “De emptione panni ordinatum est et statutum, quod quilibet pannus Gandauus integer ematur pro xl 

marchis denariorum et ulna pro marcha, pannus Ypærsk pro xxxvi marchis et ulna pro vii oris, pannus 

Popærst pro decem et octo marchis ulna pro x solidis, pannus Nyuælst pro xviii marchis ulna pro j marcha, 

pannus Auærst pro ix marchis ulna pro viii solidis, pannus Thornist pro xviii marchis ulna pro tribus oris, 

pannus thyuk sayn pro xiii marchis ulna pro octo solidis, pannus Orthingburgh et Brygist pro xxiiii marchis 

ulna pro xvi solidis.  Inhibitum est etiam ne panni alii preter predictos uidelicet Braband Ængilsk et 

langla[k]een seu alii particulariter et cum ulna mensurandi uendantur sine nostra licentia uel presentia 

aduocati et consulum una qualibet ulna per eos debite prius extimata.”   

DD II: 5, 310.   

An ell is a unit of measure from a man’s elbow to the tip of the middle finger and is roughly equal to two 

feet. 
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laws in the thirteenth century marks the emergence of a society beginning to organize 

itself to make constant consumption a possibility: by producing and importing a constant 

supply of available goods, by seeking to create available personal spending money, and 

by engaging in discourses that signaled what – and what not – to consume, which is to 

say, defining ‘fashions.’”82  That Denmark was engaging in the same types of discourses 

in the same period as other kingdoms in Europe, reveals not just that there was a 

similarity in dress in these kingdoms but that there was a similarity in the way that dress 

was understood.  As already mentioned, dress was an integral part of personal identity. 

The laws should be seen as an indication that rulers had an expectation of consumption.  

People engaged in the consumption of clothing as they sought to live their identity, even 

as rulers tried to regulate that consumption, and thus identity.   

 It is likely also in terms of nascent consumerism that Arnold of Lübeck’s 

statement in the early thirteenth century regarding the Danes and their dress should be 

understood.  As discussed in Chapter 4, Arnold states that because of the wealth the 

Danes earned from the herring fisheries in the Sound, they started adopting foreign 

fashions so that “while formerly they had the look of sailors in their clothing because of 

their familiarity with ships, due to their living by the sea, now they dress not only in 

scarlet, vair, gryce, but also in purple and fine linen.”83  In contrast, the vita of Otto of 

Bamberg (d. 1139) provides a less than flattering description of Danish dress during a 

visit by an emissary to the episcopal court of Archbishop Asser (d. 1137).  The vita says 

about the Danes: “In regard to food and dress they were by no means luxurious or 

                                                           
82 Heller, 131. 
83 “cum olim formam nautarum in vestitu habuissent propter navium consuetudinem, quia maritima 

inhabitant, nunc non solum scarlatto, vario, grisio, sed etiam purpura et bisso iduuntur,” Arnold of Lübeck, 

77.  
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elegant.  Even our middle class people were ostentatious when compared with them, and 

the priest Iwanus appeared to be a more important person than the archbishop himself.”84  

At least some elite circles had not adopted courtly fashions in the early twelfth century, 

but other evidence shows that it was becoming more widespread among the aristocracy.  

Moreover, some members of the Danish elite had been wearing continental dress since 

the Viking Age.  The accounts of Cnut Lavard and King Svein Grathe indicate that in the 

first half of the twelfth century, courtly dress was gaining in popularity among the Danish 

aristocracy.  This was especially true for those who cultivated close political and dynastic 

ties with the German princely courts.  It seems likely that what Arnold of Lübeck was 

commenting upon in the early thirteenth century was not late adoption of courtly dress in 

Denmark but rather that Danes were increasingly able to engage in the conspicuous 

consumption of clothing that would mark them as members of pan-European courtly 

culture.   

Evidence of conspicuous consumption can also be found in wills.  Although 

relatively few wills are extant from the twelfth and thirteenth century in Denmark, they 

do provide a glimpse at aristocratic clothing from these centuries.85  For example, in his 

will from 1201, Absalon, archbishop of Lund, listed several bequests of clothing, 

including a mantle lined with marten skin, a mantle lined with gryce, a marten skin cloak, 

a mantle lined with various furs, a robe lined with various furs, a robe lined in gryce, two 

grey mantles, one designated for everyday and one worn on Christmas Day, two over-

                                                           
84 “Porro in victu vel in habitu vestium parum lauti habent aut pulchritudinis.  Nostri ergo mediocres in 

comparacione illorum gloriosi erant.  Iwanus vero presbiter archiepiscopo se ipso maior esse vedebator.” 

Herbord, 143.   
85 Only one will is known from the twelfth century, while there are twenty-one surviving wills from the 

thirteenth.    
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cloaks, one of which was lined, a cope with various furs, and another fur lined mantle.86  

From 1283, the will of Haquin, archdeacon of Lund, lists a mantle with marten skin and a 

blue mantle lined with silk.87  A blue mantle and white hose are mentioned in the will of 

Benedict, deacon in Lund, from 1285.88  Thirteenth century lay wills for the most part 

only name bequests of money or land, although two from the late thirteenth century do 

include items of clothing.  In 1291, Peter Ud specified that a tunic be given to his courier, 

Bagge, although unfortunately no descriptors of the garment are given.89  The will of 

Gythe, widow of the knight Esbern Karlsen, from 1192, is more detailed.  To her 

daughter, Ingefred, she gave a brunette mantle with stoat fur, and to another daughter, 

Cecilie, a scarlet mantle with various furs.  She bequeathed to a woman named Cecilie 

Krummers a sleeveless yellow undershirt lined in fur, a red scarlet cape to Cecilie 

Svendsdatter, and a blue mantle to Bodil Nielsdatter.90  These items were all designed to 

show the wearer’s status, including the types of materials used and the use of color.  

While the number of extant wills from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries is 

unfortunately very small, they do nevertheless indicate the desire among the elite for 

expensive garments colored with costly dyes in blue and red and lined with valuable furs 

and silk.   

Church murals also show the increasing popularity of court fashions in Denmark.  

Images from Ballerup Church, on Zealand, for instance, feature the Biblical figures of 

Cain and Abel presenting their offerings to God.  Cain is shown downcast after God 

                                                           
86 DD I: 4, 32. 
87 DD II: 3, 73. 
88 DD II: 3, 150. 
89 DD II: 4, 27. 
90 DD II: 4, 67. 
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rejects his offer of produce (Figure 19), while Abel offers the acceptable sacrifice of a 

lamb (Figure 20).  Both men are shown dressed in fur lined mantles, and the inside of the 

mantles are visible with the alternating light and dark checked pattern of vair, a highly 

prized and expensive fur.   

         

Figure 19. Cain's offering.  He is wearing a mantle   Figure 20.  Abel's offering. He is wearing a mantle lined in  

lined in vair. Mural from Ballerup Church on Zealand         vair. Mural from Ballerup Church on Zealand (c. 1250).91 

(c. 1250).92 

 

A frieze from Ørslev Church on Zealand features an image of the church founder, 

presenting the church to God (Figure 21).  He is shown wearing a parti-colored tunic, half 

in blue and half in red, and fashionable pointed shoes.  Parti-colored garments were 

costly and indicated the status of the wearer.  Moreover, despite the moral and legislative 

                                                           
91 Photo from Ballerup Church reprinted by permission from kalkmalerier.dk, http://kalkmalerier.dk/ 

(accessed February 23, 2014). 
92 Photo from Ballerup Church reprinted by permission from kalkmalerier.dk, http://kalkmalerier.dk/ 

(accessed February 23, 2014). 
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objections to them, continued to be sought after as part of fashionable attire.  The founder 

of Ørslev wanted to be seen as a man of rank, wealth, and fashion, and thus was depicted 

in this parti-colored tunic in red and blue.   

 

Figure 21. Man in Parti-Colored Tunic.  Mural from Ørslev Church on Zealand (c. 1325).  Photo: Maria R. D. Corsi 

 

Another mural also from Ørslev Church shows a courtly scene with ladies 

hospitably welcoming a group of fashionable young noblemen to their castle (Figure 22).  

The women are wearing colorful garments that are tightly fitted to the torso and widening 

at the waist, falling in folds from the waist down.  They both also have crowns on their 

head, indicative of their noble status.  The two men on the right are no less courtly in 

appearance.  The central male figure is attired in a figure-hugging tunic, with the laces 

clearly visible along the sides.  The tunic falls in graceful folds from his waist to his 

knees.  His mantle is edged in decorative embroidery, he is wearing fashionable red hose, 

and his hair is artfully curled.  The second male figure on the right wears a parti-colored 

tunic, not laced as tightly as his companion’s, but also fitted to the torso.  His tunic 
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likewise falls in folds from the waist down, and his hair is curled.  In the actions and 

dress depicted in the mural, it shows a scene of courtly life that would have been 

recognizable throughout the aristocratic circles of Europe.           

  

Figure 22. Courtly Scene.  Mural from Ørslev Church on Zealand (c. 1325).  Photo: Maria R. D. Corsi 

 

Conclusion 

 Dress was a crucial aspect of social identity in medieval Europe, and it is one that 

has not received enough attention in the scholarly literature on Denmark.  Because the 

general trend in Danish medieval historiography has been to deny foreign influences on 

Danish culture until the thirteenth century, the evidence of dress has largely been ignored.  

Moreover, since the adoption of courtly culture has not been a topic that has provoked 

much scholarly discussion in Denmark, the social implications for the adoption of courtly 

dress has not been sufficiently addressed.  Most of the scholarship that does touch on the 

topic of cloth and clothing has been concerned with the economic side of the issue, with 

the main focus being on the cloth trade itself.  This dissertation helps to correct this 

oversight, and shows that not only were the new court fashions adopted by members of 
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the Danish aristocracy contemporaneously with those on the Continent, but dress also had 

the same meanings and symbolism attached to it in Denmark as in other parts of Europe.  

That this should be so is hardly surprising considering how deeply enmeshed the Danish 

aristocracy was in the elite networks of Europe, the same networks through which new 

fashions and ideas of dress travelled. 

The use of textiles, colors, and ornamentation in clothing signified status and 

power in the wearer.  Textile production was a very labor intensive process in the Middle 

Ages, with several different steps, from raising sheep or growing flax to producing the 

fabric to finishing it with specialized treatments.  All of these steps added value to the 

cloth, with finishing treatments, such as fulling, dyeing, and shearing the cloth, being 

especially important.  Different color dyes conveyed important messages about the 

wearer, with red and blue, the costliest colors to produce, most often used to signify rank.  

Fabric texture also added value to cloth, with very soft and smooth fabrics accessible 

only to the wealthiest members of society.  Certain materials, such as silk and fur, could 

also be added to a garment to show wealth and status, while the cut of the garment could 

convey social identity.  In this way, a person’s dress could convey a wealth of 

information about that person, and so was a crucial component of social display in 

medieval Europe.     

Even in the late Viking Age, some members of the Danish elite had adopted the 

courtly attire of their European counterparts in order to signal their social and political 

ambitions, as well as to mark their wealth and inclusion in the elite networks in Europe.  

Grave finds in eastern Jutland from this period, including the male grave at Mammen and 

the female graves at Hvilehøj and Hørning, indicate that certain members of the elite in 
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this region were adopting aspects of continental dress.  Silk bands, red and blue dyed 

fabric, and gold and silver embroidery were hallmarks of Frankish and Byzantine fashion, 

all of which featured in these graves.  Moreover, the two women’s graves lacked the 

large oval brooches that were ubiquitous to Viking Age Scandinavian fashion, further 

indicating that they were dressed in a non-native fashion.  Their dress would have made 

them stand out from the rest of the population, linking them to the fashions of 

Carolingian Europe.  It would have sent an important message about their self-identity as 

members of a European, rather than just Danish, elite.    

Because of their high value, precious garments provided an important medium in 

economic and political exchanges.  Medieval rulers gave gifts of clothing at court 

occasions, as signs of friendship and goodwill, and in diplomatic alliances, as when King 

Erik I of Denmark received clothes from the Byzantine emperor, Alexios I Komnenos, in 

1103.  Another example is the gift of clothing that the German emperor, Henry V, gave to 

Cnut Lavard in the early twelfth century.  He later wore this clothing to his cousin 

Magnus’s wedding, engendering much commentary from certain of the other guests.  

Because of the wealth of meaning that was attached to clothing, Cnut’s attire conveyed 

more than just his desire to be fashionable, but also indicated his alliance with the 

German imperial court.  This incident shows the political message that attire could 

convey.        

In the twelfth century, courtly attire underwent profound changes, with the 

nobility beginning to wear clothes that were cut to measure, as opposed to the loose and 

sack-like garments that had been popular since the Carolingian era.  Clothes were now 

tailored to fit tightly to the torso, thus emphasizing the human form.  Slits were also worn 
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in garments, which were either underlined with a different colored fabric or left open to 

reveal the underlying garment or naked skin.  Fashionable men wore tightly fitting 

leggings in order to emphasize their legs, which were a hallmark of male beauty.  

Women’s dresses were also tightly fitted at the top and fell in heavy folds down over the 

feet.  That wealthy and high-ranking Danes adopted these fashions concurrently with 

their spread in the rest of Europe is evident from both written and art historical sources.  

For example, church founders were often depicted in the church wall paintings wearing 

fashionable court attire, such as the founders of Sønder Nærå Church on Funen and 

Ørslev Church on Zealand.  That they chose to be seen dressed in this way indicates how 

important such dress was to their self-identity and notions of self-expression, just as it 

was for their peers on the Continent.   

Also, sumptuary legislation indicates that Danish rulers wrestled with similar 

questions of the moral and economic repercussions of sartorial extravagance, as did other 

European governments.  Sumptuary laws were passed in a number of European kingdoms 

in the thirteenth century, including France, Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Denmark.  

Moreover, the Danish sumptuary law, first passed in 1269 and repeated in 1283, is nearly 

identical to a Spanish law passed a few years earlier, highlighting the close connection 

between the two acts.  Just as in other parts of Europe, the Danish sumptuary legislation 

was concerned with the moral implications of vain and immodest dress, as well as being 

an attempt to control ambitions and clearly delineate the appearance of members of the 

different social classes.  Clothing can thus be read as an indicator in increased disparity 

between classes, one that needed to be visually apparent.  In addition, there was an 

economic concern addressed by the laws, so that, ideally, they would curb individual 
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spending and keep capital from leaving the kingdom.  That Denmark was wrestling with 

the same types of issues regarding dress as other European kingdoms shows that not only 

was there a similarity in clothing styles in these kingdoms but that there was also a 

similarity in the way dress was used and understood.  It had the same meanings in terms 

of identity and class affiliation, thus showing that the Danish elite were full participants 

in the sartorial aspects of European courtly culture.    
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Chapter 8 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

Traditionally, Danish historians have paid little attention to the European cultural 

influences on developments within Denmark.  In general, they have been more concerned 

with explaining the internal factors for change, rather than examining how those changes 

might have been shaped by outside forces.  The idea persists that medieval Denmark was 

“Europeanized” in the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries, and only slowly, and 

sometimes grudgingly, adopted European culture.  In this view, Danish society remained 

at its core Viking, retaining traditional, Danish cultural forms and mentalities.  

Consequently, these historians argue, a Danish aristocracy following a European model 

was not created until mid-thirteenth century when the legal changes introduced by the 

Law of Jutland altered the Danish social structure with the creation of the herremænd.  

Even newer works, such as Blomkvist’s study on the Europeanization of the Baltic and 

Heebøll-Holm’s on Danish knighthood, although they push the timeline back by about a 

century, consider Denmark to at one point have had a native aristocracy largely 

untouched by European culture.  Moreover, English and Continental historians have just 

assumed this line of thinking to be true, without giving it much thought or scholarly 

attention.  By approaching the issue from the perspective of the longue durée, this 

dissertation argues that the dichotomy of a native elite culture replaced by a European 
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one is false, since Danish aristocratic culture had been heavily influenced by trends on 

the Continent since at least the Roman Iron Age.    

Archaeologists, particularly for the prehistoric period, have been much more 

willing to examine the significance of contacts between Denmark and the Continent and 

how those contacts helped to shape cultural changes within Denmark.  Chapters two and 

three of this dissertation examine the archaeological evidence for cultural interaction 

between Denmark and the Continent in the Roman Iron Age and Viking Age.  They 

emphasize that not only were Danish elites influenced by their peers on the Continent, 

but that they actively sought out European cultural forms as a way to set themselves apart 

from the rest of the population.  The archaeological scholarship presented in these 

chapters paints a much more dynamic picture of cultural exchange between Denmark and 

the rest of Europe, and some archaeologists, such as Ulf Näsman, argue that in fact the 

European impact on Danish culture cannot be overstated.  Rather, Danish society 

paralleled developments in the rest of Europe in many fundamental ways.   

Medieval historians, however, have started from different assumptions and so 

have not followed this line of scholarship, so that there is a fundamental break in the 

historiography of Denmark.  Thus, the scholarly tradition holds that there was a pre-

historic Denmark that was heavily influenced by outside developments but then somehow 

abruptly became insular and closed-off before the medieval period, only to, in the 

thirteenth century, slowly embrace a European culture that was fundamentally foreign.  

This dissertation argues against the notion that there was ever such a break, and follows 

the development of the elite networks through which cultural forms flowed into Denmark 

from the Iron Age to the Middle Ages.  It thus refutes the idea that Denmark ever needed 
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to be Europeanized, since these networks ensured that Denmark took part in European 

developments all along.   

This dissertation thus brings together two different strands of research, historical 

and archaeological, in a way that has as yet not been attempted.  It demonstrates that the 

elite networks that were put into place in the Roman Iron Age continued to be important 

conduits for cultural developments in Denmark throughout the Viking Age and into the 

Middle Ages.  Moreover, these continued contacts between Denmark and the Continent 

meant that Danish elites followed the same cultural trends as their peers in the rest of 

Europe.  Because of the limited research on courtly culture in Denmark, its adoption and 

development contemporaneously with other parts of Europe has not been sufficiently 

appreciated.  Nor have the consequences of this adoption of courtly culture, namely the 

increasing stratification of society, been subject to close examination.       

Medieval courtly culture thus offers a unique perspective on the integration of 

Denmark with continental Europe.  This culture began in the courts of France around 

1100, with the high nobility embracing a more refined way of life.  The old military 

values were joined with new courtly ones specifying the virtues of liberality in the use of 

worldly goods, affability and articulateness in conversation, and elegance of manners.  

This dissertation, which addresses the hitherto understudied adoption of courtly culture in 

Denmark, shows that Danish elites embraced courtly and chivalric culture at the same 

time as their peers in other parts of Europe.  Moreover, courtly culture travelled to 

Denmark along the same networks as it spread throughout Europe, networks that had 

been in place for centuries.  By tracing the growth of these economic, political, and social 

networks from the Roman Iron Age to the High Middle Ages, this dissertation 
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demonstrates the importance of material cultural forms to the development of a shared 

notion of what it meant to be a member of the elite in medieval Europe.   

The scarcity of sources makes such an examination difficult but not impossible.  

This study has used an interdisciplinary approach, bringing the results of archaeological 

investigations together with historical, literary, and art historical analysis, thus providing 

for a fuller understanding of Danish society.  Moreover, because other areas of Europe 

are much better supplied with extant sources, a comparison can be made between 

circumstances on the Continent with ones that are more sparsely attested for Denmark.  

Despite the fact that Denmark is almost totally ignored in the histories of medieval 

Europe in general, their findings can still be useful to an examination of cultural 

developments in Denmark.    

 The elite networks of the High Middle Ages had their origins in the Roman Iron 

Age.  During this period, Denmark continually imported Roman luxury goods, with 

Danish elites seeking to control this trade as a way to expand their authority and 

influence.  These Roman imports had an important symbolic power because they were 

connected with the might and prestige of the Roman Empire, and elite groups in the 

Danish area used these items to signify their membership in an exclusive status group.  

Danish elites also adopted the manners and customs attached to Roman material culture.  

Imports like Roman weaponry influenced warfare and the military structure in Denmark, 

while other Roman prestige objects served as models for Danish craft production as well 

as inspiring the use of written language.  The use of Roman material culture and the 

networks that were developed to attain it set the pattern for subsequent interactions 

between Danish elites and their peers on the Continent in the following centuries.  By 
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including the archaeological evidence for the Roman Iron Age, this dissertation shows 

how the elite networks of Roman Europe included Denmark, thus profoundly influencing 

Danish culture.     

 Following the collapse of the Roman Empire in the fifth century AD, elite 

networks between magnates in Denmark and those in the barbarian successor kingdoms 

continued to flourish.  During the Viking Age, c. 700 – c. 1050, contacts between Latin 

Europe and Denmark grew in scope and importance, with Danish magnates drawing on 

the material and ideological cultural models of their southern neighbors.  Just as they had 

with Roman luxury items, elites in Denmark used Merovingian and Carolingian imports 

to signify status and power.  Consequently, the symbolic importance of European 

material culture was broadly shared by elites across territories.  Danish kings and 

magnates also increasingly sought to access and control commercial and political ties to 

other European rulers.  The foundation of emporia and the minting of coins show that 

Denmark was an active participant in a North European commercial zone, while 

diplomatic alliances between Danish and continental rulers meant Denmark also had a 

significant political presence.  The conversion of Christianity in the tenth century brought 

the influence of the Church to bear on Danish society, connecting it to yet another 

European network.  All of these networks, economic, political, and religious, were an 

important conduit for Danish adoption of continental cultural forms.  By emphasizing the 

continuity of these European elite networks, networks that included Denmark, this 

dissertation offers new insights into the importance of these contacts to Danish elite 

culture.  Because they have been asking different questions from the ones posed in this 

dissertation, previous historians have not noted this continuity in elite connections from 
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the Roman Iron Age on.  They have not pursued evidence from the previous era, thus 

overlooking the clear patterns in the adoption of European cultural forms in Denmark that 

had been established in the first century AD.  Moreover, this oversight has led some 

historians to overestimate the importance of the conversion to Christianity in the mid-

tenth century as the main factor in the “Europeanization” of Denmark, tying all 

subsequent cultural developments back to Christianization.  While there is no doubt that 

the Christian conversion of Denmark was important, this dissertation shows that the 

pattern of European cultural influence on Danish society had been set long before.    

 Danish elite contacts via the economic, diplomatic, and religious networks of 

Europe continued to be strengthened in the High Middle Ages.  These networks were 

instrumental in the adoption and spread of courtly culture throughout Europe.  The long-

standing ties between Danish and continental elites meant that Denmark adopted 

medieval courtly culture contemporaneously with its spread in the rest of Europe.   The 

commercial revolution of the Middle Ages led to the proliferation and expansion of trade 

routes along which courtly culture travelled.  Moreover, dynastic ties meant that the 

princely houses of Europe were increasingly interconnected, further facilitating the 

homogenization of elite culture.  The conversion to Christianity allowed Danish elites 

also to take part in the burgeoning educational networks associated with the rise of 

universities across Europe.  It was through these networks that the Danish aristocracy, 

along with their continental counterparts, adopted courtly culture.  Consequently, this 

dissertation argues against the common notion that Danish society was at its core still 

Viking, and did not take part in European courtly culture until well after its development 
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on the Continent.  Rather, Danish elites closely followed the European courtly trends 

from the very beginning.     

 The key aspect of the new aristocratic culture of the Middle Ages was knighthood 

and the associated practice of cavalry warfare, both of which Danish elites actively 

embraced in the twelfth century.  Fighting on horseback became the dominant form of 

aristocratic warfare in medieval Europe, and Danish knights fully participated in all of its 

ceremonial and ritual features.  Knights and knighthood were promoted at the highest 

levels of society, molded to fit conditions specific to Denmark.  Moreover, the chivalric 

qualities of honor, prowess, and magnanimity were celebrated as important markers of 

knightly status, just as they were in the rest of Europe.  This dissertation thus refutes the 

idea that Danes did not adopt knighthood until the mid-thirteenth century, but rather its 

use in Denmark closely followed the full adoption of chivalry in German imperial court 

circles in the twelfth century.  Denmark’s presence in the elite networks of Europe thus 

ensured that the Danish aristocracy was up-to-date on the new military techniques and 

ideals. 

 Food and food consumption also provide important evidence of cultural shifts and 

the adoption of courtly culture in medieval Denmark.  Food consumption and feasting are 

a significant arena for ideas of social and economic stratification to play out.  Medieval 

food consumption in Denmark followed similar trends to continental Europe, with courtly 

culture increasingly emphasizing imported, luxury food items as markers of elite status.  

The new courtly society stressed the quality of food as opposed to just its quantity as an 

indicator of social distinction, with the writing of cookbooks, attention to food 

preparation and presentation, as well as table manners all indicating a more stratified 
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society.  The new food culture was an important component of court culture, and it 

provided yet another way for elites in Denmark and across Europe to set themselves 

apart.  This dissertation goes beyond the previous scholarship in food history by drawing 

attention to the connection between the adoption of courtly culture in Denmark and the 

shift in elite cuisine.  Moreover, it links the increased emphasis on food quality, along 

with its preparation and presentation, to the development of a more rigidly hierarchical 

society, thus giving new insight into the social changes of high and late medieval 

Denmark. 

 Dress and ornamentation was another significant aspect of social identity in 

courtly society.  Certain textiles, colors, and embellishments in clothing were all valuable 

indicators of power and status, and precious garments were an important element in 

economic and political exchanges across Europe.  Danish aristocrats adopted courtly 

attire not only as a means of communicating their wealth and position but also as a way 

to signal their social and political ambitions.  The new style of dress made manifest the 

increasing stratification of Danish society.  As with other aspects of courtly culture, 

Danish elites embraced the new fashions through the same networks as their peers on the 

Continent, and the government in Denmark wrestled with the same questions of morality 

and economic consequences of sartorial extravagance as those faced by other 

governments in Europe.  Clothing further shows the active participation of Denmark in 

the courtly culture of medieval Europe.  As explained, however, the general trend in 

Danish medieval historiography has been to focus on internal factors rather than foreign 

ones for changes in medieval Danish culture, and the adoption of courtly culture has not 

been a topic that has provoked much scholarly discussion in Danish history.  
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Consequently, the evidence of dress has largely been ignored, particularly as regards the 

social implications for the history of courtly dress in Denmark.  This dissertation corrects 

this oversight, arguing that the evidence of dress in fact shows just how deeply enmeshed 

Danish aristocrats were in the elite networks of Europe.    

 As noted, the adoption of courtly culture and its related material forms resulted in 

a greater disparity between the aristocracy and the common people in Denmark.  Those 

who were able to participate in this pan-European culture were able to signal their elite 

status in new ways, such as through the adherence to knightly forms of combat, 

consumption of new luxury foods, and the adoption of new styles of dress.  This 

increased stratification culminated in the creation of a nobility in the thirteenth century, 

beginning with the Law of Jutland in 1241.  These new nobles were now legally distinct 

from the rest of the population and had institutionally defined privileges, such as the 

freedom from regular taxation in exchange for military service described in Chapter 5.  

These legal developments should be seen in conjunction with the social ones explored in 

this study, so that the adoption of courtly culture went hand in hand with formalized 

distinctions between the classes.   

This dissertation has demonstrated the importance of elite networks to the 

incorporation of Denmark with the rest of Europe.  Drawing together the archaeological 

evidence with historical, literary, and art historical sources in a new way, it allows for a 

fuller understanding of Denmark’s place within larger European developments 

concerning elite culture.  Thus, although the sources for Denmark are exceedingly sparse, 

what evidence survives shows that Denmark adopted European cultures simultaneously 
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to their development in Europe, from Iron Age Roman culture to European courtly 

culture itself. 
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